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EDITOR'S NOTE

Further to the adoption of new conventions for the geographical ordering of reports
in this section of the journal (see vol. 44, p. 23:)), this issue includes a map of the historical
counties of Ireland, to complement those of the post- I974 counties of England and New
Local Authority areas of Scotland and Wales published last year.

The Society is most grateful to secretaries of specialist groups and contributors who
have provided reports on groups, excavations and survey work.

It is essential that summaries are provided in house style. Style sheets are distributed
to field units and other bodies every year, and are available direct from the compilers.
Abstracting from unit annual interims is not possible.

In certain cases the 1\ational Grid Reference has been omitted to protect sites. Please
notify the compilers if this information is to be withheld.

British sites

J\!Lirit Caimster, 9 Cranfield Road, Brockley Cross, London SE4 IT"!

Irish sites

John Bradley, Department of Modern History, National University oflreland, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare, Ireland
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SPECIALIST GROUP REPORTS

CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Hon. Chairman/Secretary: Pamela :Marshall, :\lylnmede, .:vIoor Lane, Potterhanworth,
Lincoln, L~4 2DZ

The AGM and fourteenth annual conference on the castles of Kent and East Sussex
were held at Canterbury in April 2000. Over seventy CSC members enjoyed a stimulating
programme based at the University of Kent. Richard Eales, the conference organiser, gave
an evening lecture on the historical background to the region's castle building, as did
Pamela Marshall on recent interpretations of the role of the great tower in I Ith- and I2th
century castles. Site visits, spread over four days, included Canterbury's \'Vest Cate and
city walls as well as the ruined great tower, which is all that remains of the castle. Dover,
Rochester, Tonbridge, Bodiam and Deal were among the better known sites visited, along
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with less celebrated monuments such as the Ypres Tower at Rye, the donjons at \Vest
~lalling and Sutton Valence and the fortified episcopal manor at Lympne. Private owners
were extremely kind in allowing visits to Cooling, Allington, Saltwood and \Vestenhanger.

Details of Group members' activities and an update on castle research programmes
of 2000 can be found in Newsletter no. 14 (2000 200 I), edited and produced by :'\Ieil Guy.
Castle-related publications for the year are found in the CSG Bihliography compiled by
John Kenyon and distributed with an interim i\lewsletter. Enquiries should be directed to
the Hon. Secretary.

FINDS RESEARCH GROVP

Hon. Secretary: Katey Banks, Archaeology Section, The Potteries l\luseum and Art
Gallery, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs. STI 3DE (Tel: 01782 232323; e-mail: kate.hanks@
civic2 .stoke.gov. uk) -

The aims of the Group are to promote the study of finds from sites dating principally
from 700 1700, by holding meetings and to discuss, view and identify finds from that
period. Data sheets including current research are produced regularly. The Group's data
sheets are available from the Hon. Secretarv.

The Spring meeting was held on 17 April 2000 in Norwich on 'Fishing and Fishing
Implements'. The meeting was an attempt to examine the range of implements in use
during the medieval period. Speakers included Martin Foreman, Patrick Wallace, Rebecca
Nicholson, Keith Parfitt and Richard Sabiru.

The Group's Autumn meeting was hcld on 23 October 2000 at the Society of
Antiquaries, London on 'The 14th century'. The seminar examined the material culture of
the 14th century and looked at glass, ceramics, metalwork, leather and treen, as well as the
history and economy of the period. Speakcrs included John Cherry, Rachel Tyson,
Maureen Mellor, Geoff Egan and Justine Bayley. This meeting included the Group's
AGM.

:VIEDIEVAL POTTERY RESEARCH GROUP

Hon. Secretary: Lorraine rVlepham, c/o Potteries Museum and Art Gallery, Hanley,
Stoke-on-Trent, Stafts. STI 3DW

The AGM was held at Oxford in ~1arch, and was organised to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of the Medieval Pottery Research Group. The two days were packed with
papers, many of them looking back over the advances made in our knowledge of medieval
pottery over the past quarter of a century, both regionally and thematically.

The conference also saw the launch of a postcard of a 'Pottery Supergroup', featuring
Saxon and medieval vessels loaned by a variety of museums across the country. Copies of
the postcard are available through the Secretary.

On the publications front, this was a relatively slow year. The publication of volume
22 of A1edieval Ceramics (for 1998) had been delayed, and in order to narrow the gap between
volumes, and to help return publication to its normal annual sequence, the two volumes
for 1998 and 1999 were published together, and appeared at the end of the year. Three
issues of the Newsletter were distributed, as normal, with the adoption part way through the
year of the Group's new logo, another response to the 25th anniversary. \iVork on
completion of three occasional papers (on Ipswich Ware, Trondheim Redwares and
Minimum Standards) still progresses slowly, but it is hoped that all three projects will come
to fruition during the next year.

The Group has had its own web site for a few years, but in 2000 acquired a permanent
web address, which should ensure that the site is located by all the major Internet search
engines. The web site (which can be found at www.medievalpottery.org.uk) has been redesigned,
but still holds information on joining the Group, publications, newsletter items and lists of
other relevant websites and ceramic groups.
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:VIEDIEVAL SETTLEME;,\T RESEARCH GROUP

Han. Secretary: Stephen Coleman, Heritage and Environment Section, Environmental
Services Group, Bedfordshire County Council, County Hall, Cauldwell Street, Bedford,
:Y1K42 gAP (Tel: 0 1234228072; e-mail: colemans@deed.bedfordshire.g01J.uk)

The Group's Spring Conference in April, based at the University of East Anglia in
Norwich, was a great success and attended by over 60 delegates. The development of rural
settlement patterns in medieval :'-Jorfolk and Suffolk were explained by Andrew Rogerson,
Edward Martin andJohn :'-Jewman whilst Leigh Alston discussed the evidence provided by
standing buildings. Brian Cushion, Alan Davison and Peter \Vade-Martins demonstrated
the considerable results offield recording by the l'\orfolk Earthworks Project and Rosemary
Hoppitt examined the impact of park creation in Suffolk on settlement. Finally Rob
Lidyeard presented his thought provoking views on the planning of the settlement
landscape at Castle Rising in l'\orfolk. :'\iext day the Group enjoyed field visits to several
locations in south Norfolk and Mid-Suffolk. These included the deserted settlement at
Bixley, the town of Eye, Bungay Castle, the moated South Elmham Hall and nearby
minster or chapel site and several large greens with associated settlement at Hales,
Greshaw, Chippenhall and Wingfield Greens, the latter including a fortified manor house
surrounded bv a moat.

The app~intmentsof Dr RichardJones as Project Ylanager and archaeologist and of
Dr :Ylark Page as historian responsible for documentary research enabled the pilot
\Vhittlewood Project to begin during the summer. Both explained the good early progress
made at a seminar on the Project which followed the Group's AGl\!I in December and was
introduced by Professor Christopher Dyer who heads the Project Board.

Our web site (www.britarehe.ukl ms~g) has led to a greater awareness of the Group, both
in Britain and abroad. E-mail is now increasingly used by enquirers, both relating to
membership, but more particularly by those seeking information on specific settlements
and moats or on related topics besides some rather more obscure questions.

PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME
The Portable Antiquities Scheme at present covers about half of England and the

whole of \Vales. It exists to provide a recording service for the tens of thousands of
archaeological finds made by the public (many of them metal-detectorists) every year. l

Many of these finds come from archaeological sites which have been damaged by
agriculture, leaving the objects as the only evidence of past activity. Other objects are of
interest in their own right. The officers of the Portable Antiquities Scheme have provided
information about medieval sites and finds in the areas which they cover; it is hoped that
the scheme may eventually expand to cover the whole of England and \Vales. 2

During 2000, the scheme has recorded on its database 2, I 27 finds of medieval date
(5th to 16th century), which represent 23'Yo of the total number ofg,128 finds recorded on
the database this year. Of these, 460 were pre-Conquest and 1,667 were post-Conquest. A
breakdown of the figures for coins and other artefacts by date is shown in tables I and 2.

The entries below set out some of the highlights of the past year's discoveries both in
terms of sites and of individual finds. Full details of the finds recorded by the Portable
Antiquities Scheme can be obtained from the scheme's Outreach Officer,:l or from the
website: < wwwJinds.o~I!,>. Further details of the early-medieval coins (up to 1180) can be
obtained from the Fitzwilliam Museum's Early Medieval Corpus of Coin Finds, at
< wwwJitzmuseum.eam.ae.uklcoinsleme.html>. (R. Hobbs).

1 Portable Antiquities Annual Rejlorl 19.9.92000 (Department of Culture, Media and Sport, 2000), 39 ,1 I.

, Scotland, :'\orthern Ireland and the Republic ofIreland have their own reporting schemes.
:J Dr Richard Hobbs, c/a Coins and Medals, British Museum, Great Russell Street, London VVC IE 3DG.
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TABLE I.

NUMBERS OF MEDIEVAL NON
NU:YlISMAl1C FINDS, BY DATE.

PRE-CONQUEST

TABLE 2.

NC:YlBERS OF :YIEDlEVAL COl1\'
FINDS, BY DATE.

PRE-CONQCEST

Early (c. 400-720)
:Yliddle (c. 720 850)
Late (c. 850-1(66)

Total

POST-CONQUES'!'

I Ith century (c. 1067 1(99)
12th century (c. I 100- I 199)
13th century (c. 1200-1299)
14th century (c. 13°0- I 399)
15th century (c. 1400 1499)
16th century (c. 15°0-1599)
Total

Grand tolal

ENGLAND

11 1

49
233

423

5
29
48
87

3°5
694

r,168

Early (c. 400-720)
:Yliddle (c. 720 850)
Late (c. 850-1(66)

Total

POS'l-CO:\QCEs'r

I I th century (c. 1066- 1099)
12th century (c. 1100 1199)
13th century (c. 1200 1299)
14th century (c. 13°0- I 399)
15th century (c. 1400- I 499)
16th century (c. 1500 1599)
Total

Grand total

1
9

24

37

2

22
160
160
62
93

4.9.9

536

CHESHIRE

Faddiley. A pectoral cross was found by Mr J. Gibbons. The cross is made of solid copper
alloy with gold plates on the front and a scroll pattern on the reverse. It dates to the second
half of the 8th century. Thc proportions of the cross are very similar to the slightly earl ier
St Cuthbert cross, and to the slightly later Gravesend cross. The gold plates on the front,
with repoussc vine-scroll decoration imitating beaded wire, have a technical parallel on
the 8th-century Rupertus cross, and the simple tendrilled scroll itself would fit in with such
a date. The tightly scrolled foliate decoration on the back is very unusual - it seems at
times as if it is about to turn into a trumpet spiral or peltate design - but again it fits in
with an 8th-century date. (L. Webster and1\'. Herepath).

CUMBRIA

Arnside (SD 45 77). An 8th-century Irish vessel mount was found by Mr D. James. The
copper-alloy mount is dominated by a grim human face with large oval eyes, above panels
of enamel. It was originally symmetrical, with a matching face in mirror image at the
bottom. It was made as one of a set of three rim-mounts for a bowl of thin copper-alloy
sheet. These mounts werc recessed behind to hold rings from which the bowl could be
hung. The Arnside mount has three holes drilled through it, including a large one through
the mouth, showing mechanical re-attachment or re-use.

The stylised staring face and the lavish usc of enamel are features characteristic of
8th-century Irish decorative metalwork. Similar anthropomorphic mounts have also been
found on Irish bowls and buckets in Norway.4 As well as vessels, Irish mounts and fittings
travelled with the Vikings as loot or traded goods, or possibly as gifts and dowry pieces.

I.J. Petersen, Viking flntiquities in Great Britain and ireland, Part V British !lntiquities of the Viking PeriodJound in Norway
(Oslo,1940 ).
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\Vhile often of no value as bullion they were appreciated for their decoration, bright gilding
and coloured enamel. JVlany, as here, show signs of re-usc. -

One other Irish bowl mount with a face at each end, but without enamel, was found
in England senne years ago, reportedly near York, formerly the capital of a Scandinavian
kingdom." It is more usual in Britain and around the Irish Sca to find small pieces cut from
Irish enamels and decorative metalwork for use as decoration on the lead weights which
arc relatively common finds from the 9th and 10th centuries. Ii

There arc a number o[]ate 9th-century and later Viking silver hoards from Cumbria
and Lancashire, and the area was extensively settled by' people of mixed Irish and
Scandinavian roots in the loth century, all of which provides a background to the
circulation and loss of this Irish piece. 7 Arnside, on the coast, is well placed as a port for
contacts with eastern Ireland and the Isle of YIan. The Arnside find makes an interesting
addition to our knowledge of Irish metalwork and its redistribution in the Viking period.
(S. Youngs and N. Herepath).

GI.OCCESTERSHIRE

Todenham. An I !th-century copper-alloy stirrup-strap mount of Williams Class A Type 58

was found by MrJ Warren (Fig. la). It is decorated with a beast looking upwards and to
the left, and has the long apex common to the type. (A. Bolton).

HAMPSHIRE

Breamore. Early Anglo-Saxon artefacts found by Mr S. Bolger have revealed the presence of
a previously unknown and apparently high-status cemetery. The finds include 6th-century
brooch and buckle fragments, a shield-boss and a spear-head, but most outstanding is a
6th-century Byzantine bucket with a stamped and engraved hunting scene. It depicts three
bushy-haired male warriors fighting a large leopard-like creature and a further, possibly
mythological, beast whose body is covered in rosettes. A Greek inscription running around
the top of the vessel translates as 'Use this, Lady, for many happy years'. Traces of tinning
on the exterior suggest that the bucket was intended to imitate examples produced in silver.
Other examples of this type of bucket are known from Chessell Down on the Isle of Wight,
and Bromeswell in Suffolk. A geophysical survey and small-scale excavation has taken
place and further work is planned. Full publication of the bucket will follow. (S. Worrell).

Abbot/'s Barton. A fragment of a small square-headed brooch and a complete button brooch
of Avent and Evison's Class B (misc),9 suggestive of a possible 6th-century cemetery site,
were discovered by Mr T. Hinde. (S. Worrell).

Winchester. An unusual I I th-century Anglo-Scandinavian copper-alloy knife handle was
found by Mr S. P. Budden. The decoration, which is the same on both sides, is in Ringerike
Style and resembles half a human or animal mask. Knife handles were most commonly
produced in wood or bone, and few are known from this period in copper alloy. Traces of

!'i Private collection.
6 J. Graham-Campbell, Viking Artelacts: a Select Catatogue (London, ]980), nos. 307-8; .\:1. Redknap, Vikings in H7ales

(Pomypool, 2000), 6].
7 J. R. Baldwin and 1. D. Whyte (eds), The Scandinavians in Cumbria (Leeds, ]985); D. Griffiths, 'The coastal trading

ports of the Irish Sea', 63-72 inJ. Graham-Campbell (ed.), Viking Treasurejrom the North West: the Cuerdale Hoard and
its Cuntext (Liverpool, 1992).

B D. Williams, Late Saxon Stirruji-Strap lv10unts (CBA Res. Rep. ]]], York, ]997),40 2.

'J R. Avent and V. I. Evison, 'Anglo-Saxon bullon brooches', Ardzaeologia, ]07 (] 982),77-] 24-
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FIG. I

(a) Stirrup-strap mount from Todcnham, Gloucestcrshire. (b) Belt-mount from 'rhurnham, Kcnt. (c) Pilgrim's
badgc from Whcrwcll, Hampshire. (d) Harncss mount from Fincham, Korfolk. (e) Radiate-headed brooch

from Cobham, Kent. (f) Spur from Lyng, .'Jor!(llk D. Wreathali). All at scale I: I. Drawings ~J' A. Boltoll
(a),]o Bacon (b), A. Cracknell (d), and D. Wreathal/ (e,.f).
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the iron blade survive. The handle has been acquired by \Vinchestcr Yluseums Service. 1lJ

(S. Worrell and 1,. Webster).

WherwelL. A 15th-century copper-alloy pilgrim's badge depicting St Barbara was discovered
by Ylr S. Cole (Fig. 1c). Devotional badges of St Barbara holding a palm and standing next
to a tower are uncommon in this country. Examples are known from Norfolk, II and others
have been recorded in France and the Low Countries. They were worn to protect against
sudden death, rather than being related to a specific shrine. (S. \Vorrell andJ. Robinson).

KENT

Coombe, near Ash. Evidence for Anglo-Saxon occupation at Coombe has been revealed by
metal-detector finds made over the past decade, and may be significant in relation to a
high-status 6th-century cremation burial excavated by VV. W. Boreham in 1815-12 It is
hoped that the site can be explored archaeologically in due course.

Finds recovered include a gold solidus of Avitus (A.D. 455 6) made into a pendant, a
tremissis of]ustin I (519 27), several 6th- to 7th-century Anglo-Saxon brooch fragments
and numerous Roman coins. Post-Conquest coins and artefacts have also been found on
the site in recent years. The surrounding topography, with burials above and evidence for
a stream below, seem ideal for a settlement site, but the finds may also indicate a secondary
burial ground. (M. Lewis).

Near West }'l1alling. Evidence for a high-medieval fair near Fartherwell Manor was identified
by K. Betts,j. Darvill and K. Stafford who undertook a metal detector survey on the site
between 1997 and 2000. In close proximity survive three Anglo<\Jorman structures and
evidence for quarrying, which may have provided a focus for the fair. Another fair site has
already been identified to the east of West Malling.

The survey area consisted of three ficlds. In field A, finds were initially sparse but
distribution patterns focused search towards a faint elliptical depression, which was
probably once a spring. K on-numismatic finds included two gold rings of the 12th to 13th
centuries;13 a heraldic horse-harness pendant, a sword fitting, a dagger guard, a lead seal
matrix of Isabella of Offham (all 13th-century); and copper-alloy buckles of the 12th to
14th centuries. Coin finds included 30 silver pennies, cut halfpennies and cut farthings
from c. 1154 to 1307. !'vEnts represented included London, Canterbury, York, Newcastle
and Bristol, and Irish and Scottish mints.

Field B revealed high numbers of cut farthings, even for sterling coins minted after
Edward I, but few objects. In contrast, a gold noble of Edward III was recovered from field
C, along with numerous late-medieval thimbles, purse frames and bars, buckles, buttons
and loom weights. Fields A and B are thought to represent the main area of the fair, with
field C representing a marginal area. (M. Lewis and]. Darvill).

Thurnham. An incomplete mid- to late 6th-century Anglo-Saxon mount was found by
J. Darvill. The mount is probably from a belt, and is rectangular and made from cast
gilded copper-alloy (Fig. I b). It is decorated with a chip-carved design in late Style I, and
is set with two flat lozengiform garnets. (M. Lewis and B. Ager).

III Accession number WI:\CM:AYS.
II B. Spencer, Medieval Pilgrim BadgesJrom Norfolk (:\orwich, 1980), no. 112.
12 H. R. Ellis Davidson and L. \\'ebsler, 'The Ang'lo-Saxon burial at Coombe (\Voodnesborougb), Kent', lviedieval

Archaeo/., II (1967), 1-41.

l:l Treasure Annual Report 19.97 1.9.98 (Department of Culture, Media and Sport, 1999), nos. 92 3.
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Near.New Romney. An Edward the Confessor 'Radiate/Small Cross' silver penny was found
by;Vlr C. Liule. The type is .\'orth 8 I6, Hild A, minted by Walric (Wulfric) of Rochester c.
1044 6. The obverse legend reads EDDERD REX + + + around a radiate bust left. The
reverse legend reads PMLRIII: O)J ROFEL + around a small cross pattee. (M. Lewis).

Snargate, Romney iV1anh. A gilded copper-alloy figure of StJohn the Evangelist was found by
.;vlr ;VI. Longman. The robed figure has been dated to the 15th century and was probably
from a processional cross. It has been deeply cut below the knees, and it is conjectured that
this may have resulted from its desecration during the Reformation. (M. Lewis and
). Robinson).

Near West Hylhe. A very fine neatly struck example of OHa's heavy coinage of c. 792 6
(North 320) was found by)J. Allen. The obverse reads +OFFA between two lines across
the field, with REX below, and a stylised ;VI between two triangles above. The reverse
shows the moneyer's name (Ethelmod) as + EDEEL between two lines across the field,
with a cross between 'brackets' above and .;v1:D below. (M. Lewis and X. Allen).

Cobham. A good example of a mid-.')th-/ early 6th-century radiate-headed brooch was
found by ;VIr D. Arms (Fig. Ie). The general form of this brooch is Continental; its triple
knobbed semi-circular head and ring-and-dot decoration arc similar to Frankish examples
from the Rhineland region. Since parallels have also been made with brooches found at
Bifrons, Littlebourne and Faversham (all in Kent), the Cobham brooch may be an insular
imitation, rather than a continental import. (E. Ager and M. Lewis).

Near Tilmanstone. A 13th-century Limoges-style gilded copper-alloy cross terminal was
found by Mr M. Peters. The terminal is decorated with red and blue champlcve enamel
and shows St lViatthew represented by an angel. ~,founted on the reverse of the lower arm
of a processional or reliquary cross, this plaque would have been accompanied by
representations of the three other evangelists on the remaining arms of the cross. (M. Lewis
and). Robinson).

NORFOLK

Seven early Anglo-Saxon sites, all probably inhumation cemeteries, were discovered in
2000, bringing the number of known early Anglo-Saxon sites in Norfolk currently being
damaged by agriculture to 38. The sites are spread all over the county with no noticeable
clusters. (A. Rogerson and H. Geake).

Alby with Thwaite (SMR no. 34824). A German penny of Otto III, under the regency of his
grandmother Adelheid (A.D. 983-96), was found by .;vIr N. Paul. The coin is of the type
usually known as Otto-Adelheid I, and is one of only three known from England. It is
heavily pecked, which suggests strongly that it has passed through Scandinavian hands;
this presumably explains the )Jorfolk findspot. (G. Williams).

Fincham (SMR no. 30049). A gilded copper-alloy mount was found by Mr C. Sproule and
Mr C. Merchant (Fig. Id). The mount is oval, with one end wider than the other; the wider
end has a double D-shaped ridge around a central boss and the narrower end has double
strand interlace in a simple twist. On the reverse are two sturdy rivets and copper-alloy
corrosion in which some possible textile is preserved. This mount is paralleled by a set with
anthropomorphic decoration found on the horse-harness in Mound 17 at Sutton HOO.14
(H. Geake).

14 M. O. H. Carver, Sutton Hoo: Burial Ground ofKings' (London, 1998), fig. 65.
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Lyng (SYIR 3(48). A copper-alloy spur dating to the 9th to I Ith centuries was found by
T. and B. Reeve (Fig. If). It has a stylised animal head projecting above the goad, and two
split and riveted terminals. The spur is paralleled by a number of other spurs from East
Anglia, from Pakenhaml:; and Icklingham in Suffolk, and from Bawsey and Gooderstone
in Norfolk. Thc group is currently being researched by Gabor Thomas. (G. Thomas).

lvloriry (SMR no. 34252). A hoard of 2 I medieval coins was found, consisting of 17 cut
halfpennies and four pcnnies. All but one wcrc Henry III; six of Class 3 (A.D. 12;[8 50),
thirteen of Class 5 (1251-72) and one of Class 7 (1272-9). The last coin was a cut
halfpenny of Alexander III of Scotland (long cross and stars, c. 12.')0). Thc hoard was
deposited in 1272 or soon after. (B. Cook).

Quidenham (SYIR no. 35730). Three lead fragments in the shape oflate 5th- or 6th-century
long brooches, probably cruciform brooches, were found by Mr E. Crick (Fig. n). They
comprise one fragment of bow and two fragmcnts of the uppcr part of thc foot with
catchplatcs on the reverse. They may perhaps be models used in the production of
cruciform brooches, but onc of thc catchplatcs is already curled over suggcsting that it
might possibly havc come from an actual lead brooch. 1G (A. Rogerson).

Salzam Tonry (SYIR no. 35636). A copper-alloy ingot with transverse hammering was found
by Mr Y1. Nudd. Thc transverse hammering strongly suggests a Viking-period date. The
ingot joins similar finds in recent years from Costessey (SMR no. 34 170; weight 10.99g)
and Congham (SMR no. 3565; weight 2.90g) (Fig. 2b). Thesc carlier finds were originally
thought to be base silver, and therefore analysed by the British Yluseum, but they have in
fact no silver content at all. (A. Rogerson and H. Geake).

SprowslonlSpixwortlz (SYIR no. 35330). Part of a badly damaged figurine of the crucified
Christ was found by ~lrJ Carrigan. Ylodelled in a naturalistic style, it is broken below the
waist; one of the arms has been broken off, and the other has been bent in antiquity up
bchind the head. The f~lce has apparently been heated to melting point and then pressed
down on to a fiat surface. It may bc a 15th-ccntury piccc, in Renaissancc style, which has
been damaged during the Reformation. (A. Rogerson and S. Ashley).

Tacoineston (SMR no. 35664). A small but high-quality early 7th-century mount made from
gold and cloisonne garnets was found in 1993 by Mr K. Wright (Fig. 21'). The cleven cclls
each retain a gold foil at the bottom, and seven still retain their flat-topped garnets. The
cells are surrounded by a wide gold border which slopes downwards to give a convex
efiect. On the reverse therc are two small holes in a gold backplate, which probably mark
the sites of torn-away rivets. This method of attaching rivets is unusual in carly Anglo
Saxon cloisonne work, and clearly resulted in a weak construction. The loss of the rivets
may mean that this mount was a casual loss; although the area has been comprehensively
searched since 1993 by thc findcr, no furthcr cvidcnce of early Anglo-Saxon activity has
been found. (H. Geake).

"D. Hinton, A Catalogue of the Anglo-Saxon Ornamental lifetalwork 7()() I J()() in the Department ofAntiquities. Ashmolean
lifuseum (Oxfcml, 1974.), no. 29·

Iii For other lead brooches or models, sec C. :Ylonimer, 'Lead-alloy models for three early Anglo-Saxon brooches'
Anglo-Saxon Studies in /lrchaeologv and l1istor.v, 7 (1994), 27 - 33·
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FIG.2

(a) Lead brooch fragments from Quidenham, Norfolk. (b) Viking-period copper-alloy ingots from Saham
Toney, Costessey and Congham, all in .l\orf(llk. (e) Human figurine from near Ipswich, Suffolk. (d) Human
figurine from near Sudbury, Suffolk. (e) Glass bead from Tunstead, l\orf()lk. (f) .vIount from 'l'acolneston,

Norfolk. All at sealc I: I. Drawings ~y S. Ashley (a, b: Saham 7imey,j), S. White (b: Costes.ley and Congham), D. Wreathall
(c, d) and A. Holness (e).
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Tunstead (SMR no. 7688). A large glass bead of 7th-century fine twist-decorated type was
found (while dog-walking) by Mrs D. Worsdall (Fig. 2e). Annular in shape and a translucent
ycllowy-green in colour, it has an inlaid trail of two fine strands twisted together. One
strand is a translucent yellow and the other is a more opaque greyish blue. The trail is
unevenly laid, sometimes tangled and sometimes stretched and distorted. There are no
other Anglo-Saxon finds from the area. (H. Geake).

West Rudham (SYIR no. 30883). A post-Conquest annular brooch in the shape of a finger
ring was found by YIr B. Mears. The brooch is made of copper alloy, and may originally
have been a finger-ring and subsequently modified. It has a bezel with an oval setting
which is now empty except for white cement. If the ring is held with the bezel at 12 o'clock,
at 3 o'clock is a pin constriction on which a pin swivcls. The pin is of very similar metal to
the ring, and has a tiny moulding around the junction of the loop and the shaft. (H. Geake).

West Walton (SMR no. 18953). A lead pilgrim badge in the form of a heart was found by
Mr M. Carlisle. It joins a group of heart-shaped pilgrim badges from :'-Iorfolk which
Spencer has suggested were souvenirs from Bromholm Priory in NE. Norfolk. 17

(A. Rogerson).
A particular focus of research in :'-Iorfolk is seal matrices. Sixty-two were reported in

2000, and a full catalogue can be found elsewhere. IS

NORTHA:VIPTO:\lSI lIRE

Nether Heyford (Whitehall Farm). Part of a corroded iron sword was found by Mr S. Pulley
and Ylr D. Derby, and identified as Anglo-Saxon by the local Finds Liaison Officer. Mr
Pulley and l\!Ir Derby returned to search the field, and uncovered part of an in situ but
plough-damaged skeleton. The finders reported their discovery, and as a result Nor
thamptonshire Heritage were able to fund a rescue excavation. The burial was found to be
a semi-crouched juvenile male orientated \\1.-E., with iron staining showing the position
of the sword across the right side of body. The only other grave-good was a knife located
ncar the 3rd lumbar vertebra. To the west were fragmentary remains of another badly
plough-damaged burial, possibly that ofa female. :VIetal-detection of the ploughsoil as part
of this project yielded the rest of the sword and a 5th- to 6th-century small long brooch.

The site, although detected in the past, had previously shown no evidence of
archaeology, although there is a late Roman villa nearby and documentary evidence
suggests that there may be an Anglo-Saxon 'palace' complex in the same parish. (R. Harte,
S. Youngs and M. Holmes).

2\fORTH HU:VIBERSIDE

Near DrifJield. The Yorkshire YIuseum acquired coins and artefacts from a 'productive site'
in the 19th century, and this site has now been rediscovered. Recent coin finds include 8th
century sceattas (Eadberht Series Y and Hallum Class A) and 9th-century stycas ofEanred
(8IO-C. 854) and iEthclred II (c. 8S8 862). Some formal archaeological excavation has
taken place on the site, revealing structural evidence of settlement; more excavation is
planned. (C. Paynton and C. Barclay).

17 Spencer, op. cit. in note 1 I, nos. 104 7.
IB H. Geake, A. Rogerson and S. Ashley, 'Medieval Seal Matrices from :"orfolk, 2000', forthcoming in Norfolk

Llrchaeoi., 43 pt. 4 (2001). .
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PockLington. Recent coin finds from this 'productive site' include an early 8th-century
Continental Series D sceaU, a copper-alloy Series 0 sceaU, a base-silver styca of Eanred
(81O-c. 854) and a styca of/Ethelred II (c. 858 862). A styca ofRedwulf(c. 858) was also
found corroded to a styca with blundered legend. The numerous non-numismatic finds
include a fine niello-inlaid Trewhiddle-style strap-end found by B. Freeman. (C. Paynton
and C. Barclay).

:\'ORTH YORKSHIRE

Arnc!iffe (SD 93/13 7169). An Anglo-Saxon 'workbox' dating to the 7th or early 8th century
was found by ~Ir K. \Voods, together with a small quantity of bone, close to a bank topped
with a drystone wall. A subsequent excavation was funded by the Yorkshire Dales Park
Authority and directed by K. Cale. The remains of at least two (possibly three) extremely
disturbed adult female inhumation burials were found, consisting of a variety of smashed
and splintered post-cranial bones. Further human and animal bone was found within the
bank, and a possible rectilinear structure containing a fragment of Iron-age beehive quem
lay under it. It is remarkable for a relatively flimsy 'workbox' to have survived the post
mortem disturbance which has affectcd the skeletal material from the graves. ();. Herepath
and K. Cale).

OXFORDSlIlRE

Emmington. A complete late 15th-century copper-alloy purse-frame of\Vard-Perkins type
HI was found by Ylr S. P. Budden (Fig. 3a).19 The frame has moulded and incised
ornament and the central block has niello decoration. The frame has twelve loops for the
attachment of the purse, seven of which retain copper-alloy wire. Oxfordshire ~Iuseums

Service hopes to acquire this find. (S. \Vorrell).

SOMERSET

Wiveliscombe. An I I th-century copper-alloy stirrup-strap mount was found by MrJ. Slade
(Fig. 3c). Although similar to Williams Class A, Type IIA, it has a griffin as the main motif
rather than the more usuallion. 20 The beast is cast in relief, standing right with its head
thrown back, its beak open and pointing towards the apex. One wing is visible, extending
from its front leg across its back, ending behind the head. Its tail emerges from between its
back legs and curves up over its back. The perforated apex is broken, but the two rivet
holes at the base (just above the flange) contain the corroded remains of iron rivets.
Donated by the finder and landowner to the Somerset County ~Museum, Taunton. 21

(C. Hayward Trevarthen).

South Petherton. A 15th-century copper-alloy pilgrim's badge was found by Mr A. Riste (Fig.
3b). The badge depicts St Roch dressed as a pilgrim, wearing a hat with a broad band at
the front and carrying a bag and staff He is accompanied by a dog on his left: and has a
kneeling figure to his right, and is exposing his right leg to show buboes, a symptom of
plague. St Roch is associated with both plague and pilgrimage; born in Ylontpellier around
1295, he cured plague victims when on pilgrimage during his life and later freed
~10ntpellier from plague when his relics were carried through the city. The relics were
taken to Venice in 1485. Another example of a St Roch pilgrim's badge is known, 22 but the
South Petherton badge is more complete. (C. Hayward Trevarthen andJ Robinson).

1<) J. B. Ward-Perkins, London AIuseum J1Iedieval Catalogue (London, 1940), 158 7 I.

20 \Villiams, op. cit. in note 8, 58-6C).
'I Accession number 1'1''\"C1\;l: C)/200 I.

2'.J. H. E. van Beuningen and i\. M. Koldeweij, Heilig en Profaan: 1000 Laatmiddeleeuwse Insignes uit de Collectie
fl.}. F;. Dan Beuningen (Rotterdam Papers 8, Corhen, I C)C)3), I go.
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FIG. :1

(a) Purse framc from Emmington, Oxfordshirc. Scale I :2. (b) Pilgrim's badge from South Petherton, Somerset.
(c) Stirrup-strap mount from \\!iveliscombe, Somerset. (d) Stirrup-strap mount from Maxstoke, \Varwiekshire.

(b)-(d) scale I: I. Drawings by A. Cracknell (a), M. [reuarthen (b, ,) (lnd A. Boltoll (d).
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TABLE 3.
CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBCTIOI\ OF FINDS FROM SOUTH HUMBERSIDE
A'JD LINCOLI\SHIRE RECORDED UI\DERTHE PORTABLE A)JTIOUITIES

SCHEYIE. ~

PERIOD

Prehistoric (including lithics)
Roman (excluding coins) A.D. 43-'po
Anglo-Saxon and Viking A.D. 410- roEiEi
Yledieval A.D. 1066 15/1°
Post-medieval A.D. 1.140 17°0

Lncertain

'1·7%
27.1 'Yo
19·6 'Y(,

28·9%
18·7%

TABLE 4.
CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARLY-MEDIEVAL FINDS FROM
SOUTH HUMBERSIDE AND U:\COL'JSHIRE RECORDED UNDER THE

PORTABLE A:\TIQUITlES SCHEME.

Total finds: 1,188 5th- to 7th
century

Finds by period 522
Percentage 44 'x,
Finds per century 261

8th- to 9th
century

loth-century,
English

135
,,%
135

loth-century,
Viking

112
10%
112

SOUTH HUMBERSIDE A:--iD LINCOLNSHIRE

The North Lincolnshire Museum (previously Scunthorpe Yluseum) has been recording
metal-detector finds for over 20 years. This was initially carried out as a personal initiative
by the writer, who recorded finds of i\nglo-Saxon and (Anglo-) Scandinavian ('Viking')
metalwork from Lincolnshire. Since the appointment of lVlarina Elwes as Finds Liaison
Officer in 1997 it has been possible to greatly increase both the quantity and range of the
material being recorded. This note is intended to present some broad statistics on what has
been recorded and to draw attention to some of the work being carried out.

During the last three years more than 5,000 finds have been recorded to a pre
publication standard in 'Jorth Lincolnshire; that is, a full record by drawing and
measurement. An allempt has been made to record all objects that would warrant
illustration iffound on an excavation.

The first question is whether or not the distribution of the metal-detector finds is
coherent or if~ as has so often been the case in the past, it reflects only concentrations of
fieldwork. Figure 4 (b-d) shows all of the finds of pre-Conquest material recorded from
Lincolnshire as part of the Portable Antiquities Scheme, with some earlier finds from the
county's SMR. It can be seen that the coverage of the county is fairly good but that there
are some gaps, particularly along the coastal margins, inland to the south of Lincoln and in
a band across the vVolds. It is interesting to compare this distribution with the pattern of
settlement recorded by the Domesday Survey (Fig. 4a). It can be seen that the areas from
which we have few finds were sparsely occupied in 1086 and arc unlikely to have had a
high level of population in earlier periods.
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Finds of early-medieval metalwork in Lincolnshire and the pattern of settlement as recorded in the Domesday
Survey. Based on data collected by Marina Elwes and Kevin Leahy. Digital mapping by Mike Hemblade,

Lincolnshire :'vluseum.
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The chronological pattern of finds may be broken down as in table 3. The Roman

conquest clearly bought a massive expansion in the use of what were, in the main, copper
alloy trinkets. Anglo-Saxon and Viking material is less well represented, particularly as the
finds were deposited over a period of around 600 years compared to the 350 years of the
Roman occupation. The post-Conquest period, covering around 500 years, shows an
increased level of deposition but one that is still lower than that recorded for the Roman
period. Post-medieval metalwork, dating from c. 1540 to 1700, makes a good showing,
reflecting the quickening of the economy during these years.

The finds of Anglo-Saxon and Viking metalwork are of particular interest, and the
Lincolnshire material can be broken down as in table 4. The figures show a broadly
consistent rate of deposition over the pre-Conquest period. This comes as something of a
surprise, as it might have been thought that the number of finds from ploughed-out early
Anglo-Saxon cemeteries would overwhelm the later material. It must, however, be
recognised that most of the 8th- to 9th-century finds are pins and strap-ends, both small,
cheap and easily lost objects.

Early Anglo-Saxon metalwork is both common and widespread in Lincolnshire.
Much of this material is from previously unknown cemeteries, of which ten examples have
been found in recent years. \lVe are also seeing many single finds of early Anglo-Saxon
metalwork. Some of these could be interpreted as casual losses, but others may come from
single burials or very small cemeteries. In some areas we arc seeing what appear to have
been polyfocal cemeteries, with finds coming from different but nearby locations. These
perhaps relate to a dispersed settlement pattern. Some indi\:idual finds are of particular
significance; six brooches of the supporting-arm type and Aberg's Group I have been
found, dating to around the mid-5th century, which provide information on the earliest
years of the Anglo-Saxon settlement. Three hanging bowls have been discovered and
added to the large number of bowls already found in Lincolnshire. 23

The distribution of 8th- to 9th-century metalwork in I,incolnshire is of great interest,
as it appears that there is a different pattern of finds in each of the historic 'Parts' of the
county (Fig. 4)' The Parts of Lindsey in the north of the county contain a number of
sizeable 'productive' sites, yielding large quantities of material. Middle Anglo-Saxon
metalwork is also common to the south, in the Parts ofKesteven, but here the 'productive'
sites are absent; while to the east, in the Parts of Holland, finds are few. This would seem
to suggest that there was something that resulted in the formation of 'productive' sites in
one of the Parts, but not the others. 24

It appears that the 'productive' sites came to an end in the late 9th century or, if they
survived, went on only in an attenuated form. The end of these sites may relate to the
Viking settlement of Lincolnshire which started in A.D. 877. Viking metalwork is common
in Lincolnshire being, in general, found in the same areas as the concentrations of Danish
place-names and Domesday sokemen. 25 While there have been some finds of fine
metalwork, most of the material is of outstandingly poor quality, suggesting a migration of
peasant women from Denmark.

The metal-detector finds recorded as part of the Portable Antiquities Scheme arc
providing us with an unprecedented amount of new data. These data must be interpreted
with care but also with imagination. They are capable of supporting many different
interpretations. The changes in the deposition rate of metal objects may reflect

2.1' R. Bruce-Mitford, 'Late Celtic hang-ing- bowls in Lincolnshire and South Humberside', 45 61 in A Vince (ed.),
Pre- Viking Lindsey (Lincoln, 1993).

24 K. Leahy, 'Middle Saxon Lincolnshire, an emerging picture', in T. Pestell and K. Ulmschneider (cds.)
forthcoming, A1arkets and 'Productive' Sites in Eariv l'v1edieuai Europe.

25 K. Leahy and C. Paterson, 'New light on the Viking presence in Lincolnshire: the artefactual evidence',
18 I -202 inJ Graham-Campbell ct al. (cds.), Vikings and the Danelaw: Select Paper.lfrom the Proceedings ofthe 13th Viking
Cungress (Oxford, 200 I).
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demographic, social or economic changes, or simply an increased use of iron with a
corresponding reduction in the use of copper alloy. Consideration must also be given to
the mechanics of loss or deposition which will have affected the rate at which material
accumulated. It is also likely that comparative work looking at different regions would be
informative. There are problems with the data, but the search for explanations is, in itself,
of interest and likely to be revealing. (K. Leahy).

SUFFOLK

Blaxhall (s:vr R no. BLX (07). A metal-detector rally organised by the East Coast Searchers
on a suspccted early Anglo-Saxon site produced fragments of ten 5th- to 6th-century
copper-alloy brooches, including an Aberg Group I cruciform brooch and an Anglian
equal-armed brooch. A melted silver buckle showed the presence of cremation burials, and
other finds included a square belt-mount, a heavy cast copper-alloy ring and a buckle pin.
The site was first identified by metal-detection in I g88, which produced fragments of two
copper-alloy brooches. 2G Ficldwalking failed to find any further evidence, but the de
stoning of the field for potatoes in the mid- I990s appears to have brought many objects
into the topsoil and allowed the identification of the site as a mixed-rite 5th- to 6th-century
cemetery. (H. Geake).

Freckenham. Further metal-detection on a productive site (SMR no. FRK 038) discovered
in the mid-Iggos has continued to turn up small quantities of coins and metalwork of the
7th to gth centuries, plus a sherd of Thetford-type ware. In the same parish, but on a
different site (FRK 066), finds of two fragments of cruciform brooches in 2000 eombine
with fragments of three cruciform and two small long brooches found in previous years to
suggest the presence of an early Anglo-Saxon inhumation cemetery. (H. Geake).

}Year Bury St Hdmunds. The discovery of a 7th-century gold and garnet sword pyramid,
coupled with the I gth-century find of a 7th-century gold and garnet buckle in the same
parish, hints at high-status activity here during the early Anglo-Saxon period. (H. Geake).

Near Ipswich (SMR no. TDM 023). A small copper-alloy human figurine with a h()rned
head was found by Mr]. Goodall (Fig. 2C). Parallels were immediately found from Oland
in Sweden and Staraja Ladoga in Russia, but subsequent publication of a drawing in the
metal-detector magazine TIe Searcher prompted the finder of a second such figurine,
discovered in 1993 near Sudbury in Suffolk, to report his find (Fig. 2d). Full publication in
this journal will follow. (H. Geake and L. Webster).

Wickham Skeith (SMR no. \VKS 003). Fragments of three brooches, two wrist-elasps and a
buckle, suggestive of a 6th-century Anglo-Saxon inhumation cemetery, were found on a
substantial Roman settlement site. The Roman site was discovered through fieldwalking in
the I 970s, but the Anglo-Saxon finds seem to be resistant to discovery through unassisted
surface collection. (H. Geake and]. Plouviez).

WARWICKSHIRE

/'vfaxstoke. An I I th-century copper-alloy stirrup-strap mount was found by J\!Ir R. Baker
(Fig. 3d). Although worn and incomplete, it can be identified as a 'Williams Class A Type

2{, S. E. West, 11 Corpus ofl1nglu-Saxun Materialf;om SlifjiJlk (Ipswich, IggH), ]0 and 126.
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4. One other stirrup-strap mount of this type has been found in the \Vest :Midlands region,
at Bidford-on-Avon in WarwickshireY (A. Bolton).

WORCESTERSHIRE

Drakes Broughton and Wadborough. An I rth-century gilded copper-alloy stirrup-strap mount
was found by Mr D. Crawford. Of Williams Class A, Type 6, its decoration is a little
inarticulate and the presence of gilding is surprising. It is a close parallel to \Villiams's no.
105, which was found in Kent. 2B (A. Bolton).

CmjJt!zome. A sth- or 6th-century tinned copper-alloy disc brooch was found by ::VIr
D. Crawford. The brooch is decorated with two concentric grooved rings, and within the
inner ring are five ring-and-dot motifs. On the reverse the only surviving evidence of the
pin hinge and catch is a single triangular protrusion with traces of iron corrosion.
(A. Bolton).

PeTS/lOre. A Series A sceatt was found by .vir C. Leonard. Of type A2, it is incomplete and
has been broken and repaired; it now weighs I. I 2 g. The die-axis is 0'. (A. Bolton).

fi01LES

VALE OF GLAl\10RGAK

Bonuilston (li-esimwn) (ST 0573). A late I 2th- to mid- 13th-century anthropomorphic mount
was found to the west of modern Bonvilston. The copper-alloy mount depicts a half-length
figure of a saint in ecclesiastical robes, and is moulded in half-relief with a hollow back and
a solid head. It is perforated by two fixing holes, one near the base and the other at chest
height. A rivet on the back of the head suggests a halo was attached to the figure. There are
traces of blue champlevc enamel in the folds of the robes and in the eyes. Although the
surface is corroded, some traces of gilding survive. The mount is 58 mm in length, 26 mm
in width, 4-6 mm thick and weighs 13.4 g.

The mount is from a crucifix produced in the area around the city of Limoges in S\V.
France. Originally the figure would have been mounted on a T-shaped terminal (sec that
from Tilmanstone, Kent, above), probably itself decorated with champleve enamel, which
would have been fixed to one of the cross's arms. That the base of the mount inclines to the
right suggests that the figure was mounted at the end of the right arm of the crucifix and
that the saint it represents may be Stjohn the Evangelist.

A concentration of other medieval finds has been recovered from the same area.
These finds include a 13th- to 14th-century non-heraldic lead seal matrix, part of a
composite strap-end of I 3th- to 15th-century date, and coins from Edward III to Elizabeth
I. The site is located between modern Bonvilston and the site of the 13th- to 15th-century
moated enclosure of Castell Moel, which was a sub-manor of Bonvilston, which was in
turn a sub-manor of \Venvoe. Bonvilston was hcld by the Bovils, who had settled in the
area by the mid- 12th century. Their estate was gradually absorbed by Margam Abbey
from the late 12th century onwards, although the monks made no attempt to destroy the
secular settlement. The finds noted above, and recorded under the \;\felsh pilot of the
Portable Antiquities Recording Scheme, potentially indicate the western extent of the
medieval settlement of Bonvilston. Details of their precise find spots are held by
the National.\:1useum & Gallery of Wales and the Glamorgan SMR. (P. Macdonald).

27 \Villiams, op. cit. in nole 8, no. 84
211 Williams, op. cit. ill note 8, 43 '1.
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346 7,355,399,4°0,420,434-5,438,44°,449,461,5°2,512.

castles: 3°,4.5, 198,200,226,239,262-3,317,386,394,397,4°7,437, 442, 47 2-4, 177,
481,496,521 -2,53 2,560 .

cathedrals: 48, 95 6, I 19, 155 6, 264, 399400, 4 I 2.
cellars: 47, 83, 144, 3 I 8, 382, 388, 5 I 6, 560.
ceramics (pottery, tiles): 3,4,7,9-10,12-13,17,20,26-7,31,34-6,38,41-4,47-9,55,

57,65 6,68-9,73,78,86,94,100, 102-3, 106--7, 109 110, 120, 123, 123, 129 31,
133,141,145,158,163 6,171,173 4, Ij6, Ij6a, Ij8, 180- 1, 184,19°,193 3,199,
201,206,2°9,220,223-4,226,229,232,235,237,239, 249, 273, 27 6, 285, 290, 29 2,
295,2993°0,3°36,3°9-31 1,3 13- 16,318,341,344,352,354,358 9,361 ,369,
37 1,376-7, :)79-380, 383, 389, 394 5,397,4° 1 3,4°8 - 10, ,p8, 120, 426 7, 430,
434-3,4384°,442-3,45°1,453,455-7,472,474,476,479-80,482,487,489-92,
496,5°8,513-15,319-21,523-29,547-49,552,554,557,560 1,563.

ceramic building material (brick, tile): 1°4, 1°7, 37 I.

cesspit, latrine, garderobe: 10,47,83,86,121-2,125,259,272,292,397,4°9,527.
churches and chapels: 42, 49, 50, 69, 97,101,108, 115, 119,146, 161, 170, 187,200,2°9,

212-13,216,218,227,237,243-3,252,238,269,276,289, 349, 354, 365, 387, 392,
398,420,448 9,461,483,486,5°2,512,55°.

coins, jettons: 59, 4 I 3, 5 I 5, 560.
corn dryer: 23, 32, 17 I, 259,435·
deer park: 17 I, 543.
dovecote: 38.
earthworks: 457, 525, 536.
environmental evidence: 130, Ij I, Ij5, 189, 203, 222, 293, 306, 3 I 8,492,56 I.

farmstead: 38, 30 I, 305, 389, 459·
field systems: 13a, 15, 142, 17 1, 178, 185-6, 193, 198,202,221,228,231,282,315,457,

459, 495, 536.
fishpond: Ijl, 197,274,366,558.
floors (tiled): 252,386,438.
font: 501.
gardens: 10,51,173,197,260,426-7,4:')0,487,492,314.
glass (vessel, window): 230, 269, 27 6, 349,472.
glass urinal: I 22.

grange: 197,345,531.
halls: 10,251,279,288,319,473.
hearths, fireplaces: 55, 71-2, 93,121,162, 176a, 211, 277, 294, 318, 359,4°7,472,5°8,

5 1 7.
hospitals: 2 I, 409- I 0, 493.
industrial sites:

baking: 93, 286.
bre\ving: 214, 259, 286,484,5°8.
ceramic: 9, 26, 66, 110, 113,14°, 2Ij, 238, 247, 290, 367, 508.
charcoal: 178.
horn/antler: 24, 253, 260.
leather: 294,3 I 8,443, 5 I 5·
lime: 138, 369, 409, 4 I I.
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metal: 7, 10, 154, 168, 190, 196,206,229,233,253,27°,276,286,29°,385,153,

172,496-7,515,524,526,528,551,553,555-6.
peat: 18.
salt: 189,225,362.
shipbuilding: 174.
textile, cloth: ](1:3, 286, 484, 55 I.

unspecified: .67, 208, 222, 234, 316,471,5°8.
inns: 269, 27 I.

kitchen: 10, 38.
leather: 3 I, 23°,4°9,443.
manors and moated sites: 27, 36, 53, 62, 68,122,171,175,185,197,243,274,352,363,

366,380,398,457,539-41,543,546,558.
market place: 55, 235,494·
metal artefacts: 59,122,253,294,3°4,43°,435,443,459,472,47'1,176, 494,515,560.
mills (water): 350, 372,422.
monastic sites: 5, 7,17,21,58,75,94,97,113,145,160,164,166,169, 176a, 184,23°,

23 2,260,298,34 1,343,346-347, 355,360,364,382,387,405 6,420,434,438,456,
5°7,5 10,5 14-- 15.

ovens, kilns: 23, 32, 39, 55, 93,178,318,4°9,436,472,508.
palaces, ecclesiastical: 22, 118,455,534.
palaces, royal: 100,488.
plscma: 449, 502.
quarrying: 35,4°,78,89, I 12, 178, 194,232,247,259,267,269-7°,272,3°0,43°.
refuse, domestic (pits, middens): 14, 22, 46, 54, 77, 82, 83, 88, 90, 93, 105, 110, 12 I, 123,

154,158,194,224,229,236,246,253,257,259,267,277-8, 281, 29 1, 304, 359, 370,
39°,426 7,43°,478,482,487,489-9°,492,496,515,517,519,523,529,548,5°0.

roads and streets: 9- 10, 74, 103, I I I, 195, 268, 285286, 376, 38 I, 385, 439 40, 457, 47 I,

47 6, 490, 508.
rope: 413.
settlements: 15, 19,22,24,43-4,67,72,74,77,79,98, 102, 105 6, 114, 116, 129-30,

162-3, 174, 176, 189, 194, 196,201 203,222,229-30,233-4,236,240,250,255,
277,286,293,295,297,299-3°0,303,307-8,312-15, 361 , 375-6, 379, 390, 395,
4°2,452,459,478,480,530-7,539-46,559.

settlements, urban: 1,3,5-12,31-2,16-7,51,55-6,59,65,82-3,86-94, I I I, 118,120,
124, 126, 131, 133-6, 138, 140, 144, 152, 154, 157-8, 164-5, 177, 188, 190-2,
206-9,211,213-19,241,249,253,25961,265,267-73,281, 29 1 2,294,304,306,
310- 11,3 18 19,344,346,37°,377,384-5,397,4°1,4°3,4°9-1 1,118,421,423,
426-8,439,443,15°-1,453, 471,476,482,481-5,487-90,508, 514, 521 ,527-29,
538,551-6,561-2.

stone, architectural: 7,9,64,92,101, 113,144,164,167,2°9,212,23°,251,254,288-9,
341,345,352,391,410,412,434,437,449,462,515.

stone artefacts: 10, 134.
stone cross: 167.
stone, funerary: 50, 164, 167,2°9,227,288,399,44°,466,479,491.
stone, inscribed: 467.
stoup: 502.
town defences: 9, I 1,9 I, 182, 319, 344, 388, 4 19, 422, 428, 45 1,508.
undercroft: 144, 176a, 254, 48 1.
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vICarage: 22.
villages: 38, 70-1, Lp, 1,13, 172, 176, 185-6, 198,204,223-4,284-5,373,378,383,389,

396,533,542,559.
wall-painting: 184, 290, 560.
waterfronts: 6,8, [I, I I I, 126,131,174,190,2°5-7,219,222,261,277,35°,443,485,

488 .
waterworks (conduits, dams, drains, ponds, tanks): 38,41,71,75,1°3-4, I I 1,142,157,

160,180,195,212,274,285,376,438,441,457,49°, '196, 5°7, 5 16, .15 1, 560.
wells: 87-8,157,264,306,313,4°9,482,484,560.
wooden objects: 23°,4°9.
woodland, forests: 368.
yards, metalled surfaces: 4 5,121,158,174,37°,376,378-9,43°,438,471,473,479,

496,50 7.

ENGLAND
AVO.\!

BATH

I. At 2[-22 HZlih Street (ST 7509 (488) inspection of the fabric by M. Heaton of Asi
Heritage Consultants, augmented by historic assessment by P. Davenport of Bath
Archaeological Trust, indicates that the present structure is the amalgam of at least three
separate building plans and that it encompasses timber framing oflate medieval date. The
medieval material comprises at least one storey of a jettied wattle-and-daub wall panel and
two collar- and tic-beam roof trusses oflate I 5th- or 16th-century form.

The land on which it stands was part of a large freehold property held by Sir James
Husee in 1354. By 1446 it was part of the extensive landholdings of William Blount
(probably by inheritance from the Husees). A grant of that year of a lease to John
Fayrechild is at a rent of 4S a year for the first five years, rising to 8s for the rest of the term.
Such a relief in the first years is sometimes given for building a house on the plot; this may
be the existing timber frame, which could date from that time. The property was sold to
William Button in 1530.

The timber frame appears to be the only example identified so far within the historic
core of Bath and is therefore of considerable archaeological and historic significance, both
at local and national level as it relates to the architectural development ofa World Heritage
Site.

2. Within the Spa Project (ST 7495 6470) extensive utilisation of soil micromorphology
during excavation by Bath Archaeological Trust and Terra I\ova Ltd has indicated the
presence of a post-Roman episode of soil development not otherwise reflected in the
structural, artefactual or other environmental assemblages. The post-excavation pro
gramme, about to commence, will focus on the soil micromorphological data with the
intention of developing a clearer understanding of the site formation processes and
immediate local environment in prehistoric, Roman and medieval Bath.

3. At the Tramsheds, Beehive Yard, Walcot Street (ST 75 I 20 (5230) a team of archaeologists
from Bath Archaeological Trust, under the direction of A Crutchley and R. Bell,
undertook mitigation excavations in advance of redevelopment. A scatter of mid- 12th- to
mid- 13th-century pottery was discovered in cultivation soils overlying Roman horizons at
the N. end of the site. In addition, small quantities ofresidual medieval pottery sherds were
also recovered from layers relating to the re-working of those soils in the post-medieval
period.
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Two phases of field evaluation in 1999 identified drainage ditches, pits and spreads of

domestic debris of I Ith- to 14th-century date in the N\V. corner of the site. These
occupation horizons probably relate to a property fronting \Valeot Street, immediately to
the west of Beehive Yard. The excavated evidence provides physical corroboration for
deeds held by St John's Hospital, which indicate the existence of properties in the area
around Beehive Yard bv the mid- 13th centurv. The medieval occupation lavers overlav
the robbed-out walls of at least two late Ro~an buildings. Yledieval potte~y from th~
earliest fills of the robber trenches suggests that many of the walls of these buildings were
still visible above ground in the I Ith and 12th centuries. Indeed, at least one was probably
still visible in the 11th century.

1. BLACKFORD, THE GROVE, "lEAR WEDMORE (ST 4134 4784). Trenches excavated by
D. Ylurdie and :VI. Heaton of Asi Heritage Consultants revealed stratified archaeological
deposits at depths of c. I m beneath an otherwise undisturbed and apparently natural soil
sequence. The deposits comprised post settings and metalled surfaces containing pottery
of I 3th- to 14th-century date and other complementary materials.

BRISTOL. \Vork by Bristol and Region Archaeological Services unless otherwise stated.

5. At College Square (ST 5821772607) P. Insole excavated four trenches to investigate the
potential for surviving evidence of buildings associated with the Abbey of St Augustine.
Revealed were wall footings that are likely to relate to a medieval range, depicted on a
view of the area by Bernard Lens in 17 12. The footings had been re-used for the later I8th
century buildings that occupied the site until the late I930s; the present ground surLtce is
likely to be the approximate level of the cellar floors of these buildings. Yledieval
occupation within the structures did not survive, although a rough stone cobbled surface,
revealed at thc S. end of the site, is likely to have been part of an open yard. Finds from the
make-up deposits for this yard surElce suggest a I 3th- to 14th-century date.

6. At Deanery Road/Anchor Road (ST 58137 72635) field evaluation, undertaken by
A. Barber of Cotswold Archaeological Trust in advance of redevelopment, examined an
area approximately ISO m west of the I 2th-cemury Augustinian abbey and later cathedral.
The site was known in the 17th century as the 'Bishops Park' and is shown on Roque's
1742 plan of Bristol as undeveloped land then containing a large pond, prior to its
residential and commercial development from the late 18th century onwards.

Evaluation trenching revealed a small assemblage of residual I3th- to 14th-century
pottery, but no in situ medieval deposits or fishpond structure. A subsequent excavation
targeted the area of the recorded fishpond. 1'\0 evidence of a pond was encountered but,
unexpectedly, excavations partially revealed the robbed remains of an undated, but
potentially medieval, circular stone structure. Overlying unbonded sandstone footings, the
mortared sandstone base course of a 1.3 m wide wall was recorded in association with a
slab-lined floor. An integral underfloor drainage channel directed water through the
curving wall to discharge into a sluice area, defined by two integral buttresses, on its
southern side. The structure was subsequently overlain by robbing debris and by dump
deposits containing finds dating from the 17th to 18th centuries.

Whilst the date and function of the structure remains uncertain, a possible connection
with the medieval water supply system has been conjectured. The structural remains may
represent part of a filtration or supply cistern for groundwater directed by a known conduit
system in this area to the early town. A watching brief will be undertaken during the
redevelopment programme.

7. At the King David Hotel, Upper Maudlin Street (ST 5858 7332) T. Longman carried out an
excavation on two small sites. The study area was understood to cover part of the site of
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the late I C!th-century priory of St .Ylary Magdalen, a house of canonesses of the Order of
St Augustine, which was founded c. I 173 and dissolved in 1536.

Virtually no trace of the medieval priory survived within either of the two excavated
areas. However, a 0.62 m wide :\.-S. aligned stone wall, probably part of a 16th-century
mansion, documented as having been built within the precincts of the former priory, was
uncovered from beneath layers of post-medieval demolition rubble. The J'\.-S. aligned
exterior wall was constructed of pennant sandstone and Brandon Hill Grit and was
founded on a deep layer of demolition rubble. The rubble included several broken
fragments of limestone masonry, glazed ceramic floor tiles and I3th- to 14th-century
pottery sherds. The rubble layer also filled a j\( .--S. aligned construction trench for a
robbed wall, a small section of which survived in situ. It is likely that this structure was part
of the medieval nunnerv.

The only other p~obable medieval feature recorded was a large sub-circular pit,
possibly a 'roasting pit' associated with metal working. The pit was heat affected around its
internal vertical sides and was filled with iron slag.

8. At.98 10.3 Reddi!l S'treet (ST 5g062 72566) P. Insole monitored and recorded the
demolition of buildings. A subsequent excavation on the site revealed fragmentary
evidence of a wooden, wicker river revetment of 12th-century date and medieval tenements
h'onting Reddiff Street. During groundworks for the new development a plan of all the
medieval tenements within the site was made as party walls survived at a relatively shallow
depth. Most of the tenements contained cellars of I8th- to Igth-eentury date, although
large walls, possibly part of the 13th-century quay, were recorded beneath two of these
cellars.

g. At 30-38 St Thomas Street (ST 59 I5 7255) R ..J aekson carried out an excavation of two
areas, totalling 220 sq m, which were investigated just behind the street frontage. The
lowest deposit encountered at between 6.8 and 7. I m AOD was the river alluvium,
consisting of a grey-brown silty clay loam which became browner in colour towards its
surface. There was only a gradual boundary between the alluvium and the overlying
archaeology with no obvious soil horizon surviving between them.

The first evidence of human activity was the occurrence of a few sherds of I21h
century pottery in the extreme upper surface of the alluvium. The archaeological evidence
was insufficient to suggest occupation of that date on the site but the pottery sherds
presumably derived from IC!th-century occupation in the vicinity. Neither the excavation
nor the documentary research suggested that occupation had begun at 30 38 St Thomas
Street before the construction of the defensive line known as the Portwall in the I240s.

A number of shallow pits cut into the alluvium were the earliest features discovered.
They may have been dug to extract clay, possibly for usc in a nearby pottery. Certainly
they had been deliberately backfilled with 14th-century pottery kiln waste of a type
belonging to the so-called 'Redcliffe-ware' pottery industry. It seems likely that the pits
were dug and backfilled before occupation commenced on the site. \lVe know this had
occurred some time before 1325 when Isabella de Yeule was noted as owning 'a garden,
house and land' here (documentary research by Dr R. H. Leech). This fits in well with the
first certain archaeological evidence for occupation which consisted of a layer overlying
the alluvium which contained pottery dating from the second quarter of the 14th century.
An E.-W. V-shaped ditch almost certainly defined a property boundary established at this
time. The ditch was reinforced by a wall along its S. side later in the 14th century.

The only evidence for a medieval building found during the excavation was an early
14th-century N.-S. wall which had been built on the surface of the alluvium, and was most
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probably the rear wall of a house fronting St Thomas Street. If that is the case then the
medieval street must have been much narrower than it is today, as the rest of the house
must lie beneath the modern pavement and road.

The medieval house was largely demolished in the 16th century and the mortar and
rubble derived from its destruction spread across the area. An examination of the
demolition debris suggested that it was a house of some status, having carved freestone
window and door openings and a roof of Pennant sandstone tiles finished with green glazed
crested ridge tiles.

10. At 15-29 Union Street/Fiennes Court and Sterling House, Fail/ax Street (ST 5900 7321)
R. Jackson carried out an excavation covering an area of some 750 sq m. The site, which
was evaluated in 1999, lies just outside the area occupied by the medieval city and on the
N. bank of the River Frome.

From the mid- 12th century to the first half of the 16th century this land was owned by
the Benedictine priory of StJames, and it had been assumed that it remained as fields until
at least the 13th century. However the excavation showed that the course of the Frome had
been altered as early as the 12th century when it was pushed further west by the
construction of a river wall which probably also served as a quay. A medieval street called
Stjames's Back, uncovered during the excavation, linked the priory with the river. The
street name suggests that it originally ran along the top ofthc quay, as elsewhere in Bristol
quaysidcs are still known as 'Backs' (as in \Velsh Back and St Augustine's Back).

The old course of the river was then backfilled with red sand and clay to make a level,
dry surface for occupation. The sand and clay had probably been brought from the area of
StJames's Priory or from Bristol castle, the latter situated to the northof the Frome, both
of which were built on outcrops of red Triassic sandstone and Keuper ::Ylarl.

By the late 12th century an industrial complex consisting of stone and timber buildings
with clay floors was established over the levelling deposit. The buildings were associated
with a circular stone furnace (possibly the base of a drying vat) and at least four metal
working hearths. A stone mould for making finger rings was associated with one of the
hearths. - -

During the late 13th or early 14th century the industrial complex was swept away by
the construction of a substantial house with a courtyard and gardens. The house had been
built of yellow Lias limestone and roofed with slate which must have given it an imposing
appearance. Successive stone floor surfaces in what was probably the great hall produced
many fragments of wine jugs, some imported from France and Iberia. A stone-lined
garderobe pit adjoined the NE. corner of the building. To the north of the house further
stone foundations indicate the presence of at least one outbuilding - possibly a detached
kitchen block. A 15th-century circular pit, dug into the natural alluvium, may have been
used for water storage but had been backfilled with organic material including parts of
leather shoes, a wooden bowl and pieces ofworked timber.

The size of the house and the materials used in its construction suggests that it
belonged to a wealthy citizen who used it in the manner of a country retreat away from the
crowded confines of the medieval city. Further documentary research is being carried out
but it is possible that this was the property owned by the \Nilcocks family, first mentioned
in 1394 and described in 1546 as 'a mansion and brewhouse'.

I I. At Watergate, Temple Quay (ST 595697262 I) S. Cox carried out an archaeological
excavation. Previous evaluations of the site had revealed the well-preserved remains of the
Portwall, Bristol's 13th-century fortification enclosing the suburbs south of the river Avon,
and a substantial gatc (postern) providing acccss to and from the watcr-filled ditch outsidc
the wall. It seems likely the gate was built by the Knights Templars as a symbolic gesture of
their presence in the town. Several phases of construction and repair were recorded, dating
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between the 13th and 19th centuries. It is proposed to display the gate within the new
development.

12. At 18-51 West Street, Old iVlmket (ST 5996373257) P. Insole monitored groundworks.
l\:ledieval material was recovered from a linear feature likely to have been a ditch of
unknown function, aligned approximately parallel with \Vest Street. Precise dating of the
ditch was not possible; only three pottery sherds were recovered dating from the pre
Conquest period to the late 13th century.

I:). K)/OWLE WEST, INNS COURT (ST 588 I 692 I). An archaeological field evaluation was
carried out by S. H. Sell of the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust (Contracts
Division) close to the manor house of Inns Court. Small quantities of medieval pottery
were found in all three evaluation trenches, but there were no certain medieval features.

I3a. OLDBURY-O)/-SEVER"l, WESTMARSH LA)/E (ST 6065 9238). D. Kenyon of Cotswold
Archaeological Trust carried out an archaeological desk-based assessment and topographic
survey of an area intended be incorporated into an enlarged village playing field. Traces of
medieval cultivation surviving in the form or ridge-and-rurrow earthworks and several
possible relict field boundaries were investigated both through topographic survey of the
extant features, and by documentary research and analysis of aerial photography. The site
area forms a small part of a wider surviving relict medieval landscape extending over much
of this part of the SE. shore of the Severn Estuary.

BEDFORDSIIIRE

14. Slum:, CIlCRCIl OF ST JAMES THE GREAT ('1'1, 08253559). Archaeological recording
was undertaken by T. \;Yalsh for Bedfordshire County Archaeology Service during
construction of footings and associated drainage runs for an extension at the ;\JW. corner
of the church. A boundary ditch of Early or Middle Saxon to early post-Conquest date,
running roughly parallel to Church Road, was partially revealed in two sections. Domestic
refuse dumped in the ditch indicates settlement in the vicinity.

IS. WOBCRN, FCLLER'S EARI'll QUARRY, WAVEKDON HEATH (SP 93533383). M. Connell
for RPS Consultants undertook trial trenching, following geophysical survey by Stratascan
Ltd, in advance of a proposal to extend the quarry. Evidence for small scale settlement and
agricultural activity was represented by pits, postholes, gullies and ditches of I I th- to I2th
century date in the S. part of the site. A l'\W.-SE. orientated I I th- to 12th-century ditch
was aligned with a present field boundary to the east, suggesting a possible origin date of
the current boundary and associated field layout.

BERKSHIRE. Work undertaken by Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd.

16. HUKGERFORD, CROFT ROAD, HUNGERFORD HEALTH CENTRE (SU 3349 6859). During
a watching brief by A. Smith in 1996 three refuse pits with IOth- to I I th-century pottery
were located within the historic centre of Hungerford (A. Smith, 'Archaeological
observations at Hungerford Health Clinic, Croft Road, Hungerford, Berkshire', Berkshire
Archaeol.]., 75 (1994-7), 96).

17. HURLEY, MONKS GARDEN, MILL LANE (SU 8274 8396). In 1998, an evaluation by
.J. Pine for Mulberry Estates located a small number of pits or ditches within the precincts
of the Scheduled Ancient Monument of Hurley Priory (SAM 19020). Pottery recovered
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from thc features compares well with other religious sites such as Reading Abbey in thc
range of fabrics and types, and was dated to the mid- to late 12th to early 13th centuries.

18. NEWBGRY, CI"iEMA SITE, PARK WAY (SLJ 4725 67(0). A 1996 evaluation by S. Wcaver
for Bath Estates and Investments Ltd produced evidence indicating 12th- to 15th-century
peat extraction.

19. NEWBURY, QUEEX'S HOTEL, :YIARKET PLACE (SG 472267(4). In 1998, an excavation
by G. Hull for Eldridge Pope pic recorded evidence of a medieval structure to the rear of
the hotel. Laminated deposits ranging in date from the 12th century onwards were
obscrved (G. Hull, 'Medieval deposits at the rear of the Queen's Hotel, Market Place,
Xewbury', BerkslzireArc!zaeol.]., 75 (1994-7), 93)·

20. KEWBURY, TRINITY SCHOOL, SHAW HOUSE, CHURCH ROAD (SG 4753 6830). A
watching brief by K. Taylor on a small pipe trench observed a singlc cut fcature containing
four sherds of medieval pottery and some brick and tile, but the feature could not be more
closely characterised due to the narrowness of the trench.

2 I. READIKG, REAR OF I FRIAR STREET (SU 7 1695 73585). In 1998, excavation by
.J. Pine and M. J. Saunders for Blandy and Blandy Solicitors located I 2th- to 13th-century
deposits relating to Reading Abbey. Flint walls and floor surfaces indicate the presence of
a structure, perhaps the hospitum.

22. SONKING, ST ANDREW'S CHGRCH VICARAGE (SU 7553 7558). In 1995, excavation by
M. Hall for the Oxford Diocesan Board of Finance, of a small site within the vicarage
grounds, located a number of pits, postholes and linear features of loth- to 13th-century
date. A considerable body of artcfactual and ecofactual evidencc was recovered, some of
which suggests that the pits were for refuse from a high-status, if not aristocratic,
establishment located in thc vicinity. Residual Saxon pottery indicates pre-Conqucst
activity ncar the site. A vicarage is very likely to have been located on the site from the late
11th century, and a Saxon and medieval Bishop's Palace is known to have stood within
100 m of the excavated area.

23. STRATFIELD MORTIMER, ST MARY'S CHCRCHYARD (SU 6674 64(6). In 1996, excava
tion by G. Hull and A. Ford for Reading University Department of Archaeology located
an I I th- to 12th-century oven constructed of tile quarried from the nearby Roman town
of Silchester. The oven is thought to have been for corn drying, and some bones of a
human infant were recovered from its interior.

24. WINDSOR, SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN'S HOUSE HOTEL, 52-54 THAMES STREET (SU 967
772). A 1996 excavation by S. Weaver for Sir Christopher Wren's House Hotel indicated
that the first occupation of thc site datcs from the 12th to early 15th centuries. Structures
and industrial waste deposits of worked horn arc likely to relate to medieval occupation
observed at the adjoiningJennings Yard (j. Hawkes and M. Heaton,]ennings Yard, Windsor,
Salisbury, 1993). Later medieval and post-medieval activity on the site is represented by a
series ofpits, linear features and deposits.

25. WRAYSBURY, WAYLANDS NURSERY, WELLEY ROAD (TQoo15 7395). A 1997 excava
tion by]. Pine, for Barratt Thames Valley, identified a sunken-featured building dated by
pottery to the 5th century. Three four-post structures and two pits of similar date were also
recorded on this predominantly Roman site. There seems to be a degree of continuity of
occupation from the Roman to the post-Roman period.
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BCCKIKGTIA:YISHIRE. \Vork undertaken by Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd.

26. LCDGERSHALL, LAND ADJOI:\IKG CLOVELLY, DUCK LA'\£ (SP 6640 1778). An area of
600 sq m was excavated by M.J. Saunders, revealing evidence for the production of Brill/
Boarstall pottery. Although no kiln remains or other features were encountered, the
majority of the 120 kg of pottery recovered comprised wasters in a variety of late Isth
century forms. This is the first discovery of wasters of this ware and the first evidence for
prodm:tion outside the eponymous villages.

27. :YIEDMENHAM, BOCKMER HOUSE (SU 807 I 86 I3). A 1996 watching briefbyJ. Pine for
.vir and .\!Irs Birks located 13th- to 11th-century pottery and a flint-walled building that
may relate to the pre- 16th-century Bockmer House.

28. MIITOK KEYNES, FEKNY LOCK (SP 884 347). A 1996 excavation by S. Ford and
K. Taylor for the Commission for l'\ew Towns revealed one, and possibly two, sunken
floored structures in close proximity to a late Roman residence. There is a possibility of
continuity of occupation from the Roman into the post-Roman period.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE. \Vork by Cambridgeshire County Council Archaeological Field Gnit
unless stated otherwise.

29. cA:ymRIDGE, IIAUXTON ROAD, TRU:VIPI"iGTON (TL 4450 54(5). Excavations by
1\. Hatton and M. Hinman revealed a series of narrow ditches and postholes on l'\.-S. and
E. \V. alignments dividing the landscape into enclosed areas. The early fenced enclosures
were superseded by larger, more complex, ditched areas. An Early to Middle Saxon date
is suggested for these enclosures although artefactual evidence was limited to residual
Roman pottery and Niedermendig lava quem fragments. A large medieval ditch,
containing a fragment of a 14th-century bone comb handle, was noted at the edge of the
site.

30. CASTLE CA:VIPS, CASTLE FARM (TL 6264 4244). A watching brief carried out by
T. Baker and S. lVlacaulay noted a l.'jth-century brick wall foundation next to the present
farm house. The archaeological investigation confirmed that the top of the motte had been
levelled during the 15th and 16th centuries, removing evidence of the medieval castle and
its fortifications.

ELY

3 I. At .)-5 Market Street/13 HZgh Street (TL 5422 8034) observation of foundation pits by
C . .\!Iontague and P. Spoerry revealed features dating from the 13th to the 14th centuries.
In the N. part of the site, close to lVlarket Street, medieval remains were mostly confined to
the west suggesting less dense activity or greater post-medieval truncation within 5 lVIarket
Street. Fragments of shoes and off-cuts of leather suggest cobbling in the late medieval
period. 17th-century ceramics imply the presence of a chemist's shop. In the S. part of the
site early deposits had been truncated by digging of post-medieval and early modern
cellars. In the centre of the site a small area with complex medieval deposits survives which
could represent demolition of I 3th- to 14th-century buildings and infilling of an associated
ditch. On the High Street frontage a small area with stratified deposits hints at a sequence
of buildings from the medieval period onwards.

32. At the Railway Afission, Silver Street (TL 5390 8005) archaeological features encountered
by S. Kenney and R. Casa Hatton on the site included boundary ditches (including a
probable enclosure), pits and postholes, together with an oven or corn-dryer for domestic
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or agricultural usc. Based on artefactual evidence these features were dated to the 13th to
14th centuries.

33. FORDHAM, PRIMARY SCHOOL (TL 6336 7(85)' Evidence for a post-built structure of
possible J\;liddle Saxon date was found during excavation by A. Connor. This was cut by
two parallel ditches crossing the site on an E.-\V. alignment. A series of postholes ran
parallel to the southernmost ditch. Finds from the S. ditch included Late Saxon pottery,
three iron knives, a whetstone, a chalk spindle whorl and fragments orJava quem. All these
features are likely to be associated with property boundaries dating from the Late Saxon
period.

34. FULBOURN MA"IOR ESTATE SURVEY (TL 526560 5375(3). Fieldwalking by the
Cambridge Archaeology Field Group and T. Malim of Cambridgeshire County Council
Archaeological Field Unit produced a small quantity of medieval pottery from a cropmark
moated site at TL 526 560. This is associated with the foundations of a stone building
visible within the ditched enclosure. Earthworks within rough pasture and woodland
immediately to the east (TL 528 558) of this site were sketch plotted and consisted of
ditches and platforms surviving up to 2 m in height.

Metalwork from the area near Shardelowes Well (TL 5365(2), found in the past by a
metal deteetorist, has now been catalogued, demonstrating origins in the late Iron Age and
running through into the early Anglo-Saxon period.

35. HUNTI"IGDON, 9/ IO GEORGE STREET (TL 2365 7 I 7 I). Evaluation by S. Cooper
revealed extensive I 3th- and 14th-century quarrying, as well as ditches, postholes and pits
containing medieval pottery.

36. ISLEHAM, CHALK FARM (TL 634 724). A possible medieval moated site, with pottery
dating from the 13th and 14th centuries, was found during evaluation by T. Malim. This
shows as a cropmark and a shallow depression in the field.

37. MELBOURN (1'1, 38:14 4396). An Anglo-Saxon cemetery, dated to the 6th and 7th
centuries, was excavated by Bedfordshire County Arehaeoloi:,'Y Service, under the direction
of M. D.Wilson. Fifty-six inhumations were present. The graves were largely clustered
around a Bronze-age burial mound on the top of a chalk ridge. They were mostly adults,
half of them aligned roughly K.S., the rest E.-vV. Accompanying artefacts, included iron
spearheads, knives, bronze brooches, glass beads, pottery and bone combs. There was also
evidence of small four- and six-post structures and a lozenge-shaped burial mound. The
extent of the cemetery is uncertain, as a further 28 burials were found in an adjacent field
by D. M. Wilson, in 195 I.

38. PETERBOROUGH, BOTOLPH BRIDGE, ORTen LO?\GUEVILLE (TL 171 973). Excavation
of two main areas separated by a modern footpath and an ancient hollow way was
conducted by S. Kemp. The latter was surfaced with limestone and flint cobbles and
bounded by ditches and walls. On the S. side of the hollow way the remnants of a late
medieval farm complex ineluding the robbed out remains of the farmhouse with kitchens
and possibly a dovecote located around an excavated pond was found. The majority of
pottery from this phase was Bourne D (A.D. 1430-1630).

North of the hollow way were stone walls, yard surfaces, hearths, ditches, pits and
postholes. Three stone buildings have been identified all of which had been significantly
dismantled. Ponds and yard surfaces from this phase also survive. The buildings overlie a
series of ditched enclosures and channels which contained loth- to 12th-century pottery.
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The pottery assemblage from the :"J. area as a whole is quite dissimilar to that south of the
hollow way, in that the later Bourne pottery is almost entirely absent.

Preliminary indications are that activities migrated over time with the importance of
one area for housing and f~mTI buildings being superseded. The combined results of this
and previous work suggest that the occupation of this part of the village of Botolph Bridge
may have begun as early as the Middle Saxon period and continued until the late 17th
century"

39. ST IVES, GREE"! END (TL 3 I 03 7214). Excavation by J. Abrams revealed evidence
for Late Saxon/early medieval and I2th- to 14th-century domestic activity including
enclosure ditches, postholes, an oven and boundary ditches.

40. SOHAM, ST ANDREWS HoesE (TL 593 73 I). Evaluation by R. Casa Hatton recovered
Late Saxon pottery from a boundary ditch to the rear of High Street properties. The post
Conquest period was represented by quarrying, postholes, slots and further property
boundaries.

41. Sn"TON, RED LION LANE (TL 4438 7865). Evaluation trenches, excavated by
J. Abrams, contained drainage ditches and ponds. Pottery recovered from the features
included Stamford, Thetford, Ely and shelly wares (dating from 850- I 350).

42. WERRINGTON, ST JOH:\! THE BAPTIST'S CHURCH (Peterborough UA) (TF 0268
0630). On behalf of Bond and Read Chartered Architects, P. Cope-Faulkner of
Archaeological Project Services carried out a watching brief during development at the
I 2th-centurv church. At the )\:E. end of the church an undated stone wall was revealed
beneath an ~xtensive graveyard soil. Fragments oflimestone window mouldings, probably
of I 7th- to I8th-century date, were recovered together with medieval pottery and glazed
roof tile, much of these materials from the Stanion-Lyveden kilns in nearby Northampton
shire. A single fragment of Middle Saxon pottery was also recovered.

43. WILBURTON, MITCHELL'S FARM, SCHOOL LA:\!E (TL 484 718). Evaluation by
A. Connor and S. Cooper revealed probable medieval occupation in the NE. part of the
site with postholes and ditches containing Ely \Vare pottery (1200- I 350). The southern
part of the development area had been under cultivation from the medieval period.

44. WILBURTOi\", WARREN LODGE FARM (TL 483748). Evaluation trenches excavated by
A. Connor revealed medieval property divisions and cultivation, containing pottery dating
from I 200 to I400.

CHESHIRE

45. ALDFORD, ALDFORD CASTLE (SJ 4I86 5957)· A further season of work was carried
out by S. \Vard of Chester Archaeology and A. Lowerre, of Boston College, G.S.A.,
(Medieval Arc/zaeal., 44 (2000), 2.')5) with volunteers from Chester Archaeological Society
and elsewhere. The work was grant aided by Cheshire County Council, Chester City
Council and Chester Archaeological Society and carried out by permission of the
landowner, the Grosvenor Estate.

The castle is a Norman motte and bailey and survives as an impressive series of
earthworks on the N. edge of the village. Documentary evidence suggests that the castle
remained defensible throughout the 13th century. Thc excavation was carried out as part
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of A. Lowerre's research project and also to investigate the survival of the archaeological
resource. The trench opened last year was reopened and expanded to 10m by 6 m. It lay
in the bailev close to the motte ditch.

Norm~n deposits continued to prove elusive. An area of occupation lying on the
natural gravel was examined. The pottery retrieved from this layer was all of the 13th and
14th centuries. Several postholes were found in association with this deposit which indicate
a substantial timber structure. A clay bank sealed the oceupation surEtce. There is a
historical reference to the construction of an earth wall in the 128m and it is tempting to
associate that with this bank. Plough soil lay above the bank containing finds dating from
the 17th century to the end of the 19th. This not only dates the ploughing but also indicates
the end of occupation. A new manor house, Aldford Hall, was built to the south of the
village at the end of the Middle Ages.

A 2 bv 26 m trench was also cut across the ditch on the E. side ofthe bailev. There are
degraded ~emains of a bank on both the inner and outer side this ditch. Th~ inner bank
was found to seal a surface of similar date and nature as the 13th-century surface in
Trench I, so the bank is probably of a similar date to the bank in Trench I as well. The
outer bank appeared to be post-medieval in date, perhaps originating as a hedge bank.
The ditch itsclf was found to have been dug out and refilled in the seco!ld part of the 19th
century, possibly to insert a drainage culvert. This had destroyed virtually all the earlier
deposits in the depth of ditch excavated.

The finds and archive are held by Chester Archaeology at the Grosvenor Museum,
Chester. An interim report has been produced (A Lowerre et al., ~\ldford Castle Cheshire
2000 Interim Report', Chester Archaeology J<.'valuation and Asse55ment Report, 61, Chester City
Council, 2(00).

CHESTER

46. At the Amphitheatre (~J 408 661) small-scale excavations were carried out by Chester
Archaeology on the exposed (]\,'.) part, the subject oflarge-scale work in the 1960s, in order
to assess the survival of archaeological deposits beneath the displayed monument. The
project was directed by K. Matthews and was funded by Chester City Council and English
Heritage. A sequence of sub-Roman and later activity was observed north of the
E. entrance, where three phases of robbing stone from the derelict Roman structure were
identified. The earliest phase of robbing was scaled by a clay floor; this subsequently
became the site of a midden. All this activity is undated, but is earlier than the division of
the site into burgage plots in the early 13th century. Some residual medieval pottery was
recovered, but the only post-Conquest feature encountered was part of a stone-lined pit,
similar to others excavated in the 1960s.

47. At Brid/!,e Street (SJ 40575 6(230) D. Garner of Gifford & Partners Ltd undertook
excavation of geotechnical test pits ahead of a proposed extension for Brown's Department
store by Debenham's pic. This was achieved by excavating nine test pits which showed a
thick homogenous deposit of soil, possibly derived from cultivation. This material spans a
date range of 13th- to 15th-century pottery, though at least one possible sheI'd of Chester
ware, implies an element of residuality within the context.

In addition to this layer, a sandstone wall bonded with yellow-brown clay was
discovered on an E,-\V. alignment. This has been interpreted as the back wall of a late
medieval cellar. Also a large rectangular pit measuring 1.2 by 1.5 by 2.2 m was discovered,
which was stepped at a depth of 1 m. The pit fill suggests this was a cesspit, which had
possibly been lined with loose sandstone rubble.

48. At C'lzester Cathedral (SJ 4060 6(49) an evaluation was carried out in response to
proposals to construct a lift tower on the E. side of the 13th-century cloister. The project
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was commissioned by the Dean and Chapter of Chester Cathedral and directed by S. vVard
for Chester City Council's Archaeological Service.

The area formerly lay within a vaulted wing extending eastwards from the dorter. As
present ground level coincides with medieval floor level, only the sub-floor deposits and
some demolition material survived. The former included the sub-base for one of the
vaulting piers. The latter incorporated an interesting range of window glass and floor tiles,
unlikely to have been used to embellish the dormitory. The acljacent Chapter House is
perhaps a more likely source. Possible foundations for the Korman E. range were identified.
A pit containing disturbed human remains and another containing a sherd of Saxon
pottery are possible evidence for the Saxon church.

The finds and records are curated by Chester Archaeology at the Grosvenor Museum,
Chester. An evaluation report has been produced (S. vVard et al., 'Chester Cathedral Song
School 2000 Evaluation', Chester Archaeology Evaluation and Assessment Report, 60, Chester City
Council, 2(00).

49. At Dee House (SJ 408, 66 I) a series of watching briefs undertaken by Gifford &
Partners Ltd revealed a sandstone wall in plan, running on aN. S. alignment. This wall
has been interpreted as the original boundary of the medieval cemetery associated with St
John's church, located immediately to the east. The watching briefs also uncovered a
rectangular pit, mcasuring 2 m by I m, on a :'\J.-S. alignmcnt, which when excavated,
produced a quantity of medieval pottery sherds.

During the excavation of a service trench on the E. edge of the site, two human burials
were partially uncovered at a depth of 19. I mOD. Both burials were on an E. W.
alignment, which suggested that they where Christian. Within one of the burials sandstone
fragments had been placed around the skull possible to support the head in an upright
position prior to the body being covered. A radiocarbon sample was obtained from this
burial, which produced a date of cal. A.D. 880 to 1020 (BETA-153740). This means that
the burials predate the upstanding :'\Jorman remains of Stjohn's church, and lend credence
to the suggestion that an earlier Anglo-Saxon church occupied the site.

50. KNUTSFORD, CHURCH OF ST HELE]\"A A:-.lD ST JOHN (SJ 7656 7880). A watching brief
undertaken by C. J. Crowe of AAA Archaeological Advisors, for Macclesfield Borough
Council Leisure Services, during works under Scheduled Monument Consent to improve
the aspect of the site, has revealed a number of broken tombstones. Among these were
fragments of three grave slabs dating from the period I 170 to 1250. Previous historical
research has suggested an earliest documented date for the church of 1476.

51. :YIALPAS, VICTORIA JUBILEE HALL (SJ 487 473). A small-scale evaluation and
subsequent watching-brief on development work in 1999 uncovered limited traces of
activity within a medieval burgage plot. The project was directed by K. :YIatthews of
Chester Archaeoloi:,'Y for theJubilee Hall Committee. A probable late medieval garden soil
sealed a shallow oval feature that contained one sherd of pottery of uncertain date towards
the back of the property; closer to the street frontage, 19th-century building works had
destroyed all earlier stratigraphy.

DERBYSHIRE

52. INGLEBY, HEATH WOOD (SK 342 259). A third and final season of excavation of the
Viking mound cemetery was conducted by DrJ. D. Richards and M. J ecock on bchalf of
the Department of Archaeology, Gniversity of York. A third quadrant of Mound 56 was
excavated, the first two having been shown to be completely empty (A1edieval Archaeol., 44
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(2000),258 9). Close to the edge of the mound, and not f~ir beneath its eroded present-day
surface, a small spread of charcoal and cremated human bone was discovered, alongside a
copper alloy ring-headed pin, of a type often described as Hiberno-:\orse. This discovery
throws considerable doubt on previous suggestions of 'cenotaph' mounds as in those cases
vvhere mounds had been trenched such deposits could easily have been missed. Indeed, a
trench across Mound 2 I, intended to establish if this was prehistoric or Viking-age, failed
to recover any burial evidence. The lack of a central burial argues against this being a
Bronze-age barrow, although the mound had been much more heavily disturbed than
previous barrows examined. Finally, several sections were cut across a V-shaped ditch,
previously observed by M. Posnansky in H)55, as running between Mounds 9 and 12.
Several sherds of prehistoric pottery were recovered from the ditch fill, and the feature is
interpreted as a prehistoric land boundary, completely unassociated with the Viking
cemetery.

DEVON

53. DARTINGTOK HALL (SX 798 (28). The final season of work was carried out by C. K.
Currie and N. Rushton of CKC Archaeology. Recording of the upstanding ruins known
as the Gallery was completed. These suggest that the wall was erected in one build. The
date of the structure remains controversial, with different parties supporting a late 11th
century date and others one of the early 16th century.

The excavations recovered possible medieval deposits on the Bowling Green, thought
to pre-date the building of the later medieval S. courtyard. On the main lawn an
unexpected return in the E. wall of a structure known as the 'tower' explained why walls
excavated in previous years did not appear to link up.

\!\Triting up of the final report is under way. J. Allen of Exeter Museum will be
reporting on the fine late medieval!early post-medieval ceramic assemblage recovered,
and other contributors will include C. K. Currie, C. Platt and N. Rushton.

ESSEX. \Vork by Essex County Council Field Archaeology L'nit unless stated otherwise.

54. BRAIKTREE, REAR OF 97-99 HIGH STREET (TL 757 229). ="J. Crank of the
Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust carried out an open area excavation, revealing a 12th
to Iij.th-century rubbish pit.

55. BRE:\JTWOOD, KINGS ROAD/HART STREET (TQ592 932). An excavation was carried
out by S. Hickling ahead of the commercial and residential development on the S. side of
the medieval market place. Three probable burgage plots were found, with evidence of
medieval structures on two of them. The third had a number of large medieval and later
pits, one of which yielded a large amount of 13th- to 14th-century pottery. Two probable
ovens were recorded, one possibly late medieval. The foundations and internal floor
surfaces of the site of 39 Hart Street were investigated, revealing several phases of walls
and hearths/fireplaces. Settlement appears to have been sparse on this site in the medieval
period, through to the 19th century. This is probably due to the position of the site on the
outskirts of the medieval town.

56. CHELMSFORD, 73-74 HIGH STREET (TL 7090 0(60). Excavation by X Lavender at
the former Bolingbroke and Wenley department store located evidence of medieval
settlement adjacent to the High Street of the medieval town. The survival of medieval
levelling on this heavily truncated site suggests that better stratigraphic sequences may
survive elsewhere in the High Street.

57. CLAVERIKG, LAND TO THE WEST OF THE PARISH CHURCH (TL 4(983180). N. Crank
of the Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust excavated three trial trenches on a site adjacent
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to the existing churchyard of St Mary and St Clement, dating largely from the 14th
century. The evaluation revealed a number of archaeological features, principally ditches,
dating to the medieval period. Pottery suggests a I 2th- to 13th-century date for the majority
of features, though Saxo-Norman wares attesting to earlier activity were also present. The
ditches almost certainly relate to early property boundaries, possibly pre-dating the
boundaries of the Old Guildhall to the south. .

COLCHESTER. \Vork by Colchester Archaeological Trust.

58. At CoLchester Garrison PFI (TL 994 233), located I km to the south of the modern town
centre, a 304 ha development area contains within it many sites, including the scheduled
site of the medieval Abbey of StJohn. Fragments of human skull from a test-pit in ~leanee

Barracks were recovered by K. Orr. The bones are thought to be from an Anglo-Saxon
burial, forming part of a Saxon cemetery in the Ylersea Road area.

59. At 22-24 HZgh Street (TL 9445 2517) H. Brooks undertook a small-scale excavation
and watching brief during rebuilding of the shop unit. The site lies centrally within the
walled Roman town of Colchester and in the E. part of the early Roman fortress. Although
no Saxon structures were seen, residual Ipswich/Thetford ware indicates some activity
here in perhaps the 9th century. Roman masonry walls were robbed in the medieval
period, and in the 15th or 16th century a structure with clay floors and a rubble wall was
erected. There were many finds of Roman and later pottery, brick and bone, but the most
interesting find was an empty lead canister of the type which might have contained a coin
hoard. Previous discoveries from the same site include two medieval coin hoards. A single
coin of the previously found hoard type was also found, leading to speculation that a
medieval coin hoard has been removed from this site at some time in the past.

60. At the former St BotoLph 's Parish Hall, I Priory Street (TL 99982500) H. Brooks identified
two human burials exposed by foundation work for a rear extension. The burials were
aligned E. W. and are clearly associated with St Botolph's Priory, which lies immediatcly
to the south. By implication, they cannot be later than the Dissolution.

6 I. FINGRIl\"GHOE, LAND SOUTH OF FIl\"GRINGIIOE BALLAST Qt:ARRY (T~1 03 I 0
1980). Fieldwalking by ;\J. Crank of Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust, in advance of
proposed new mineral extraction, revealed no evidence of a Saxon cemetery bclieved to
lie adjacent to the site, though a single undiagnostic sherd of probable Saxon pottery was
recorded.

62. GREAT DI:N:vIOW, BRAl\"D'S FARM, ONGAR ROAD (TL 6085 1939). Observation and
recording was undertaken by 1'. Vaughan of the Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust,
during the conversion of a barn and associated drainage improvements. The barn had
previously been the subject of an historic building survey by HAT in 1999. Brand's Farm is
a late medieval cross-wing house within a partially filled moat. A single medieval feature
was recorded in a foundation trench on the site, possibly associated with the moat which
lay 10 m to the south-west. No other features were recorded on the site. Shallow topsoil
directly overlay the natural clay on much of the site, suggesting widespread previous
truncation.

63. GREAT WAKERING, CHURCHYARD EXTENSIO:"l (TQ 9503 8755). An excavation
funded by English Heritage was carried out by T. Vaughan in advance of extending the
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churchyard into the adjacent field to make space for new burial plots. Saxon pits and
hearths were recorded within a ditched enclosure. This is interpreted as evidence for the
precinct of the ::Vliddle Saxon Minster suggested by documentary evidence to have
preceded the present church. One of the enclosure ditches contained a fragment of carved
stone depicting an interlaced serpent, and may have been part of a Late Saxon cross.

64. I10RXCm;RCII, 233 HIGII STREET (TQ5435 87 I 2). An archaeological watching brief
carried out by S. Hickling, during building work on the former site of Hornchurch Hall,
recorded ditches, possibly of medieval date. Carved medieval stone work was found re
used in the foundations of a post-medieval wall; this wall is depicted on the 1849 Tithe
Plan. The stone may have originated from an unlocated ecclesiastical building on the site
or nearby, but no fCatures were found to confirm the existence of the building.

65. NEWPORT, TIlE WHITE HOesE, HIGII STREET (TL 52 IO :.)386). An archaeological
evaluation was undertaken by N. Crank of the Hertfordshire Archaeological Trust prior to
redevelopment of the site for residential use. The site lies within the historic core of
'\ewport, a town with Late Saxon origins. Four evaluation trenches were excavated,
revealing a single large pit containing sparse I 2th- to 14th-century sherck

66. ;\lORTH WEALD BASSETT, A4 I4 DlJALLI;\lG (TL 4745 0765). A. Letch undertook an
archaeological watching brief on stripping works in advance of the dualling of a section of
the A4 I4 close to Junction 7 of the ::VI I I, and adjacent to a known Metropolitan slipware
kiln site. The watching brief recorded the ploughed-out remnants of kiln lining, and
disturbed pot sherds dating to the 13th and 17th centuries.

67. SANDON-RETTENDON, AI30 BYPASS (TL 742 034 to TQ 773 954). An intensive
programme of archaeological work was carried out by R. Dale, S. Hickling and
A. Robertson along the N. section of the AI 30 bypass from the AI 2 Chelmsford bypass to
the Rettendon Turnpike. Archaeological sites were identified through survey and the
evaluation of cleared areas after topsoil stripping. In some cases it was possible to preserve
sites by making provision in the road design, but most sites were excavated. These
included:

West Hanningfield, Downhouse Farm (TL 747 0 I3). Selective excavation was carried out
around the known Roman and Early Saxon settlement site excavated in 1994-5.
Trenching and stripping of topsoil revealed several Roman features, and medieval pits and
field boundaries. Features in the E. part of the site may represent the edge of a medieval
farmstead, and these were mapped before being preserved under earthworks. A medieval
building was uncovered to the north-east, separated from these features by an area heavily
disturbed by ploughing. Over much of the site it was clear that deep ploughing had
seriously degraded many archaeological features uncovered in the 1994-5 excavaJion,
particularly those of Saxon date. As a result, it is likely that the present excavation will not
be able to add greatly to our understanding of the site.

A watching brief was maintained during topsoil stripping along the road scheme in
areas where no major archaeological sites had been identified. Sites recorded included a
site at Gorse vVoods, Runwell, which was interpreted as part of a medieval industrial and
settlement site.

68. TAKELEY, THREMHALL PRIORY FARM (TL 53002140). Ahead of the conversion and
extension of redundant farm buildings, T. Vaughan carried out an evaluation consisting of
two trenches. The site is adjacent to Thremhall Priory, a medieval moated site (EHCR
4599,4600). The only medieval feature encountered was a ditch containing fragments of
13th-century coarseware.
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GLOLCESTERSITIRE. \Vork by Gloucestershire County Council Archaeology Service unless
stated otherwise.

69. CHCRCIIDOWK, ST AKDREW'S CHURCH, STATION ROAD (SO 8836 198 I). An archae
ological excavation was directed by P. Nichols prior to the construction of a new church
centre. The excavation established the presence of a series of features. Pottery dated two
ditches and a posthole to the Late Saxon period (loth and I Ith centuries). Two further
ditches and two pits were of medieval date (12th to 13th century). The features were cut by
the E. edge ofa pond which contained infilled deposits of modern date.

70. IlAMP:,\ETT, SOUTHERK ELECTRIC TREKCH (SP 0977 1566). Archaeological mon
itoring was carried out by L. Bashford during the installation of a new mains electricity
cable at Hampnett village. The remains of a house platform relating to the Deserted
Medieval Village was recorded.

7 I. EYSEY, LATTON (SG I I I 94 I). A. Thomas of Cotswold Archaeological Trust carried
out a watching brief in advance of the construction of a gas pipeline from Duke's Break to
Cricklade. In one area near to Eysey Manor Farm, the pipeline runs through an area
which contains earthworks thought to belong to a medieval/post-medieval water
management system on the outskirts of the deserted medieval village of Eysey. Here the
trench wayleave was restricted to a width of 2 m and underwent archaeological excavation.
Several medieval pits and a hearth were identified along with linear features, probably
drainage ditches, of medieval and post-medieval date. Work on the pipeline is due to be
completed early in 200 I and a fuller report on the results should be available next year.

72. LECHLADE, KENT PLACE, SIlERBORKE STREET (SP 2 I 32 9968). D. Kenyon of
Cotswold Archaeological Trust carried out an archaeological evaluation, in connection
with a planning application for the construction of a house on a site a short distance to the
north-west of Lechlade town centre. In the light of the results of this evaluation, the
footprint of the proposed house, covering an area of some 7.1 sq m, was subsequently fully
excavated.

The fieldwork revealed evidence of activity dating to the Anglo-Saxon period and
medieval periods. Unfortunately the small size of the area excavated makes wider
interpretation of the features uncovered, the majority of which were ditches, rather
difficult. ~rom the short lengths exposed, it would appear that a l\'E.-S\V. boundary was
established across the W. end of the site during the Middle to Late Anglo-Saxon period
(based on the 6th- to 9th-century pottery recovered from the earliest ditches) and that this
continued to be re-dug throughout the earlier medieval period. Subsequently, a new ditch
was established a short distance to the east, but on the same alignment, while the area of
the former ditches became the location for several hearths and postholes.

The Anglo-Saxon activity previously discovered around Lechlade lies to the north
east of the current site (at Sherborne House and the recreation ground, and at Butler's
Field), however the latest material from these sites dates from the 8th century. From the
evidence revealed at Kent Place, it is possible to postulate a later phase of activity in
Lechlade, beginning in the 8th 9th centuries and continuing into the medieval period,
with its focus to the south-east in the area of the modern town centre. The ditches found at
Kent Place possibly represent the NW. boundary of this later settlement, following a line
fossilised in the current alignment of Sherborne Street.

73. NEWLA~D, TIlE VICARAGE (SO 553 094). A programme of archaeological recording
was carried out by S. Clarke and]. Bray of Monmouth Archaeology during groundworks
for a new driveway to the coach house in the grounds of the vicarage. A small assemblage
of I 3th- or 14th-century jugs and cooking pots was recovered.
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74. WALTO:-.J CARDIFF, WATERCOURSE (SO 906,t 3227). A desk-based assessment of a
baekfilled watercourse at \Valton Cardiff was carried out bv K. Derham to assess the
potential archacological impact of a proposed re-instatement. The assessment identified
the location of the watercourse, but not its original dimensions or the nature of the
surviving deposits within the ditch, which may be waterlogged. The assessment also
identified the probable location ofa bridge, lane and possibly the \V. gate and N. boundary
of the medieval settlement of \Valton Cardiff, all of which date from at least the 15th
century.

75. WII\CIICOMHE, BACK LAI\E, CEVA I:-.JFA:-.JTS SCHOOL (SP 0231 28'12). Archaeological
monitoring was carried out by L. Bashford during the construction of an extension to the
school and altcrations to the school grounds. The site is located within the boundary of the
Anglo-Saxon settlement at \Vinchcombe, and lies within the precinct of \Vinchcombc
Abbey. The monitoring enabled the recording of part of the denuded Anglo-Saxon burh
bank at the 1'\. end of the site, medieval fish-ponds in the centre of the site and three or four
buildings along the SE. site boundary. These buildings vary in size and construction; the
most impressive were constructed of 1 m thick limestone walls. The buildings have been
provisionally dated to the medieval period, and were probably destroyed in the 16th
century.

GREATER LO"lDON. \Vork by the :\fruseum of London Archaeology Service unless otherwise
stated.

BARKING A:-.JD DAGEC\"HAM

76. At the Abbry Retail Park, Unit 7 (TQ 4395 8380) excavation in 1998 by G. Hull of
Archaeological Services Ltd, for Estates and Agencies Holdings pic, found evidence for a
Saxon landing stage and trading zone located to the south of the Saxon abbey mentioned
by Bede. Reappraisal of primary records from unpublished sites in the vicinity suggests
that the Saxon timber abbey lay immediately to the west of the 12th-century church. A
break in the pottery sequence for the site seems to correlate with historical claims for
Scandinavian activity in the region in the late 9th century. Thc re-established abbey seems
to have used the area under investigation as a dump for waste, both industrial and
domestic.

77. At Abbry Road/ St Paul's Road, Barking (TQ44 10 3865)]' Perry ofSutton Archaeological
Services, for Furlong Homes pic, revealed a series of 13th-century and later medieval pits
and postholes, cut into the natural gravel. One large, deep pit contained the disarticulated
skeleton of at least one horse.

BRE:-.JT

78. At Dollis Hill reservoir, 92 Brook Road (TQ2235 8628), an evaluation and excavation by
D. Sankey for Thames \Vater pic, covered a 5 m wide quarry containing a few sherds of
medieval pottery, two of which were from a London \Vare tulip-necked baluster jug. As
the quarry was backfilled with local material and not used as a rubbish dump, they could
be residual.

BROMLEY

79. At the North Orpington Water Treatment Works, East Drive, Orpington (TQ 4650 6730) a
watching briefby R. Hewitt for Thames \Vater pic recovered Saxon and medieval artefacts
[rom the subsoil and from the upper fill of a Roman ditch.
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CAMDEK

80. At the City Literary Institute, Keeley House, JCeeley Street (TQ 3054 8123) a watching brief
and evaluation by A. Telfer and D. Bowsher for The City Literary Institute found a single
sherd ofresidual Saxon pottery (dated 730-8so) and an undated pit with the appearance
of a Saxon cesspit. No horizontal Saxon deposits were found, nor any evidence for
medieval activity on the site.

CITY OF LONDON

81. At All Hallows by the TOwer Churchyard, Byword Street (TQ3341 80(7) D. Hart of AOC
Archaeology Group, for the Parochial Church Council, recorded two Saxon graves in
1999. The churchyard appears to have been in constant use from this period onwards.

82. At 5 Billiter Street (TQ 33298109) an excavation by :VI. McKenzie for Winterthur
Properties Ltd found that the majority of the features recorded on site were medieval pits.
Generally the pitting dates from the 1rth through to the early 14th centuries with reduced
activity in the 1sth century.

83. At Blossom's Inn, 20-30 Gresham Street, 20-2.) Lawrence l"ane, 3 6 Trump Street, J-f()

A1ilk Street and iHumfird Court (TQ3241 812S) excavation was conducted by I. Blair and
B. '!\Tatson for Land Securities ple, and will continue until the autumn of 200 1. The project
is a collaborative venture between MoLAS and AOC Archaeology Group. These
properties have been the subject of a number of previous archaeological investigations
between 1930 and 1978 (LAMAS Trans., 38 (1987),23-6,33-4). Three phases ofevaluation
work have been carried out revealing Saxo-Norman remains in the form of one sunken
floored building, and numerous ccss- and rubbish pits, some of which were wattle lined,
the fills being rich in food waste varying from fruit stones to cattle skulls. Medieval features
consisted of chalk rubble cellar walls and a few cess- and rubbish pits.

84. At Bow Bells House, Bread Street (TQ3233 8114) an evaluation by B. Watson for The
Mitsubishi Corporation found several Saxo-Norman (900- 1200) rubbish pits.

8S. At 49-52a Bow Lane (TQ3240 8110) the excavation often trenches in preparation
for the insertion ofground beams was monitored byJ. Butler of Pre-Construct Archaeology
Ltd for Lionbrook Property Company. Three chalk and ragstone walls were uncovered
seemingly forming the N., S. and E. walls of a medieval cellar that would appear to be part
of the building plot identified as plot 24 fi'onting on to Bow Lane and occupying a large
area to the rear oflong narrow properties fronting Cheapside (D. Keene and V. Harding,
Historical Gazel/eer rif London Bifore The Great Fire, I: Cheapside, Cambridge, 1987). From
Keene and Harding's study of documents it would appear that the building plots varied
little between 1200 and 1650, apart from some sub-division of small shop units along Bow
Lane. 'The cellar may represent some outbuilding such as a kitchen block. The chalk wall
was cut through a dark grey dump and fragments of Early Medieval Flinty Ware and
London '!\Tare, dating to 970- 1100 and 1080- 1350 respectively, were recovered.

To the south of the chalk and ragstone cellar a small area of brickearth covered by a
demolition deposit of chalk and ragstone lumps suggest a probable medieval date. To the
west of the investigation area the heavily truncated remains of a medieval ragstone wall
were observed.

86. At European House and Clements House, 25 Milk Street/ I 4-18 Gresham Street (TQ 3235
8132) an evaluation by D. Bowsher for ~orwich Union Investment Management found a
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number of deep medieval rubbish- or cesspits that produced pottery dating from the 11th
to the 14th centuries. Two medieval foundations were also recorded.

87. At 56-59 Fenc!zurch Street, 18 London Street and 76 iHark l~ane (TQ 3333 8096) an
evaluation by B. \Vatson for Kohn Pederson Fox International revealed one or more deep
pits or wells ofSaxo-Norman and medieval date.

88. At Hare Court, Inner Temple (TQ 312.1 8106), in 1999, J. Brown of Pre-Construct
Archaeology Ltd, for the Honourable Society of the Inner Temple, recorded early
medieval deposits, pits and a well, overlaid by further dumped deposits and a single burial,
also of early medieval date. A Saxon silver coin, a sceatt of series G, was also retrieved.

89. At the Ibex IJouse, TIze Nfinories (TQ 337 809) a watching brief was carried out by
R. Maseficld for RPS Clouston on behalf of Future Fitness and Benchmark pic. Thirty
four truncated pits were located containing early medieval pottery and tile. The site was
within the area of a known Roman cemetery. The medieval features are interpreted as
several phases of borrow pits for gravcl extraction with activity taking place during a short
time span. They pre-date the building of the Franciscan Abbey of St Clare (1293) which is
within 10 m of the site. There are indications of a systematic layout of pits within a limited
area, perhaps to procure material for a specific building project.

90. At }uxon House, St Paul's Churyard (TQ 3193 8118) an evaluation by l\. Holder for
Standard Life Assurance Company confirmed that Saxon deposits could survive in certain
parts of the site. Medieval deposits included dark organic fills of a medieval pit dating to
1050 to 1150. A gravel surface overlay this pit.

91. At Kempson House, 25-37 Camomile Street/J06-I26 Bishopsgate (TQ 3325 8145) an
evaluation by K. Tyler for Heron Devclopment pic aimed to confirm whether the Roman
and medieval city wall survives within the S. part of the site. The excavation of two test pits
within the SE. and SW. corners of the underground car park revealed no trace of the city
wall or of its robbing in antiquity. It is concluded that the city wall originally lay either
along the S. edge of the present buildings or even further to the south (outside the present
site boundaries). In either case, it is not possible that remains of the wall survive within the
present site in a way in which they can be preserved in situ.

92. At Paternoster Square, Area 4, and Paternoster Row (TQ 3192 8132) an excavation by
S. \Vatson for Griffiths McGees found a large square brick built cesspit, constructed over
an earlier pit made of greensand and chalk blocks. The greensand blocks are carved and
shaped, indicating they had been re-used from an earlier medieval building, possibly a
substantial one.

93. At 29 30 Qyeen Street, 1-7 Great St Thomas Apostle (TQ 3240 8093) an excavation and
watching brief by A. Telfer for Berkeley Homes found a number of intercutting wattle
lined pits dating from the 1Ith or 12th centuries. These had been scaled by a substantial
homogeneous layer which represents a period of comparative inactivity on the site,
resembling a subsoil or garden-type soil. The layer was truncated by two possible ovens,
dating from the late medieval period. These were fairly crude and unstructured. A total of
twelve pitched tile hearths were recorded across the site, dating from the 14th and through
to the 17th or 18th centuries. None of these appeared to have been for domestic use and
the presence of a circular hearth or kiln and a large quernstone may suggest the site
maintained a series of bakeries.
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Associated with the hearths and ovens were numerous floor surLlces dumped against
a substantial ragstone and chalk wall, dating from the 13th or 14th centuries. This had
becn built on top of an earlier wall of a slightly different alignment; this may have been an
earlier cellar. The watching brief revealed further segments of chalk foundation as well as
an E.-\V. return to the ragstone and chalk wall \Y. orthe excavation.

94. At St Helen's Church, Bishop.\~f!,ate (TQ:B20 8 I 28) A. Rae of Pre-Construct Archaeology
Ltd carried out a watching brief and excavation. The work consisted of the excavation of
two pipe trenches and the foundations for four floodlights. In one of the floodlight pits
located N\Y. of the door to the nuns quire a moderately compacted grey brown silty clay
scaled a medieval chalk and tile buttress. The buttress appears to be part of the quire,
possibly dating from the 13th century. Located to the :'-J. of the central buttress at the
\Y. end of the church a layer containing fragments of decorated floor tile, green glazed
pottery, charcoal flecks, oyster shell and mortar was recorded. The floor tile and pottery
fragments dated from between 1230 and 1400 and a fragment of re-deposited early
medieval pottery was also recovered, dating from between 1000 and I 150.

95. At St Paul's Cathedral, Choir Practice Facilities (TQ 3207 8112) an excavation and
watching brief by R. \Yroe-Brown for the Dean and Chapter of St Paul's Cathedral
identified six medieval grave cuts but no bone survived, save for a few patches of white
powder, due to the soil conditions. Two graves revealed the clear outline of decayed
coffins.

96. At St Paul's Churchyard, west end (TQ 3 I 94 8 I 13) a watching brief by R. Wroe-Brown
for the Dean and Chapter of St Paul's Cathedral revealed two large medieval make-up
dumps.

97. At 43 46 Southampton Buildings (TQ 3 IOS 8 I (0) a watching brief and excavation by
A. Telfer for the \Yorshipful Company of Coopers revealed a substantial, curving chalk
foundation, which is consistent with the location and design of the first church of the
Knights Templars, dating to the 12th century.

CROYDON

98. At Addington Village Farm, Addington Village Road, Addington (TQ 3725 6405) evaluation
by M ..J. Saunders ofThames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd, covering an area of 0.24
ha, located archaeological features in three of six trenches. All were pits and postholes,
with datable features falling within the range of c. 1050- 1150 and the 12th to 13th
centuries respectively.

99. At 82-.90 Park Lane, Croydon (TQ 3256 65(5), in 1999, J. McKinley of Wessex
Archaeology recorded 39 inhumation graves, part ofa known early Anglo-Saxon cemetery
(London Arch., 7 (1996), 424-31). Most of the graves were orientated E.-W. and were
concentrated in the l\'W. part of the site. Two graves situated in the SE. part were
surrounded by a ring-ditch and were probably of Middle rather than Early Saxon date.

Bone preservation was very poor; only a few small fragments survived in 16 of the
graves. Objects were recovered from 30 graves (77 %), the most common being blades or
knives with a few shield bosses, buckles, brooches, spearheads and tweezers. Textiles and
organic material, e.g. hazelnuts in a copper-alloy bowl, were also found.

Most individuals appear to have been sub-adult or adult; there were nine males and
five females. Three cremation burials were also excavated, two in urns, of which one was
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redeposited within, and the other eut through, the fills of inhumation graves. Postholes,
possibly structural, and a pit were also recorded.

GREENWICH

100. At 32 Court Yard, Fltham (TQ425 742) D. Score of Oxford Archaeological enit for
J \Vardle, structural engineer, carried out a watching brief during 1998 and 1999. Two
test pits revealed chalk and mortar walls or foundations that probably belonged to part of
the medieval courtvard of Eltham Palace. Possible traces of a tiled floor surface and
evidence of an assoc'iated demolition phase were observed.

10 I. At King Charles Qjtarter, Old Royal Naval College, Greenwich (TQ 3850 7793) an
evaluation and watching brief byJ Bowsher for Trinity College of Music and Greenwich
Foundation took place in the Recital Room, in the SE. corner of the complex, thought to
have been the location of the late 15th-century Friars' Church situated just to the west of
Greenwich Palace. AN. S. wall was located, possibly related to the chapter house of the
friary, and fragments of medieval mouldings were found in the upper fills.

102. At Ye Old Pie House, 45 Greenwich South Street, Greenwich (TQ3826 7773) a watching
brief by J. Bowsher for Purvis & Purvis, Chartered Building Surveyors, found water-laid
deposits containing medieval pottery fragments. Consolidation of this damp terrain is
likely to have taken placc in the 15th or 16th centuries. It was probably at this time that the
first structural developments, consisting of chalk and brick foundations, to the rear of the
street frontagc, took place.

HACKKEY

103. At 30-36 Upper Clapton Road (TQ 3486 8635) evaluation and excavation was
conducted by M. Bag>vell of Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd for the Peabody Trust.
Katural sand was cut by three medieval N.-S. aligned ditches in the \N. part of the site.
The ditches contained medieval pottery, dating from c. I 150 1300 and c. 1270- I 500, and
were interpreted as roadside drainage ditches. Upper Clapton Road is historically known
to date from at least as early as the 14th century. The ditches were overlaid by a medieval
ploughsoil deposit containing pottery dating from c. 1080- I 350 and c. 1230 14°°.

HARROW

1°4. At RAF Stanmore Park, Uxbrid,f!,e Road (TQ 1660 9200) D. Roberts of Prc-Construct
Archaeology Ltd, for Laing Homes, carried out an archaeological evaluation comprising
ten trenches. Natural clay was observed between 84.76 m OD and 75.60 mOD. Along the
entire length of the trench to the :"JW. of the site was an irregularly cut pit or pond, the fill
ofwhich included late medieval to early post-medieval eeramic building material. This has
been interpreted as a previously unrecorded pond or clay extraction pit in use before the
construction of the mansion house in the 1720S.

Two ditches were recorded in the extreme N. and S. end of the trench. These were
interpreted as the remainder of a moated enclosure partially filled with water-lain silts and
then infilled with clay and demolition rubble in the 17th to 18th century. Cutting into the
natural in the central trench was a possible late medieval to early post-medieval white lime
mortar filled footing. This was orientated SE. NW. and may represent part of an
insubstantial structure. The white lime mortar fill had fragments of red briek within it,
dated to the 15th to 17th centuries.

HILLI~GDO~

105. At The Lodge, Holloway Lane, Harmondsworth (TQ0600 7773) a 1997 excavation by
M. J Saunders of Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd, for IGP Investments Ltd,
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located a pit, a ditch, three postholes and the partial skeleton of a horse. The deposits were
dated to the 13th to 15th centuries.

T06. At /82 Bury Street, Ruislij] (TQ0862 8857) an evaluation by A. Steele for Newholmes
Estates Ltd recovered a total of seven 12th- to 13th-century pottery shenk The scarcity of
the pottery sherds and their heavily abraded condition indicate that the focus of medieval
activity was not in the area of the proposed new buildings.

I-IOCNSLOW

T07. At the former BrentjiJrd Gasworks, Breniford High Street/ Kew Bridge Road (TQ 1840
7780) B. Bishop of Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd carried out evaluation and excavation
for Barratt Homes ("West London) Ltd Medieval activity at the site consisted of a few
residual finds of pottery and ceramic building material and a possible :-J.- S. aligned field
ditch. The few residual finds recovered from the excavation are suggestive of activities such
as manuring, therefore, a field ditch of this date would not be incongruous with an
interpretation for arable use of the site during the medieval period.

ISLINGTO"l

I 08. At the Grand Priory Church of St John, St John's Square, Clerkenwell (TQ 3 I 69 82 16) a
watching brief by D. Sankey for the Order of St John monitored the removal of an old
floor from the crypt and its replacement with a more permeable version. The central nave
of the crypt was founded directly on to natural gravels at 14.66 m aD without foundations.
This may explain a ledge around the base of the nave wall as spread footings, an alternative
explanation to an attractive theory that the ledge acted as a bench in an early form of
chapter house. The S. bay of the church was shown to be built over dark fill and this may
relate to an expansion in the 1nh century from a smaller Norman church. The S. wall of
the church cut through this filL

[09. At 2/ Popham Street (TQ3 [95 8387) an evaluation by I. Blair for Teejay Construction
established that the earliest deposit, recorded in section over the natural brickearth, was a
substantial layer of clayey silt of [4th-century date. The homogeneous composition of this
layer suggests that the site may have been wet at the time it was deposited or had been
subject to a degree of waterlogging on occasions. The small size of the pottery sherds
suggests that this deposit may have been re-worked, possibly during arable or horticultural
cultivation of fields or gardens.

KINGSTON

[ TO. At the Rotunda, Cromwell Road (TQ 18380 96450) evaluation and excavation was
carried out by J Leary of Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd for CgMs Ltd on behalf of
Clearwater Estates and Properties Ltd. On the SE. side of the site a large domestic rubbish
pit containing early medieval sandy ware, dated to 900- T050, was excavated. A ditch
cutting the natural was recorded in the north-west of the site, which included pottery from
the primary fill with a suggested a date of T050- I IS0. A large assemblage of early medieval
pottery wasters, provisionally interpreted as South Herefordshire Grey Ware ([ 14°- [3°°),
suggest a kiln existed nearby.

A series of large shallow pits, most of which were situated to the south and which
extended beyond the limit of excavation, were dated to 1270- [5°°. These probably
represent the rear of the properties that may have lain further west, possibly fronting
Clarence Street. To the north-west, eight postholes aligned K-\V. provide the first
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evidence of building activity on the site and pottery retrieved from the fills suggest a
medieval date.

LA:VIHETH

I I I. At British Airwa)!s I~ondon Fye (Millennium Wheel), Jubilee Gardens (TQ 3067 7994)
M. \Viggins, for British Airways London Eye, monitored groundworks in advance of an
electricity substation in [999. A sequence of alluvial clay overlaid by a peat deposit was
recorded, indicating transgression of the River Thames. The lower levels of the peat
deposit are C 14 dated to the Saxon period (670960) and the upper levels to 1020- 1260. A
water-laid deposit then eovered the site and, at the E. end, was eut by a large timber
revetted ditch; this mav be identified as the watercourse on the VV. side of a mcdieval
causeway known as Nar~ow Wall or the Great ~vke, the position of which is now occupicd by
Belvedere Road.

LEWISHAM

I 12. At the Citibank Site, 68 ;Vfolsworth Road (TQ 3808 7545) an evaluation by B. Watson
for Citibank suggested that gravel quarrying took place during the late medieval or Tudor
period (c. I 200~1600).

MERTO!\"

I 13. At Furnitureland, ;\IIerton High Street (TQ 2360 70 I 0) an excavation by D. Saxby for
Green Acre Homes established the earliest evidence for occupation in the form of a
structure dating to the middle of the 15th century. The structure was open to the south and
may have abutted a tile kiln to the north (not discovered during the excavation). It is likely
that the structure represented a forming shed for tile making, and also a work area in front
of the kiln.

A second kiln was constructed around 148o, and this was recorded during the
excavation. The kiln itself was partly built with waste tiles from earlier kiln firings. The
excavated part of the kiln comprised three furnace chambers and a flue had been placed
along the back of the kiln to help feed air to the kiln fires. The presence of this flue would
appear to indicate that the 'forming shed' was still attached to the kiln and so there may
have been a circulation problem. After a number of firings, the kiln was rebuilt and a
replacement series of furnace chambers constructed. The back wall of this replacement
kiln was constructed from re-used Reigate capitals from a 12th-century building belonging
to the priory of St Mary Merton. During thc tile making phase it seems that the immcdiate
area of the site was stripped of the natural layers of brickearth (and any overlying layers),
in order to provide raw material for the tile works. It is likely that the tile kiln was situated
near to an entranee into the Priory preeinct (for fuel supplies, distribution etc.).

Truncating the kiln was a chalk foundation wall for the 'Gatehouse', built around
15°0. The walls were generally truncated to cellar floor level. The foundation formed a
small building measuring 7.2 m in width and running into the l'\. trench section, with the
majority of the building probably lying beneath the current Merton High Street. These
foundations could form the back end of a western tower, if the superstructure were in brick
(which would not require a large, wide foundation). If this is the case it is possible to
reconstruct a potential gateway, where two towers are astride an entrance arrangement
c. 12m wide. Associated with this building is a thick dumped layer, where the ground was
raised up after the clay extraction had finished.

MITCHAM

114. At Mitcham Vicarage, 2/ Church Road (TQ2707 6860) work was carried out by S. Ford
for Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd. Two areas totalling 450 sq m were
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excavated revealing a number of parallel gullies with dates ranging from Late Saxon/early
post-Conquest to the 18th century, but concentrated towards the 1\orman period. Pits and
postholes of similar dates were also recorded.

NEWHAM

1IS. At All Saints Church, Church Street, West Ham (TQ 3940 8385) an evaluation by
A. Westman for Purcell Miller Tritton, architects, on behalf of the Parochial Church
Council revealed the mortared chalk foundations of the S. aisle of the medieval church. cut
into graveyard soils. The oldest part of the church is dated to the late 12th century,
although the church may have originated earlier. The date of construction of the S. aisle is
not known, but it is thought that the aisles of the church were rebuilt in the 15th century.

RICIIMO:\D

116. At 29 35 Holly Road, Ta:ickenham (TQ 1622 7328) an evaluation by R. Cowie for
Marblefine Ltd two undated ditches were found cut into the river terrace gravel. Both were
probably no later than medieval in date since neither contained any datable artefacts or
post-medieval inclusions, and they were on a 1\.-S. alignment that was inconsistent with
the early post-medieval settlement pattern of the immediate area.

SOUTHWARK

117. At 151 153 Bermondsey Street (TQ 33290 796(5) evaluation and excavation was
conducted by M. Beasley and K. Wooldridge for Acorn Homes (Bermondsey) Ltd. The
earliest medieval activity recorded was a number of soil or dump deposits overlying the
natural alluvium, pottery recovered from these deposits has been dated to the mid- 1 I th
century. A single phase of building was characterised by timber post and base plate
foundations and the possible remnants of a timber floor and an E. fence or stakeline
boundary marking the E. rear extent of the property behind Bermondsey Street. In terms
ofland use, the lower dump deposits would appear to indicate that for at least some periods
of the medieval period the site was used for agricultural or horticultural activity.

118. At the Car Park Site, comer ofClink Street and Stoney Street (TQ3254. 8(39) an evaluation
by J. Drummond-Murray for Oakmayne Properties located the S. wall and central
foundation of Winchester Palace. Of particular significance was the discovery of the
W. wall forming the W. end of the site, finally allowing the full dimensions of the palace to
be recorded. However, no floor levels or exterior ground levels associated with the palace
were encountered.

119. At Southwark Cathedral (TQ 3265 8(40) the final season of a standing building survey
was undertaken by 1\. Cohen and S. Roffey for the London Archaeological Research
Facility and the Southwark and Lambeth Excavation Committee. Recording of the
medieval fabric in the triforium was completed and a study was made of some of the
cathedral's doors.

120. At 168 Tower Bridge Road (TQ 3346 7962) an evaluation by A. Brett for the Aitch
Group found a substantial E.-\N. ditch containing a medieval drinking jug.

121. At the Former rork Clinic, 117 Borough High Street and the Nag's Head rard Workshop (TQ
3261 8(00) excavations were conducted by C. Pickard of Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd
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for \Vatkins Grey International. A dark earth horizon in the E. part of the York Clinic site
was cut by numerous features dating from the medieval and post-medieval periods
including cess- and rubbish pits, a pit containing the articulated burial of a horse and a
barrel well backfilled with domestic waste.

At the l'\ag's Head site the dark earth deposits were truncated by remains of a
medieval building and two cesspits. The building had undergone several rebuilds and had
been extended to the east. The internal area of the building comprised numerous pitched
tile hearths which had also been rebuilt several times. South of the building a small gravel
alleyway/yard was located on an E.-\V. alignment. .

SCTTO:-.J

122. At Grove Park Car Park, High Street, Carshalton (TQ 240 I 6'15 I)J. Perry and A. Skelton
of Sutton Archaeological Services, for the London Borough of Sutton, recorded the
substantial flint and mortar foundations of a late I 2th- or early·I 3th-century stone building,
probably those of the :Vlanor House of Stonecourt. A garderobe shaft, built into one wall,
yielded pottery, two fragments of glass urinals and several figure-of:'eight nails.

TOWER HA:VILETS

123. At 38 10 Dock Street (TQ 3414 8(72) C. Pickard and C. Jarrett of Pre-Construct
Archaeology Ltd carried out a watching brieffor Richardson Nyewood, on behalf ofCable
and vVireless Communications pIc. In the trench at the E. part of the site the earliest
archaeological f(~atures consisted of two linear ditches aligned E.-vV. Pottery present in
one of the ditches dated from e. 1240 1350, but both ditches seemed to be contemporary
and appeared to have naturally silted up. An undated sub-rectangular cut was truncated
by a probable circular rubbish pit, dated to the 15th century.

124. At Eden House, Spital Square (TQ 334.52 8 I833) a watching brief by C. Thomas for
Scottish Life Assurance Company confirmed results of a 199 I evaluation with relocation
of a medieval wall on the N. side of the site. Two medieval ditches were observed beneath
the present basement.

WANDSWORTII

125. At 74-80 UjJjJer Tooting Road (TQ 2780 7215) T. Carew of Pre-Construct
Archaeology Ltd excavated three trenches for Berkley Homes (\Vest London) Ltd. .\'atural
silt and elay was observed between 22.75 m OD and 25.80 mOD. A series of medieval
features were cut into the natural on the trench on the S. side of the site. These were mostly
intercutting pits with one or more linear features. The fills of these contained higll
proportions of cess, and pottery recovered dated from the 13th to the 16th centuries.

WESTMINSTER

126. At Arundel House/ Fitzalan House, 1)-15 Arundel Street (TQ 3 101 808 I) J. Proctor of
Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd, for the International Institute for Strategic Studies,
carried out excavation and a watching brief during 1997 and 1998. The remains of a
possible Saxon waterfront structure on the \V. side of the site were recorded. Four stakes
were also recovered from this area and toolmarks on these suggest a Middle Saxon date;
they may represent the remains of a jetty or a fish trap.

In the N\V. part of the site a medieval jetty was uncovered, consisting of timber posts
and horizontal planks; it probably dates from the late 12th to the 13th centuries. A series of
ground consolidation dumps had been deposited over the foreshore in preparation for the
construction of two river revetments, the earlier of which may have been associated with
the jetty or river stair. The remains of the earlier revetment consisted of a horizontal
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timber baseplate with vertical retaining posts to the S. (riverwards) side, the latter having
been dismantled prior to the construction of the second revetment phase. The replacement
revetment, horizontally planked and front-braced, is dated to the end of the 13th to the
late 14th centuries; to its north lay a series of reclamation dumps above the earlier jetty.

In the J\E. corner of the site two timbers appear to have been part ofa scissor-braced
structure which may have been a jetty or a river stair, dated to the early to mid- 13th
century. Nearby, oak beams and another group of timbers appear to have originated from
the same structure.

127. At 28 30 .lames Street, C07Jent Garden (TQ 3030 8100) an evaluation and watching
brief was carried out byJ. Leary of Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd for Gartmore Property
Asset J\lanagement.

Directly above the natural brickearth and cut into the silty clay subsoil was an adult
inhumation aligned E.-\V. similar to other burials from the Covent Garden and Long
Acre area, two of which have been dated to the mid- to late 7th century. With the burial a
possible iron spearhead and buckle were recovered. A considerable number of truncated
stakeholes, postholes and a curving gully cutting the subsoil all indicate the first phase of
building activity. A fragment of a road, metalled with compacted gravel and resurfaced at
least five times, was recorded overlying the building activity. A simple drainage ditch
running along the E. edge of the road suggests the road was also aligned N. S. As the road
went out of use it was truncated to the west by a probable circular cesspit. Thick bands of
gravel were deposited occasionally over the cess. Overlying and slumping into the pit was
a series of brickearth surfaces and associated structures. These have been identified as the
internal floors of a building or buildings that had been continually patched and resurfaced.

Overlying and slumping into this pit was a series of truncated brickearth surfaces with
associated features. These have been identified as the internal floors of a building (or
buildings) that had been continuously patched and resurfaced. Lines of stakeholes cutting
the surfaces may provide evidence of internal partitions. Thick layers of burnt daub
overlying two of the surfaces probably represent in situ collapsed walls after burning
episodes. Daub with wattle impressions has been recovered from these layers.

Pitting occurred throughout the site and suggest both domestic occupation and craft
activity. A shallow pit was recorded filled with large quantities of iron slag as well as a
crucible containing some copper residue. Lead waste products associated with casting was
also recovered from a later context.

Nine large pits were recorded filled with animal bone, oyster shell and other domestic
debris. Notably, one pit contained over 30 burnt loom weights and may represent the
residue of a house fire. Although these pits were used for domestic waste, this may not
represent their primary function since most were clay lined, one in particular with puddled
London Clay, suggesting other uses such as tanning or cloth dyeing. The pits may have
also been originally excavated as brickearth quarries.

The stratified Middle Saxon sequence was sealed by approximately 0.4 m of dark
earth, suggesting that activity stopped on the site at this time and it probably remained
open ground until the early 17th century.

128. At 40-42 King Street (TQ3026 8°92) a watching brief by A. Telfer for the Scottish
\'\Tidows Fund and Life Assurance Society revealed three Saxon cess- or rubbish pits,
surviving in the W. area of the basement.
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129. ALTO", 18-20 HIGH STREET (SU 7180 3944). An excavation covering 299 sq m, by
S. Hammond of Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd, revealed intensive medieval
occupation (12th to 14th centuries) characterised by very large pits. The potential of the
site for publication is currently being assessed; the medieval pottery (c. 32 kg) seems to
ofter significant potential.

130. KI)lGS SOMBORNE, LA:-.ID ADJOINI:-.IG FROMANS, cow DROVE IIILL (S U 3602 3120). An
evaluation followed by area excavation of :)f"i5 sq m, by J. Pine of Thames Valley
Archaeological Services Ltd, uncovered well-preserved Late Saxon to early post-Conquest
features comprising building foundations, floor layers, buried soils, pits, postholes, gullies,
and a large well. The majority fall into the 12th and 13th centuries. A significant pottery
assemblage was recovered, along with smaller assemblages of animal bone and environ
mental remains. The site's potential is currently being assessed.

SOCTIIAMPTON. vVork by Southampton City Council Archaeology Unit unless stated
otherwise.

13 I. On land at Anderson '.I' Road (S L' 4285 I 140) J. Russel carried out an archaeological
evaluation ofland at four sites. The project was a funded through the Single Regeneration
Budget administered through Southampton City Council.

At the City College Annexe a ditch containing :Yfiddle Saxon finds was the earliest
feature. :Yfedieval activity was possibly associated with the mill to the east or the nearby
chapels. The eating and drinking ceramic assemblage suggest domestic occupation, or
possibly meals being taken aLftesco, perhaps at St Andrew's Fair. The evidence for buildings
on the site is inconclusive, but the rubble suggests a nearby structure of brick and stone
with perhaps a slate roof. Put together with the evidence of medieval pits found at sites to
the north it suggests that there was a small focus of activity at the end of Chapel Road from
the later Saxon period onwards, perhaps centred on the old hythe (landing shore) ofHamwic.
It is this very area from which we have our first evidence of substantial boat building in the
17th century.

At Anderson's Road Lorry Park the area seems to have been heavily occupied in the
Middle Saxon period (650-850), with evidence for at least one structure, many pits with
imported pottery, and a bone-working industry.

132. At Anderson's Road Lorry Park (SU 4281 1152).J. Russel evaluated an area on the
S. fringe of Hamwic. The area appeared to have been fields both before and after the
Middle Saxon period. Middle Saxon occupation was slight, with small features containing
pottery and bone. :'Iro evidence of major structures, rubbish pits or industry was found.

133. At 2327 BeLLevue Road (SU 42 18 1268) M. Smith carried out excavations in advance
ofbuilding work. Two features ofMiddle Saxon date were recorded. One contained chalk
tempered pottery of Hamwic fabric 40. Until this discovery the 1'\. edge of Hamwic was
believed to lie some 200 m to the south-east. Residual medieval pottery was also recovered.

134. At 8 BugLe Street (SU 4187 III I) M. Garner supervised observations on building
work. A late medieval stone-lined pit and a layer probably were part of the West Hall
complex, owned by the medieval Borough Council and leased to Italian merchants. Half
of a large mortar of Purbeck Marble was recovered.

135. At Castle Way (SU 4194 1124) M. Smith observed trenches along Castle Way and
Town Quay at the S. end of the medieval town. Residual Late Saxon pottery was
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recovered. Two areas of stone walling of probable medieval age, belonging to buildings
fronting on to French Street, were found. Early road surfaces and soil horizons were found
in French Street.

p-j6. At Castle vVay Car Park (SC 1192 1160) an evaluation and subsequent excavation
were carried out on behalf of Southampton City Council in advance of development. The
site is situated in the l\'\Y. corner of the walled medieval town. It is bounded by Castle Way
on the west and the Town \Valls on the north. Excavations revealed Late Saxon and post
Conquest pits and other features.

137. At Charlotte Place Car Park (SC 4220 1250) four evaluation trenches were excavated
for Southampton City Council as a preliminary to a planning application for redevelop
ment. The site is close to the :'-J\V. extremitv of the Middle Saxon settlement of Hamwic.
:\IIiddle Saxon evidence was present in only one trench: in the SE. corner of the site.
Datable Middle Saxon finds included one pottery sherd and a copper-alloy suspension
loop. Four pits and three small features were probably .vliddle Saxon. The evidence
indicates that the SE. corner of the site was just within Hamwic.

138. At the Deanery School Site, Chapel Road (SU 4267 1148) J. Russcl conducted an
evaluation to the south-east of St Mary's Church. Archaeological features and deposits
found included a number of Nliddle Saxon pits, a possible Middle Saxon structure, and a
medieval wall and possible dumping of limekiln material. The extent of the saltmarsh to
the east of the site was clarified.

139. At Hawkeswood Road Parts Centre (SC 43280 13292) an excavation was undertaken by
J. Russel, funded by lneheape Motors. Pottery dating from the 5th to 6th centuries was
found in a ditch cutting through the latest Roman layers.

110. At 57-58 High Street (SU 4207 I I 18) :\II. Smith investigated the rear of properties on
the E. side of the High Street. A :'-J .-S. ditch of probable Late Saxon date was found some
65 m from the present High Street. Post-Conquest pits were found beneath garden or
backyard soils. A number of waster sherds of glazed white ware jugs were recovered,
reinforcing the evidence from other sites that a 13th-century kiln was located in the area.

141. At .'1[-67 Hill Lane (SU 4120 1265) M. Smith carried out an evaluation on land
representing the \Y. boundary of the Borough of Southampton throughout the medieval
period. The village of Hill is first mentioned in 1488, and a late medieval pit with sherds of
a cooking pot, slate, and bone belongs to that period. To the south of the pit, and close to
the post-Conquest conduit that supplied Southampton with water, was a pit containing
chalk-tempered Middle Saxon pottery of Hamwic fabric 40, together with a Rhenish lava
quern.

112. At Houndwell Park (S C 4216 I I 68).J. Russel carried out an archaeological excavation
on a trench for the re-siting of The Chamberlayne Gas Column. Scattered pottery sherds
and animal bones lying above Roman levels were perhaps the result of manuring field to
the west of :Y1iddle Saxon Hamwic. A ditch may have been a boundary between two fields.
The fields may have changed from arable to pasture during the medieval period, certainly
the ditch was allowed to silt up. The stone rubble placed in its upper fills may have been an
attempt to retain its purpose as a drain. The fields remained in use until the mid-19th
century.
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143. At 366-368a Portswood Road (SlJ 4:):)2 1475) three small trenches were excavated for
Roxan Construction Limited during a housing development. A posthole of uncertain date
and residual medieval finds were revealed. It is probable that they were remains of the
medieval village of Portswood.

144. At the Post Office, HZ!!,h Street (S lJ 4420 1111) :\!1. Smith carried out a drawn and
photographic survey of the cellars beneath the 19th- and 20th-ccntury buildings. A stone
built medieval vault (SAM Hants 1\'(480) survives under the street frontage of 58 High
Street. It measures Lt.28 m E. \V. by 5.52 m:'\. S., with a vault of ashlar masonry..Many
of the ashlars are incised with roman numerals. Two inter-connected brick-built vaults to
the cast may incorporate earlier structures, and extend its length eastwards by a fLlrther 9.6
m. A blocked door in the easternmost wall of these vaults gave access into a small 19th
century cellar. A post-medieval basement to the north, under .17 High Street, may have
been rebuilt from an earlier structure, and incorporated stone walls in its present form.

Lt5. At 189 Priory Road (SU 4435 1141):\!1. Garner carried out a watching brief to the
west ofSt Denys Priory. Four linear features and another feature probably were remains of
the medieval Priory. Medieval finds included West Country slate, hearth tiles, and roof
tiles.

1.16. At St ]ohn's Church, French Street (SU 4192 11(6) J Russel led a Community
Excavation. The church was first mentioned in 1071, when it was bequeathed to the abbey
of St Mary of Lire in Evreux, France, by William Fitz-Osbern. The church had been
demolished in the early 18th century and became a graveyard. Removal of 20th-century
deposits revealed a series of robbed brick grave settings. Between the graves in the centre
of the church could be seen remains of the original W. wall of the X transept, suggesting
that the 1\'. aisle was added to an earlier cruciform building. \Vork will continue in 2001.

117. At St l\!Iary's School, Ascupart Street (SU 4275 1210)J Russel excavated ten evaluation
trenches as a Community excavation in the school playing fields. The work was funded by
Southampton City Council. A .Middle Saxon yard surface, two postholes, and three pits
were found. The pottery and other finds indicate that two of the three pits were filled in the
Middle Saxon period, perhaps 750 800. Evidence of bone-working and metalworking
industries was recovered.

148. At St Alary's School Footbridge (S U 4281 1221) J Russel supervised observations on
test pits. Two Middle Saxon pits were found. One contained pottery dating from 750-800,
together with Saxon glass. The other contained only bones, oyster shells and daub.

149. At St Alary's Stadium, Britannia Road, Northam (S LJ 429 120) a programme of
archaeological fieldwork, finished in 2000, was undertaken by VVessex Archaeology in
advance of the redevelopment of the site as the new stadium for Southampton Football
Club. Excavations recorded a well-preserved and extensive sequence of features and
deposits associated with the Nliddlc Saxon town of Hamwic. The site was assumed to lie on
the extreme l\'E. limits of the settlement; however, the fieldwork established that Middle
Saxon remains occurred throughout the stadium site. The excavated area of 0.8 ha
comprises c. I. 7% of the settlement, based on a minimum size (revised in the light of these
excavations) of 46 ha.

Part of an Early to Middle Saxon cemetery comprising 18 cremations and 23
inhumation burials was excavated. The inhumations appear to date from the later 7th
century on basis of the grave goods. The dating of the cremation burials is more
problematic: the associated pottery vessels are only broadly datable to the 5th and through
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to the 7th centuries. However, on the basis of their apparent association with the
inhumations they are tentatively dated to the later 6th or 7th centuries. Grave goods or
dress items were recovered from the majority of the inhumation burials but from only one
of the cremations (a worked bone disc, possibly an amulet). :"Jotable grave goods are large
assemblages of weaponry, including some unusual types which are closely datable (e.g. a
seax and its associated fittings, dated to c. 640 70), three silver coins including two Series
B sceattas minted 685-700), two gold pendants (650 7(0), silverjewcllery and other dress
items.

The inhumation cemetery dates from the earliest period ofHamwic. The vast majority
of the archaeological features recorded relate to the settlement of the lVliddle Saxon town.
These comprised five gravel surfaces, 645 structural features (postholes, stakeholes etc.),
424 pits, 16 wells, 6 hearths and a large number of shallow, irregular features of uncertain
origin. A single ditch recorded in the north of the site is also tentatively included. In
addition to large assemblages of animal bone and pottery, which are comparable to other
sites excavated within lJamwic, notable finds include a skein of gold thread twisted into fine
wire, probably wound around a spool, which was recovered from a cess deposit in one of
the 8th- or 9th-century pits. It is possible that this skein could be identified as twisted gold
wire for use in the production of filigree decoration and consequently part of a goldsmith's
stock. If this were the case, the find would provide rare evidence for the manufacture of
goldjewellery in Hamwic.

Apart from a small number of Late Saxon and post-Conquest features, very little
evidence for later medieval activity on the site was recovered.

ISO. At Southam/Jton City College, St iVlary Street (SU4271 1169) :\II. Garner supervised
observations to the cast of St l\1ary's Church. Two pits of Middle or Late Saxon date were
observed.

151. At the St A1ary Street Redevelopment Site (SU 424 120) seven evaluation trenches were
excavated for Bellway Urban Renewal. The site lies within, but close to the \V. limit of
Hamwic. Part of the site had been excavated from 1946 to 1950 revealing pits and human
remains (A. D. Morton, ~xcavations at Hamwic Volume 1." Excavations 1946 83, Excluding Six
Dials and Melbourne Street (York, 1992), esp. 195-2(4). In Trenches I to 6, 26 pits were
recorded. Trench 7, at the S. end of the site, contained seven pits and a posthole.

Finds recovered from .Middle Saxon features included animal bone, worked bone and
antler objects and off-cuts, pottery sherds, marine shells, iron objects, iron slag, crucible
fragments, one sceatt, daub, coprolites, a loomweight fragment, and disarticulated human
bone. Similar :\Iliddle Saxon material including human bone was recovered from the
brickearth-digging trenches, and other later deposits. All of the human bone was recovered
from Trenches 3 and 4·

Taken with the evidence nearby sites there are indications that there may have been a
Middle Saxon cemetery in the area now covered by the J\". part of the car park and that
subsequent Middle Saxon occupation encroached on this cemetery. The digging of pits
would have damaged the graves and the brickearth diggers may have completed this
destruction.

152. At South Front/Kingsway Toucan Crossing (SU4244 I 188) A Russel observed ground
works in what would have been the medieval town fields, on the western edge of Hamwic.
Rhenish lava quem fragments, probably of Middle Saxon date, were recovered from a
19th-century brickearth-digging trench. Human remains and burnt daub were recovered
from a machine dug hole. The human remains were the articulating distal end of a femur
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and the proximal end of a tibia from an adult left leg. !\ sample of the human bone was
dated by C l4 as follows: at I standard deviation cal A.D. 1438-82, at 2 standard deviations
cal A.D. 1423 1622. These results suggest the remains were buried in the late 15th century.
Perhaps this find relates to the twenty Lancastrians who were hanged, drawn, quartered
and exhibited around the town in 1470.

153. At TrirnLine, Paget Street (SU 42878 I 1519)j. Russel carried out a watching brief and
excavation for the extension of a warehouse. The work was funded by Trimline. i'\ine pits,
a ditch and a structure were found, dating from the Middle Saxon period (650800). The
pits contained bone, ironwork and pottery, including imports. The ironwork suggests a
shipbuilding connection.

154. At the West (Lua} SllOjJjJing Centre (S U4 I 90 I 172) H. Kavanagh and P. Cottrell carried
out 3,000 sq m of excavation, in advance of development by Hammerson, in the medieval
suburb of Above Bar. The excavations were to the north of sites investigated in the post
war period.

A Late Saxon post-built timber house, possibly with a gravel floor and internal
partitions and two other similar structures were found. An 8th-century (lVliddlc Saxon)
coin was found, and also an equal-arm brooch. Over 60 Late Saxon rubbish pits were
identified. A large ditch running E.-vV., 7.4 m wide and at least 2.5 m deep, perhaps
marked the '\J. limit of the Late Saxon town.

In the Above Bar suburb north of the post-Conquest town, a ="J.- S. diteh,
approximately 65 m west of medieval Above Bar Street, was found. lVlany contemporary
pits, some stone-lined, were found immediately east of this medieval ditch. Only three
medieval pits were found to the west of the ditch, which probably marks a boundary
between medieval tenements fronting on to Above Bar and fields to the west. The presence
of Late Saxon occupation on both sides of this later boundary, and of a signifieant
difference in the intensity of medieval features, indieates a substantial change in settlement
pattern in the post-Conquest period. One property produced evidence for late medieval
metalworking. The inner and outer town ditches were identified.

WINCHESTER. Work by \!\7inchester Museums Service.

155. At the Cathedral (SU 4813229282) an archaeological evaluation was undertaken to
assess the impact of proposals to lay paving in an area in front of the cathedral. A small
trench established that the remains of the Korman W. front of the cathedral (demolished
in the 14th century) survive immediately below the existing gravel path.

156. At Cathedral Green (SU 4830 1230) an archaeological evaluation was undertaken
prior to the construction ofa new sub-station, immediately to the north of the cathedral. It
confirmed that the surviving E. close wall is medieval in origin since rubble deposits dating
to the Dissolution and later had been dumped up against its face. During a subsequent
watching brief, this wall was found to continue on a line northwards from its present
surviving extent.

157. At The Eli;:.abethan, Jewry Street (J'\GR SU 4801 2970) an archaeological watching
brief was undertaken during groundwork for an extension to the 16th-century building.
Elements of a substantial medieval house, predating the existing building were recorded,
including a 0.9 m thick wall, a well, a stone-lined drain, and masonry pads that could have
supported a substantial gate. The ceramic evidence recovered from its latest levels suggests
that the building was demolished by the end of the 16th century.
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158. At the Former A'vans Halshaw Site, Hyde Street (SU 4810 3(00) an archaeological
evaluation of the site was carried out prior to redevelopment proposals. \Vell-preserved
buildings that formed part of the service area of Hyde Abbey were identified. One building
contained a substantial oven and mav have been the bakehouse. documented to lie within
the developmentsite.' .

On the south of the site, outside the precinct of Hyde Abbey, well-preserved deposits
belong to the northern suburb of medieval \Vinchester were identified. A sequence of
occupation spanning in date from the late 9th to the 16th century were excavated, relating
to one or more domestic tenements that fronted the E. side of Hyde Street. Buildings were
of timber, and showed various techniques of construction. To their rear were yards and
rubbish pits, trom which an impressive assemblage of late medieval pottery and other
domestic rubbish was recovered.

159. At NorthhrookAuenue (SU1909 2928) vVinehester Museums Service was contacted by
the police concerning the finding of human remains within the area of a known early
Anglo-Saxon cemetery. A site visit revealed that foundation trenches had disturbed part of
an inhumation burial. A small quantity of human bone was recovered, probably an adult
male, aged in excess of 45 years.

160. At the Pilgrim's School, Cathedral Close (S U 4826 2906) an archaeological watching
brief and limited excavation was undertaken during construction work. Parts of at least
one substantial masonry building, constructed sometime in the 13th to 14th centuries were
recorded, which defined the E. extent of the monastic buildings on the site. The building(s)
appears to have been demolished by the 16th century, presumably as the result of the
Dissolution.

To the cast of the building, flood plain deposits were identified through which a
timber drainage channel had been cut. Dendrochronological analysis of its surviving
timbers has established a felling date of between I043 and 1074, suggesting the area was
being drained during the re-organisation of the monastery that occurred shortly after the
Conquest.

HEREFORD AKD WORCESTERSlIIRE

161. BYFORD, TIlE CHCRCII OF ST JOHK TIlE BAPTIST (SO 397 429). S.]effery ofNIarches
Archaeology carried out a watching brief on drainage works. l\orth-east of the church a
ditch running E.-W. pre-dates the 12th to 13th centuries, probably by a considerable
period of time. East orthe churchyard, the ditch survives as an earthwork running down to
a pond. A series of earthworks in the fields immediately around the church are interpreted
as medieval.

162. EARDISLEY, LAND OK TIlE EAST SIDE OF CHURCH ROAD (SO 321492). R. Stone of
NIarches Archaeology carried out a watching brief on the development of fourteen houses
by Virgin vVestern Limited. The work included a short period of salvage excavation of an
area along the road frontage. Despite extensive damage by ploughing from the 17th
century onwards, evidence survived of the frontage area having been used as dwellings in
the medieval period. Parts of a I2th- to 13th-century building with stone footings were
identified, and a later, I3th- to 15th-century, building with a stone-lined hearth was
excavated, but ground plans were not fully identified. Further north were the stone footings
of a wall interpreted as a property boundary between two tenement plots. Behind the
frontage there was extensive pit digging from the 12th to the 17th centuries, with open
ground beyond it.
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163. FOW'lHOPE, LAXD AD]ACEl'\T TO FOWNHOPE HOUSE (SO 79:)0 '14(0). Archaeological
monitoring by D. Rouse of Archaeological Investigations Ltd revealed no significant
archaeological features or deposits, although finds of I 2th- to 11th-century pottery within
the soil horizon probably represent medieval manuring. The site lies within the eore of the
medieval settlement.

HEREFORD

164. At the Coun£J! HO.ljJital (SO 5074 3974) nine trenches were excavated by K. Crooks
of Archaeological Investigations Ltd in advance of construction work. The aim was to
establish the nature and depth of any archaeological deposits in order to filcilitate in situ
preservation. The area under investigation occupies the site of St Guthlac's Priory, after it
was refounded in I 113, within and around the area already known to be the monastic
cemetery (R. Shoesmith, 'St Guthlac's Priory, Hereford', Trans. Woolhope Naturalists F'ield
Club (1984), 32 I-57). Archaeological and documentary research over the past 20 years
have failed to establish the position of anything other than the burial ground and a wall
representing its perimeter.

A total of 25 burials of medieval date were encountered, which were analysed and left
in situ. Two of the burials were in stone cists and all were male, with both adults and
juveniles represented. Two parallel ditches were recorded and interpreted as the N\V.
boundary of the monastic burial ground. Two walls considcred to be associated with the
priory were also recorded. The larger wall was assoeiated with two surfaces and possibly
represents part of one of the priory buildings. The other wall is interpreted as representing
a boundary. Dating evidence was scarce, although roofstones, glazed roof-tiles and worked
stone are presumed to originate from the priory buildings.

165. At St j\1artins Street (SO 5080 3930) an evaluation by E. Jones of Arehaeological
Investigations Ltd revealed medieval layers and deposits. The site lies within the S. suburb
of the medieval town and fronts on to the road that leads towards the 13th-century \Vye
Bridge. A small quantity of bone, I 3th- to 15th-century pottery and I4th- to 15th-century
roof tile was also recovered. The extent and character of the S. medieval suburb was
previously unknown. The site is therefore significant as the evidence suggests that structures
fronted the approach road towards the town during the 13th to 15th centuries.

166. LEOMINSTER, THE OLD PRIORY (SO 499 593). :'\. Appleton-Fox andJ. \Vainwright
of l\:larches Archaeology carried out a watching brief, revealing a sandstone foundation
and a demolition or construction dump which may be associated with the E. cloister range
of the medieval Benedictine priory, perhaps the warming room. Quantities of glazed floor
tile excavated from across the site indicate that high-status medieval buildings existed in
the area. The site was levelled, probably when a workhouse was built in the 19th century.

167. wHICH MARCLE, THE CHURCHYARD CROSS OF THE CHURCH OF ST BARTHOLOMEW (SO
657 327). J. Wainwright of Marches Archaeology carried out a watching brief on the
dismantling of the 15th-century cross and on groundworks for its re-bedding. Two
decorated grave slabs, one of which is dated to the 13th century, were re-used in the steps
at the base. Some of the corework for the steps may be of stone taken from :Y1ortimer's
Castle, which is situated 50 m north of the church.

168. ROSS-ON-WYE, 33 IIIGH STREET (SO 5992 2405)' Mr I. Power commissioned
Monmouth Archaeology to carry out a programme of recording during redevelopment
and excavations for services in the lane to the High Street. Iron-slag surfacing of the lane
(post-medieval) sealed a humus believed to prove that this area of the town was agricultural
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or horticultural land during the Middle Ages. The only important discovery was a fine
quartz-tempered sherd believed to be a fragment of a thumb crucible for precious metal
working which matches I 2th- or early I 3th- century examples from Ylonmouth.

WORCESTER

169. At.5 College Green, llostel House (SO 850 54,+) J. Wainwright, for Marches Archaeology
carried out a watching brier during redevelopment. Above Roman deposits, which may be
fills of a ditch or pit, sandstone walls were uncovered that probably formed part of a
substantial range of medieval buildings within the precinct of St Peter's Abbey Cathedral.
A further sandstone wall, which underlies the present precinct wall, is interpreted as its
predecessor, possibly dating to the reinstatement of the precinct boundary after 1217 when
the castle relinquished this area to the abbey.

HERTFORDSIIIRE

170. AYOT ST LAWREJ\:CE OLD CHCRCH RUIX (TL 1947 1687). A programme of
archaeological recording, interpretation and documentary research, was undertaken in
advance of a major campaign of repairs to a ruined medieval church. The programme,
directed by M. \Vilson of Bedfordshire County Archaeology Service, was undertaken
jointly with R. K. Morriss and Associates for The Ayot Old Church Preservation Trust.

The medieval structure is of intrinsic architectural interest despite its ruined state,
having avoided the enthusiastic restorations of the 19th century. Ruination was deliberate,
due to the construction of an architecturally important new church, in 1779, whereby the
redundant old church became a genuine Romantic folly. The analysis identified a
previously unknown major phase in the development of the church. In all, eight phases of
construction and alteration were identified from the mid- 12th centurv down to the late
18th century. The results of the archaeological and historical analysis h~ve been published
in a popular booklet.

17 I. TYTTENHAXGER (TL 191 044). A programme of archaeological mitigation was
undertaken in 1999 by J. R. Hunn and C. Turner of Archaeological Services &
Consultancy Ltd, on behalf of Lafarge Redlands pic, on a 7 ha gravel site just south of St
Albans. Part of a medieval field system, consisting of a series of small ditched enclosures,
was recorded. Associated with this period were the remains of two corn-drying kilns
constructed from re-used Roman building material and flint bonded with mortar. The best
preserved oven or kiln was 6.25 m long by 3 m wide and with a depth of 1.22 m. The
pottery from the flue dated from I 140 to 1300. Charred seeds were also recovered,
indicating that wheat was the dominant cereal although there were traces of barley, oats
and possibly rye present. A Cl4 sample gave a date range of 1295 1445 (2 sigma). The
field system was superseded by late medieval fields on a different alignment. .

Part of what is believed to have been the S. boundary of the 15th-century deer park
was located. This consisted of a large ditch some 4 m wide and 2 m deep, with a smaller
ditch or palisade lying parallel on its outer side. It has always been assumed that the park
lay to the north of the manorial site but this now looks doubtful. A topographical survey of
the adjacent manorial site was undertaken. This revealed the presence of a 5 6 m wide
moat and several fishponds which were constructed by the abbots ofSt Albans in the early
15th century. There are indications that other buildings of medieval date lay outside the
moated area, but these were only revealed in plan as they lay outside the immediate zone
of gravel extraction.
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172. CLEETIIORPES, GRA:\N1ES LAKE (XORTH-EAST LIKCOLNSI!IRJ: CAl (TA 3°(70843). A
watching brief was undertaken byJ Albone of Archaeological Project Services, on behalf
of Pye Critchlow Architects, during development in proximity to the deserted medieval
village of ltterby. A pit of late I 2th- to mid- 13th-century date was revealed, together with
a gully and a large hollow. These latter remains were both undated but were sealed by
19th-century deposits and may be medieval. l\0 remains or artehcts of a q.th- to I7th
century date were identified, suggesting the site was abandoned during this period.

173. GRIMSBY, ABBEY ROAD (NORTH-EAST LI:\TCOLNSI!IRE L<\) (TA 2670 0884). On behalf
ofTemplc Cox Nicholls Architects,j. Albone ofArchaeological Project Services monitored
development close to the medieval abbey of Grimsby. A possible agricultural or garden
soil of the I-lth to 16th centuries was identified and pottery of this period and earlier, the
I I th to 12th centuries, recovered.

174. GRIMSBY, GARTH LANE (NORTH-EAST LINCOLKSHIRE FA) Cl~;\ 2695 09(0).
~l. Dymond of Archaeological Project Services, on behalf of Fuller Peiser, supervised an
evaluation on land on the '\J. bank of the river Freshney. The site is on the :\lEo fringe ofthc
medieval settlement, though a map of c. 1600 depicts buildings on the street fi'ontage and
previous investigations have identified medieval remains on the opposite, S. bank, of the
river. Flood deposits close to the river contained I2th- to 13th-century artefacts and
dumped deposits in the vicinity were slightly later, of the 13th to 14th centuries, and
perhaps represent attempts to minimise nooding problems. An extensive cobble surface,
also ofmedievaJ date, was laid down over some of the dumped deposits and was maintained
into the 17th century by the dumping of broken tile and other debris . .vledieval ditches and
pits were revealed further away from the river. Although medieval and later roofing tiles
were recovered no evidence was revealed for the buildings shown on the 1600 map of the
town. Several clench bolts were recovered from 13th-century and later deposits and may
imply that boat building occurred in the area from the medieval period onwards.

175. HEALL\'G, STALLIKGBOROUGH ROAD (-"fORTH-EAST LIKCOLKSHIRE CAl (TA 2 I 2
106). On behalf of Caftan Group Ltd, investigations were undertaken by P. Cope
Faulkner of Archaeological Project Services at a medieval moated site where Saxon
artefacts had also been discovered. This work re-established the SVV. arm of the moat as
an earthwork and revealed the moat and inner bank. Environmental examination
indicated that the moat had been maintained during the medieval period, with the material
cleaned from the moat being used to create the inner banks. Silting of the moat was
probably unrestricted after the settlement was abandoned in the 16th century.

I/5a. ROXBY, SHEFFIELDS IIILL (KORTH LINCOLNSHIRE) (SE 91 IS)' The full excavation
of two Anglo-Saxon cemeteries has been carried out in advance of their destruction by
erosion and rabbit infestation. The project was directed by K. Leahy and D. \Villiams for
:"Jorth Lincolnshire J\1useums and the work executed over four seasons.

Shellields Hill I contained c. 43 inhumations and two cremations. All finds were
indicative of a 6th-century date. The graves were randomly laid out but appeared to have
been set within a pre-existing field. Two of the burials were surrounded by ditches. There
are some indications of zoning by age and gender.

Sheffields Hill 2 lay IO m to the south of Cemetery I and appears to have been set
within an adjoining field. It contained c. 82 burials, the final count being dependent on the
analysis of the uncertain graves. Grave goods were less common than in Sheffields Hill I,
but the cemetery included some rich graves with pattern welded swords, gold pendants,
amethysts and other items of 7th-century metalwork. This was a typical 'Final-phase'
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cemetery with oriented burials laid in rows. In spite of the close proximity of the two
cemeteries it is difficult, on present evidence, to argue for continuity.

The site is hig-hly acidic which has led to the destruction of bone, however, the human
remains are represented by pseudomorphs of the bodies. This may be the result of the
decomposition of bone locally modifying the pH and allowing the precipitation of mineral
salts. In addition to the staining left by the bodies other organic remains could be traced.
Coffins and organic containers were observed and it was clear that manv of the graves had
contained, within their fill, the branches of trees. The preservation or' textiles 'and wood
around the metal objects \vas very good and grave groups were lifted as earth blocks for
laboratorv excavation. Finds so f~lr include the mineralised remains of a decorated leather
knife she~th and structural detail of a shield board. Conservation and post-excavation
analysis is on-going.

176. STALLINGBOROUGIl, STATION ROAD (NORTH-EAST LINCOLNSIIIRE CA) ('1'/\ 1980
I 135). J. Snee of Archaeological Project Services undertook a watching brief during
development on the E. edge of the shrunken medieval settlement of Stallingborough. An
undated gully, parallel with the adjacent road, was recorded and a small quantity of
medieval pottery was recovered from the topsoil.

176a. WATTOK PRIORY (TA 023 499). A series of watching briefs was carried out by the
Historic Buildings Section of Field Archaeology Specialists Ltd on behalf of the Bethell
Estate during the installation of a new heating system within the former prior's lodging.
The visible remains of the Gilbertine Priory' of St Mary vary from earthworks, semi
excavated building foundations and two standing buildings. The prior's lodging is the most
complete surviving structure on the site and was used, until recently, as a domestic house.
The current work has focused on the 'kitchen', a vaulted undercroft beneath a room that
was a chapel in the 14th century and a dining chamber by the 16th century. Removal of
some areas ofplaster and the digging of service trenches revealed several medieval features.
It was established that the current floor had been raised by c. 0.50 m with mixed building
rubble in the mid- 19th century. Beneath the rubble some areas of an irregular mortar floor
survived. Although fragments of medieval floor tiles were found resting on the mortared
surface these were not in situ. Removal of plaster from the lower part of the south wall
exposed a blocked medieval fireplace. The bottom c. 0.50 m was buried by the I gth
century make-up, but it was possible to remove the contemporary (19th-century) blocking.
The fireplace had a four-centred head of limestone moulded with a single chamfer, and
probably dates to the late 14th or early 15th century. In contrast the associated flue was
lined with brick This presence of the fireplace would suggest that this room had a slightly
higher status than simply being used for storage. The fireplace will remain exposed as a
feature.

ISLE OF WIGHT

177. NEWTOW.'-l (SZ 424906). An examination of the site of the deserted medieval town
of Newtown was carried out by C. K. Currie of CKC Archaeology. Ridge-and-furrow
earthworks can be seen overlying parts of the proposed town plan at the E. end, and it is
though that the town never grew as large as its planners expected. Possibly broader rig
ridge-and-furrow earthworks were overlain by part of Broad Street, one of the town's
partly abandoned streets. Although not seen anywhere else on the site, this particular type
of ridge-and-furrow provisionally suggests that the town was laid out over former arable
fields.
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I/8. COBHAM TO JUXCTIOX 1, A2/M2 WIDENIl'\G (TQ 567 803/ I 69 700 569 143/ I 69
552). Excavations were supervised hy P. Askew, K. Appleton, A. Brett and E. Eastbury
of the ~Iuseum of London Archaeology Service for Costain Skanska Ylowlem Joint
Venture.

Zone f jrom Cobham, to the /'vledway (Junction 2):
lVledieval and post-medieval firepits were recorded and may reflect (?medieval) charcoal
manufae ture.

Zone 3, Lower Nashenden Valley:
Medieval activity is characterised by a three-room building with a hearth constructed of
earthen walls and timber beams, measuring 14 m by 9 m dug into the chalk of the sloping
valley to form a building platform. Other features consisted of small groups of postholes,
field boundaries, dispersed pits, an oven and a chalk quarry, adjacent to )Jashenden Farm
(which is Saxon and medieval in origin). Dating is generally c. I 100 -1250 with one group
of features dated to the 13th or 14th centuries. A heavily truncated ditch was found parallel
to the existing Nashenden Farm Lane and traced over e. 140 m, following the hill contour
along the Pilgrims' \Vay contained medieval and post-medieval pottery c: 1200- I800 and
may have been enlarged or recut from a medieval predecessor.

Zone 5, Harp Farm Road Underbridp,e to Junction 4:
No concentrations of archaeological activity were identified and features were generally
isolated. ~Iost lacked dating evidence and probably relate to medieval/post-medieval
agriculture (pits, field boundary ditches, plough marks, lynchets, trackways etc.).

179. ISLE OF SHEPPEY, SHRUBSOl,ES HILL, BRAMBLEDOWX (TQ 96825 71(37). An
ongoing excavation by J Pine of Thames Valley Archaeological Services, for Hanson
\Vaste ~Ianagement, has produced evidence for 6th- to 7th-century Saxon activity in the
form of a ring ditch, pits and postholes, together with material suggesting salt production
in the vicinity.

180. lWADE, HILLREED HOMES, SITE A (TQ 900 (75). An archaeological evaluation was
carried out for Hillreed Homes Ltd by Yl. Bagwell of Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd.
Two medieval features were recorded in the SE. corner of the site, a small pit and a large
shallow cut interpreted as a dew pond. Pottery recovered from the features dated to the
I lth to the mid-14th centuries.

181. IWADE, HlLLREED HOMES, SITE C (TQ9020 (740). Evaluation by S. Deeves of Pre
Construct Archaeology Ltd, for Hillreed Homes Ltd, recorded residual medieval finds
comprising 44 sherds of pottery and a fragment of tile. The majority of the pottery was
Tyler Hill ware dating from the mid- 12th to the 15th centuries. The sherds were probably
deposited during manuring in the medieval period.

182. TONBRlDGE, LYONS, EAST STREET (TQ5920 4(60). J Pine and M.J Saunders of
Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd carried out trial trenching of an area of 0.34
ha elose to the frontage of East Street. Intercutting pits, postholes and linear features were
recorded.. Phases of activity included the I I th to 13th centuries and the 15th to 16th
centuries. One trench uncovered a dumped deposit that may be the tail of the medieval
E. town defences.

LANCASHIRE

183. BOWLAND-WITH-LEAGRAM (UTTLE BOWLAND) and DINKLlNG GREEN (RIBBLE VALLEY
BOROGGH) (SD 64015 4(907). N. R.j. ='Jeil ofN.l\eil Archaeological Services, on behalf
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of the Duchy of Lancaster Estate Office, carried out an RCH~IE Level 3 archaeological
building survey on a Listed Grade 11 latc I7th-ccntury 3-unit formcr dwelling, latterly a
farm store, during re-habilitation. This was undoubtedly a re-building of an undated
earlier building, which could relate to the medieval vaccary of Denglegrene, documented
from 1443 or earlier, until the I620S (R. Cunliffc Shaw, The R(~yal hmst ofLancaster ([ 956),
363)' Features from thc carlier building comprise a stone plinth below the E. elevation, and
this elevation up as far as the sills of the ground floor windows, and the S. and \Y. elcvations
to a hcight of up to 1.2 m visible in the interior only. The ground floor courses of the stone
winding staircasc, in the VV. elevation, may also be part of this earlier house.

Another Listed Grade II former house at Dinkling Green (SD 63995 46940) is of two
bays with one in situ c:ruck and another re-used in fragments.

184. WHALLEY, WHALLEY ABBEY (RIBBLE VALLEY BOROCGII) (SD 7:·)13 3602, 73114
360(4). N. R. J. Neil of 1'\. 1'\eil Archaeological Scrvices, on behalf of Whalley Abbey
Council and Blackburn Diocese, undertook watching briefs within the Scheduled area.

At the S. end of the East vVing of the Conference House (SD 73 I 3 36(2) trial hole and
borehole investigation of structural defects were monitored. A medieval building, still
intact in 1817, was re-built and enlarged, probably by Col. John Hargreaves, owner from
1866. The S. bay of this extended wing overlies the demolished Infirmary (South) Wing of
the abbey, and abuts the \V. side of the I6th- to 17th-century East vVing. The foundations
of the c. I860s wing were at a depth of I. I I m. The 19th-century wall cuts a sandy clay
horizon, overlying a mortar spread, of Dissolution or earlier date, but very little of these
horizons was visible. The boreholes confirmed a c. 1.5 m horizon of brick and mortar
debris, overlying a gravel horizon at around floor level within the Infirmary Range,
probable subsoil being reached by 2 m. Finds included fragments of medieval or post
Dissolution plaster, some with paint still present, and two medieval floor tiles.

Emcrgency repair works were carried out on a burst water main, below the 'Long
\Valk' track between the River Calder and the SE. corner of the Abbot's Kitchen/Long
Gallery Range (SD 7311436004). Finds included one fragment oPIate medieval ceramic
and three fragments of medieval floor tile.

LEICESTERSIIIRE

185. FREEBY, STAPLEFORD PARK (SK 814 181). Investigations were undertaken by
P. Cope Faulkner of Archaeological Project Services in response to proposals to create a
golf course in the late 18th-century park at Stapleford. The park surrounds Stapleford
Hall, built in the I630S probably on the site of a medieval manor and now a hotel. \Yithin
the park are the remains of Staplcford deserted medieval village and an Anglo-Saxon
cemetery has been identified. Investigations adjacent to the deserted medieval settlement
revealed a Late Saxon pit and medieval pits of the 13th to 14th centuries. Several ditches,
probably medieval in origin but backfilled in the 18th century, were also identified in this
area. In other parts of the park field medieval boundary ditches and remains of ridge-and
furrow were identified.

186. GEESTON, RIVER WELLAKD BANK (SK 9890 0422). An evaluation, supervised by
S. ~1alone of Archaeological Project Services, was undertaken in response to a proposal to
create a lake alongside the River \Yelland in an area containing earthworks of medieval
settlement and ridge-and-furrow. Earthwork survey recorded the limits of the settlement
earthworks, confirming the proposed lake would not impinge on them, and the agricultural
remains which terminated at the edge of the floodplain. Trial excavation and a subsequent
watching brief revealed several Late Saxon/post-Conquest pits or postholes and a gully in
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the area of the ridge-and-furrow, though investigations on the floodplain did not eneounter
any archaeological remains. -

187. KETTON, ST MARY'S CIICRCH (SK 981 (43). P. Cope-Faulkner of Archaeological
Projeet Services maintained a watehing brief, on behalf of V. Couzens Ltd, during the
installation of a drain through the 12th-century church and churchyard at Ketton. Saxon
stonework has previously been found in the church and a priest is mentioned in the
Domesday Book. A former graveyard soil, apparently of medieval date, was revealed and
eontained an undated burial. A single fragment of redeposited Late Saxon pottery was
recovered from the burial. An undated stone culvert was also identified within the medieval
<Travevard soil.t:l ,

LEICESTER

188. At St iVIalgaTet's Baths, Vaughan Way (SK 5840 (475) J. Albone of Archaeological
Project Services monitored the demolition a swimming pool on behalf of Leicester City
Council. Roman and medieval remains had been reported during the construction of the
pool in the I96os. Above Roman remains was an undated 'dark earth' layer. ~lodern

deposits associated with the swimming pool construction were extensive but contained
redeposited medieval pottery and human bone, thought to have derived from the
graveyard of an adjacent medieval church.

LINCOL-"SIIIRE. vVork by Archaeological Project Services unless otherwise stated.

189. BICKER, RED LIO-" STREET (TF 225 374). A watching brief was undertaken, by
P. Cope-Faulkner during development adjacent to medieval salt-making and settlement
evidence. A I 2th- to 14th-century pit eontaining abundant eoastal marine shcll, sheep and
marine fish bone, was revealed.

BOSTOK

I go. At London Road (TF 326 434) T. Rayner supervised an evaluation on the W. bank of
the river, a little south of the medieval urban core of Boston. Hall's map of Boston of 174 I
depicts buildings on the road frontage of the site. Close to the river a probable flood deposit
of I 3th- to 14th-century date was revealed. This layer contained mixed debris, including
pottery, tile and iron slag, suggesting the proximity of buildings and a smithy.

191. At Petticoat Lane (TF 3285 4418), adjacent to the Market Place, P. Cope-Faulkner
supervised an evaluation. The investigation area also straddled the Barditch, the early
medieval boundary of the town, though physical constraints meant that it was not possible
to examine that feature. A brick building of probable I4th- to 15th-century date was
identified outside the Barditch. This building, probably a house, had a sequence of floor
surfaces that sandwiched occupation deposits. The building was demolished at the end of
the medieval period and there was extensive evidence of dumping and flooding of the area
in the 16th to 17th centuries.

192. At Wide Bal:gate (TF 338 444) implications of development near Boston town centre
were examined through desk-based research by 1'\. Herbert. This study indicated that the
site was located just outside the Barditch, the medieval boundary of the town, in one of the
first areas of later medieval expansion of the settlement. Previous archaeological
investigations in the vicinity had shown that medieval remains extended c. 2 m below the
present ground level and were waterlogged at depth.
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193. BURGH LE MARSH, HALL LAKE, BURGH LE :VIARSH CP (TF 500 6e18). On behalf of
Skeg Grain Ltd, S. Malone carried out investigations in an area of Romano-British and
other remains. Several Romano-British ditches were revealed extcnding across the site,
with one of the ditches 4 m wide by over 2 m deep and recut several times. Pottery of Early
Saxon to post-Conquest date from the upper fills of this ditch indicated it had remained an
earthwork feature until at least the 14th century. Part of an Early Saxon fired clay annular
loomweight was also recovered.

194. CONIKGSBY, SILVER STREET (TF 2230 :5 798). Development near the medieval core
of Coningsby was monitorcd by P. Cope-Faulkner. Several large sand quarry pits of late
medieval date were revealed. These had been backfilled with refuse, including animal
bone and pottery. A boundary gully, undated but probably broadly contemporary with the
quarry pits was also identified.

195. CULVERTHORPE-KELBY PIPELINE (TF 003 414 TF 022 408). Exeavations for a
water pipeline between the villages of Culverthorpe and Kelby were monitored on behalf
of Anglian Water by J. Mambly. Earthworks of a trackway, pond and ridge-and-furrow
were recorded and are presumed medieval, though only two fragments of pottery of the
period were recovered during the investigation.

I 96. DO~I"'GTO:'\-OK-BAL\i (TF 2380 8285). In 1999, ahead of residential development
at the SE. edge of the village, geophysical survey and evaluation trenches revealed a
number of gullies and ditches as well as slight traces of timber structures dating from the
loth to I I th and through to the 13th centuries. Evidence for ironsmithing occurred in the
form of hammerscale. l'he work, funded by Eastman Securities Ltd, was supervised by
K. Wragg of the City of Lincoln Archaeology Unit.

197. DUNHOL:VIE, SCOTHERK LAKE (TF ()26 792). The implications of development on
the S. side of Dunholme village was assessed in a desk-based study by P. Cope-Faulkner on
behalf of Persimmon Homes. This research indicated that a grange was established, by
Kirkstead Abbey, on part of the site in the 12th century. After the Dissolution this grange
passed into private hands and apparently became the manorial seat of the village in the
17th century. Demolished at the end of the 19th century, the building is recorded as having
associated earthworks, possibly a moat, fishpond or formal gardens. Additionally, a
medieval stone building, perhaps associated with the grange, had previously been identified
elsewhere on the site.

198. FLEET, CO:\ISERVATIO:\I AREA (TF 389 247). On behalf of South Holland District
Council, P. Cope-Faulkner prepared an appraisal of Fleet Conservation Area. This
research recorded two find-spots of Middle Saxon pottery in the vicinity, probably
signifying separate farmsteads of the period. A medieval motte and bailey castle, probably
a manorial base, had been located south of the village but is now totally ploughed out.
Aerial photographs reveal cropmarks of probable field systems and rectangular enclosures
between the castle site and the village. The present Conservation Area largely accommod
ates the medieval village core though a proposed southward extension to the Conservation
Area would encompass some of the cropmark remains.

199· GRAKTHA;\I, GONERBY HILL FOOT (SK 899 370). A programme of investigation,
involving geophysical survey and fieldwalking, was undertaken to the west of Grantham
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on behalf of Piek Everard. /\ thin, even scatter of pottery of Early Saxon to post-medieval
date was revealed across the area and suggests the tract of land examined had been under
cultivation since at least the medieval period.

200. HOUGII-ON-THE-HILL, ALL SAINTS CHCRCH (SK 923 463). Replacement of part of
the graveyard wall around the Late Saxon parish church was monitored by G. Taylor on
behalf of the Parochial Church Council. The church and churchvard stand within the
outer enclosure of a motte and bailey castle. A substantial cut featu~e, possibly part of the
bailey ditch or a later alteration to it, was identified but was undated. Remnants of a wall,
perhaps an earlier boundary to the churchyard, were identified. This wall had been
slighted and material from the structure used to infill a hollow. Several gullies and a
possible grave were revealed but were undated. Dumped graveyard soils containing human
bones were extensive.

20 I. HCTTOFT, PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHCRCII LAl'\E (Tl-' 5 I3 763). Development in the
medieval core of the village, and near to previous discoveries of Saxon remains, \vas
monitored by S. Thomson on behalf of the Robert Howell Plant Hire. An Early Saxon
ditch was revealed, together with several other ditches and gullies that were undated but
may also be Saxon.

202. KIRKBY LA THORPE, EWERBY ROAD (Tl<' 10(44635). On behalfofMr M. Priestley,
evaluation excavation on land in the shrunken medieval settlement of Kirkby was
conducted by T. Rayner. Earthworks, ineluding a possible house platform and ridge-and
fiJrrow were also located in the investigation area. Ditches and pits of Late Saxon to early
post-Conquest date were revealed in the \V. half of the site, with many of the ditches at
right angles to the orientation of the overlying ridge-and-furrow earthworks. Examination
of the earthwork platform revealed only one possible posthole and the artefact assemblage
did not indicate intensive occupation in the immediate vicinity, suggesting that the
platform is now a house site. A subsequent watching brief during development revealed
further Late Saxon to post-Conquest remains.

203. KIRTON, WILLI)JGTO"i ROAD (Tl<' 3035 3845). J. Hambley undertook an evaluation
in the core of Kirton village, near to the I2th-century parish church and discoveries of
Late Saxon and medieval remains. An apparently isolated pit containing large quantities
of charred wheat and barley was revealed. Although undated this was sealed by a later
medieval subsoil and thus is likely to be Saxon or Xorman.

204. LEASINGHAM, U)JCOLN ROAD (TF 055486). P. Cope-Faulkner monitored develop
ment on two adjacent plots in the medieval core of the village and identified localised
concentrations of limestone fragments that may indicate the former positions of stone
walls.

LINCOIX \Vork by City of Lincoln Archaeology Unit unless otherwise stated.

205. At Brayford WharfEast (SK 9737 7 I I 2) evaluation trenches by M.Jarvis, in advance
of redevelopment, revealed dumped deposits of I rth- to I2th-century date, possibly
associated with reclamation operations. The contemporary waterfront must have lain to
the west of the site, further west than expected: the land adjacent to the outflow from the
Bradford pool at Brayford Head was probably subjected to careful consolidation. A I3th
century building at the E. end of the site was associated with some high-status artefacts.
\Vork was funded by the Kingswater Group.
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206. At Bnqj(nd rVharf}~'ast Flats,fimner Hercock's Warehouse (SK 9737 7 J J 2) a programme
of archaeological evaluation, on behalf of the Lindum Group Ltd, was undertaken by
M .Jones in J 998. The evaluation suggested that the medieval waterfront lay to the west of
this investigation, closer to the existing frontage. The remains hint at the presence here of
an earthen pier-jetty extending into the Brayford. Excavations also revealed a J 3th-century
stone wall in the SE. part of the site, possibly part of a building which stood until the 15th
centurv.

T~ the north and west of this structure were deposits reminiscent of pit fills which
suggest domestic rather than commercial activity. Some of the pottery groups collected
during the evaluation are uncommon and may indicate high-status ownership. A number
of the tiles recovered have previously only been found in Lincoln in association with
ecclesiastical buildings. The presence on the site of iron blade fragments as well as a small
number of whetstones suggest local industrial activity on, or close to, the site. Deposits of
probable late medieval date are present c. 0.5 rn below the present ground surf~lce. These
deposits reveal several phases of consolidation and expansion of the area occupied during
this period as reclamation took place.

207. At BrayIord WhmlNorth (SK 9732 7121) excavations and a watching brief were
undertaken by John Samuels Archaeological Consultants in conjunction with the
construction of a new cinema complex on behalf of Simons Estates and Odeon Cinemas.
They revealed primarily evidence of I Jth- to 12th-century occupation, in the form of both
pits and timber structures, belonging to the early development of the suburb of Newland.
Remains of a timber stave structure, possibly a waterfront, were also noted: samples of
timbers were removed for dendrochronological analysis.

208. At Carholme Road,junction with The Avenue (SK 97077 144) a watching briefwas carried
out for Gelder Construction Ltd, during the construction ofa new student accommodation
block. The site lies close to the principal street of the medieval suburb of 1'\ewland, and
several pits of this date were recorded. A lack of domestic refuse material within the pits
may indicate an unknown industrial association.

209. At Cornhill, Tourist Injomzation Centre (SK 9751 7 lOS) a programme of archaeological
recording and excavation was undertaken during extension works by :VI. Jones, on behalf
of Lincoln City Council, after contractors working on the site uncovered human remains.
Several burials believed to be associated with the medieval church dedicated to StJohn the
Evangelist and the remains of a stone building, thought to represent part of the church
itself, were recorded. Deposits associated with the dismantling of the church during the
16th century were also present. These included an important assemblage of imported
pottery, several architectural mouldings and a fragment of decorated grave marker.

2 I O. At the Creestone Centre, Lindum Road (SK 9790 7 1(0) archaeological evaluation, in
advance of landscaping work by De Montfort University, yielded wasters of Late Saxon
pottery oflate 9th to 10th centuries from a nearby kiln.

2 I J. At 274277 HZgh Street (SK 976(7145) a watching brief was carried out on behalf of
Yates' \Vine Lodge Ltd. Positive evidence for at least two substantial stone buildings, dating
from the early medieval period, were recorded to the rear of the site. On the basis of the
pottery assessment, it seems probable that these structures were originally constructed in
the 12th or 13th centuries, continuing in use until demolition and robbing, probably in the
14th century or soon after. Floor surfaces and the remains of a probable hearth were also
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present within the more southerly of the two structures. A small fi'agment of stone wall
appears to pre-date the two buildings, although this could not be confirmed. At the upper
level of the rear yard further stone walls were recorded. It would seem likely that these
represent parts ot'later medieval or post-medieval structures. '

212. At Newland, Northern Suh.lidia~y Sewer (SK 9685 71(0) a watching bricJ~ on behalf of
Anglian \Vater Services Ltd, yielded a small fragment of moulded stonework, part of a
window tracery, at Charles Street. This may derive from early medieval St Faith's church
or another siz(:~blc medieval building in th~ vicinity. To the ;lorth, along West Parade, a
possible pond was noted, whose fill included a fragment oflate loth-century pottery.

2 I 3. At Newport (SK 9765 7273) trenches for new gas mains on behalf of Transeo were
monitored. A total of fourteen burials, eight of them in stone eists, was revealed, part of the
cemetery of the church of StJohn in ;'\ewport recorded in 1992-;1.

214. At Park Street (SK 9731 71:)8) evaluation work was conducted by John Samuels
Archaeological Consultants for Riverside Developments, Leicester. This revealed traces of
medieval properties, including stone buildings, pits, and a malting kiln fronting on to Park
Street to the east.

2 I 5. At Potlerp,ate, St lvlary '.I Preparatory School (SK 9800 7 I 75) a watching brief was
undertaken by M. Jones, on behalf of ::Ylanton and Bartle Architects, during 1998 and
1999. ::Yledieval features were represented by occupation surfaces, possible floors and three
walls which may be associated with agricultural functions.

216. At the Sessions House, i"fonks Road (SK 97857 145) M.Jones carried out a programme
of archaeological monitoring and excavation, on behalf of North Lincolnshire College,
during redevelopment in 1997 and 1998. The watching brief confirmed that the site was
levelled during the Anglo-Saxon period, while medieval features included a stone building
close to the N. boundary of the site. Excavations on the site of the medieval church
dedicated to St Rumbold recorded several burials, as well as a substantial E.W. aligned
stone foundation thought to represent an earlier phase of the church.

2 17. At Spring Hill (SK 9752 7 I (3) part ofan early 13th-century pottery kiln was recorded
during construction work by Foxby Court Developments. Samples of the brick kiln
structure were removed for archaeomagnetie analysis.

2 18. On land between Sj)ring Hill and Michae{r;ate (SK 9753 7 I (3) a programme of
archaeological investigation was carried out during 1997 and 1998 by M .Jones, on behalf
of Foxby Court Developments Ltd. Towards the \'Y. half of the site domestic occupation
during the post-Roman period, in the form of pits and extensive levelling, was recorded.
Due to Victorian and modern building activities there were few deposits and features of
medieval date.

However, on the upper terrace of the site, the extent of the graveyard belonging to the
church of St Peter Stanthaket was further defined, and Plot 6 revealed further evidence of
burials. This suggests that the graveyard continued further west than was originally
thought. The recorded burials appear to be on a slightly different alignment from those to
the east of the site, suggesting a different phase of usc.

2 I 9. At Waterside South, Doughtys Alill (SK 9783 7 I 10) a watching brief was undertaken by
M. Jones, on behalf of Longhurst Housing Association, during groundworks in 1997 and
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1998. The watching brief revealed extensive post-medieval and modern remodelling of the
site, which is situated within the medieval suburb of Thorngate. However, those deposits
recorded indicate extensive reclamation in the early 13th century. During the latter part of
the 13th century, stone buildings were constructed close to the N. (River \Vitham) frontage
of the site. The buildings, probably representing private dwcllings, appear to have been
abandoned and robbed out by the 15th century.

220. LITTLE CAWTIIORPE, BACK LANE (TF 3579 8383). Construction ofa house near to
medieval remains was the subject of a watching brief, by G. Taylor. A gully of Ioth- to
12th-century date and two undated but probably medieval pits were revealed. Pottery of
the 10th to I nh centuries, including Stamford ware, was recovered.

22 I. LOCTH, KEDDIl\'GTOK ROAD (TF 34 I!j 8859). Remains of ridge-and-furrow of
probable medieval date were recorded during development monitoring by T. Rayner.

222. LOCTH, SPOCT YARD, CHEQUERGATE (TF 3272 8755)' Investigations were under
taken by T. Rayner, on behalf of East Lindsey District Council, on land alongside the
River Lud. Previous research had indicated the site was in the medieval core of town. with
the street referred to as early as the 16th century (A1edieval Archaeol., 44 (2000), 292). A
subsequent evaluation revealed medieval pits with associated wooden stakes. One of the
pits was wicker-lined and probably served an industrial function, though of uncertain
nature. Environmental evidence indicated that the site was subsequently abandoned and
became overgrown. There was evidence of flooding at the site and extensive dumping in
the post-medieval period to counteract the flood risk.

223. MALTBY-LE-MARSII, '\1AIK ROAD (TF 468 818). Devclopments on adjacent plots
near the centre of the shrunken village were subjects of watching briefs by G. Taylor. A
medieval ditch was revealed and medieval pottery was recovered from the topsoil.

224. MILLTHORPE, MILLTHORPE DROVE (TF 11543(96). Devclopment at tvlillthorpe, a
hamlet first recorded in the 13th century, was monitored by J. Snee. Several medieval
refuse pits and undated but possibly also medieval ditches were revealed. The pits
contained moderately abundant pottery, with a large collection of I nh- to 12th-century
ceramic recovered from one of them. This perhaps indicates an earlier origin to the hamlet
than documentary evidence would suggest.

225. OLD LEAKE COMMONSIDE, PLOTS 2 AND 3, CALEB HILL LANE (TF 399 524). \Vatching
briefs were undertaken by P. Cope-Faulkner on adjacent plots in Old Leake Commonside,
an area with evidence of salt-production from the Roman to medieval periods. Several
brine tanks, some of them overlying earlier examples, and other clay-lined pits were
revealed. Burnt silts were also exposed, as dumped deposits and within a large pit where
they were associated with a single fragment of I 3th- to 14th-century pottery. Cumulatively,
the evidence points to a well-preserved medieval salt-making complex in the area.

226. SLEAFORD, THE CASTLE (TF 0645 4555). Minor excavations for the installation of
interpretive panels at the 12th-century castle were monitored by F. Walker. No
archaeological remains were revealed though medieval pottery and roof tile was recovered.

227. SLEAFORD, ST DENYS' CHURCH (TF 0688 4589). D. Buckley carried out a watching
brief during alterations within medieval St Denys' church. Stonework of the S. aisle wall
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and the tower piers was exposed and recorded. Additionally, part of a f10riate cross grave
cover of I 3th- to 14th-century date was revealed alongside the S. pier of the tower.

228. SLEAFORD, STEPIIENS WAY (TF 0740 4555). Proposed development land in
proximity to the main Late Iron-age and Roman settlement area at Sleaford was the
subject of evaluation by T. Rayner for Advanta Seeds Ltd. Previous geophysical survey of
the site by Engineering Archaeological Services had revealed possible ditches and sub
rectangular enclosures in the area. Ditches of a rectangular iVliddle Iron-age enclosure
were revealed, immediatcly alongside which was a Late Saxon ditch, probably a land
boundary, which contained a moderate amount of re-deposited late Roman pottery.
:YIedieval ridge-and-furrow, pits and postholes were recorded throughout the investigation
area.

229. SPALDING, ACRES MILL, IIIGII STREET (TF 250 225). An evaluation, supervised by
T. Rayner, revealed several medieval ditches, one wide example probably representing a
property boundary. Occupation debris, consisting of domestic food waste, pottery and
bricks, was recovered from the large ditch and other medieval layers. Cumulatively, the
evidence suggests that medieval domestic habitation, probably within plots defined by
ditches aligned at right angles to the river, was located in this area of Spalding. Smithing
slag and hammerscale was recovered from the site, including Isth- to 16th-century
deposits, suggest the proximity of a smithy.

230. SPALDING, BRIDGE STREEThlARKET PLACE (TF 2480 2259). M. Dymond supervised
an evaluation in the medieval core of Spalding and in close proximity to the sitc of Spalding
Priory. Trenches were excavated beneath cellars and to the rear of properties fronting the
rvlarket Place. Beneath the cellars several burials and the remnants of two stone walls, all
of medieval date, were revealed. The graves are almost certainly part of the priory
cemetery and one of the walls may be the priory precinct wall, licenced in 1305. Both walls
were heavily robbed, particularly of facing stones. A ditch was located alongside the
possible precinct wall and may equate to a moat around the precinct, shown on I8th
century and earlier maps. A fragment of a limestone shaft and a piece of painted medieval
window glass were recovered and probably relate to the priory. Organic remains, including
leather shoe fragments and wooden pins, were also recovered, preserved by waterlogging
at depth.

23 I. SPILSBY, HALTON ROAD (1'1" 4065 6565). On behalf of Allison Homes Ltd,
T. Rayner undertook an earthwork survey on the SE. edge of Spilsby. Ridge-and-furrow
of probable medieval date was recorded.

232. STAMFORD, IIIGH SCIIOOL, KETTERING ROAD ('1'1" 0281 (649). J Hambly supervised
an evaluation in the area of St Michael's priory, founded c. I 155 and dissolved in 1536. An
ironstone quarry of perhaps loth- to 12th-century date was revealed and part of the
cemetery associated with the medieval priory was identified. Five burials were exposed, all
aligned \V.-E., though there was no evidence of coffins or gravemarkers. \Vithin the limit
of the investigation area there was no evidence of intereutting of graves. One of the burials
contained a fragment of Stamford ware of the loth to 12th centuries and all the burials
were sealed by a soil that contained mixed artefacts up to 16th to 17th century in date. A
single fragment of Early Saxon pottery was also recovered from this deposit.

233. SWINESIIEAD, THE CAUSEWAY (TF 2391 40(0). 1\ watching brief byJ. Albone was
undertaken during development near the medieval core of Swineshead. A possible
medieval pit that contained iron smithing slag was revealed.
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231. SWli'>ESHEAD, KI:\TG JOHi'>'S ROAD (TF 2382 4034). A watching brief was maintained
by J Hambly, on behalf of Jelson Ltd, during development immediately north of
Swineshead village centre, an area where Saxon and later medieval remains had previously
been found. ~umerous ditches, mostly aligned E.-v\'. , and several pits were revealed.
Dating evidence was not abundant but where artefilcts did occur all bar one of the ditches
were medieval. One of the pits, also of medieval date, contained glassy slag, charcoal and
ash and perhaps signifies industrial activity of uncertain nature in the area. Burnt or
vitrified clay and abundant mussel shells were observed in a second, though undatcd, pit.
The limited quantity of occupation debris perhaps suggests that the sitc was at the fringe of
the medieval settlement.

235. SWINESIIEAD, :VIARKET PLACE (TF 2387 4023). Development adjacent to the
medieval market place at Swineshead was monitored by P. Cope-Faulkner. Only 18th- to
20th-century remains were revealed though latc medieval and early post-medieval pottery
of the 14th to 17th centuries was recovered in moderate abundance.

236. SWINESHEAD, :VIONK'S ROAD (TF 2385 4030). T. Rayner, on bchalf of :Ylowbray
and Son Ltd, monitored development near the medieval centre of Swineshead. Refuse pits
and boundary or drainage ditches of medieval date were revealed, mostly in the SE. part
of the site. The evidence suggests that the investigation site was on the v\'. fringe of
settlement of medieval, in which there was a northwards expansion in the post-medieval
period.

237. THORPE ST PETER, ST PETER'S CHURCH (TF 485°60(8). On behalfof East :Ylidlands
Electricity excavations of a cable trench at the 13th-century parish church were examined
by j. Snee . .:\0 archaeological remains were revealed though pottery of 14th- to 16th
century date and brickltile fragments were retrieved.

238. TOY:\TTON ALL SAINTS, :VIAIN ROAD (TF 3928 (372). Foundation excavations for a
house extension in the medieval village core and near to previous discoveries of pottery
wasters were monitored by T. Rayner. A pit and two gullies/ditches, both aligned
NE.-S\V., were revealed. These were all of 19th- to 20th-century date but contained
redeposited, locally made, medieval pottery, including waster material.

239. WELBOURN, CASTLE HILL (SK 968 543). On behalf of Welbourn Parish Council
T. Rayner carried out an evaluation at the medieval rint,Jwork. Previous geophysical
survey, by Geophysical Surveys of Bradford, had identified evidence of buried structures
and walls at the site. Limited trenching in the centre of the ringwork and on the outer
rampart revealed that the geophysical signals in these parts of the site were caused by stone
wall tumble and ditches of 13th- to 14th-century date. Two phases of perimeter rampart
were recognised, the upper containing stone in its matrix, the lower lacking such material.
The upper rampart is considered to relate to the documented walling in stone of the
casteLlum in I 158. An auger survey across the N. ditch identified much stone within the
moat, probably resulting from slighting or general collapse of the perimeter wall. Fragments
of 10th- to 12th-century pottery recovered during the investigation may imply activity pre
dating the castle. Ceramics of 13th- to 14th-century date were more abundant and relate
to the use of the earthwork. However, later medieval and early post-medieval artefacts
were largely absent, concurring with documentary evidence which indicates the castle was
abandoned by 1374.
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240. WELTON-LE-:YIARSlI, REA LANE (TF 4728 686;)). Development in an area of
medieval settlement evidence was monitored byJ. Snee. A medieval ditch was recorded.

NORFOLK. \Vork by Norfolk Arehaeologieal Unit unless stated otherwise.

241. ATTLEBOROUGH, QUEE-'lS ROAD ('I'M 045 954). On behalf of Lidl CK GmbH,
T. Rayner of Archaeological Project Services supervised an evaluation in the medieval
core of the town and near to previous discoveries of Middle Saxon material. Boundary
ditches of medieval date were revealed but the dearth of artefacts of the period suggests
that these ditches defined paddocks, fields or the like.

242. AYLSHAM, HOLMA-'I HOUSE, 18 MARKET PLACE (TG 19282(96). Holman House is a
grand Regency mansion of two builds, one dated 1820. C nderneath both sections extends
a large medieval brick undercroft 7.5 m long, 3.5 m wide and up to 3 m high. It has a
rounded vault crossed by five ribs of chamfered bricks, two of which have green bricks
symmetrically placed, perhaps as a form of weephole. Triangular-headed niches occur in
the walls; the present stairs are probably a Regency addition, the end walls having been
altered. Although the undercroft was used as an air raid shelter it seems to have been
unrecorded by any archaeologist or building historian, no undercrofts having previously
been noted in the town. It has been suggested to be of 14th-century date and may be
conneeted with 'massive flint foundations' recorded in 1955 under the adjacent churchyard
access. Information from Norfolk Landscape Archaeology.

243. BUCKLING, 'BISHOP'S :Y1A!\OR', MOORGATE FAR:Yl (TG 17003020). Excavation was
carried out for Broadland District Council by C . .Yleckseper, in consultation with The
National Trust, as a summer holiday activity programme for children. This work recorded
the remains of a substantial post-Conquest building associated with the bishop's manor,
possibly a chapel, and two enclosure ditches.

244. BRANCASTER, ST :YIARY'S CHCRCH (TF 7722 4390). Previous examinations of this
building had established that the chancel is basically of l\'orman date and contained
quantities of re-used stonework, apparently from the Lincolnshire cretaceous beds and
almost certainly re-used cladding from the nearby Roman fort of Branodunum.
Restoration work was monitored by E. J. Rose of :'\Jorfolk Landscape Archaeology and
involved stripping of the internal wall faces of the chancel. This revealed that the Norman
work had been extended eastwards in the 15th century and (with the exception of a few
fragments, probably repositioned) the re-used Roman stone is confined to this later
extension.

245. BURGH CASTLE, SS PETER AND PAUL'S ClICRCH (TG 4763 0496). The church at
Burgh Castle stands near to the Roman fort and has a round tower, which was scaffolded
for repair in 1999. The base consists of pebble flint with re-used Roman tile up to nave
rooflevel, and may be Saxo-:\Jorman. The second stage is ofknapped flint with brick bell
openings; it had previously been suggested that these were of Early English date but close
examination has revealed mouldings of a later period fitting a bequest of 1387 for
heightening of the church. Above the bell openings the tower is of brick; this can now be
seen to be of two periods the lower of medieval (not re-used Roman) brick and the
upper of a later date, locally believed to be 1663 when the bells were replaced.

At the junction between the pebble flint and knapped flint sections, and at that
between the two builds of brick, a number of curving voids were found in the thickness of
the wall, connected to the interior by putlog holes and containing rotten wood. The void
between the two builds of flint was outlined in part-glazed medieval pegtiles, and was
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believed by the architect fix the repairs to extend round the full circumference. At the
junction between the two builds of brickwork, however, the voids were of semi-circular
plan and certainly did not join up. S. Heywood has suggested these were the locations of
strengthening beams, but it seems somewhat of a coincidence that both sets should be
located at a change of build; it is perhaps more probable that both represent a platform on
which the new stage was added, an example of a similar technique being used on occasions
three centuries apart. Information from Norfolk Landscape Archaeology.

246. m;Rl\HANl MARKET, ULPIJ PLACE (TG 8368 4225). Further excavation by S. Bates
for Townsfolk Ltd recorded medieval pits and ditches, and probable flood deposits.

247. CASTLE ACRE, DRURY LAC\iE FARM, BACK LA:\TE ('1'1" 8 I 68 1522). Excavation by
P. \Varsop, for lVlr M. S. Eagle, revealed medieval and later quarry pits for chalk and clay,
and part of a medieval kiln.

248. DOWNHAM MARKET, LAl\D OFF LO:\TDOl\ ROAD (TF 6100 0225). Further excavation
for Oxford Archaeological Associates and Bennett Homes by J. Percival recorded Middle
Saxon pit clusters and enclosure ditches, associated with a large faunal remains assemblage.

249. GREAT YARMOCTIJ, 73-75 HOWARD STREET SOCTH (TG 5238 0756). Excavation
was conducted by R. Maseficld of RPS Clouston for Gee and Coe, following evaluation by
l'\orfolk Landscape Archaeology, opening two trenches between medieval Rows 55 and
57. The earliest deposits, overlying the Yarmouth sand and gravel spit, dated from the I Ith
to 12th centuries. In Trench 2 a complex sequence of six phases of clay and lime floors,
occupation deposits, pits, and postholes showed intense domestic activity of Late Saxon/
post-Conquest date.

Trench I showed less activity and more truncation by later features. Sequences were
interrupted by large 13th-century rubbish pits and clay banks or walls around wooden
hurdle frames on different alignment from earlier material. It is possible the medieval rows
were laid out at this time. A second phase comprised clay walls of 13th- to 14th-century
date, abutting seven phases of floors with some evidence for coal storage. There was no
clear indication of the types of structures; pits are interpreted as clustered behind properties
fronting the road. Domestic activity appear to have decreased at the end of the 14th
century, with little activity in the 15th and sparse during the 16th through to the 18th
centuries.

The pottery assemblage divides into two groups: I Ith to 12th and 13th to 14th
centuries respectively. It consists mainly of domestic wares produced locally or on the east
coast, with a significant percentage of imported pottery including Pingsdorf type ware,
Aardenburg type ware, pottery from Rouen and Ardenne and German stoneware. A hone
came from l\'orway. The results provide a useful addition to current knowledge of east
coast ports.

The site confirms that occupation in the town spread rapidly southwards from the
north (from the I Ith century onwards). It was considered likely that the current position of
Row 55 frontage is the same as in the medieval period. Little evidence was found for fishing
or fish processing or other industrial activities. Environmental tests found no evidence to
suggest the River Yare had moved west during this period.

250. HINDRINGHA:vI, PRIMROSE FARM (1'1" 9843 3625). A watching brief by S. Under
down, for Mr R. Girling, recorded two medieval pits and a later yard, below modern soils.
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25 I. II1"1GHA:VI, 15 :VIARKET PLACE (TC 0237 02 I 2). The building was inspected by E.].
Rose of Norfolk Landscape Archaeology, in advance of a planning application for
alterations. Externally it is of brick of around 1700 with 19th-century alterations; the
interior is divided into two storeys and attic. \Yithin the attic were discovered the remains
of two ornately moulded arch-b~aced trusses. That towards the gable wall stood on a tie
beam with roll mouldings on the underside, which now rests on the attic floor and proves
that the latter is an insertion. The upper face of the beam contains mortices for studs raked
back towards the gable, possibly indicating that the tie-beam formed a bressumer for a clay
smokehood. The other truss was open, with no tie-beam. These features suggest a first
floor hall. Its original extent in the opposite direction is not known; studwork partitions of
apparently 17th-century date now divide this area. The date of the original work is
apparently [5th century. Little is visible at first floor level but the ground floor has evidence
for bridging beams morticed into wallposts, which in the 17th century were replaccd by a
spine beam.

252. HOE, ST AI\DREW'S CHURCH (TF 9975 1642). St Andrew's Church has long-and
short \V. quoins and a re-set niche of Saxon appearance. The tower base dates from the
14th century and there are bequests to works in the 15th. However, the nave (except for
the W. wall) was demolished in 1794 and rebuilt without its flanking aisles and porches; the
chancel was rcbuilt in 1820 and a new south porch added in 18:.)3. The upper part of the
tower, having twice been rebuilt, was finally removed in 1902.

During drainage works in 1999 the original foundations of the .:'-J. and S. aisles and
porches were uncovered, together with tracesof a 15th-century tiled floor. These illustrated
that the present nave walls are set at a point halfway across the width of the original aisles.
The step of the N. porch consisted of a stone coffin slab; this was left undisturbed. In the
\Y. nave wall south of the tower a stone newel stair was discovered; this may have been an
insertion of the Perpendicular period to serve a ringers' gallery. Information from :\orfolk
Landscape Archaeology.

KII\G'S LY"IN

253. At Norfolk Street (TF 62 I 0 2(33) an evaluation was undertaken by P. Cope-Faulkner
of Archaeological Project Services on behalf of Lidl CK GmbH. The site lies within the
Newelonrl area, established in the T2th century and surveyed c. 1279. Norfolk Street,
previously Dampgate, was a trading area and formed the main route in to the town from
the east during the medieval period and later.

Medieval activity, only evident close to Norwich Street, was established on alluvium
associated with the natural marshes upon which King's Lynn was established. Refuse pits
of 13th-century date were revcaled and contained extensive evidence for iron smithing
producing fish hooks. Flooding terminated this industry but later in the medieval period
(14th to 15th centuries) buildings were apparently established in the area, indicated by a
sequence of probable floor layers. A I4th- to 15th-century property boundary ditch,
perpendicular to Norwich Street, was identified and contained abundant cattle and goat
horn cores, indicating that a horn worker was operating in the vicinity.

254. At J Saturday ;\Ilarket Place (TF 6 I 8 I 1983) conversion work on this building,
externally 18th to 20th centuries, revealed two arches of a ground floor undercroft. An
emergency record was made by E.]. Rose of l\"orfolk Landscape Archaeology at the
request of King's Lynn and \Vest 1'\orfolk Borough Council. The arches, and the outline of
vaulting, are of stone and appear to be of I 3th- to 14th-century date. They are infilled with
brickwork of early post-medieval type.

Adjacent stone quoins have tooling that suggests a .:'-Jorman origin. These, and other
re-used ecclesiastical fragments in a 17th-century wall revealed to the rear, may be later
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re-use of material from the nearby Benedictine monastery. Documentary research by l\!lrs
E. M.James has established that similar features were found in the adjacent public house
in 1898, and that the latter building was a tenement used by the Trinity Guild. Though
planning permission had already been granted for the works before the arches were
discovered, the owners have generously agreed to display them within the new restaurant.

255. LODDOK, I HIGH STREET (TN! 36249866). An excavation by A. Hutcheson, for Mr
D. Potter, revealed occupation evidence and structural remains from the 10th to I Ilh
centuries with evidence of a later masonry building.

256. NEW BUCKENIIAM, DIAL HOUSE, KING STREET (I'M 0890 9040). :"Jew Buckenham is
well known as a planned Norman town but the earliest domestic buildings previously
recorded have not dated before c. 1500. Examination of Dial House by Norfolk Landscape
Archaeolol-,'Y, during repairs by new owners, produced evidence that it began as a two-cell
building, a grand hall crossed by two queenpost trusses supported on arched braces, with a
smaller room to one end. Although not all of the frame was exposed, a pre- 15th century
date seems very probable, and the building was clearly of high status.

257. NORTH ELMHAM, 3A EASTGATE STREET (1'F 9852 208 I). Excavation by K. Penn, for
Mr N. Bainbridge recorded medieval rubbish pits.

258. NORTH PICKENHAM, ST MARY'S CHURCH, HOUGHTON ON THE HILL (TF 8691
0535)' Excavation by K. Penn, for the Friends of St Mary's, revealed details of the
constructional history of the chureh, built in the 109os. Internally, the latest mortar floor
was recorded.

NORWICH

259. At the former Averill's Garage, Cattle IVlarket Street (1'G 6233 3083) excavation by
G. Trimble and A. Shelley for Norwich City Council and TIT Leisure Ltd recorded early
medieval pits and quarry pits, a I3th- to 14th-century corn-drying or malting oven and
late medieval! early post-medieval buildings, one with a garderobe. A large ditch may
represent the Castle Fee boundary marker or castle outworks.

260. At 7[-75 Barrack Street (TG 2350 0938) excavation by A. Hutcheson for Lambert,
Scott and Innes (Architects) revealed activity from the 13th to 14th centuries, possibly
associated with the Carmelite Friary, with evidence of crop processing and horn working,
and possible horticultural features.

261. At Bu.m!ys Garage, Palace Street (TG 2336 0903) excavation on a waterfront site by
P. Emery for Bussey and Saberton Brothers showed that continuous use of the waterfront
as a staithe began in the 10th to I Ith centuries, over a succession of consolidated foreshore
deposits. Trench A revealed part of a I I th- to 12th-century building, Trench B contained
a succession of chalk-floored structures, of I I th- to 14th-century date, next to the quay.

262. At Norwich Castle (TG 2323 0852) H. vVallis recorded further details of mound and
keep construction, as well as evidence of the former Shire House, during the course of
contractor's work for Norfolk County Council.

263. At Castle i'v1eadow (TG 23200859) a watching briefby S. Tremlett for Norwich City
Council revealed details of the construction of the castle mound.
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264- At 64 The Close (TG 23S1 (879) a watching briefbyJ Percival, during renovation
for the Robert and Lisa Sainsbury Trust, revealed structural details of the former cathedral
infirmarer's chamber, including a well.

265. At the Great Hospital, BishojJgate (TG 2362 0907 - 2360 og IO) a watching brief on the
boundary wall by S. Underdown for \Nearing, Hastings and 1\"orton, and the Great
Hospital, showed that it may be medieval in part, whilst adjacent pits may be of Late
Saxon date.

266. At /2 /4 Hez!!,ham Street (TG 2247 og I g) a watching brief close to the River Wensum
by P. Emery for the Holden Group recorded a wall of a masonry building. Pottery of lotb
to I Ith-century date was found.

267. At 80 King Street (TG 2341 0834) excavation by G. Trimble and R. Smith, for
1\"ethergate Development, produced evidence for IOth- to I Ith-century posthole buildings
on the street frontage below early medieval refuse pits, and medieval quarry pits and later
features away from the street.

268. At the former Nestle site, Chapelfield (TG 227 082) excavation by D. Whitmore for
Bovis Land Lease recorded a late medieval E.-W. road.

26g. At the former Norwich Lads' Club, King Street (TG 2343 0837) an excavation by
A. Hutcheson, 1'\. Moss and]. Percival, for :'oJorwich City Council and :'oJorwich
Community Church, revealed 9th- to I Ith- and 12th- to 14th-century quarry pits, with
evidence of a late medieval timber structure. Finds included 14th-century painted glass,
presumably from a nearby church. Further excavation revealed part of an undercroft and
other structural remains of the late medieval Bird in Hand public house.

270. At 12 Oak Street (TG 2281 0902) excavation by D. Adams for Hopkins Homes
revealed Late Saxon features and timber buildings fronting Oak Street. These lay below
I I th- to 12th-century surfaces, which were associated with quarry pits and intense
ironworking activity, continuing until the late 14th century. Later medieval clay floors and
consolidation were followed by post-medieval masonry buildings.

271. At TIe OLd Ba~ge Yard 125-/33 King Street (TG 2360 081S) a desk-based assessment
and building survey by R. Smith and A. Shelley, for Norwich City Council and Speciality
Shops, indicated settlement on the site by the 12th century, perhaps beginning in the loth
century, with K os I 2S- 127 possibly originating as an inn in the later 15th century.

272. At 27.9 Timberhill (TG 2312 0826) excavation by F. Green and]. Percival, for
Friends, Ivory and Sime with support from East Korwich SRB, revealed medieval quarry
pits, 13th- to 14th-century buildings and evidence oflate medieval rebuilding in masonry,
including a garderobe.

273. At 10 White Lion Street (TG 23035 og43S) a watching brief by C. Phillips and
P. \Varsop for Emmanuel College, Cambridge, recovered medieval pottery from
contractors' piles.

274. SAXLINGHA:\1 NETHERGATE, CHCRCH HILL (TM 2314 9719). Excavation by A. Hut
cheson for Saxlingham Parish Council revealed a water channel or 'leet' for Old Hall moat
and nearby fishpond, and evidence of a later building.
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'27:"). SCOU:, BILLI"GFORD, TRINITY COTTAGE, UPPER STREET COM:VION (Tl\!I 1713
7998). This building was previously examined in 1987 and 199 I during earlier phases of
restoration, at which time it was suggested as a hall-house. It is now evident that the
partially revealed evidence was misleading; the upper floor had at some date been lowered
to a point below the original window lintels, giving the false impression that it had been
inserted across the openings. It now appears that this is a medieval two-storey building,
with diamond-mullion windows throughout. The service end was to the north but around
1600 a very elaborate parlour block was added at this end, thus altering the functional
layout of the building. A 'V. wing was added in the 17th century and an 18th-century
S. stack may usurp the site of a medieval clay firehood. Information from )Jorfolk
Landscape Archaeology.

'276. SOUTH WALSHAM, ST LAWRENCE'S CIIURCII (TG 3659 13'28). An excavation,
supervised by J. Albone of Archaeological Project Services, was undertaken on behalf of
Feilden and ~1awsonArchitects. The church is first mentioned in I07.'i but was substantially
destroyed by fire in 18'27. A robber trench along the line of the )J. wall of the nave was
identified and an undated but possibly Late Saxon wall foundation was revealed beneath a
sequence of demolition and construction layers. These layers were undated but are likely
to be medieval and lav beneath remains of foundation or floor surf~lces that were extant at
the time of the 18'27 fi~e.

Three graves were identified within the nave. A few fragments of redeposited ~1iddle

Saxon ceramic, the first found at South \'\7alsham, was recovered together with a small
amount of medieval pottery. Painted medieval window glass and large quantities of glazed
and unglazed floor tile were retrieved, with some of the tile bearing armorial markings
recognised as Morley impaling Despencer, of early 15th-century date, and comparable
with examples previously found at the church. Iron slag found during the investigation
implies the proximity of iron smithing, perhaps in the medieval period.

'277. STAITIIE, KORFOLK IIoesE, BURNHAM OVARY (TF 845 44'2). R. Masefield, for RPS
Consultants, undertook a single trench evaluation, adjacent to a tidal creek, within the
documented probable Saxon and medieval settlement (based on documentary sources) to
look for associated archaeological evidence. No wharfs or quayside structures were found.
However, a hearth and three relatively substantial pits were dated to the 13th to 14th
centuries. A low density of finds, with the exception of oyster shell and whelk shells,
combined with their location, indicate the possibility that these were 'oyster pits'.

'278. SWAKNL\,GTON, SWANNI:'-JGTON HALL (TG 1383 19'29). Excavation by C. Birks for
Draper and ::\icholls Ltd recorded pits and buried soils of medieval and later date.

'279. TACOL:'-JESTON, TACOL:'-JESTO:'-J IIALL (TM 138 I 955 I). A watching briefby C. Meck
seper for Mr Darrell recorded remains of the late medieval hall.

THETFORD

'280. At Bury Road (TL 8670 8'260) investigations were undertaken by D. Trimble of
Archaeological Project Services on a proposed development site in the centre of Late
Saxon Thetford. During an initial evaluation, several pits, ditches and postholes, all of Late
Saxon, Ioth- to I I th-century date, were revealed. ~loderatclylarge quantities of domestic
refuse, pottery, mammal, bird and fish bone, eggshell, numerous fish scales and charred
grain, were recovered from the Late Saxon deposits.
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l\loderately abundant iron slag, including large quantities of hammerscale, indicated
the presence of a Late Saxon iron smithy at the site. Fragments of tuyeres, usually an
infrequent find, dominated the metal-working debris and raised the possibility that a
separate pyrotechnological activity occurred in the area, though no other associated waste
products ,vere found.

Rare antler fragments, possibly working waste, were recovered from the Late Saxon
deposits and three human burials, undated but probably also of this period, were revealed.
A subsequent watching brief revealed two further human burials, similarly undated, and
several Late Saxon/post-Conquest pits. The site appeared to have been abandoned in the
12lh century and not re-occupied until perhaps the 18th century.

281. At the Walled Garden, .Nimnery Place (TL 8726 8223) excavation by S. Bates for Mr
P. Wolfe recorded a large late medieval pit.

282. CPWELL, PIOes DROVE ('1'1" 5060 03 I 6). M. Dymond of Archaeological Project
Services, on bchalfofE. N. Suiter and Son, supervised an evaluation close to the medieval
core of upwell and in an area where Anglo-Saxon and medieval artefacts had been
recovered previously. Two medieval ditches, probably field boundarics and with a gap
between them defining an entrance, were identified but there was no evidence of settlement
of any period.

283. WEST WALTON, GREENFIELDS, MILL ROAD (TF 4716 1456). Greenfields is a small
and externally unremarkable brick building, dated 182 I and much altered in the late 20th
century. It stands on a road between the village centre and the salt marshes. During repairs
by new owners it was discovered that the brick casing has fossilised an original external
wall of timber framing. The timbers are massive and indicative of a medieval date, but
were in too poor condition for preservation. Fieldwork in the I980s for the Fenland Survey
revealed a row of medieval occupation sites along the drove evidenced by pottery
concentrations; Greenfields fits into this sequence and thus seems to be a medieval house
that has remained standing. This clearly raises questions over the possible survival of other
timber-framed buildings within later cladding, such construction normally being consid
ered rare in Marshland. Information from Norfolk Landscape Archaeology.

284. WIGHTON, LAND AT BCDDELL LANE (TF 9405 397 I). M. Connell, for RPS
Consultants, undertook a single trial trench ahead of residential development. Evidence
for possible domestic occupation, tentatively of the Late Saxon/Norman period, was
represented by several pits, postholes and gullies below a cultivation soil, which may have
been associated with the decline and shrinking of the medieval village.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

285. CRICK, LAND OFF MAIl\' ROAD (SP 590 726). A 1996 evaluation by G. Hull of
Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd, for David VVilson Homes, examined standing
earthworks and excavated structures and drainage/boundary features associated with a
street in a known deserted medieval village. Pottery dated the site to the 13th and 14th
centuries, and documentary research suggests that this part of the village was abandoned
c. 1380.

286. MAREFAIR, SOL CENTRAL (SP 750 6(4). An excavation and watching brief by
A. Steele, S. Every and T. VVilson of the Museum of London Archaeology Service, for
Petra Investments/Great Portland Estates pic, in consultation with GeoITrey Reid
Associates, found sunken-floored buildings in conjunction with pottery of the Middle
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Saxon period. Activity intensified in the Late Saxon and )Jorman periods (8.50- I 150) with
indications of industrial processes such as metalworking occurring at the site. ;\ cemetery
was also established in the SE. corner or the site at the end of the I Ith centurv.

Between I 150 and 1250, occupation of the area continued to develop ~vith evidencc
for timber-framed buildings. Industrial activity also continued to grow as shown by
intensive pitting and the presence of hearths and smithing debris. The cemetery continued
in use until the mid- to late 12th century. JVlasonry buildings were introduced in the high
medieval period (1250 -I.5(0) and a proliferation of small industries, such as brewing,
baking and dyeing· took place. The route of Pike Lane was established and property
boundaries defined. However, the area declined in the late 14th century and the majority
of the site was covered in a thick homogeneous soil.

Documentary and cartographic evidence suggests that resettlement began again in
the late 15th century but much of this material was truncated at the site.

287. STANWICK, GRAKGE FARyI (SP 98 I67 I 13). A 1997 excavation by ~1..J. Saunders of
Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd, for County Homes Developments Ltd,
revealed a 12th-century property boundary.

KORTHU'VIBERLAKD. \Vork by Northumberland County Council.

288. HALTO"l, HALTOX CASTLE (NY 997 (79). Examination of the fabric of the castle
was conducted by P. Ryder, for Sir H. Blackett, during alterations in the Queen Anne
block and part of the medieval hall. Removal of plasterwork revealed an original hall
window of a style which suggests it belonged to a house built before the Scottish Wars in
the late 13th century. The lintel of the window is a re-used cross slab grave cover possibly
of an early 12th-century date. Further evidence of a former building was found in the
W. wall of the 'link block' which was originally the E. wall of a building which pre-dates
the N. range.

289. HEXHAM, I 1-13 YIARKET PLACE (NY 936 (41). Following fire damage P. Ryder
examined the fabric of the building which stands adjacent to properties known to
incorporate remains of the 1'\. arcade of the medieval St ~Iary's Church. The S. wall of the
building is in part medieval and incorporates a mutilated lancet window; it is interpreted
as the .'\T. wall of the chancel or sanctuary of the medieval church.

KOTTINGIIAMSHIRE

290. KEIGHTON, UNIVERSITY PARK (SK .542 383). \Vork on the deserted medieval village
of Keighton, previously investigated in the I950S and I960s, was carried out by L. Laing,
assisted by students from the Department of Archaeology at Nottingham University. The
objects of the excavation were to establish the \V.limit of the medieval settlement.

The site chosen for investigation was an artificial platform which geophysical survey
had suggested might prove informative. The excavation revealed a drystone wall, surviving
to an average height of 0-46 m, composed of skerry slabs and sandstone and averaging a
width of 0.43 m. Some 2 m of the wall was exposed, and it was presumed to continue west
of the area excavated. Bonded to the wall at its E. end, and at right angles to it, was a
second wall of similar width. About 1.5 m of this survived, apparently robbed out at its
S. extremity. Associated pottery suggests a date for this structure in the 13th to 14th
centuries.

At the SE. corner of the excavation, c. 0.75 m from the investigated walls, a shallow
pit was found. Dug to a depth of 0.24 m this contained small pieces of medieval pottery.
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To the south of the pit and the walls were a number of irregularly positioned postholes. To
the E. of the walls the end of a :'\J.-S. ditch was recorded, approximately 2.6 m wide and
c. 0..') m deep, which had been recut. At the bottom of the ditch a posthole was found,
along with sherds of splashed ware and shelly cooking pot. The pottery suggest a use of the
ditch in the early 13th century.

The features were provisionally interpreted as indicative of industrial activity,
probably potting although ironworking also seems to have taken place. It is increasingly
likely that Keighton was not a typical deserted medieval village, but appears to have been
an 'industrial estate' occupied primarily with the production of pottery, tiles and ironwork
for the nearby Lenton Priory. \Vork is planned to continue in 2001.

"IOTTIXGHAM. \York by Archaeological Project Services.

29 I. At 7- I I Plumptre Street (SK 5780 3971) investigations were undertaken by S. ;vlalone
on behalf of Bellwav Homes East Midlands. Desk-based research indicated the site lay
within the Anglo-Sa~onburh and medieval core of the city. Subsequent evaluation revealed
a medieval ditch and pit containing abundant domestic refuse. Further pits were revealed
but vvere undated, though one was truncated by the medieval features and is therefore
earlier. There were no obvious remains of 15 th- to 17th-century date, suggesting the site
was unoccupied or served as a garden, which concurs with the evidence of 17th-century
maps.

292. At 14 Plumptre Street (SK 57803972) an archaeological watching briefwas undertaken
by S. ;vlalone, on behalf of Clegg Construction and 'Westbury Homes, during residential
development. A series of medieval cesspits, cut into the natural sandstone, survived
beneath 19th-century cellars. Two phases of use of the site are apparent, with a small
concentration of 9th- to 11th-century material, including the greater part of a pedestal
lamp, and a larger amount of pottery dating from c. 1050 to 1250, representing significant
early occupation within this part of 1\ottingham. An Anglo-Saxon silver penny of Edward
the Elder (899-925) was also recovered. This had a blundered legend of the moneyer's
name, lE?RED (one of the principal moneyers of the vYinchester mint), suggesting that it
is an irregular issue, perhaps an Anglo-Scandinavian copy as found elsewhere in the
Danelaw.

OXFORDSHIRE. vYork conducted by Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd unless
stated otherwise.

AI3IKGDON

293. At A10rlands Brewery, Ock Street (SU 4950 9(90) part one ofa two-stage evaluation in
advance of demolition and redevelopment for residential use of a 1.7.') ha was conducted
by K. Taylor. This involved 17 trenches, almost all of which revealed archaeology, mainly
of the 1!th to 16th centuries, although finds ofperiods prior to the 18th century were rare.
No evidence of activity on the site pre-dating the 10th century has been recovered; a
considerable depth of medieval deposits towards the north of the site may, however, have
masked earlier features. Of interest is a single Late Saxon ditch, since finds of this period
are rare in this part of Abingdon. ;v1edieval buildings fronting Ock Street survived, mainly
dating from the 11th century, and backlands activity, mainly pits, extended a considerable
distance to their rear. The potential of the site to yield environmental evidence appears
good, with a number of features producing grains and seeds, and animal bone in good
condition. Later medieval deposits seem mainly to have been removed by 16th- to 18th
century truncations.

294. At Enock's Coal Yard, 75 Ock Street (SU 4934 9704). In 1999, excavation by G. Hull,
for MrJ. Enock, produced good evidence for medieval hide processing. The burgage plot
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under investigation was eharacterised by a large num ber of big pits with evidenee of bark
and perhaps lime. A large assemblage of cattle bone, notably from head and hooves,
whetstones and knives, all add weight to the theory that a medieval tannery was located in
an extra-mural part of town.

Two structures that fronted the street were associated with the industrial activity.
Archaeomagnetic dating on a hearth within one of these buildings has produced a date in
the mid- 13th century. Post-excavation analysis is ongoing, but indications are that activity
on the site ceased by the mid- 14th century.

295. BA:\TBlJRY, 58-66 ST GEORGE STREET (SP 45631°47). In 1998, K. Taylor and M.j.
Saunders, for 'Western Counties Construction, located a number of pits dated by pottery
to the I Ith to 13th centuries.

296. BENSO:\T, ST HELE:\TS AVENCE (SU 6152 9155). A 1999 excavation by J. Pine, for
Persimmon Homes (Thames Valley) Ltd, located three Saxon sunken-featured buildings
near the banks of the Thames, as well as a number of post-built structures and what may
be a paddock.

297. BICESTER, CIIAPEL STREET (SP5845 2230). j. \l100re, S. Sworn and G. Thacker for
John .Moore Heritage Services carried out a small-scale excavation on the site oflast year's
evaluation to the rear of I Causeway and fronting on to Chapel Street. The site of proposed
development is located on the W. side of Chapel Street, just south of where the Town
Brook forms a dogleg to the west.

Pottery of the Early to Middle Saxon periods shows that the settlement found further
south-east extended towards the Market Square. The, perhaps deliberate, filling of a ditch,
parallel to the Town Brook was dated to c. late I I th century. The function of this feature
may have been to keep livestoek from the marshy area to the west. Subsequent use of the
exeavated site was for agricultural or horticultural purposes during the 12th and 13th
centuries.

298. mCEsTER, PROCTOR'S YARD (SP 5837 2227). A 1999 evaluation by G. Hull, for
Ruraldene Developments Ltd, located late 12th-century posthole alignments, pits and
gullies. The deposits may relate to the adjacent Austin Priory founded I 182-5.

299. BRIGHTIIAMPTON, TIlE ORCIIARD, STANDLAKE (SP 3845 1355). In 1999, evaluation
by G. Hull, for Bower Mapson, located buildings fronting the village road in Brigh
thampton. These structures had a yard to the rear and pits producing pottery from the
I Ith to 14th centuries. Ditches to the rear of the buildings may have delimited the medieval
land parcel. A 5 m wide and 1.2 m deep pit or ditch was dated to the loth to I Ith centuries.

300. CASSI:\TGTOK, THE CHEQUERS, CIlURCH LANE (SP 45391066). Evaluation by S. Ford
located medieval features, including pits, postholes and a possible quarry pit. Only a small
pottery assemblage (26 sherds) was recovered: all but five sherds were medieval.

301. CAVERSHAM IlEATH GOLF COCRSE, MAPLEDURHAM GOLF COURSE-2, SOUTH COURSE
(SP 694 765). A 1997 evaluation by G. Hull, for the Hendred and :YIapledurham
Development Co Ltd, located artefacts suggestive of a I 2th- to 15th-century farmstead.

302. CHILDREY, PARSONAGE FARM, SPARSHOLT ROAD (SU 3605 8760). A watching brief
by K. Taylor recorded Late Saxon pottery and late medieval ditches.
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303. DRAYTON, :'4-80 AHINGDO:\ ROAD (SC 7782 945 I). Evaluation of nine trenches by
K. Taylor, in advance of housing construction, produced well-defincd, deep pits, postholes,
gullies and ditches mainly of I 2th- to 13th-century date. The medieval features exhibited
stratigraphy of more than a single phase of activity: the ditches may represent the rear
boundaries of crofts or tenements. No Saxon material was present, but the morphology of
some of the features resembled sunken-featured buildings.

304. IIE"lLEY, 42C HELL STREET (SU 7610 8279). A 1997 excavation by.J. Pine, for the
Marlow Building Co Ltd, revealed deposits relating to domestic activity, typical of a
medieval urban backland, to the rear of the building fronting both Bell Street and l\'ew
Street. Dated features include 13th- to 15th-century pits and postholes. The excavation
provided the first published collection of animal bonc from medieval Henley. The
metalwork from the site included a plaited copper-alloy chain which may be part of a 14th
century chatelaine.

OXFORD

305. At the Oxford Science Park, Grenoble Road (SP 5390 02 10, SP 54 I 5 (240). J. Moore of
John Moore Heritage Services, on behalf of the AUC Archaeology Group, directed
excavations and an extensive watching brief during landscaping and infrastructure work
for the next phase of development of the Science Park.

Remains of an Anglo-Saxon village were found. This included ten sunken-featured
buildings and pits lying on Corallian Formation Beckley Sand just below the crest of rise
on the S. side of the Littlemore Stream valley. A deep early (?post-Conquest) ploughsoil
had removed the remains of shallower features including postholes of suspected timber
framed structures and fence lines. Peat deposits found on the slope of the valley side seem
to indicate that the stream had been clogged by vegetation during the Anglo-Saxon period
forming a wide marshy area.

Analysis of the pottery shows that the occupation dates from the 6th century, not
carrying on much beyond the early 7th century. There are similarities with the material
from Radley Barrow Hills and Eynsham Abbey. 'This is the largest Anglo-Saxon
assemblage from within the boundary of the administrative area of the City of Oxford.

The previous evaluation had found a concentration of later medieval pottery (13th to
14th centuries) and apparent features. Area excavation established that late 19th-century
quarrying of the shallow limestone capping over the sand on the crest had taken place. The
quarrying had followed the better seams of limestone, backfilling as the quarry facets)
progressed. The medieval finds were therefore contained within the backfill. It is apparent
that there was occupation possibly in the second half of the 12th century but more certainly
in the 13th and possibly the 14th century; probably a small f~trmstead had been present in
the S. part of the site but all structural features have been obliterated.

All the pottery could have been bought from Oxford market; there is very little
evidence of the sandy ceramic tradition popular in Abingdon, some 6.5 km to the south
west of the site. The coarsewares found derive from the vicinity of the Savernake Forest
while the finewares were brought to market from the production centre focused on the
parishes of Brill-Boarstall in central Buckinghamshire.

306. At 20-26 Q..ueen Street 11-10 StEbhes Street (SP 512061) an excavation and watching
brief by M. Connell of RPS Clouston for Storehouse Properties recorded numerous
features. The site is near the centre of the Late Saxon and medieval town and was
investigated by B. K. Davison during the 1960s. Pits, postholes, wells and wall foundations
dated mainly from the I I th to 13th centuries with a few earlier features and limited
evidence for later medieval and post-medieval activity. Density and distribution ofpits and
foundations tentatively suggest tenement boundaries.
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Initial tests on environmental samples confirm the site as low-status domestic in
character and provided a wide range of food and fuel-wood remains. Pottery included St
Keot's type and Stamford ware and later regional and continental imports. A sherd from a
Late Saxon proto-jug with stamped rosettes and grids was noteworthy.

307. SIIIPTO:\-UKDER-WYCHWOOD, BRADLEY'S GARAGE, IIIGH STREET (SP 2783
180 I). Evaluation by S. Coles, over an area of 0<~8 ha, revealed a pit, two gullies and a
limestone surface, all likely to date to the early medieval period as dating evidence,
although limited, was consistently of the 13th century.

308. SHIPTO'H):\DER-WYCHWOOD, CHURCH STREET (SP 2797 1790). i\ 1998 watching
brief by J. Fry and L. Pollinger, for Empire Homes Ltd, located two pits dated by pottery
to the late 12th to 15th centuries.

309. THAME, 13 BELL STREET (SP 7055 06(6). i\ 1997 watching briefby L. Pollinger, for
J andJ Estates Ltd, located a pit dated by pottery to the 13th to 14th centuries. -

WALLIT\GFORD

3 I 0. On land to the rear ofMarket Place (SU 6066 8942) a 1999 watching brief by G. Hull,
for Babtie Group Ltd, located a number of pits with pottery dating from the I I th to 13th
centuries.

31 I. At 2IB and 22 St Mary's Street (SU 6073 8923) a 1998 watching brief by A. Croney,
for Ridgeway Community Church, recorded a pit containing I nh- to 13th-century
pottery.

312. WATERPERRY, WATERPERRY HOUSE, NEAR WHEATLEY (SP 6928 (629). In 1998,
excavation by S. ';\leaver, for the School of Economic Science, recorded two Saxon pits
dated to the 5th to 8th centuries. Ditches thought to be settlement boundaries dated from
two phases; I I th to 12th and 13th to 14th centuries respectively.

3 I 3· WENDLEBURY, LAND ADJACENT TO ST GILES CHURCH, CHURCH LANE (SP 5588
1966). Six trial trenches over an area of just under 0-4 ha, investigated by J. Pine,
revealed medieval features including pits, postholes, ditches, wall foundations, a stone
capped well and metalled surfaces. Although finds were few, the dense medieval activity
appears to lie within a tight chronology compressed wholly into the I I th to 13th centuries.

314. WESTON-ON-THE-GREEN, BEECROFT YARD, CHURCH ROAD (SP 5325 1870). A 1998
excavation by S. Ford and K. Taylor, for Berkeley Homes (Oxford) Ltd, recorded evidence
of Saxon activity in the form of a ditch dated by pottery to the 5th to 6th centuries. Later
occupation was indicated by pits and gullies dated to the I I th to 15th centuries.

315. WITl\EY, LAND TO THE EAST OF COGGES HILL ROAD (SP 3690 0970). J. Moore and
G. Thacker ofJohn Moore Heritage Services evaluated an area proposed for development
as a cemetery in the angle between Cogges Hill Road and Oxford Hill, revealing evidence
of medieval occupation. Earthworks consisting of two ditches and slight banks at right
angles to each other may define a house platform in the NE. corner of the site. Elsewhere
ditches, pits and postholes were found. The form of the pottery assemblage collected
prevents close dating. Ridge-and-furrow earthworks survive on the site but may be of a
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surprisingly late date with pottery of I8th- to 19th-century date being retrieved from one
of the furrows. .

3r6. WITNEY, REAR OF 68-72 HIGH STREET (SP 3576 0999). J Moore ofJohn 1\;loore
Heritage Services carried out a watching brief during residential development, revealing a
pit containing pottery from the I nh or early 12th century. A wall parallcl to the property
boundaries and founded on the natural gravel is probably also of an early date. An arched
structure would appear to be a flue leading into a structure on the S. side of the wall. The
usc of this structure remains unclear.

SHROPSHIRE

317. LUDLOW, U:DLOW CASTLE (SO 509074(0). 1\1. Appleton-Fox of Marches Archae
oloh,), carried out a watching brief on an electricity trench in the outer bailey. Evidence of
a stone revetment for a ramp leading to the medieval drawbridge was discovered, together
with remains of a retaining wall on the outer edge of the moat. However, no dating
evidence was found.

318. LUDLOW, CORVE STREET (SO 512 750). Gifford & Partners Ltd investigated the
proposed site of a new Tesco supermarket with a series of five evaluation trenches, two of
which underwent more detailed excavation. The excavation showed several phases of
Ludlow's development during the medieval period, with the earliest phase consisting of
timber posts set upon padstones, which may be associated with the initial occupation
of burgage plots set out by c. I 186. Associated with this phase were an oven base and
several hearths suggesting domestic occupation supported by large quantities of typically
domestic pottery forms.

An apparently subsequent stone building may represent a rebuilding of the burgage
plots during a period of affluence, possibly during the 14th century. The width of these
stone walls suggest the presence of impressive buildings, one of which certainly had a full
height cellar. These buildings appear to have had mixed fortunes with some being
superseded by later stone structures in the 16th century and others, such as the cellared
building, continuing in use until the early 17th century.

During the 15th century there is evidence for a certain amount of pitting activity
across the site. The recorded features include a possible tanning pit which appears to have
been subsequently surfaced over; further stone structures were erected over it during the
17th century. Samples taken from the pit produced quantities of charred cereals, including
species of Rivet wheat, rye and bread wheat with the majority of the sample comprising
free-threshing wheat.

3 I9. SHREWSBURY, 58-59 "'1ARDOL (~J 490 126). An evaluation excavation and building
assessment, by R. Stone of1\;larches Archaeology, recorded the lower courses of the I3th
century town wall towards the rear of the site. Deposits associated with the town ditch were
not encountered, but the extent of tipping in this area suggests its existence below the area
excavated. To the rear of the frontage building of No. 59, the footings of an undated
sandstone building were revealed. The earliest floor was of sandstone, with two subsequent
mortar floors. In its earliest phase this building could have been a medieval rear hall range
but this is thought unlikely. Within the frontage building of No. 58 a sequence of floor
levels of beaten earth, pebbles and sandstone was found dating from the 14th century
onwards. The standing building incorporates substantial remains of a two-storey timber
framed building of the late 15th century. A stone cellar is likely to be of this date.

SOMERSET. Work by Somerset County Council unless stated otherwise.

320. BAWDRIP, CHURCH FARM (ST 34 I33963). A series ofevaluation trenches excavated
within Church Farm by C. and N. Hollinrake, in the centre of the village of Bawdrip,
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recorded sealement evidencc from the Late Saxon and early :'\orman periods, including
possible structural evidence in the form of beam slots and postholes. Evidence for medieval
occupation was also recorded and what is assumed to be the original :'\. boundary of the
parish churchyard, now within the confines of Church Farm, was investigated with a
suggested dating of the boundary ditch to the I I th to 12th centuries.

:-\21. BLACKFORD, HILL HOUSE (ST 4120 4781). Two trenches were excavated by R. A.
Broomhead in a plot to the south-cast of the Scheduled moated site. In Trench I, parallel
to the High Street frontage, one truncated medieval feature was recorded. This appeared
to be a rubbish pit which extended beyond the evaluation.

322. BREXT KNOLL, ST MICHAEL'S HOUSE, SOl;TH BRENT (ST 334 507). Five archaeolo
gical evaluation trenches, in a paddock south of St Nlichael's House, were investigated by
C. and N. Hollinrakc. Settlement evidencc from the loth century through to the 12th to
14th centuries was recorded, along with a series of occupation spreads which contained
large quantities of I oth- to 14th-century coarseware pottery fragments.

Archaeological features included ditches, gullies, postholes and pits. The stratigraphy
of the site was complicated and many features, including two substantial ditches, contained
no datable finds. Two of these undated contexts were selected for radiocarbon assess
ments, which provided the following results: cal A.D. 692 942 and cal A.D. 778-98 I (at 2
sigma). The radiocarbon dates, when taken in conjunction with the other finds, appear to
indicate continuous occupation throughout the Saxon period, possibly from the 7th or 8th
centuries and continuing at least into the 13th century. Because of this, the possibility of
sub-Roman or pre-Saxon occupation on this site might also be considered to be a distinct
possibility.

323. CASTLE CARY, MA;\IOR FARM (ST642 323). A programme of excavation and
watching briefs by P. Leach and P. Ellis of Birmingham Archaeological Field Unit was
instituted in 1999, in response to residential development. Further sections of the defensive
ditches around the VV. perimeter of the early 12th-century castle were located and their
courses plotted. A good sequence of structures and occupation horizons was investigated
in the later medieval moated annex on the VV. side of the inner bailey, identified in 1998 as
the site of the manorial centre which succeeded the slighted castle from the later 12th
century. A large stone-founded building of the 13th century was located, containing the
remains of hearths, an oven and mortar-based floors. A smaller building with stone
foundations lay to the west. Following demolition of these structures, later medieval
occupation was marked by further floors, cobbled yards, rubbish pits and at least one other
stone-founded building to the north-west.

There was little archaeological evidence for post-medieval occupation, although the
remains of the manor and its surviving outbuildings were not finally cleared away until late
in the 18th century, when the present .Manor Farm house was built and its faxmyardlaid
out. The Nlanor Farm almost certainly occupies the site of the medieval manor house;
parts of its surrounding moat being still represented today by Park Pond to the south, and
by the Horse Pond to the west.

324. GLASTOKBCRY, ARCHERS WAY, KEW GLASTONBCRY LIBRARY (ST 5005 3907). An
archaeological watching brief undertaken in 1999 by C. and N. Hollinrake, when
foundations for the new library were cut through the Archers vVay car park, recorded an
undated E.-W. ditch running through the S. end of the site at a different orientation to
known field boundaries. This feature contained many fragments of fired clay and some
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animal bone. Beeausc of the potential importance of this feature, Somerset County Council
agreed to fund a radiocarbon assessment of a fragment of animal bone recovered from
near to the base ofthc ditch. The bone produced a date of cal A.D. 684 956 (at 2 sigma).

The date places this katurc securely in an early-medieval context and probably
relates to other features with in the town which are suspectcd of being part of a settlement
plan which preceded the planned I 2th-century(?) and later medieval street system evident
today. It is hoped that a fiJrther radiocarbon assessment might be taken at a later date to
provide confirmation of the above date. A more detailed report is forthcoming.

325. GT.ASTO:,\BURY, GLASTONBCRY ABBEY (ST 501 388). A permanently boggy area of
ground, situated east of the SE. corner of the Cloister and south of the Chapter House, was
investigated by C. and1\". Hollinrake on behalf of the Trustecs of Glastonbury Abbey. A
small 4 m by I m trench was opened over the boggy area to reveal a substantial wall
footing, possibly the :'\. wall of the dormitory, and a stone well or water tank.

326. GLASTO:\lBCRY, GLASTOJ\;BURY ABBEY (ST 501 388). An archaeological watching
brief was undertaken by C. and N. Hollinrake during the excavation of approximately 700
m of new electric cable trenches within the grounds of Glastonbury Abbey. Although the
trenches were only around 0.5 m wide and 0.:) In deep, many archaeological features and
deposits including destruction spreads, walls, floors, culverts and old excavation trenches
were recorded. The cable trenches passed through areas where parch marks of walls,
structures and spreads were recorded by the authors in the drought of 1986 and the
features or deposits recorded in the cable trenches tended to confirm that the 1986
parchmarks did indeed reflect buried archaeological features or spreads of destruction
debris. Some of the more significant discoveries were:
I. A separate building due east of the Edgar Chapel at the E. end of the abbey church

was recorded. This structure shares the same alignment and has a similar width to the
Edgar Chapel and extends into the ground of Abbey House. Because of its orientation
and situation it is assumed to be an unrecorded chapel which appears to have been
robbed in the 16th or 17th century.

2. Floors and stratigraphy survivc intact below the :\. cloister walk, these contexts
probably dating to the 12th and 13th centuries. The foundations of the \Y. cloister
wall were also revealed.

3. Old excavation trenches were recorded in a number of areas. J\!Iany of these are fairly
narrow features only about I m wide and although there have been many excavations
north and south of the abbey church it would appear that morc areas adjacent to the
church remain undisturbed than had previously been fcared.

4. South and west of the Abbot's Kitchen the trenches revealed that archaeological
evidence of walls, floors, culverts and destruction spreads survive intact immediately
below the surface. Most of these areas have not been previously investigated.

5. North of the abbey church, in an area where the parchmark survey had indicated a
large building and rubble spreads, the trenches exposed medieval and post-medicval
walls and large clay and mortar spreads, presumably associated with post-medieval
destruction after the Dissolution.

6. \Vcst of the St Dunstan chapel (west of the Lady Chapel), despitc extensive early 20th
century excavations, large areas appear to remain largely undisturbed with contexts
containing I 2th- to 13th-century pottery sherds.

:327· GLASTONBCRY, :\IORTHLOAD HALL, :,\ORTHLOAD STREET (ST 4975 3915). An
archaeological evaluation by C. and :'\. Hollinrake to the rear ofl\orthload Hall recovered
sherds of medieval pottery within the disturbed natural clay suggesting that this site had
been occupied since at least the 13th century.
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328. III:\T01\ ST GEORGE, ST GEORGE'S CHURCH (S'Lp8S 1270). Deep excavation (0 the
north of the \V. tower, due to the installation of a septic tank, revealed a concentration of
burials dated to the medieval period all of which were recorded by A. Graham. Parts of
seven graves were fi:mnd, suggesting three rows, the deeper row overlapped by two
shallower rows. The alignment of the graves was consistent but not true to the E.-\Y
alignment of the church, being more \V:,-/\YESE.

. The graves were found at depths of between 0.8 m and I ..'i m below the present
ground surfilce and had been cut into yellow sand, but were closely spaced leaving little or
no undisturbed ground between them. All the graves were narrow, with the skeletons a
close fit within them, and with no evidence of coffins. In one instance the disturbed bones
of an earlier burial had been re-interred above the fi:~et of the corpse. In another, the grave
appearcd to have been used twice, the upper corpse laid on a bed of stone rubble separating
it from the bodv below. All the skeletons were adult.

Nine sher~ls of medieval pottery were recovered from the undifferentiated infill of the
upper parts of the graves. These included large sherds of a spouted pitcher from the
Donyatt kilns, a form hitherto unrecorded, as well as two sherds of pottery from the Ham
Green kilns to the north-west of Bristol (a report on the pottery has been prepared by
R. Coleman-Smith). The pottery dates from the 14th century and had presumably been
discarded into the graveyard prior to its incidental incorporation into the grave fills.

:329. ILCHESTER, 6 WEST STREET (ST 5206 2254). The excavation of foundations for a
small extension were monitored by A. Graham and revealed a deep area of infill, the limits
of which were beyond the limits of the trench. The deposit consisted of dark loam and
rubble, and was at least 2 m deep and contained a mixture of Romano-British and
medieval pottery. It would appear to be the infill of the defensive ditches on this side of the
Roman town.

330. MEARE, ST MARY'S ROAD (ST 4487 4160). Two small trenches were excavated by
P. J. Leach in an area proposed for a new house, A gully containing I 2th- to 13th-century
pottery was the earliest feature encountered and similar material was found residually. All
the other features appeared to date from the 19th and 20th centuries and the use of the site
as a farmyard.

33 I. MIDDLEZOY, PERHAMS COTTAGE (ST 3768 3272). An evaluation by Exeter
Archaeology located substantial boundary ditches containing Late Saxon pottery.

332. M01\TACUTE, ST MICHAEL'S HILL (ST 493 170). St Michael's Hill and its castle were
surveyed by English Heritage, at the request of the National Trust. The motte stands 21.5
m high with precipitously steep sides. The SE. part has been disturbed by burrowing
animals and the construction of a platform, paths and ramps which probably relate to the
ornamental use of the site in the 18th century. The top measures 52 m by 26, and there is
no sign of a perimeter bank or wall. The tower, dated to 1760, stands on a slight mound,
which may be the remains of the chapel. Around the W. side of the motte is a ditch (2.5 m
deep) and rampart (3.5 m high). Below this is a broad terrace which runs about 3/4 of the
way around the site, the bailey occupying the remaining segment. The terrace is 20-30 m
wide with a low bank on its outer lip. Below the terrace the slopes fall away steeply.

The bailey lies on a steep slope to the south-east and contains a complex sequence of
narrow terraces. A hollow may mark the site of a robbed gatehouse. A slight bank runs
around the entire site, which is probably a later boundary bank. Several linear features
representing former road lines, lynchets etc. are visible to the south.
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333. STOKE-SUB-I1AMDOC-;, CASTLE PRIMARY SCHOOL (ST 4752 17(0). An archaeological
watching brief, undertaken by S. Prior during excavations of footings for a school
extension, recovered a sherd of I 2th- to I Ilth-century pottery and recorded the position of
two mcdieval culverts or drains and a wooden drain or water pipc.

334- STREET, STREET CACSEWAY (ST 486(3738). .vlaintenance work and thc installation
of new service pipes adjacent to a Transeo building, at the S. end of the medieval Street
Causeway, exposed a scction through old roads including the possible surfacc of the
medieval structure. A partial profile of the existing causeway was recorded by C. and
:'oJ. Hollinrake.

335. TAli'JTON, S1' MARGARET'S ALVISHOUSES (ST 2384 24th). Somerset County Council
Archaeology undertook archaeological excavations at St :vrargaret's Almshouse on behalf
of Somerset Building Preservation Trust and \Vest Somerset Housing Association. The
work was carried out by S.C.C. staff and students from Somerset College of Arts and
Technology and Richard Huish College. Evidence of 12th-century occupation was
recorded, associated with the usc of the site as a leper hospital founded by the Bishop of
\Vinchester c. I 174.

A large cobbled foundation was investigated, probably belonging to a chapel
constructed in the mid- 12th century. The standing building was investigated and shown to
date from c. 15 IO when the site was redeveloped under Abbot Bere of Glastonbury.

336. TAlJNTO-", THE OLD TELEPHOKE EXCHANGE (ST 2277 24(8). A watching brief and
limited excavation was carried out by Exeter Archaeology, following ground reduction by
the developer. .\1uch of the site was severely truncated by this activity but several medieval
pits were found towards the rear of the site. All the features appear to represent rubbish
pits and one contained a collection ofcattle horn cores which may indicate horn working.

337. WELLS, 52-54 HIGH STREET (ST 548 456). Three evaluation trenches were
excavated by C. and I\. Hollinrake prior to redevelopment of the back gardens, formerly
occupied by 18th- and 19th-century buildings and modern store rooms. '\Jo medieval
archaeological features were recorded but medieval pottery sherds were recovered from a
buried cultivated soil or subsoil deposit, the sherds ranging in date from the 12th through
to the 17th centuries. All medieval finds were recovered from the 1'\. halfofthe developme-nt
area, none from the S. half. This is probably due to significant encroachment of properties
into the area of the medieval High Street and a fuller report will provide more details of
this occurrence.

338. WESTHAY, MEARE (ST 4375 4125). A watching brief undertaken by C. and
"'J'. Hollinrake, during excavation of foundation trenches for a new building in the hamlet
of Westhay, recovered pottery sherds dating from the medieval period through to the
present day suggesting settlement on the site from at least the 12th century.

339. WHATLEY, POOL FARM (ST 730479). Archaeological excavations were undertaken
by the Avon Archaeological Unit in advance of the Whatley Quarry extension, located to
the west of the present quarry in the Parish of Mells. The project was undertaken to locate
and record archaeological deposits preserved to the east of Finger Farm (ST 7121 47(5),
where the existence of a number of former farms and cottages are recorded on early estate
maps held in the Horner Archive of Mells and on the Tithe map of 1836. A more intensive
study of the site ofa farmstead in the field known as 'East Close' (ST ?I71 4739), to the
north of Poole House Farm, recovered evidence of a previously unknown medieval
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,;ettlcment. Unfortunatcly the medieval [eatures were limited and the precise nature of this
c;\ rl ier occupation was unclea r.

:Ho. WOOKEY, CCWRT FARVI (ST;) 18456). Permi,;sion was obtained feJI'two trenches to
be eut aeross the ,;uspectcd cour,;e of the moat to the cast of Court Farm, the location of the
medicval palace of the Bishop of Bath and \Vells, a Scheduled Ancient xlonument (SA:VI
"7()6 I Excavation and recording was undertaken by Strode College Archaeological
Socictv. under the direction ofP. Leach.

g'oth trenchc,; revealed the edges ofa broad ditch, approximately 9 m wide and some
" m deep (e"tablished by auger). A gravel track or platform was located along the inside
cdge of the ditch, probably crcated at the time of the moat excavation. In accordance with
the SA~[ con,;ent, only the upper edge and deposits within the top of the moat were
excavated, the latter accumulating almo,;t exclusively during the later 19th and 20th
centuries. Augering e,;tablished not only the depth of the moat, but also the presence of
waterlogged silts containing some organic remains. "Jo good evidence to date the moat
was recovered, although a handful of medieval tile and pottery sherds and a 15th-century
coin were recovered from secondary contexts.

S'I'AFFORDSHIRF

341. ,;rAFFORD, BA';WICII LANE, ST THOVIAS MILL FARVI (SJ 950 229). A watching brief
wa,; carried out by D. \Vilkimon of the Stafford Borough Council on behalf of lVlr and Mrs
Liveing. Three trenches were excavated within the scheduled site ofSt Thomas Priory and
three trenches outside the area. Excavation for new floors within the cottage was also
ob,;erved. Observations within the cottage revealed the brick foundations for three 18th
cent my blacksmith's forge,;. These post-dated a sandstone wall o[ two phases within an
original medieval building, and sandstone garden kerbs outside the medieval building. Six
sherds of residual medieval pottery were recovered together with a small green-glazed
medieval floor tile. One fragment of medieval moulded sandstone with chamfers was also
retrieved.

SITFOLK. Work by Suffolk County Archaeological Service unless stated otherwise.

342. HROVIESWELL, TRA'JVIER IIOesE (TxI 2849). Excavation by C. Topham-Smith [or
The "Jational Trust, in advance of the new Sutton Hoo Visitor Centre, led to the discovery
of an early Anglo-Saxon mixed-rite cemetery, consisting o[ nine small ring-ditches,
eighteen crcmations and nineteen inhumations (Fig. I).

Seven cremations had been deposited within urns; some were stamp-decorated, while
one lay beside a bronze hanging-bowl containing another cremation. Distinct 'scmd
bodies' survived in several graves, while every burial was furnished with at least one object
(usually a small buckle or iron knife). Thirteen graves contained weapons, typically a spear
and shield, although two swords were also [ound. One female burial contained two ring
brooches, while b(~ads were worn both in necklaces and also apparently in a pouch at the
neck.

313. I3C"IGAY, PRIORY OF ST CROSS AJ\'D ST MARY'S ClIURCII (TxI 3389). A resistance
survey was carried out by J Gater on hehalf of GSB Prospection, for Suffolk County
Council's Friars to Flyers Project, on the S., E. and NE. sides of St xlary's church in an
attempt to find the buildings of the demolished medieval priory. Despite problems with
graves and paths, some linear anomalies and trends were found that may be archaeologie
ally significant. A set of weak E. VV. and N.-S. trends to the south of the church could he
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FIG. I

Brollleswe!l, Tra11ll1<T I louse. Sketch pla11 o!·
!c'atuf(-'s in Anglo-Saxon CClllctcry.

interpreted as reffecting a cloister, but the clarity is in places poor and the interpretation is
speculative. There is a line ofhigh resistance that runs north-eastward from the .:'-IE. comer
of the ruined structure attached to the E. end of the church. This linear anomaly is aligned
more or less at right angles to Trinity Street, but is not sharply defined. There are also
some large but amorphous areas of high resistance in the S. part of the site that could
represent spreads of building rubble.

344. BURY ST EDMUNDS, ANDREWS AND PLUMPTOX'S YARD, ST ANDREW'S STREET SOCTH

(TL 8563). Prior to building work, a mechanically excavated trench across the line of the
medieval town ditch was monitored by A. Tester for Baker Construction. The section
could not be completed because the ditch extended beyond the property into St Andrew's
Street. The bottom of the ditch was not reached but was at least 3.8 m deep. The trench
also exposed the remains of the town bank and the buried topsoil sealed by this. A series of
boxes were hand dug through this soil revealing artefaetual evidence, including Early
Saxon pottery. Although fragments of Late Saxon and early post-Conquest pottery were
also found, this was insuJIieient to date the construction of the ditch and bank. Attempts (0

identify remains of the town wall, bonded into the base of a flint-walled building, proved
inconclusive. This building probably fronted directly on to St Andrew's Street, afi.er the
town ditch had been infilled during the 16th century, and when the street was much wider.
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343. Bl:RY ST ED'vIC"WS, ELDOHOCSE FARM ESTATE (TL 8764). Within the Lumyard,
which is the site of a medieval grange of the abbey of Bury St Edmunds, two areas were
excavated by D. Gill and J. Caruth for Knights Lowe Chartered Accountants and
Drinkstone Investments Ltd. The first area examined was the site of the f~lrmhousewhere
a timber-framed range had stood until the I950S. Part of a stub wall, the footing for a large
fireplace with back-to-baek hearths, and a chalk floor were recorded to produc.e a ground
plan of part of the building. Finds associated with the building dated it to the 13th to 14th
een turies, suggesting that it was part of the grange complex.

The boundary ditch that divides the town's parishes of St lV1ary and Stjames also
crossed the site. Further excavation in advance of the development of the industrial estate
revealed numerous masonry walls, the earliest of which were constructed of flint and lime
mortar and were probably medieval in date. These walls may belong to the medieval
grange. Footings for a 19th-century barn were made up oflarge limestone blocks with late
medieval mouldings. These blocks may indicate the presence of an ornamented building,
possibly destroyed at the Dissolution and the materials re-used, perhaps more than once.

:.);jG. ELRY ST EDMU:-JDS, KORMAK COTTAGE (TL 8564). Recording work was undertaken
by D. Gill, for Mr R. Hobbs, on the excavation of a new cellar under the living-room floor
of this house, which lies beside the :"Jorman Tower and straddles the line of the precinct
wall of the medieval abbey. The excavated area was only 5 m by 4 but revealed 0.8 m of
stratified archaeological layers. A short length of the base of the precinct wall was found to
have survived, but it had been cut into by a number of medieval graves. The wall was built
upon a 0.9 m deep footing of alternating layers of rammed gravel and mortar built up
within a broad trench.

The 27 skeletons found appear to be those of townspeople, for they included adults of
both sexes and children. Their presence indicates that the medieval 'Great Churchyard' of
Stjames's and St YIary's extended further north than was previously thought and reached
almost to the edge of the Korman Tower. There were two distinct layers of burials, and
many of the lower ones lay within simple tombs formed by lining the graves with fragment
of limestone slabs. The burials occurred within a short time span; after the deliberate
build-up of soil in and around the abbey precinct which occurred towards the end of the
15 th century, but prior to c. 1340 when the building pre-dating :'\orman cottage was
extended and the precinct wall demolished.

:)47. BeRY ST ED'vIC'\IDS, THE PRIORY HOTEL (TL 8565). The excavation of footing
trenches for a breakfast room by i\. Tester, on behalf ofThe Priory Hotel, removed a short
length of the precinct wall from the Franciscan friary of Babwell. The footing trench for
the medieval wall was filled with horizontal bands of compacted gravel, 0.4 m deep. Other
disturbances include at least one large pit. The displaced head of a human femur is
probably evidence of the monks' cemetery known from previous excavations at the N. end
of the site.

348. CARLTON COLVILLE, BLOOD:'vIOOR HILL (TN1 5290). Excavations for English
Heritage have continued on this Anglo-Saxon site, carried out by R. Ylortimer of
Cambridge Archaeological unit, on behalf of Bovis Homes Ltd and \Vimpey Homed Ltd.
The excavation area now covers slightly more than 3 ha and the following summary
discusses the site as a whole (Fig. 2).

The site has produced material of two main periods: Ist- to 2nd-century Roman,
associated with a ditched field and track system; and 6th- to 8th-century Anglo-Saxon
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associated with dense settlement remains including sunken-featured buildings (SFBs), post
built structures, middens, pits, a cemetery and evidence of industrial activity. The Saxon
features both overlie, and are in parts contained by, the Roman system. The features are
well preserved with Iimited truncation as a result of medieval and later ploughing. Artefact
preservation has been reasonably good: significant quantities of Roman and Saxon pottery
has been recovered (approximately 6,500 and 7,000 sherds respectively). The faunal
assemblage, though large, has suffered in the soil microclimate and there are great
differences in preservation across the site. The assemblage includes large pieces of whale
vertebrae. Significant quantities of metalworking debris were found (slag, metal waste and
kiln furniture) in both above-ground and sub-surface dumps.

Initial indications suggest that the Anglo-Saxon element of the site spans the 6th to
early 8th centuries. However, the material from the site has yet to be fully assessed. The
pottery assemblage is of hand-made plain sherds, a small component of which has stamped
and incised decoration (typically 6th-century). The upper date range is not yet clear,
although no Ipswich ware pottery has been identified. Recent work on Ipswich ware
suggests that it did not emerge from Ipswich until after 720, and it seems likcly that
occupation had already ceased before Ipswich ware reached the area. Only one early coin
was recovered from a stratified context, with a production date of690-7 10.

Thirty-three SFBs have now been identified (three of these appeared in section only),
along with five smaller hollows, some very shallow, which appear to be an SFB sub-type.
There is great variation in both size and structural type, and it is clear that there is no
standard Bloodmoor Hill 'type'. The number of posts in the SFBs varies from none to six
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and some show clear evidence of internal supports or linings in the form of slots at the base
of the pit or ledges around the sides. Some also show additional repair posts. Sizes vary
from 3.8 m by 3.2 (12.1 sq m) up to 6-4 m by 5.1 (32.6 sq m). No hearths or trampled
surfaces on the base of the pits were discovered. The lack of evidence for daub may suggest
all-timber superstructures.

At least eight posthole buildings were identified in the field, but potentially more will
be defined during post-exeavation work. The structures Lill within a well-defined and
seemingly discrete area some 90 m by 50. The main axis of the buildings is vVS\V.-E."JE.
with some set at 90" to this a similar alignment to that of the SFBs. The plan of one
complete post-in-trench building, a type of construction normally considered to be a
lVIiddle Saxon form, has been defined and was shown to cut an earlier SFB.

There is a high degree of preservation at the :"J. end of the site, protected by a build
up of colluvium and by the slight hollow of the Roman trackway. Five dark soil spreads
have been defined along this trackway, most representing in situ occupation debris of the
contemporary Anglo-Saxon surface level. At the centre of the track is a bounded midden
heap up to 0.35 m in depth. These areas have great potential for the study of disposal
practices and depositional behaviour across the site.

The site appears unusual in having both a considerable number ofpits (approximately
260) and a wide variation of pit types within this and they represent an important new
data-set. A number of pits have a close spatial proximity to the SFBs and may be linked to
different activities within them. Four hearths or oven bases have been identified and the
function of these, whether industrial or domestic, has yet to be defined.

A cemetery of 24 "V. E. aligned graves lies within the settlement, with two further
graves (one a double burial) lying some 50 m to the east but still within the settlement area.
The relationship of the cemetery, the settlement, and the presumed early pagan cemetery
to the south-west of the settlement is clearly significant. Seven graves were furnished and
finds include a keystone garnet disc brooeh, girdle hangers, bead-in-wire pendants, bead
necklaces and the remains of a casket. It will not be possible to enter into discussion about
the significance of this cemetery until the grave goods have been analysed but the
positioning and layout of the cemetery, and its 7th-century date, suggest a Final-phase
cemetery away from the earlier Anglo-Saxon burial ground on the crest of the ridge. The
excavation of the eemetery gives an opportunity to investigate not only questions relating
to change in social structure but also to changing beliefs.

Excavated Early to lVliddle Saxon settlement evidence is still rare nationally, and
barely a handful of sites has been investigated on a large-scale since the mid- 1970s. West
Stow and lVlucking are the 'type sites' both at the regional and national level and are the
basic reference points for other excavations no matter how different the natural and/ or
cultural landscape might be. it is becoming clear, however, that many settlements cannot
necessarily be directly compared with theseand categorised as shifting groups offarmsteads
without clear evidence of spatial organisation. The settlement pattern at Bloodmoor Hill
appears to be well organised, with zoning for post-buildings, midden heaps and possibly
SFB types and functions. The opportunity is presented to study what appears to be a near
complete settlement plan, with associated cemetery, possible industrial zones and evidence
for the differential disposal!deposition of waste materials. Questions are also posed as to
the manner and extent to which the early Saxon settlement relates to its Romano-British
precursor.

Cemetery excavations are well represented in East Anglia, though most have been
divorced from their associated settlements. At Bloodmoor the two appear to be intricately
linked and it should be possible to produce relatively finite dating of the cemetery which in
turn, through stratigraphic and spatial relationships, will more accurately date the
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settlement. ]'here is also the possibility of adding significantly to our knowledge of the
conversion period through further study of the burial group.

349. CREETI"JG ST "'IARY, SITE OF ST OLAVE'S cm;RCII, LOW LANE (TNI lO57). The
Creeting Churches Project, a Nlillcnnium-funded project, conducted fieldwalking in two
fields opposite vVoolney Hall during the winter of 1998. The Ordnance Survey marks the
site of the church in a field south of an access track, which is east of vVoolney Hall. The
finds from the fieldwalking suggested that this location was doubtful and that the church
was to the north of the track. After a geophysical survey in September 1999, a series of
trenches was dug to locate a possible building, which appeared to be aligned E. VV. Several
features were identified as possibly related to the demolition of St Olave's, one of which
contained fragments of medieval painted glass. The glass was recovered from the edges of
a linear feature that is probably part of the footings/foundations of the E. wall of the
church. :"J0 further excavations were conducted and site was backfilled in October 1999.
The glass was conserved and dated to the 14th century.

350. FRA:YILL'\GHAM, FORMER TA'INERY Al'\D MILL SITES, BRIDGE STREET (Tyl 2863). An
evaluation by S. Boulter, for BCM, of a site north of Bridge Street identified archaeological
features associated with the medieval management of the naturally formed Framlingham
Mere. These included a mill leat, a mere boundary ditch and a mill bank, all previously
known from documentary and map evidence. Structural evidence was limited to features
of indeterminate function on the VV. bank of the River Ore. vVhile the association of these
features with a watermill could not be ruled out, it was considered more likely that they
were related to an earlier bridge or river revetment structure.

351. FRECKE'IHAM ('1'1, 6672). An evaluation was undertaken byJ Caruth, for County
Land Agents and Valuers Dept., in advance of a community woodland scheme on two
fields on the 1\. edge of Freckenham where Saxon and medieval finds had been recovered
in the past. An Early Saxon pit or sunken-featured building containing pottery and a bone
pin was found on the 1\. edge of the E. field and may represent the edge ofa more extensive
Early Saxon settlement to the north of these fields.

352. GISLEHAM, GISLEHA:YI MA"JOR (TNI 5187). Soil-stripping in connection with a new
house within a medieval double moat was monitored by L. Everett, for vVellington
Construction Ltd, and a series of auger holes were made. Three fragments of worked
limestone and late medieval bricks were recovered from the machined surface. The stones
were identified as arch and window fragments, probably dating from the 15th or 16th
centuries. The origin of this masonry is unknown but it could have come from a brick
gatehouse associated with the moat. One ditch on the site contained medium- to high
status pottery from the 15th to 16th centuries.

353. HADLEIGH, ALDIIAM MILL HILL (Tyl (243). An excavation was carried out by
L. Everett, for Persimmon Homes (Anglia) Ltd, within part of a proposed development
area (Fig. 3). This followed an evaluation of the site in 1999 which, along with aerial
photograph evidence, had identified areas of archaeological potential. A number of
features were exposed and investigated, including two large Bronze-age ring-ditches. Four
Early Anglo-Saxon inhumations were found focused around the W. side of the S. ring
ditch, representing two males and two females and dating from the 7th century. Grave
goods included an imported pot of Merovingian origin. Medieval deposits were most
frequent in the SVV. corner of the site and consisted of a series of ditches and postholes
forming the basis of what appears to be an agricultural complex. Two structures were
identified, but arc probably farm buildings rather than dwellings.
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354. I-IINDERCLAY, ST MARY'S CHURCH (TM 0276). Renovation work by S. Anderson,
for Hinderclay Parochial Church Council, exposed two areas below the current floor level
in the nave and the S_ aisle. Monitoring revealed the presence of several chalk and clay
floor layers in the nave, and a tile and brick floor in the S. aisle. The tiled surface included
an area against the S. wall that had probably survived in ,itu since the 14th to 15th
centuries, representing a typical design ofthe period: a yellow- and green-glazed chequered
floor.

IPSWICH

3.55. At the former Cardinal Work, Site, College Street (TM 16444) an evaluation was carried
out by S. Boulter, for the]ohn S. Cohen Foundation, prior to development. The site has a
rich historical background, having formed part of the early Saxon town, the medieval
Priory of St Peter and St Paul (Augustinian Canons) and Cardinal Thomas Wolsey's
College of St Mary, but little is known regarding the geographical extent of these
foundations and their buildings.

Levels taken on the surface of the subsoil show that the central area of the site formed
a natural low, possibly continuing down to the river as an inlet. In addition, a combination
of evidence from the early maps and results of the trial-trenching suggest that the
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watercourse that oncc followed thc line of Brook Street swcpt round and passcd to the east
of this site, immediately to the west of the parish church ofSt Mary at the Quay.

Archaeological deposits were recorded at various dcpths throughout the eight trial
trenches, and while some truncation by post-medieval walls had occurred, the preservation
level and quality of the surviving features was good. Early Saxon hand-made pottery, while
only occurring in later features, must relate to the earliest pre-urban phase in the
continuous occupation that developed into the town of Ipswich..Middle Saxon, Late Saxon
and early post-Conquest features were also widespread throughout the site. Predominantly
pits, there were also three substantial buildings, two surface lain, of post and slot
construction with clay floors, and one possible sunken-featured building. An extensive
gravel surface, which sealed a layer of early medieval date and one of the Late Saxon
buildings, was tentatively interpreted as a yard surface within the priory precinct.
Structural features positively attributed to the priory (I I30 I528) were limited to a mortar
bedding surface for a tile floor and a length of footing trench. There were, however, a large
number of burials, some with a bonded stone (principally septaria) and lime mortar lining
to the grave cuts.

356. At 24 ["ower Brook Street ('I'M I614) for Portman Consultancy, monitoring by
J. lVieredith of foundations excavated adjacent to the street frontage revealed a build-up of
considerable depth. :Most substantial of these deposits was a thick layer of probable dump
material dating to the I6th to I 7th centuries. This deposit was nearly 3 m deep towards the
west of the site but sloped up to 2.5 m in the east. Cnder this spread and across the E. half
of the site were paler, silty layers that contained Ipswich ware pottery belonging to the
::Yliddle Saxon period (c. 65(850). The Saxon material may have been deposited along
the edge of the brook that ran under the present street.

357. At 17ze Tannery and Sacker's Yard, BramJord Road ('I'M I445) an evaluation was
prompted by residential development on former industrial land beside the River Gipping.
The work was conducted by i\. Letch of Essex County Council Field Archaeology Unit,
for Barratt Eastern Counties Ltd. A concentration of activity datable to the Middle Saxon
period (?7th century) was recorded to the south-west of the site. This comprised large
intercutting pits or ditches and a sequence of postholes.

358. LAVENIIAM, 50 IIIGII STREET (TL 9I49). During the hand excavation of footing
trenches by A. Tester and S. Anderson, for Mr Hobbs, 74 sherds of pottery were recovered
from a dark soil layer beneath the topsoil. The group had a date range of the I I th to the
I9th centuries and included coarse-ware pottery from Essex and S. Suffolk as well as
Hedingham fine-ware of mid- I 2th- to I :vh-century date. ~o features were identified
which suggests it may represent the surface dumping of household rubbish from adjoining
properties.

359. LOWESTOFT, JOHN WILDE SCHOOL, WILDE'S SCORE (TM 5593). John 'Wilde was a
local merchant who died in I 738, leaving money for the foundation of a school for the sons
of the local fishermen. Opened in I 788, the school continued until it was bombed in I942.
The only remaining part of it is now being restored as a heritage workshop centre. A small
area beneath the wooden floor of the sehool was investigated by P. Durbidge. This
comprised a large area of infill consisting of soil, bricks, tiles, cobbles and mortar, to a
depth of over 2 m. During the removal of some this, a short section of a flint and brick wall
of I 7th-century character was uncovered. In the narrow basement of the school, the under
pinning of two walls produced medieval pottery with more bones, shells and disturbed soil,
suggesting that the walls were built over pits. Intense burning in sand close by may be the
remains of a hearth.
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360. ORFORD, 7 I BROOK STREET (TYI 4249). An evaluation by J. Meredith for Miss
M. Illiffshowed that medieval walls, presumed to be part of the Friary, lie buried at a depth
of up to I m. One of these walls runs along the rear of the property, on the line of the
proposed extension of the house. Running at right angles to this and parallel with the
boundary, another buried wall runs along the \V. edge of the proposed out-building. An
earlier medieval pit or linear feature was also detected at the rear of the existing house.

361. ORFORD, LAND AT CASTLE HILL CfM 4249). An evaluation by S. Boulter, for J. A.
& S. .Y1. Crane Property Development, recovered evidence of occupation in the 12th to
14th centuries. Features included pits, postholes, ditches and a substantial building slot c.
7.5 m in length. This long slot, which appeared from pottery evidence to have beerl in use
until the 13th or possibly the 14th century, had substantial corner posts at its two ends.

362. ORFORD, 3 4 QUAY STREET ('I'M 4249). Strip foundation trenches for two
extensions were monitored bv L. Everett for Mr. and Ylrs. :'\I. \Valton. Finds indicated
activity from the medieval pe'riod onwards, and deposits observed in the trench sections
were suggestive of medieval salt working.

363. OTLEY, OTLEY HALL ('I'M 20:)6). An evaluation was undertaken by C. Topham
Smith, for lVir l'\icholas Hagger, to record surviving archaeolof:,'Y and, in particular, to try
and locate a moat on the \V. and N. sides of the hall. Trial-trenching provided evidence for
a number of features, but only three cobbled surfaces and one demolition level could be
identified with certainty. ~o sign was found of the moat or of other structures associated
with the surviving building.

364. RUMBlJRGH, PRIORY OF ST MICHAEL AND ST FELIX (TlVi 348 I). A resistance survey
was carried out in the grounds of Abbey Farm byJ. Gater, on behalf of GSB Prospection,
for Suffolk County Council's Friars to Flyers Project. The site is situated to the north of the
surviving church and the investigation attempted to locate the claustral buildings detailed
in a written survey of c. 1530 (L. B. Cane, 'Rumburgh Priory Church', Proc. Suffolk Inst.
Archaeol., 22 (1935), 155-69; V. B. Redstone, 'Site of Rumburgh Priory', Proc. Suffolk Inst.
Archaeol., 1-1 (19 I 2), 3 I 9-22). Several linear high-resistance anomalies were detected on a
X-So axis. As such it seems highly probable that these equate with walls and paths of the
cloister and the associated buildings; that of Prior's Hall in the west and the Chapter House
in the east. However, the postulated walls visible in the data clearly extend beyond the
W. and E. walls of the church and as such are difficult to precisely relate to the
reconstruction plan published by Cane. The W. wall of the Prior's Hall matches well with
a high resistance anomaly, as does the kitchen, but there is no explanation for the observed
geophysical anomalies further west.

A diagonal high-resistance anomaly and a similar linear response, that follow an
approximate E. \iV. path, have been interpreted as possible stone-capped drains. However,
it is possible that the latter represents a building division within the chapter house range.
An area onow resistance in the data is difficult to interpret; it could represent a build-up of
moisture between upstanding foundations.

It is noticeable that the data suggest far more rubble in the N\V. half of the survey
compared to elsewhere, though whether this retlects later disturbance on the site, for
example landscaping, is impossible to say. The results suggest that while foundations of the
priory are clearly surviving below the gardens, Abbey Farm appears to be situated in the
middle of the monastic complex and it would appear, on the basis of ground plans, that the
present structure bears little relation to the earlier buildings.
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365. SOUTH ELMHAlVI ST CROSS, THE 'VII"lSTER (TY13082). A resistance survey was carried
out around the standing ruin byJ Gater, on behalf of GSB Prospection for Suffolk County
Council's Friars to Flyers Project. The clearest readings equate with the apse at the E. end
of the church, which, although known from excavation (:'\. Smedley and E. Owles,
'Excavations at the Old Minster, South Elmham', Pmc. Sufji)lk lnst. Archaeol., 22 (1970),
I 16) is no longer visible on the ground. The high-resistance anomalies are striking and
reflect the well-preserved (consolidated ?) foundations. There is also a linear high-resistance
anomaly that runs from the apse in a south-easterly direction for a distance of 5-6 m. It
stops at a point where there is a clear change in the resistance readings along a well-defined
arc. The latter could reflect a curving boundary to the church. Adjacent to the walls of the
church there is a narrow band of high readings which reflect either the foundations or the
old excavation trenches.

At the SVV. corner of the church there is a marked area of high resistance, a small
section of which coincides with a presumed base of a stair turret found in the 1963/4
excavation. However the high readings extend for a much larger area, and, although trees
are present, it is difficult to see why they should result in such a large and dramatic change
in resistance. The fact that the readings clearly respect the corner of the church suggests
that an archaeological interpretation is more likely, perhaps a paved area or even a
building.

To the north of the church there was a series of linear high-resistance anomalies on
an E.-VV. alignment that respect the church. The most likely interpretation is that the
results reflect walls, but it is disconcerting that excavations in this area by Sheffield
University in 1984 failed to find any foundations or paths. Similarly, the interpretation of
an area of very high resistance to the north-west of the church is perplexing. The four-fold
increase in resistance could indicate a substantial spread of rubble associated with a large
structure, or perhaps dumped material that has been compacted. It is just possible that in
the wet conditions prevalent at the time of the survey, the areas of grass produced
dramatically lower readings than areas ofleaflitter below the trees.

366. SOUTH ELlVIHAM ST CROSS AND ST MARGARET, SOGTH ELMHAM HALL (TM 3083).
J. Gater, on behalf of GSB Prospection for Suffolk County Council's Friars to Flyers
Project, carried out a resistance survey: on the lawns to the north of the Hall, and in a field
to the east of the moat around the Hall. In the first area, the clearest high-resistance
anomaly was a linear response that followed an E.-\N. alignment. The feature appeared to
run towards a flint-lined well that survives a few metres to the west of the survey grid. It is
assumed that the anomaly represents some form of path or track, perhaps leading to the
kitchens. A break in the anomaly coincides with a deprcssion visible on the ground. High
resistance anomalies in the NE. corner of the survey grid may be associated with structures
surrounding the well. Elsewhere trends in the data could be archaeologically significant,
but it is difficult to interpret the results from such a narrow survey strip; the anomalies may
simply reflect former garden features.

High readings on the small lawn in front of the house indicate probable wall
foundations, though how they relate to any building is difficult to say. However, similar
responses are noticeably absent on the N. side of the driveway suggesting that the
building(s) did not extend that far unless they have been totally robbed out.

In the field to the east of the moat there is a large pond and an area of earthworks
indicative of fishponds and barns/buildings. The results of the resistance survey did not
add any particular detail above that visible in the earthworks, though the lack of clear wall
lines in the data may indicate the absence of substantial stone structures.

Low-resistance anomalies away from the fishponds mark the line of a presumed early
boundary ditch and two low responses correspond with hollows or depressions. One of
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these (the most westerly) is likely to mark the line of a former track or hollow-way, while
the other shorter anomaly marks a break in a postulated line of buildings.

367. SUTTON (TYI 2849). S. Anderson and J Newman for The National Trust
monitorcd work fiJI' a drainagc pipe close to the River Deben, on thc Sutton/Bromeswell
parish boundary, revealing evidence of a production site for late medieval and early post
medieval pottery. \Vhilc no dcfinite kiln structure was identified, a large number of pottery
wasters of I :')th- to carly 17th-century date were recovered. In addition, a number of peg
tiles were collected which bore spots of glaze on one of their sides. By comparison with
other sites in the county, these tiles may have been used in the construction of a kiln.
Finally, the large amount of charcoal in the area confirms that substantial fires had
occurred there.

SCRREY

368. ASHTEAD A:\'D EPSOVI COMMO:\lS (centred on TQ ISO 600). An evaluation of the
archaeological and historic landscape of Ashstead and Epsom Commons was undertaken
due to these being proposed as Areas of Historic Landscapc Value (AHLV). The work was
carried out by C. K. Currie of CKC Archaeology for the Historic Countryside Group of
Surrey County Council, and was funded in a partnership arrangement with the
Corporation of I,ondon.

Ashtcad Common was found to contain a large number of ancient pollarded oaks, an
estimate suggests as many as 2,000. This is one of the largest concentrations of such trees
in the Unitcd Kingdom, although a number are dying of old age. They are thought to
represent a rclict of medieval woodland pasture and land management.

369. BURGH HEATH, CIIAPEL WAY (TQ 2368 58(5). A 1997 excavation by M. J
Saunders ofThames Vallcy Archaeological Services, for Linden homes, recorded a pit and
a ditch dating from 1200 to 1350, along with a dump of large flint nodules associated with
pottery from 1250 to I ~)50' The dump may represent a lime-burning clamp; these tended
to be situated on common land such as the heath.

370. ECIIAM, 8184 HIGH STREET (TQ ell 26 7 '46). In 1997, excavation was carried out
by N1.]. Saunders of seems to come from a former ecclesiastic building, for Prides Crossing
Property Ltd and Cardinal Developments Ltd. Several features of a I2Ih- to 15th-century
datc were recorded within the historic core of the town, including a cobbled yard surhlce,
a midden and structural remains dating from the late medieval or early post-medieval
periods.

~)7 I. EPSOM, WATERLOO HOUSE (TQ2063 6(70). K. Sabel ofPre-Construct Archaeology
Ltd, for Scottish and :'\ewcastle Retail Ltd, recorded continuous layers across the S. part
of the site, one of which was cut by a pit or ditch. The fill of this feature contained a
fragment of medieval Sandy \Vare, dating from 900 to 1050. Residual medieval rooftilc,
dating from the 13th to 15th centuries, was also recovered.

372. fARNHAVI, IIATCII VIILL (S U 846,5 47(5). In advance ofdevelopment, an archaeolo
gical evaluation was carried out in 1999 by C. K. Currie ofCKC Archaeology on behalf of
Abbeyfield (Wey Valley) Ltd. A crude stone wall thought to be a revetment to the old
millstream was recorded. \Vhilc the wall may date from the mid- 19th century, the stone
seems to come from a former ecclesiastical building, including a fine late I2lh- or I3th
century carved capital. The stone type suggests it may have come from Farnham church,
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which was restored in the 19th century, or from a ruined ecclesiastical building such as
\Vaverlev Abbev.

Hatch .vIiI! may be associated with a medieval fulling mill held by nearby Waverley
Abbey, but also with a medieval mill known as j\1edmulle. The latter was copiously recorded
in the Pipe Rolls of the medieval bishops of \Vinchester. Historic documents suggest that
this mill was situated ncar South J\:lead, a ficld name which can be clearly equated with
Hatch Y1i1l on the tithe map.

373. MICKLEIlAM DOWl\S (SU 180 540). In 1999, C. K. Currie of CKe Archaeology
assessed an area based on J\!Iickleham and Leatherhead Downs as an Area of Special
Historic Lanscape Value (ASH LV) for Surrey County Council and Surrey Archaeological
Society. The work, funded by the clients, was carried out as part of a Community
Archaeology Programme involving local amateur archaeologists. The location of a
deserted medieval hamlet centred around Staine Street, formerly known as Poneshurst,
was discovered. Documents record possibly five different houses here in the early 14th
century, but much of the site has now either been built over or was covered by Tyrrell's
\Vood Golf Course when it was built in the 1930s.

374. MITCIlA:YI, MITCHA:YI ST PETER, 21 CHCRCH ROAD (TQ.271 686). A 1996 evaluation
by S. \Veaver of Thames Valley Archaeological Services, for the Diocese of Southwark,
recorded ditches with loth- to I !th-century pottery and an undated, but probably
contemporary horse burial.

375. STAINES, MOOR LANE (TQ 0335 7200). A concentration of medieval features was
located in the S\V. part of a 2 ha site, investigated by J. Pine for Thames Valley
Archaeological Services. Several phases of pits, postholes and two ditches of I I th- to 12th
century date were well preserved and scaled below a buried soil. Residual finds were also
recovered. Further work on the site is imminent.

WARWICKSHIRE. \Vork by \Varwickshire Museum unless stated otherwise.

376. ALDERMI:\ISTER, COLDIeOTE (SP 246 5 I 3). Trial trenching followed by area
excavation was carried out by P. Thompson, on behalf of RSK Environment Ltd for
Transco, ahead of gas pipe-laying across the deserted settlement (SMR \VA 1259).
Evidence for the extent and form of the medieval settlement was revealed. This included
buildings, external yard areas, stone-lined drains and a lane or road. A rectangular
building with stone wall foundations was exposed. Excavation revealed it was divided into
at least two rooms with a hearth, pits and internal f(~atures. A small a(~acent building was
also revealed which may have been a store or other outbuilding. The buildings were
surrounded by limestone yard surfaces.

Other fragments of wall and stone pad foundations were revealed, but no clear
building plans identified. Further yard surfaces, some with stone-lined drains were
excavated. These were most probably located in close proximity to other domestic or farm
buildings. Pottery and other finds from the buildings and across the site indicate the main
period of occupation to be the 13th and 14th centuries.

377. ATHERSTO)/E, DOLPIIlN INN, LONG STREET (SP 3 I I 976).
trenches on a site within the medieval town by C. Coutts,
revealed a medieval pit with 14th- to 15th-century pottery.

Observation of foundation
on behalf of Mr R. Noble,

378. GRANDBOROUGII, SAWBRIDGE ROAD (SP 491 669). Archaeological recording of
groundworks in advance of a new housing development by S. Palmer, on behalf of
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Stratford Homes, revealed a sequence of medieval ditches, forming plot boundaries within
the medieval village. The ditches date from the 12th to 13th through to the 14th centuries.
Other medieval features included a probable rubble yard surface, a possible structural slot
and a posthole.

379. LADBROKE, OLD POST OFFICE, HA:,\BURY ROAD (SP 417 588). Observation of
foundation trenches for a rear extension to a house on a site within the medieval settlement
by R. J\iewman revealed a possibly medieval wall foundation, containing a 14th-century
sherd, and a stone path surface.

380. LEA MARSTON, BLACKGREAVES LANE (SP 198942). An evaluation by C. Coutts, on
behalf of RSM Leisure Ltd, to the north of a possible medieval moated site (S.MR WA (6)
revealed no traee of medieval or later occupation. Three sherds of medieval pottery came
from the field, but none from the trenches. Study of historic maps now suggests that the
water-filled hollow that formed the K. arm of the 'moat' was created in the late 18th or
early 19th century.

381. MARTON, MARTON BRIDGE (SP 407691). Further recording by N. Palmer, on behalf
ofJohn :Vlowlem Ltd for Warwickshire County Council and the Highways Agency, took
place during the reconstruction of the Scheduled Bridge (Warwickshire Monument 30). To
the north of the medieval bridge further evidence was recovered of the pebbled eauseway
across the floodplain previously revealed in trial trenching. Its extent on the E. riverbank
perhaps suggested that it led to a ford rather than to an earlier bridge, but again no dating
evidence was recovered.

Much of the N. face of the early 15th-century stone bridge, buried in 1926 during
widening operations, was exposed revealing considerable damage to its masonry and
necessitating extensive restoration. Study of the masonry and foundations suggested that
the bridge had been built in stages with the main arches and W. flood arch being built
before the linking sections of causeway.

382. POLESWORTH, POLESWORTH VICARAGE, HIGH STREET (SK 263 024). A rapid survey
of Polesworth Vicarage, a Grade II Listed, part timber-framed and part decorated-brick
and stone built house, was carried out by N. Palmer. The building lies within the Scheduled
Area of Polesworth Abbey, reputedly on the site of the Abbess's lodgings and a I6th
centurv manor house.

It'seems likely that the vicarage was completely rebuilt from ground level in the I870s,
but incorporating a few features taken from the earlier building, including the three-bay
I5th- to 16th-century arch-braced roof in the refectory hall. The stone-built cellar,
however, appears to belong to an earlier structure. It may have originated as the undercroft
to a N.· S. aligned monastic building with windows opening to the east towards the
W. range of the cloister, and possibly forming part of the Abbess's lodging as tradition
suggests.

383. RUGBY, COTOl\; PARK (SP 5 17 788). In 1997 evaluation by M. J. Saunders of
Thames Valley Archaeological Services located the deserted medieval village of Caton,
with pottery suggesting a I 2th- to 14th-century date for the site.

WARWICK

384. At 6 14 Coventry Road (SP 288 652) trial trenching followed by observation of
groundworks was carried out by C.Jones and C. Coutts, on behalf of McCarthy and Stone
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(Developments) Ltd, on a site on the edge of the medieval E. suburb. The work revealed
medieval deposits and walling dating from the 13th to 15th centuries, suggesting the
presence of medieval occupation along the E. side of Coventry Road, abandoned in the
later medieval period.

:~85. At Park House, Bridge lo'nd (SP 286 6t6) excavations were carried out by C.Jones, on
behalf of Chevroncirele Ltd, in advance of development within the medieval S. suburb on
the approach to the medieval bridge over the Avon. The footprint of the new building was
stripped down to undisturbed archaeological deposits which were recorded and then
fifteen foundation pits were excavated archaeologically. These revealed a sequence of
buildings, at first posthole structures but later with stone foundations, fronting on to the
causeway leading to the bridge from the I nh century onwards. Before building took place
the ground level was raised by dumping layers of ironworking slag and ash, possibly from
nearby forges.

386. At Warwick Castle (SP 284 (47) continuing restoration work in Guy's Tower was
accompanied by documentary research and the recording of a tiled floor in the ground
floor lodging by M. Booth and N. Palmer on behalf of Warwick Castle Ltd. The tower,
which was completed c. 1393- 4, contains five storeys of which the four lower ones are
almost identical, each with a central hall with a fireplace, flanked by two smaller rooms,
one of which is a garderobe, These were elearly lodgings for important members of the
Earl's household or guests. The elegantly vaulted top-floor room was probably designed as
a view-point for the household and guests as its openings seem unsuitable for artillery.

The tiled floor in the ground floor room contained a mixture of black, dark green/
black and white monochrome tiles and twenty-five different slip decoratedlinlaid designs.
The designs date largely to the early 14th century and were for the most part haphazardly
arranged, suggesting that the floor was made of tiles re-used from elsewhere, possibly the
chapel (which dates to the early or mid-14th century). Sixteen out of the 25 designs are
also found at Bordesley Abbey where patronage by the Beauchamp Earls onVarwick was
at its height in the early 14th century.

WEST MIDLANDS

387. SOLIHULL, CHURCH OF ST MARY, TEMPLE BALSALL (SP 207 760). Archaeological
observation of trenches for new storm drains at the Church of St IVlary the Virgin were
carried out by C. Coutts, on behalf of the Rev. DrJ. \Voodward. A stone wall to the north
of the church, which probably belonged to one of the Templar preceptory buildings, was
recorded along with a decorated rim sherd from a 15th- or 16th-century cistern or jar and
a fragment of medieval window glass.

WEST SCSSEX

388. CIIICHESTER, RIVER I,AVANT CULVERT PROJECT, MARKET ROAD CAR PARK (SU 86429
Ot6S7 SU 86355 046(5). A 1996 excavation by F. Raymond of Thames Valley
Archaeological Services, for \Vest Sussex County Council, revealed two large ditches on
the same alignment as the city wall. One of there may have been the inner Roman town
ditch, possibly recut at a later date. The other is likely to have been the medieval ditch
constructed in 1378.

389. CLIMPING, CHURCH FARM COTTAGE, CHURCH LANE (TQo035 0252). In 1999, C. K.
Currie of CKC Archaeology carried out a watching brief, for John Baird (Home Farm)
Ltd, on groundworks for a two-storey extension to the W. elevation of Church Farm
Cottage. The site lies adjacent to earthworks thought to be of the shrunken village of
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Climping. i\ series of three intercutting pits was recorded in the NE. corner of the site, the
earliest cut yielding a sherd of latc medieval glazed pottery. Other residual sherds suggest
a continuity of settlement stretching back into the Saxo-:\'orman period.

390. MERSTO;'\, RIVER LAVANT FLOOD RELIEF SCHEME (SC 8935 0280). Three clusters of
pits were recorded by the :\:luseum of London Archaeology Service, and were probably
refuse pits related to the medieval settlement of :\:lerston located to the east. The pits would
have been to the rear ofproperties in the village. N1edieval boundary ditches aligned E. \V.
and N.-S. were also recorded.

391. WEST STOKE, WEST STOKE IlOUSE (SU 827 087). i\ watching brief was carried out
in 1999 by C. K. Currie of CKC Archaeology f(:Jr the owner, R. Elwas, of \Vest Stoke
House. Examination of the building structure resulted in a number of intriguing
discoveries. The laundry building (N. wing) has a chalk clunch foundation about 0.5 m
deep. The first metre or so above ground contains much re-used ashlar stone of two
distinctly different types: various limestones and two diHerent types of malmstone. Three
pieces of this re-used stone also appear to carry medieval mason's marks. One of these
malmstones is not found in the adjaeent church, suggesting that the stone came from
another medieval building in the vicinity.

Subsequent research has revealed that what was thought to be a medieval wall,
containing the remains of Gothic windows, was found during alterations to a fireplace in
the present hall of \'\fest Stoke House. Taken together with the discoveries made in the
structure of the laundry building, this may indicate that a medieval building once stood on
the site. This would have been partly incorporated into the present house when it was
rebuilt in the later 18th century, and could help to explain its irregular plan.

WIl .TSIIIRE

392. BRADFORD-O:-.l-AVOl'\, ST LAURENCE'S CHAPEL (ST 824 609). \Vith the support of
the Trustees of the Chapel, D. A. Hinton and students from the University of Southampton
undertook an exploration of the area south of the S. wall, to examine the foundations
recorded in the 19th century (H. Nt Taylor, J. 1'. Irvine's work at Bradford-on-Avon',
Archaeol.]., 129 (1972), 89-118, pI. xviii). This demonstrated that there had been a
chamber bclow the S. porticus. The masonry below the S. door is clearly original, and the
lowest courses of a l\.-S. wall are bonded into it, showing that it had had an E. wall. This
chamber must have had a flat, not a vaulted, roof and there was no access into it from the
nave.

393. COLLIl'\GBOUR:-.IE DUCIS, CADLEY ROAD (S U 244 540). In 1998, excavation by
J. Pine of Thames Valley Archaeological Services, for Berkeley Homes (Hants) Ltd,
recorded nine sunken-floored buildings which produced domestic assemblages of pottery
and bone. The bone indicated a site of specialised activity or high status.

394. DEVIZES, LAl'\D TO THE REAR OF CROMWELL IlOlJSE AND 33 :VIARKET PLACE (SU 0040
6 I 55)' A 1999 evaluation by M. J. Saunders of Thames Valley Archaeological Services,
recorded a substantial ditch best considered as an outwork of the castle. This has been
described as a multiple bailey type which fell into disuse in the 12th century U. Haslam,
Wiltshire Towns: The Archaeological Potential. Devizes, 1986). The ditch located corresponds
closely to the projected line of the outer bailey, and pottery recovered from the upper fills
was dated to the 13th to 14th centuries.
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395. HEYTESBURY, PARK STREET GATES (ST 93 I5 426.'»). Evaluation by M. Heaton of
Asi Heritage Consultants, of a site adjacent to the former Park Street gates of Heytesbury
House, revealed silted ditches, gullies post-settings and other deposits from which stratified
medieval pottery was recovered along with animal bone and burnt stone. The findings
suggest that the site overlies in situ archaeological deposits of the medieval precursor of
Heytesbury, possibly re-located after landscaping works associated with the history of
Heytesbury House and its parkland gardens.

396. HULLAVL'\GTON, BRADFIELD MANOR (ST 895 830). T. Havard of Cotswold
Archaeological Trust undertook a programme of archaeological recording during
groundworks for the construction of a tennis court and wildlife pond within the grounds of
Bradfield Nlanor. Immediately to the north of the house is an area ofearthworks previously
interpreted as a possible medieval village. Two pieces of wall footing corresponding to an
existing earthwork were identified.

397. MARLBOROl:GH COLLEGE SWIMMING POOL (S L' 1840 (885). 1\ watching brief by
B. Moffat, R. Brook and ~r. Heaton of Asi Heritage Consultants have recorded a line of
deep cesspits containing I2th and 13th-century pottery suggesting burgages outside the
known extent of the medieval town. Also recorded was a 3 rn wide and 3 m deep ditch
concentric with, but some distance outside, the postulated circuits of the l'\orman castle.

398. OGI30URXE ST ANDREW (S U 189723). S. Semple investigated a large round barrow
located 4 m east of the chancel, and within the present churchyard, ofSt Andrew's church.
The work formed part of a programme of fieldwork examining Anglo-Saxon use of
prehistoric earthworks. The barrow and church are aligned and positioned on a substantial
but low E.-\V. orientated earthwork, which extends beyond the churchyard into the
adjoining paddock to the west. Excavation of the barrow in I884 recovered a male
secondary interment of Anglo-Saxon date, and established that the barrow was a Bronze
age construction.

In 1999 survey was carried out within the churchyard and the \tV. paddock in order to
establish the relationship of the church to the barrow. The earliest fabric of St Andrew's
church suggests a late I 2th-century structure. Geophysical results indicate that the church
may have formed part of a manorial complex comprising numerous stone structures set
within a sub-rectangular enclosure which would also have encompassed the barrow.

SALISBURY

399. At Salisbury Cathedral (SU I4182 29(99) K. Blockley of Cambrian Archaeological
Projects Limited undertook excavations on the site of Bishop Beauchamp's Chantry
Chapel which once stood adjacent to the E. end of the church. Five main phases of
archaeology were identified (Fig. 4).

Phase I comprised the buttresses of the Trinity Chapel and St Stephen's Chapel built
in the I 220S (foundations IoA- IoC). Phase 2 related to masonry wall foundations around
graves built in the later 13th or Llth centuries (foundation I I and construction trench I6).
Phase 3 was the masonry foundations of Bishop Beauchamp's Chantry Chapel (foundation
8) built in the I5th century. The N. foundation incorporated an earlier burial slab of
Purbeck marble (I9). Ncar the centre of the chapel was a stone-lined grave containing an
inhumation (5) thought to be the burial of Bishop Beauchamp who died in I48 I. This was
left in situ. The end of a further stone-lined grave was located to the south (9;, but this was
found to have been exhumed. The latter was probably the grave of SirJohn Cheyney who
died in 1509. The chapel was demolished in 1789 (Phase 4) and three features are thought
to be of this phase (20,22, and 24). Phase 5 features are related to I9th-century drainage
and landscaping of the area.
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400. At 47 lhe Close (SU 1ij30 2973) observations maintained by M. l-leaton of Asi
Heritage Consultants during refurbishment and renovation recorded the material remains
of at least four building episodes additional to those published by the RCHME. These
comprised two episodes of mortar-bonded masonry 2 m below the present building, and
evidence of a possible hammer-beam roof within the present structure. In addition to
evidence of earlier medieval buildings at considerable depth within the Cathedral Close,
the work suggests that the present building, largely of 17th-century fabric, may be of late
medieval origin.

401. At 38-44 Je"ndless Street (SU 1450 3050) L. Coleman of Cotswold Archaeological
Trust undertook an archaeological evaluation, in advance of proposed residential
redevelopment of the site. The machine excavation of the evaluation trenches identified
the walls and floors of a probable medieval building on the Endless Street frontage. To the
rear (east) of this building, deep cultivation soils were identified together with a tenement
boundary ditch which was orientated :'-J.. S. A sherd of medieval pottery was recovered
from the primary fill of this ditch.

402. SEEND CLEVE, SEEND CLEVE PIPELIKE, LITTLE MICHELS FARM (ST 9354 6 I42 to ST
9377 6 I53). J. Samuel of Bristol and Region Archaeological Services carried out an
archaeological watching brief along the route of the Kennet and Avon Canal Seend
Backpump Scheme. The watching brief was located in the vicinity of a suspected medieval
settlement and recorded a probable large ditch. Late I2th- to 13th-century pottery was
recovered from the ditch and an associated buried soil.

403. WILTO.'\l, 3 KINGSBCRY SQUARE (SU 096 313). A 1999 excavation by K. Taylor of
Thames Valley Archaeological Services, for Peter Borchert Architectural Design Consult
ants, recorded a small number of pits and a wall, probably dating from the 12th century. A
large quantity of medieval pottery was retrieved from post-medieval pits. The site was
located close to the core of the Saxon town ofvVilton but, significantly, no Saxon deposits
were encountered.

YORKSHIRE

NORTH YORKSHIRE

404. BOROCGHBRIDGE, THE CROWK HOTEL (SE 3962 6687). An archaeological excava
tion was undertaken by On-Site Archaeology, on behalf of Mr R. Stables; in the rear
courtyard of the Crown Hotel. The excavation spanned the footprint of a proposed
swimming pool intended to form part of a leisure facility, and the work was undertaken to
fulfil an archaeological condition attached to the planning application. The aim of the
excavation was to examine more fully the nature and sequence of any preserved
archaeological deposits on the site that had previously been encountered during a small
scale evaluation carried out in 1998. A number of medieval features were encountered
during the excavation, comprising two apparently parallel ditches, and between them an
alignment of postholes. It is assumed that these features represent medieval property
boundaries.

405. BYLAKD ABBEY (TA 54940 78920). T. Simpson, of Field Archaeology Specialists
Ltd (York), undertook a geophysical survey on behalf of English Heritage to the west and
south of the surviving claustral buildings. The resistance survey located a large number of
anomalies which seemed to indicate the presence of buildings either directly associated
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(NORTH YORKSHIRE)

with the abbey or with its construction. The magnetometer data showed weak linear
anomalies that may be structural as well as a number of strong circular features that
probably represent postholes and isolated areas of burning. Some of the anomalies
discovered may represent the original clearing and drainage of the land.

406. RICH:VIO-'JD, THE FRIARY GARDENS, RICIIMO:\'D GREYFRIARS C~Z 1708 0 I (/)). An
archaeological evaluation on land west of Friary Gardens was undertaken by On-Site
Archaeolob'Y on behalf of Richmond Shire District Council, in response to proposed
changes to the gardens. The evaluation revealed the presencc of a graveyard in the location
of thc proposed stair and wheelchair ramp just north of the S. garden boundary wall.
Several E.-\V. oriented inhumations, possibly including that of a child, were recorded.
Presumably they form part of the Friary cemetery. A series of evaluation trenches,
excavated along the route of proposed pathways through the gardens, revealed foundation
remnants of the S. wall of the 14th-century church associated with the Friary.

407. SCARBOROUGH CASTLE, TOWER 3 BATTERY (TA 0494 89 I 5). An archaeological
evaluation, comprising the excavation of a single irregularly shaped trench, was carried
out by On-Site Archaeology on behalf of English Heritage in the area of Tower 3 Battery,
adjacent to the curtain wall. The work was undertaken to determine the condition of
archaeological deposits in advance of proposals to construct an access stair and deck to the
battery at this location standing building recording of the internal section of the curtain
wall was also undertaken at the same location.

At the :\W. end of the trench a clay surface was exposed immediately below the lcvel
of the turf and topsoil. This was found in association with a roughly coursed wall of small
and medium sized angular limestone blocks, which ran at 900 to the alignment of the
curtain wall. The clay surface was neatly incised with a herringbone pattern and showed
signs of burning. A stratified sequence of possible floor levels was present beneath the clay
surface. Documentary sources indicate the presence of a cook or brew houses in this part
of the bailey, possibly of medieval date and perhaps still in existence at the timc of the Civil
War. The clay surface has therefore been tentatively interpreted as a floor perhaps
associated with a hearth of either the medieval or Civil \Var periods.

408. SHERBURN, LAND AD]ACEl\"T TO 52 ST HILDA'S STREET (SE 9603 7722). A series of
seven machine cut evaluation trenches were excavated by On-Site Archaeolof:,'Y on behalf
ofMr B. M. Best, prior to residential developmcnt of the site.

Within Trench 3, a dry-stone wall of medieval date, constructed from chalk facing
blocks and a rubble core, was detccted 0.28 m below the modern ground surface, and
extending under the W. edge of the trench. The width of the wall implics that it may
belong to a significant structure, but the lack ofother materials associated with the collapse
or abandonmcnt of a building may infer that the wall may have been constructed for other
purposes.

The archaeological deposits contained in Trench 5 were the most extensive identified
on the site, with evidence for a clear sequence of activity. The latest features comprised a
wind blown sand defining the presence of a former hedge line, and a layer of material
containing fragments and larger blocks of chalk and a moderate quantity of pottery sherds.
All the pottery from this deposit was medieval in date, mainly Staxton and Scarborough
wares. This context probably represents the surface deposit of an enclosure such as a yard.
It overlay a low bank or dump of material, which was composed of silty sand which may
have been subjected to heat. It contained finds of medieval pottery. Directly beneath was
the fill and cut of a linear ditch, which in turn cut a suite of postholes and ditches/gullies
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associated with the evidence of earlier activity in this part of the site. No contemporary
dating evidence was obtained for these features.

YORK

409. At Bootham Engineering Works, I~awrence Street (SE 6 170 5240) S. Timms for Field
Archaeologist Specialists (York), in association with Mike Griffiths and Associates,
undertook the evaluation of the grass frontage of an engineering works over the putative
line of a Roman road.

The remains of a substantial, waterlogged ditch some 8 m wide and 2.5 m deep was
exposed and sampled. The remains of a possible bridge were discovered in the base of the
ditch. These were covered by a series of highly organic fills from which a number ofleather
shoes of a 15th-century date were recovered, along with an assemblage of pottery and a
number of wooden artefacts. The latter included part of a wooden bowl and the stave of a
barrel. Crossing the top of the ditch was a well-preserved makeshift wooden walkway
which in its disuse was buried under dumps of gravel, cobbles and tile. This feature was
C 14-dated to the middle of the 15th century.

In addition to the ditch, the evaluation recorded an extensive gravcl surface cut by a
number of 12th-century features. These included a lime-slaking kiln, a well and a latrine
pit. This medieval activity may be related to the construction and use ofSt 1'\icholas's leper
hospital which was located on the opposite side of Lawrence Street some 30 m to the south
of the site. The precise function of the ditch is as yet unknown but it may represent the
1'\. boundary of the hospital precinct or be related to the management of water.

410. At Britannia Car Park, Heworth Green (SE 6095 525 I) S. Timms, for Field Archaeology
Specialists Ltd (York), in association with Mike Griffiths and Associates, carried out a
scheme of archaeological monitoring and evaluation during geotechnical investigations on
the site of the former York gasworks.

The evaluation succeeded in locating an area of the site which was free from the
contamination and truncation of the gasworks. Within this area a single trench located a
substantial boundary ditch, dated by pottery to the 12th century. This had been allowed to
fill with a mixture of rubbish and vegetation before being recut along the same alignment.
The recut ditch was then deliberately backfilled some time in or just after the 15th century.
Part of an 18th-century building was also intersected within the evaluation trench. This
structure had re-used medieval building fabric within its construction.

A study of the available cartographic and documentary evidence suggests that the
ditches were the S. boundary for the medieval hospital of St Leonards, an idea which was
borne out in a series of lantern slides taken in 1925 which showed the demolition of an
18th-century inn, The \\Toodman, just beyond the N. limits of the site. The slides clearly
show that the Inn had used elements of an earlier stone building in its layout as well as
what appeared to be the gatehouse to the medieval hospital. The site produced a small
assemblage of high-quality 15th-century Humber ware and Brandsby ware green-glazed
pottery.

4 I I. At 16 Toft Green (SE 5970 5 I 50) an archaeological evaluation, compnsmg the
excavation of two trenches, was carried out by On-Site Archaeology on behalf ofJ. H.
Shouksmith & Sons Ltd in advance of devclopment. Trench I, measuring 2.5 sq m, was
located at the frontage of the property adjacent to the off-road parking areas. Trench 2 was
in a room to the rear of the existing building and for reasons of space was restricted to
2 sqm.

\Vithin Trench I, the lowest level attained consisted of a rough cobbled surface, into
which a number of waste pits of medieval date had been cut. The most significant feature
was a clay-lined cut with a well-formed brick and stone base, which included a complete
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grindstone as one of its component parts. This feature was associated with a considerable
amount of lime mortar and has been interpreted as a mortar-mixing pit. In Trench 2, at
the rear of the site, early modern deposits were encountered.

SOUTH YORKSHIRE

4 12. SHEFFIELD, SHEFFIEl.D CATHEDRAl. (SK 3.13 876). An on-going programme of
building recording and analysis was undertaken by the Historic Buildings Section of Field
Archaeology Specialists Ltd (York), on behalf of the Cathedral Chapter. The detailed
analysis of the stonework of St Katherine's Chapcl and of parts of the High Sanctuary thus
far suggests that the attribution of the E. end of Sheflield Cathedral to the 15th century is
an oversimplification of a longer history of rebuilding and alteration. Preliminary findings
demonstrate that the earliest standing remains may be attributed to the late 13th century,
at which time the church was rebuilt, reusing some decorative fragments from an earlier
I 2th-centurv structure. -

The ec{rly 15th century saw a phase of major alterations, including the insertion of
new tracery and heads into existing windows, and possibly the replacement of the roofwith
sculpted corbcls to support it. Later in the century, new arcading was inserted into the
walls on the High Sanctuary, the walls of both the Sanctuary and St Katherine's Chapcl
were heightened to take new roofs, and a stair tower was added giving access to a rood
screen (eIther contemporary or earlier) at the \N. end of the High Sanctuary. Following
this, the only major works detected in this phase ofrecording included the extension of the
E. end of St Katherine's Chapel by one bay in the 18th century, and the removal of the
original E. wall in the late 19th century.

NORTHE'RN IRHAND
CO. ARMAGH

ARMAGH CITY

413. At Loughgall Road, /'vlulfynure (H 8777 4722) a hoard of 35 mid-14th-century silver
coins, including one fake, were discovered in a field by a metal detectorist. A follow-up
excavation was undertaken by D. Hurl in an attempt to provide an archaeological context
for the find. Loamy and sandy clays were encountered, with a mixture of artefacts
including medieval ceramics and animal bones. :'IJo significant features were uncovered,
and much of the soil appears to have been recently deposited, the coins probably having
been imported with it.

4 I4. CLOKMORE (H 880 6 IO). The tomb-shaped bronze reliquary known as the
Clonmore shrine dates to e. A.D. 600. Some of its constituent plates were found by a metal
detectorist beside the River Blackwater in 1990 in dredged material taken from the river
e. 1970. A search by the Ulster Museum in 199 I yielded additional pieces (including the
hinge and lock), and only the base, one end-plate and the hips of the roofwere unaccounted
f~r. -An excavation by C. Bourke of the CIstel' ~luseum hoped to recover the missing
pIeces.

A 60 sq m area was mechanically stripped and searched with metal-detectors. All
dredged material, to a maximum depth of 0.6 m, was removed until the old field surface
was encountered. A layer of sand yielded the base of the shrine in an undisturbed context;
the end plate was recovered from a mixed layer and may have been moved mechanically
prior to finding. The two pieces, unexpectedly, were originally contiguous, as their
matching edges show, but the decoration of the new end-plate duplicates that of its
counterpart and, as anticipated, has a hole in the top right-hand corner to admit the pin of
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the lock. The base is plain. Of the nine constituent plates of the Clonmore shrine, only the
hips of the roof n:main unaccounted for. Further excavation is contemplated.

co. DOWN

415. STRAXGFORD LOUGH, :YIAHEE ISLAND U 5262 (376). Since 1995 an archaeological
survey has been carried out in the intertidal zone of Strangford Lough by the Centre for
.Ylaritime Archaeology, sponsored by the Environment and Heritage Service. The survey
revealed sites of many periods and excavations by :'\!. Crothers and T . .YIcErlean have
concentrated on a tidal, horizontal mill adjacent to the J\"endrum monastic complex.
Three phases of construction were identified ranging in date from the early 7th to the late
Bth centurv.

The Phase I remains consisted of a post-and-plank millpond revetment and the badly
disturbed remains of a wheel-house. The mill has been dated by dendrochronolo[,,'Y to 6 I g.
1\"0 structural remains of'the Phase 2 mill-house or wheel-house survived but excavation
revealed evidence of its millpond walls. Phase 3 saw the mill replaced by a third mill
comprising a millpond on an E. v\!. alignment, a large stone flume and a dry-stonc wheel
house. Immediately above the floor of the wheel-house was a layer of silt containing
soutcrrain ware, two bone pins, discarded timbers and the remains of wattle screens. Two
millstoncs and three horizontal paddles were also recovered from this layer. This mill has
been dated by dendrochronology to late 788/early 789. The remains of a lathe-turned
wooden bowl were feJUnd in the silted-up flumc of the Phase 3 mill. Among the small finds
were a bronze buckle, iron-working slag, tuycre fragments and an amber bead.

co. FERMAXAGH

416. AGIIAVEA (H 3706 3883). R. 6 Baoill investigated the site of an early ecclesiastical
enclosure prior to the construction within its bounds of a parish hall. Several ditches and
linear features were found that may represent parts of outer and inner enclosures. There
were also structural remains, areas of industrial activity, pits and postholes. Finds ineluded
two blue-glass beads, part of a circular grinding stone, coarse medieval domestic pottery,
iron artefacts and iron slag.

CO. TYRONE

417. DRCMQUI:'\T, LACKAGH CHURCH (H 3129 7423). S. 6 Cathmhaoil carried out
excavations in advance of the construction of a house ncar the site of an early Christian
church. Vestiges of an oval enclosure are visible at the site, which is adjacent t~ the River
Blackwater. One of the eight pits, 50-70 em wide, produced a single base-sherd of coarse
pottery with a pronounced foot. A U-shaped structure, aligned N\V. SE., consisted of two
slot-trenches e. 15 em wide and 12 cm deep, one straight and the other curving, with three
internal pits at the curving end.

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

CO. CORK

CORK CITY

418. At 5 Barrack Street (\V 6n 7 Ij) S. Lane carried out excavations in advance of
commercial development. Four upright timber posts with diameters of 5-8 cm were
exposed and probably represent a small portion of the walls of at least two successive
houses. Successive layers offlooring were laid down around the timbers. Pottery from these
levels was dated to the late I Ith or early 12th centuries. Above these levels the site
contained layers of ash and shell deposits with pottery ranging in date from the late I I th to
the 14th centuries. The construction of basements destroyed all Post-14th-century levels.
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419. At 14 2J Hammer Street (\V 675719) S. Lane carried out a site assessment in advance
of construction work. The medieval city wall was identif-ied at a depth of 3 m below the
concrete surface. It was constructed of large stones, strongly bonded with a lime mortar
mix. A 1.5 m length of the wall was exposed and its width was 2.25 m. The outer face of
the wall was exposed to a depth of 3 m. A mortared stone wall appeared to be built directly
against its inner face. Following the investigation the exposed wall was covered with a
protective membrane and covered in river-rolled gravel.

420. At Red J1bbry (W 700 71 I) excavations were carried out by lVI. Hurley and ~I. Ni
Loingsigh in advance of upgrading works at the public amenity area surrounding the Red
Abbe·y Tower. The 15th-century crossing tower of the church is all that remains above
ground of the Augustinian priory first mentioned in 1:)06. A stone-lined grave containing
an articulated skeleton and the long-bones of at least two others were found. It is
comparable to graves found during the 1993 excavation at tbe Dominican priory at
Crosses Green, Cork, and dated to the late 14th to mid- 16th centuries. Two other burials
were found in a red-brown sandy clay layer, which seems to be medieval in date. Similar
sandy clay yielded the rim sherd of a 13th- to 14th-century Saintonge pitcher. No trace of
the medieval church walls was found.

NI. Hurley, J. Trehy and V. Price continued archaeological monitoring of the Cork
NIain Drainage Scheme at Cross Street, Liherty Street, South Main Street (W 67(720) within the
mcdieval city walls (iVIedieual Archaeol., 44 (2000), 3 I 6 17)·

421. At Cross Street the trench for the new sewer system was divided into four units,
measuring 1 m in width and 2 m in depth. It was excavated from the junction of Libcrty
Street to the junction with \\lashington Street. A l\".-S. wall, mcasuring 8.5 m in length,
was uncovered south of the junction with Liberty Strcet. This wall was c. 0.4 m below the
present ground level and was built on a scries of timber piles set into the estuarine clay.

422. At Liberty Street two trial trenches were dug to locate services and ascertain the
precise location of the city wall. The wall was revealed, at a depth of 0.8 m below present
ground level, at the \V. end of Liberty Street. The full width of the wall was not exposed
but it was similar to a length of wall exposed at Grattan Strcet. The drainage works
subsequently commenced and these consisted of an E.-\V. trench measuring 1 m wide,
8 m long and 2 m in depth. Among the undisturbed features were three stone walls that
may be part of the medieval Droop's Mill, depicted in the Pacata Hihernia map c. 1585- 160 I.

423. At South jUain Street the front-wall foundations of two probably 12th-century stave
built houses were found 4.8 m west of 15 South Main Street. The features appear to belong
to two houses or two phases of a house built on the same plot in similar style. House 1 was
represented by seven staves and two rectangular posts. House 2 consisted of a row of seven
contiguous, vertically set, earth-fast staves supported at the base by a row of red sandstone
blocks. This probably represents about half of the \V. wall of a street-fronting house. The
l\".-S. alignment of staves extended for a distance of 2.65 m. Allowing for a door of c. 1 m,
the overall width of the house is estimated to be 6.3 m. This places the house in the larger
range of domestic dwellings relative to the 12th-century houses known from Cork and
Waterford.

CO. CLARE

424. BUKRATTY WEST (R 448610). Archaeological testing was carried out by K. \Viggins
at a five-acre site in advance of development. In -addition to pits and postholes, part of an
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E.-\V. aligned ditch, more than 8 m in width, was revealed. It was in-filled with
homogeneous, loose dark grey-black silty clay, up to 1-45 m thick. It is likely that this
feature is part of the same ditch, or I3th- to 14th-century date, found by C. () Rahilly in
199 I. Given its dimensions, the ditch must be considered part of the defences of the
medieval borough ofBunratty.

425. CLONLEA (R 505 736). An excavation was carried out by F. Rooney after the
remains of a water channel and wheel-house of a horizontal mill had been discovered
during archaeological monitoring of work on the Kilkishen Sewerage Scheme. The wheel
house, constructed of oak timbers, was close to the shores of Clonlea Lough. All that
survived of the wheel-house was the supporting beam and three floor beams. Dendrochron
ological tests gave an estimated fdling date for the supporting beam ofA.D. 914 ± IO (QUB
QIO(17)' The discovery of the mill is particularly signifieant due to its proximity to Clonlea
Church.

co. DUBLIN

DUBLIN CITY

426. At 46 5°,52 57 South Great Ge01;rz,e's Street/58-67 Stephen's Street Lower (0 156 338)
excavations were earried out by L. Simpson. The medieval deposits consisted of garden
soil, which was consistent in type and ranged in depth from 0.2 to 1.2 m. These deposits,
dated by medieval ccramics, also contained inclusions of animal bone, charcoal and
erushed shell. Their fragmented condition suggest that this area was under eonstant
eultivation up until the 18th century.

427. At St James's Ho:,pital, James's Street (0 136 335) excavations werc carried out by
L. Simpson in advance of redevelopment. A layer of medieval garden soil, 0.20.6 m in
depth, was discovered. The finds included medieval pottery, crushed shell and animal
bone, their fragmentary nature suggesting that they were present in soil that was constantly
tilled. This soil was spread across the site suggesting that the entire area was under
cultivation in the medieval period.

428. At 14-15 Werbwgh Street (0 152 337) L. Simpson carried out archaeological
excavations. A previous assessment had established that the existing boundary wall
incorporated the lower foundations of the city wall (iVIedieval Archaeol., 44 (2000), 3 I8). This
wall was cut into the remains of the clay embankment that encircled the Scandinavian
settlement in the loth century. The excavation revealed a 5 m stretch of the Anglo
l\orman city wall, dated to the late 12th to early 13th centuries. It measured 1.6 m wide by
2-4 m high and was composed oflarge distinctive limestone blocks. The S. face displayed a
slight batter at the base. It stood within a foundation trench cut into clay deposits, the
lower levels of which were probably part of the Viking-age embankment. In addition to
the bank, the fragmentary remains of a possible second wall were identified 600 m to the
north of the Anglo-Norman wall and may represent the remains of the Scandinavian wall,
dated c. I 100. Further east both walls merge, with the Anglo-Norman wall on top of the
Viking wall. The city ditch or moat was also located on the S. side of the city wall.

429. JAMESTOW\'\, PALE DITCH (0 21 I 241). :'oJ. Brady carried out archaeological
investigations on the site of a proposed waste management centre. \Vork centred on the
substantial field boundaries that run at right angles to the Pale Ditch earthwork to the N. of
the site. A selection of late-medieval potsherds was uncovered within the matrix of the
bank material. Trenches across existing gaps in the Pale Ditch confirmed the survival of
the diteh below the gaps.
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1130. SWORDS, CHCRCH ROAD (0 T82 467)' Archacological monitoring and test excava
tions were carried out by F. O'Carroll in advance of construction near the earlv Christian
church sitc. Pre-development testing uncovered an area of rough, un-morta~ed paving
covcrcd by a layer of shell-rich soil containing abraded shcrds of medieval pottcry. The
excavations in 2000 cxposed paving extending over an area mcasuring :1 m by 2. The
paving consisted of rough slabs of undressed stone. The stones overlay a silty, sandy loam,
which contained shell fragments, mcdieval pottery and animal bone. Finds from the
vicinity of the features, including an antler comb fragment and a barrel padlock key, may
indicate a T2th- to qth-century date. The key is of Donaghy type rf~ which occur in
ecclesiastic, urban and medieval contexts in Ireland, and are known from the excavations
at \VaterfiJrd. Two phases of medieval outcrop quarrying were also evidenced.

co. GALWAY

43I. HIGH ISLA.'lD (L SOT 572). G. Scally carried out a sixth season of excavation
(Afedieval/lrdzaeol., 43 (T999), 2(0). Excavations immediately outside the Y wall of the
church enclosure established that the low wall previously thought to be part of an earlier
enclosure was in LIct a retaining wall for burnt domestic refuse. Charcoal from the refuse
produced a radiocarbon determination of A.D. 728-97 T. Two of the eight graves outside
the E. wall of the church were found to pre-date the existing building. Excavation inside
the large beehive hut revealed a smelting pit and associated surfaces that pre-dated the
cell. Outside, a paved surface surrounding the S. side of the cell was revealed. Evidence
was also found for a contemporary trough and associated cistern or sump to the south-east
of the cell. Excavation to the north of the smaller beehive hut revealed the existence of an
earlier cashel wall. Thirty-eight small finds were recovered; eight of stone, 2 I of metal
(mostly nails or nail shafts in poor condition), part of a bone pin and two glass finds
including one blue bead. Of the stone finds recovered one was an elaborately decorated
cross slab with decoration of a style not previously identified on other cross slabs from the
island.

GALWAY CITY

432. At Menlo Castle (:VI 289 280) J. Higgins carried out a preliminary photographic
survey and a detailed archaeological and architectural description of the site in advance of
restoration. The building, associated with the Blake Family for several hundred years, had
been in a ruinous condition since its accidental burning in the early 20th century. The
main structural phases identified in the initial survey include substantial remains ofa tower
house of 15th- to 16th-century type.

CO. KERRY

433. TRALEE, CLOGHERMORE CAVE (Q906 T28). Excavations by NI. Connolly in the D
shaped enclosure at the entrance to the cave uncovered evidence for a wooden structure
and cremation pyre. Within the cave the disarticulated remains of up to 13 individuals (26
children and T7 adults) were uneovered, as well as animal bone (unburned, including the
articulated remains of a boar, and cremated), amber beads, iron fragments, whetstones
and worked antler. A probable horse burial and a single articulated burial were also found
within the cave. The articulated burial was a male aged between 30 and 40. The cranium,
mandible and hyoid were absent and evidence suggests that the skull was removed
sometime soon after death when the flesh had not completely decayed. A copper-alloy
ringed-pin, a boat-shaped whetstone, a bone comb and an iron knife were associated with
the burial. The horse burial was located on a raised stone shelf within the cave and
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comprised the disarticulated bones of a small pony and an adult male, associated with an
iron horse-bit and probable iron stirrup.

The most notable find from the cave was a silver hoard comprising two silver ingots
and feJUr pieces of hacksilver, two of which were linked. The hacksilver is from four
difIerent H iberno-Norse silver armlets, three of \vhich were decorated. Other finds from
the site included copper pins, spindle whorls (sLOne and bone), decorated bone gaming
pieces, a decorated bone handle, portion of a pendant whetstone, bone, stone, glass and
amber beads and numerous iron Cragments, including a stud with textile attached.
Radiocarbon dates indicate that the cave was in use as a place of burial between the 7th
and loth centuries. The finds represent usage during the late 9th and early loth centuries
while the more diagnostic items clearly suggest that the burials of this period are pagan
Viking. Indeed, many of the finds, particularly those of bone, have no readily identifiable
parallel in Ireland and a Scandinavian origin felr at least some of the material seems likely.

43+ TRALEE, THE ABBEY CAR PARK (Q 83() 144). Excavations by :VI. Connolly
confirmed that this was the site of the Dominican Priory of the Holy Cross, founded in
1243. A series of walls, burials and architectural fragments were uncovered. The walls
represent the remains of the priory church, cloister and range buildings and indicate that
the church was extended by the addition of an aisle, transept and possibly a tower, in the
late 15th or early 16th century. Also uncovered were articulated burials (including one
with a perforated scallop shell resting on the chest), tombs, and decorated and sllaped
architectural fragments of both limestone and red sandstone. Associated medieval pottery
and floor-tile fragments indicate that the walls and burials date to the 13th to 16th
centuries.

CO. K1LDARE

435. ARDREE (S 688 924). Archaeological testing was undertaken by :VI. Seaver prior to
road straightening. A churchyard is all that remains of a documented medieval borough.
Part of a corn-drying kiln was located to the north-east. This consisted of two conjoined
oval pits that had clay-bonded stone-hcing up to three courses in depth. It contained a fill
of silty brown clay with charcoal and a fragment ofLeinster cooking ware.

1\orth of the cemetery boundary, thick layers of topsoil overlay humic soil with a
gritty content that contained medieval pottery and human and animal bone. The minimum
numbers of individuals recovered from the graveyard field were five adults, one child and
two infants. Some of the human bone showed signs of disturbance, which concurs with
their disarticulated nature. Large quantities of medieval ceramics, mainly of local type,
were located along with iron nails. The archaeological deposits uncovered suggest that
part of the medieval borough and its adjacent graveyard are located within the road take.
As a consequence full excavation is currently being undertaken.

436. KILCULLEN, CARNALWAY (:\T 857 112). Archaeological excavation was carried out
by F. O'Carroll in advance of quarry development. A clay-cut drying kiln was uncovered.
The kiln appeared as a cut in the natural sand subsoil, filled with a brown sandy clay and
measuring ().3 m by 1.68. It consisted ortwo depressions linked by a channel. The larger,
lower depression (1.6 m by 3-4) acted as the fire bowl, joined to the channel or flue, which
directed hot air to the .K. depression or drying bowl (c. I m wide). A wooden structure,
indicated by postholes, probably covered the drying bowl. The flue may have been covered
by sods. The kiln went through at least two phases of usc, indicated by a recutting of the
fire bowl through earlier ash deposits. After the kiln went out of use the cutting was back
filled in what appears to have been one action.

137. MAY."IOOTH (1\ 938 377). Archaeological monitoring of cable-laying was carried
out by :\T. Brady beside the University gate-lodge. Two stone window mouldings and a
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substantial window mullion were recovered beneath the fa<;-ade of lVlaynooth Castle, from
which they had elearly fallen.

co. KILKENi'\Y

KILKENNY CITY

438. At AbhfcY Streetll1hbry Square (S 505 560) excavations by F. Ryan revealed the
\V. precinct wall of the medieval graveyard attached to the 'Black Abbey', the Dominican
priory founded e. 1225. The corner ofa building and a cobbled surface were also recorded.
A further cobbled surface was found in association with a network of culverts. The base of
the E. wall of the chancel was also uncovered, measuring I I m by I. 2. The N. end of the
chancel wall extended further N. delimiting an in situ tiled surface to its west. The exposed
area of tiles measured 1.8 m by 1.1 and comprised tiles in a variety of sizes, square and
rectangular, some of which were glazed. The remains ofa structure abutted the S. external
end of the E. wall. A stone-lined grave was located in the NE. internal corner orthe chancel
below floor level. 'I \vo burials were excavated. An adult was found beneath the level of the
chancel floor and a child at the external SE. corner. The in situ pavement was dated, on the
basis of style, to the 13th century. A single tile of 14th-century date was recorded in a
disturbed context.

439. At 26-29 John Street Upper (S 5 I 0 562) pre-development excavation was carried out
by K. Hanley and revealed two medieval pits and several other cut features. The earliest
activity on the site consisted of two furrow cuts, a possible field-ditch and several isolated
pits, all ofwhich produced I 3th- to 14th-century pottery. No domestic or structural activity
was noted within this phase. These features suggest that the site was used for agricultural
purposes during the medieval period and was not occupied (residentially) until the 17th
and 18th centuries, when the first building phase was identified. A similar scenario was
suggested at 24John Street Upper where archaeological testing revealed that the earliest
building activity dated to the post-medieval period. The emerging evidence suggests that
John Street Upper may have developed later than anticipated.

440. At St Alary's Lane (S 5°7 560) K. Hanley carried out excavations after a series of
human skeletal remains had been disturbed during pipe-laying outside the SW. boundary
wall of St Mary's graveyard. The disturbed remains consisted of at least 44 individual
inhumations. Pottery associations suggested a 13th- to l4.th-century date for the main
burial phase. A possible boundary ditch was identified at the S. end of the lane, outside the
S. corner of the existing boundary wall. Part of the original cobbled surface of Mary's Lane
was opposite the existing entrance to the graveyard. The cobbling consisted of tightly
packed, small to medium-sized stones. Further west, monitoring revealed a damaged I3th
to 14th-century coffin-shaped grave slab, with a Lombardie inscription and a 'serrated
leaf'motif

CO. LIMERICK

441. ADARE, MAIN STREET (R 469 463). Excavation by S. McCutcheon in advance of
road construction took place after archaeological deposits and cut features had been
recorded towards the E. end of the village. Over the E. half of the excavation archaeological
layers had been scarped and only isolated pit cuts survived. Towards the centre of the
village, deposits up to 0.3 m survived. The earliest feature excavated was a large stone
lined culvert that traversed the road. The culvert, measuring 0.6 m by 0.5 internally, may
have served to direct a water source to the nearby 13th-century Trinitarian Abbey.
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CO. LOCTH

442. ARDEE, CASTLE GeARD :YIOTTE, DAWSO="'S DEMES'\E (:'\ 971 905). Excavations were
carried out by F. O'Carroll as part of an asscssment to determine the archaeological
potential of an area to the north and west of this motte. Gilbert Pipard initiated the
construction of Castle Guard motte by I 189 and its importance continued throughout the
medieval period. Of the 52 features exposed during the excavations, only one
was medieval. It consisted of an irregular linear feature, containing three pottery shenk
l'\ine further sherds of medieval pottery, mainly of I 3th- to 11.th-century date, were found
in the topsoil. Five were coarse, hand-made cooking wares.

443. DROGHEDA, CAFFREYS MONl'ME:"\ITAL WORKS, DYER STREET (0 089
750). M. Conway carried out archaeological excavations in advance of redevelopment
beside the River Boyne, close to the former medieval chapel and precinct of St Saviour.
Five phases of medieval activity were identified:

Phase [) late [2 th to ear£v [3 tlz centuries
The site was used as a foreshore landing stage and had a platform or deck for hoisting spars
to handle cargo. The slipway, 3.6 m by 2.15, comprised a metalled surface defined and
partly retained by a series of thin wooden planks, held in place by posts. A double setting
of posts, comprising 29 timber piles (averaging 0.7 m in length), ran 4.3 m east to thejetty
and would have supported a planked surface over standing water. The S. section of a
waterfront burgage plot, defined by two low wattle walls was also found. An E.-\N. path,
which extended east of the burgage plot, consisted of a gravel surface 3-4 m by I, flanked
by wattle walls, both ofwhich had collapsed over the path.

Pha.,e 2, [3th century
This phase commenced with reclamation followed by the construction of a harbour with a
dock and inlet (or berth). This provided an area in which to handle cargo, carry out repairs
and possibly to decommission vessels. The development of the harbour can be divided into
two main stages:

Phase 2, stage I
The landward side of the harbour was defined bv a front-braced timber revetment with
surviving dimensions of 23 m in length and 1.7 'm in maximum height. The E. section
comprised a single primary base timber with 9 squared uprights spaced 0.85 m apart.
Secondary base timbers were set perpendicularly to the uprights and supported bracing
timbers. Timbers were secured in the mortises with dowels, pegs and wedges. The
secondary base timbers had cushion stoncs below them at the S. cnd. The planking was
not attached to the uprights and was almost exclusively re-used clinker planking from small
ships or boats. A secondary squared upright timber returned a dendrochronological date
of 1222 ± 9. Only the lower planking of the \N. section of revetment survived. Some of the
bracing timbers had been salvaged from timber-framed or sill-beam structures. Sometime
during the early to mid- 13th century the revetment was shortened to intersect with the
newly constructed \N. harbour wall. By this stage the revetment had assumed a dual role of
retaining reclamation as well as providing a stable and secure harbour or quay wall. A
substantial masonry structure, probably the base for a crane or mast, was built upon the
E. section of the revetment. It consisted of roughly coursed, un-mortared limestone blocks
and slabs, and measured 10.3 m by 8, and 3. I m high.

Phase 2, stage II
The shortening of the revetment coincided with the development of the SE. corner of the
site into an enclosed harbour. This was achieved by constructing a masonry wall, providing
a harbour area 14.5 m wide, at least 22 m long, and an entrance 6 m across. The masonry
remains comprised undressed and un-mortared limestone slabs, blocks and stone. A dock
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was added to the N\V. corner of the harbour, with a maximum internal width of6./j m by
7, and an entrance gap, I m wide, at the SE. corner. The S. wall of the dock provided a
berth or inlet for a small boat; it measured 3 m by 6 and opened to the cast. Two squared
timber uprights on the S. side originally provided a fender to protect the hull of small
vessels berthing here. \Vest of these features were the waterfront side of two to three
burgage plots and a quay wall, with a recess, possibly for steps, to accommodate ship
embarkation.

Phase 3 14th to ear{y 15th crmturie.\
The harbour was reclaimed in the mid- to late I4th century. Large quantities of arteLlcts
were recovered from the fill including pottery, animal bones, leather, textiles, rope/
cordage as well as wooden objects. The pottery included locally made glazed wares as well
as English (Bristol) and French (Saintonge) vessels. The metal finds included nails, some of
which were clenched, as well as objects such as strap ends, pins and one ring-brooch. The
leather assemblage was dominated by medieval footwear including ofT-culs and discarded
waste material, although a number of belts and scabbards were found. Large braided
'ropes' of coarse animal hair (oakum) were also present. Of particular interest were
numerous ships' timbers including sections of clinker planking, many of which still had
clenched nails attached, a stem, stern, keelson or futtock and, significantly, a complete
rudder. The rudder, which survived intact and measured 3.8 m in length, does not appear
to have been used. A small rectangular structure 7.5 m by 3 was built in the central area of
the site. It was situated towards the S. end of its corresponding burgage plot but its function
is unclear. The remains of a planked walkway or boardwalk leading into the former
harbour were also present; it may have facilitated access during reclamation of the area.

Phase 1, mid-15th to mid-16th centuries
This phase was represented by a rectangular structure, built on top of the Phase 3 building,
and two major burgage-plot walls. The \iV. wall, which was better preserved, survived
uninterrupted throughout the length of the site, a distance of 9 I m, with rclieving arches
along its length. At its S. end, it was on average 0.8 m wide at the top, 0.85 m wide at the
base and stood 2.3 m high. Clusters of timber piles were located at the foot of each relieving
arch. The N. section of the wall was badly preserved due to disturbance caused by later
buildings on the street side.

444. MELL (0 058 772). T. Breen monitored topsoil stripping in advance of road
construction. An L-shaped souterrain with a beehive chamber at the lower end was
uncovered. The total length of the feature was 36.9 m but the roof was intact for only I I.6
m. The average height of the roofed area was I. I m, and it was 0.72 m wide. The beehive
chamber had collapsed in antiquity, but its walls survived to a heig'ht of up to I.4 m. There
were no subsidiary passages. A bronze mount with openwork interlace pattern was found
in topsoil nearby. The souterrain is morphologically compatible with the Meath group,
and can be assumed to have a date range within the 8th to I I th centuries. A group of six
postholes nearby appeared to represent a rectangular building but there was no indication
of date.

445. WIIITERATH (0 017 986 and 0 04I 985). C. 6 Drisceoil undertook excavations
near a ringfort in advance of the construction of a motorway. Two areas of archaeological
significance were investigated. An area of irregular deposits of charcoal and ash on fen
peat was interpreted as the result offield clearance. Early-medieval souterrain-ware pottery
was found in the peat suggesting this was a marshy area into which refuse from the nearby
ringfort was thrown. Within the second area, a souterrain, three ditches and two large pits
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were exeavated. The souterrain measured 28. I m in total length and an average of I m in
width. Two parallel dry-stone walls, making a rough U-shape, formed the side walls of the
strueture. :Vlost of the roof-lintels were robbed out and the structure was back-filled with
material from this robber trench. There arc two entrances, one ofwhich was blocked up in
antiquity. The entranecs lead into a low passage that turns a sharp corncr, leading to a
steppcd-feature, and down to a lower level. Underneath the step is a hidden compartment
where a large quantity of animal bone and a bone-bead necklace were found. A passage
leading to a chamber forms the lower level. This chamber is defined by two jambs and
associated large postholes and it terminates in a wall of subsoil. Thin 'occupation' laycrs
were rccorded over the floor of much of the soutcrrain. Finds included a bronze panel,
decorated with interlace and yellow enamel, sou terrain-ware pottery, and a large quantity
of animal bone.

The three ditches may represent two distinct phases in the defence of a ringfort. The
E. and 'IV. ditches enclosed an area 4 I m across. A third ditch was located within this area,
parallel to that on the west. This runs to within I m of the souterrain. Only about a third of
the diameter of this ditch was excavated and a subsequent geophysical survey failed to
identify its full extent. Finds from the ditches included two ringed-pins, iron knives,
souterrain ware, medieval pottery, a polished-stone axehead, iron hooks, an iron reaping
hook, industrial slag and a large quantity of animal bone. Half of a blue-glass armlet was
found in the fill of one of the pits. The second pit, which was keyhole-shaped, may be
interpreted as an unused corn-drying kiln. Based on artefact typologies a date range within
the gth to loth centuries is likely.

CO. MAYO

446. CLAREMORRIS, CASTLEGAR (:VI 356 763). S. Zajac carried out archaeological
excavations in advance of road construction. The site was at the 'Iv. edge of a ringfort, on
the apex of a gravel hillock. A shallow outer ditch and inner bank, reduced to a scarp,
delimited the site. Quarrying and field-drainage had damaged the site, which in places was
also cut by a field boundary and a track-way. A gradiometry survey revealed the remains
of ridge-and-furrow cultivation overlying the entirc site. A stone-built souterrain is located
in the S\V. quadrant of the interior. The excavation revealed a V-shaped fosse, cut into the
gravel hillock, 1.8 m wide at the upper levels tapering to 0.3 m at the base and reaching a
depth of 2 m. The ditch had been back-filled in three stages, the lower fills containing
quantities of animal bone. There were no defining edges to the internal bank, which may
have been levelled during construction of the later tillage ridges. Limited excavation of the
interior revealed a ruined creep and second souterrain chamber. The finds consisted of
blue glass beads, a fragment of a decorated glass bracelet, whetstones and a bone knife
handle. The broken base of a rotary quem and a perforated stone, which may be a loom
weight, were also uncovered.

CO. MEATH

447. LAYTOWK, '\II'\ICH (0 151 721) . .1. Eagan and M. Reid carried out excavations at
the site ofan early medieval settlement and cemetcry site in advance ofproposed residential
development. A sub-rectangular N .-S. enclosure approximately 120 m by 80, defined by a
ditch up to 5 m wide and 2 m deep, was identificd; three parallel ditches of similar width
and depth were also evidenced. A possible in-curving entrance was identified midway
along the VV. side of the enclosure. The base of a possible ploughed out internal bank was
found on the SE. side of the enclosure.

Two sherds of E-ware and a fragment of a jet bracelet were found in the lower fills of
the enelosure ditch. A fragment of a second jet bracelet, a bronze toilet implement and a
series of bone pins (one crutch-headed) were found in the upper fills of the ditch. A pin
from a ringed pin or brooch was found in the topsoil clearance. A series of gullies, pits and
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postholes was identified within the enclosed area. Two eurvilinear gullies, measuring c. 9
m in internal diameter, may represent wall slots for round houses. A possible dry-stone kiln
was found 2 I m to the west of the enclosure ditch. A further series of gullies, pits and
postholes was identified outside the enclosure with which they are broadly contemporary.
A stick-pin was found in the fill of one curvilinear gully.

Sixty-one extended inhumations were excavated within the :'\J. half of the enclosure,
in an area measuring 25 m :'\J.-S. by 12m. The cemetery, which has not yet been fully
excavated, may be defined on its N. side by a curvilinear ditch..Many of the graves had
been disturbed by later burials, suggesting that the cemetery had defined limits and that it
was in use over an extended time-span. Three burials were cut down into the fill of a ditch
on the );. side of the cemetery. This ditch, measuring 3.2 m widc and 1..1 m deep,
contained occupation debris and is similar to the main cnclosure ditch. ~lost of the
inhumations were orientcd VV. E. and were supine. An exception was the pronc burial of
a child at the E. edge of the cemetery. A number of burials in the SE. part of the cemetery
were oriented :'\JVV.-SE. The majority of the burials were in stone-lined and slab-lined
graves; a number had covering slabs. No definite lintel graves were found. A single sherd
of E-ware was found in the fill of each of five graves. A corroded piece of iron (possibly a
blade fragment) was found in the fill of a grave containing an older female. An annular
bronze ring was found in the fill of another grave containing an adult female.

The presence of E-ware and a number of personal ornaments suggest that this was a
relatively high-status settlement site, and the presence of burials suggests ecclesiastical
associations, though no structure that could be identified as a church has been found. The
excavated remains can be compared to a site excavated at Colp, 4 km north of Laytown,
where part of a large ditched enclosure (yielding B- and E-ware) was subsequently used as
a cemetery. At Colp most of the burials were found within a penannular ditched enclosure.

co. ROSCOMMON

448. KILTULLAGH CHURCH (M 534 739). R. Gregory carried out excavations at the site
of a raised, rectangular platform extending from beneath the boundary wall of the ruins of
Kiltullagh Church. The purpose of the excavation was to investigate the hypothesis that
the raised platform constituted the remains of an ecclesiastical structure that pre-dated the
ruined church building. Two postholes, C 14 dated to the 15th century were found; these
may form part of an earlier structure.

449. LOL:GH KEY, CHURCH ISLAND (G 829 050). H. King carried out archaeological
excavations at this early Christian foundation. The remains consist of a church, probably
I nh century in date, and a small ruined building (possibly a tomb shrine) to the north.
Prior to excavation there was no trace of the S. wall of the church and the most substantial
section was five courses of the ,;\!. gable. The only intact architectural feature was the
round-headed window in the internal wall of the ,;\!. gable. Excavation uncovered the
lower course of the S. wall, with a possible centrally placed door, and two small piscinae
were found in the rubble close to this feature. The jambs and sill-stone of a window were
recovered from the rubble of the E. gable while the interior of the building was filled with
collapsed mortared material from a stone roof.

The walls are set on a stone plinth/platform that surrounds a cist grave. Two burials
were recovered, one within the cist and a second laid on top of the plinth to the south. Both
burials were in poor condition and only the more robust bones survived. The second burial
was disarticulated but head, leg and arm bones had been carefully aligned W.-E., adjacent
to the burial within the cist.
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WATERFORD CITY

450. At Jolzn's Lane (S 610 123)]. vVren carried out archaeological excavations. The site
lies on the SVV. side of the lane, 45 m inside the stretch of city wall between the standing
French Tower and the site of :'\ewgate. Excavations revealed garden soil layers that
contained pottery dating to the 13th and 14th centuries. Ryland's map of 1673 shows a
formalised garden in this area and it is likely the silts were part of earlier garden beds
associated with the Hospital of StJohn the Evangelist.

15 I. At I~ady I~ane (S 609 I I8)J Wren carried out archaeological excavations. The site is
on the line of the intra-mural wall separating the 'old' Hiberno-Norse town from the walled
Anglo-)Jorman suburb. Excavations revealed the remains of a bank and fosse extending
X-So across the site. The upper fills of this fosse contained pottery dating from the 12th to
the 14th centuries.

CO. WEST'vIEATII

452. TYRRELLSPASS, TOAR BOG (N 410 350). C. McDermott carried out an archaeolo
gical survey on behalf of the Irish Archaeological Wetland Unit. This bog forms part of the
larger peat production complex of Derrygreenagh vVorks operated by the state peat
company, Bord na Mona. The production area covers 470 ha in the form of an E.-vV.
orientated creseent. Production started in the ViVo part of the bog in 1983 and was extended
into the E. portion in 1993. The survey identified 406 previously unrecorded archaeological
sites, deposits and artefacts. Most of the sites were coneentrated in the townlands of
Killavally and Pallasboy in the W. half of the bog with additional sites occurring III

Clonaher, Mountrath and Rathgarrett townlands.
The sites ranged from c. 50 substantial trackways to more ephemeral deposits of

worked wood. Artefacts recovered during the survey included bog butter in a wicker
container, ten leather shoes, a bronze stick-pin, wooden withies and fabric. Two laboratory
dates and the associated artefacts show that the lowest exposed peat levels date to the end
of the last millennium B.C. The majority of the archaeological sites identified occur within
the upper peat levels and are likely to date from the early medieval to the post-medieval
periods. A series of radiocarbon dates has been commissioned for sites from Toar Bog and
the results of these determinations will be reported in subsequent volumes of this
publication.

CO. WEXFORD

453. CORl\'MARKET (T 046 220). J. Wren carried out archaeological excavations. The
site is on the E. side of the junction between Cornmarket and Abbey Street, 32 m inside
the stretch of town wall between John's Gate and George's Street. The largest single
deposit was a grey sandy silt which measured 21 m l\".-S. and I I m E.-W. and seems to
have covered much of the eastern three-quarters of the site. The pottery recovered from
the layer indicated a 15th-century date. The nature and location of this silt would suggest
that it was some sort of backyard occupation debris. Along the W. and S. perimeter of the
site, in the area of the street frontages, the surviving deposits are probably the remains of
decayed occupation debris, either deposited in a yard area or within a house. The pottery
recovered from these levels dated from the 13th and 14th centuries and the remains of
I3th- to 14th-century houses fronting on to Abbey Street may survive in the W. part of the
site. In the SE. corner a black silt seemed to be the remains of debris from metalworking,
while a small pit set in the yellow clay may be part of a furnace set in the yard area of a
property fronting on to Abbey Street.
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SCOTlAND. Work in 1999.
ABFRDEENSHIRE

'154. DRUyIBLAIR WOOD (:'{J 637428). At 155 m above sea level, lying on one of its sides
within what remains of the avenue of trees leading up to former Drumblair \Vood, is a
block of grey gneiss (whinstone), c. 71 em high by 41 em wide on its 'front and rear' faces,
one of which is coated with quartzite layer, and with slimmer 'side' panels c. 36 em wide.
The stone, which was investigated by YI. Youngblood, appears to have been roughly
shaped to a rounded top, with a flattened bottom slightly wider than the dimensions given.

On the panel facing NNE. is carved in the quartzite layer similar to that which
coats the Pieardy stone at Insch - a form resembling the folds of a cloak with the hem
divided into five incised folds at the base, opening at the top to a rounded 'bird's head'
shape, with triangular decoration to the left of the figure, partially broken off If the bird's
head were seen as the shoulder of a standing figure, the 'head' is missing, with evidence of
flaking offfrom the boulder clear. Considerable research into an original findspot revealed
that the previous tenant farmer had no knowledge of it ever having being moved. Sponsor:
Friends of Grampian Stones, with assistance from 1\:Irs L. Cheyne.

455. FETTER:\EAR (NJ 723 170). Excavation was continued by P. Z. Dransart and:"J. Q
Bogdan in the main area of the medieval bishop's palace, reported in previous years
(Discouery and ~xcauation in Scotland (1995 8)). A garden path was found to follow a curved
section in an otherwise straight alignment (:'\:"JE.-SSW.). The straight sections ran parallel
with a cut-down medieval wall, the rear wall of a 30.5 m long medieval range of buildings
identified last year (Discouery and Hxcauation in Scotland (1998), 6-7). It is eviderit that this cut
down wall was left as a feature forming part of the garden design. The path was perhaps
laid in the late 18th or early 19th century. Yledieval deposits were encountered in a sector
west of the cut-down wall. A layer of slates and glazed ceramic roof tiles perhaps
represented a collapsed roof that crushed pottery as it fell.

Three internal elevations of the cross-walls inside the standing mansion ,vere drawn.
The resistivity survey was extended to the area immediately west of the mansion, the
W. and E. fields in front of the mansion, and the field behind the mansion (to its north).
This survey revealed evidence for complex archaeological features dating from different
periods. Some of them underlie traces of rig-and-furrow, aligned approximately :"J.-S.
Sponsors: BP Amoco, Royal Archaeological Institute, L'niversity of \Vales, Lampeter,
Hunter Archaeological Trust, Russell Trust, Scottish Castle Survey.

456. FRIARS' DeBBs (:"JO 83 I 727). Trial trenching by L. Anderson of the Scottish
Urban Archaeological Trust, on a sloping site within the Carmelite friary, revealed a layer
of cultivated soil containing charcoal, daub and I3th- to 15th-century pottery. This scaled
a possible walking surface. Sponsors: Mr D. Yloir and YIrs L. Moir,Johnshaven Precision
Engineering Ltd.

457. LOCH DAVAN (NJ 447 007)· During the spring of 1999 a detailed survey was carried
out by D. Irving, D. Anderson, K. Cooper and A. Bruggimann of the medieval moated
homestead at Loch Davan, as part of a wider project to investigate medieval defended sites
on Deeside. This was the first full survev of the site and evidence was found of a stone
structure on the mound, of associatedli~earstone/earthworks, of stone footings for the
earth rampart, and of a field system. Contour surveys suggest a complex of three feeder
ponds and sluice gates to maintain water levels in the moat and provide further defences
for the site. Enigmatic stone-filled hollows were noted on raised ground to the west. A
possible causeway and bridge across the Loch Davan burn are still being investigated. A
piece of medieval green-glazed pottery (probably I3th- to 14th-century) oflocal origin was
found on the surface in the sluice of the moat.
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458. TURRIFF (."{] 7:)2 493). The terminal of a copper-alloy Pictish penannular brooch
was found by a metal dctectorist in a spoil heap just to the south-east ofTurriff The source
of the spoil is not entirely certain; it could have come from the field or from dredging of the
nearby river. It was claimed as Treasure Trove (TT 188/97) and allocated to Marischal
~luscum,Aberdeen. Report by F. Hunter, "\ational Museums of Scotland.

459. I;PPER TILLYGAR:VIO:\D (1\0 63(940). Historic Scotland commissioned M. Cook
of AOC Archaeology to carry out a field investigation as a case study into the impact of
bracken infestation on archaeological deposits. This was achieved through the excavation
of fourteen test pits across a deserted medieval to post-medieval settlement comprising two
farmsteads, an isolated structure, and a series offield banks and clearance. A fragment ofa
medieval clasp was recovered ii·om the isolated structure and evidence for the construction
of the farmsteads was recorded. The test pits clearly demonstrated the damage caused by
bracken to archaeological deposits.

A='IGUS

460. BRECIII:\, 68-74 HIGH STREET (NO 598 6(0). Trial pits by L. Anderson of the
Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust inside the above property revealed deposits, previous
wall structures, infilled voids/levelling, quarried bedrock, a burnt layer and a multi-floored
sequence. A fragment of tinely incised dressed sandstone dating to the medieval period was
recovered from the intil!. Sponsor: Tayside Building Preservation Trust.

461. EDZELL OLD CHURCH (NO 582687). In 1818, Edzell old church was replaced by a
new building on the edge of the village, and the old church was demolished except for the
Lindsay Aisle, an extension on the S. side of the nave which now survives as a free-standing
building with a burial vault beneath. In 1999, debris was cleared from the vault, the
Lindsay Aisle was surveyed, and a resistivity and contour survey of the burial ground was
conducted by D. Bowler of the Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust. This work and
historical research confirmed the existence and extent of a rectangular nave to the north of
the Lindsay Aisle. Repairs around the S\!\!. door of the aisle revealed disturbed human
bone just below the turf. Sponsors: Historic Scotland, Angus Council.

462. GLA:VIIS MANSE (NO 3864(9). A stone animal corbel fragment, probably medieval,
was donated to the Meffan Institute, Forfar. It had been dug up from the garden at Glamis
manse by a previous headmaster. Size: 106 mm by 97 by 69. Acc. no. F. 1999. 429. Report
by R. Benvie. Sponsor: Angus lvluseums.

463. NEWBARNS, NEAR INVERKEILOR. CROPMARKS (1\0 (83492). The second season of
a programme of trial trenching was carried out by C. :YlcGill of the Centre for Field
Archaeology, to the west of Newbarns Farm (Discovery and Excavation in Scotland (1998), 15).
The field is rich in cropmarks ofvarying forms, some of which are Scheduled.

Eleven trenches were excavated: three within the Scheduled area and eight outside it.
Of this total only two trenches were devoid of archaeological features. The excavated
features comprised pits, linear ditches, natural ice wedges, a truncated ring-ditch house, a
sub-rectangular enclosure (possibly a Dark-age timber hall), and a possible square barrow.
No features produced any artefactual dating evidence, and provisional dates can only be
applied to three feature groups (the ring-ditch house, timber hall and square barrow-type
feature) on the basis of their morphology.

The results support the conclusions from the previous year's work at Newbarns, that
the clarity of cropmarks is the result of a combination of topography, ploughsoil depth,
subsoil, feature depth, size and nature of fill, with the principal deciding factor being
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geomorphological considerations. There was considerable evidence across the site for
plough-scoring of subsoil and features, suggesting that active truncation is occurring.
Sponsors: Historic Scotland, Cniversity of Edinburgh.

464. MO:\TROSE BEACH (:"JO 728 .')86). An annular brooch, diameter 34 HnIl, with a
notched pin was found amongst black soil next to the dunes by the golf course, IVlontrose.
The soil has been dumped there to help consolidate the dunes and therefore may be from
any\vhere in Angus. It was dated as medieval/later, was claimed as Treasure Trove and
was awarded to Angus Museums. Ace. no. Y1. I 999. 153. Report by R. Benvie. Sponsor:
Angus Museums.

ARGYLL AND BUTE

465. ARDSKENISII (NR 3305 9 I 33). An annular silver Viking arm-ring was found by a
metal deteetorist in the machair on the IN. side of Triligh nam Bare. It comprises a thin
band of silver with stamped ornament and a twisted knot at the back. It was claimed as
Treasure Trove (TT 7/99) and allocated to National Museums of Scotland. Report by
F. Hunter, :\ational Museums of Scotland.

466. IONA, AR:\ISH HOUSE (:"JM 2865 2/145). A watching brief was maintained in 1999
by D. Hind of the National Trust for Scotland during refurbishments made to 19th-century
Arnish House. During the renovations, a trapezoidal stone of greenish-grey chlorite schist,
22-:") em by I I, with a 'trefoil' leaf pattern carved into one surface was discovered lying
loose in one of the upper rooms. It appears that part of one original edge is intact, showing
that the fragment is the outer part of a highly decorated stone. The carving is deeply
incised, each leaf having a slightly dished surface, enhancing the three-dimensional eflect.
It has been identified as part ofa 14th- to 15th-century grave slab of the lana school. It
may have been part of a group with gabled ends and, interestingly, does not have a border
usually associated with this style of stone carving. The stone is typical of the date and type
of carving, having probably been imported from the quarries at Doide, on the eastern
shores of Loch Sween. Sponsor: National Trust for Scotland.

1167. ISLAY, FINLAGGAN (l\R 3957 6854). Two large recumbent boulders, lying on a
slope at the corner of a field have been Scheduled as an ancient monument, apparently
being considered to be a broken monolith. They are, however, two different rock types,
one metabasite, the other Port Askaig Tillite. One of these, along with the standing stone
beside Finlaggan farm steading, might be the two standing stones viewed by Martin Martin
at the end of the 17th century, but there are other glacial erratics in the area to choose
from.

A large rectangular boulder, a glacial erratic of meta-igneous rock, 1-45 m by 0.96,
and 0.65 m high, sits on the shore of Loch Finlaggan opposite Eilean Mor (l\'R 3874 68 I 3).
Xeatly incised on its top surface is 'AI'. Both letters are Lombardic capitals, the 'A' with a
top- and a cross-bar, and are obviously medieval in form. The T is smaller than the 'A',
suggesting it should be read as a 'one' rather than a letter.

A quartzite boulder, 1.02 m by 0.67, with a height of at least 0.48 m, which would
often be totally submerged in the water, is one of a group forming the remains of ajetty on
the west side of Loch Finlaggan opposite Eilean :VIor (NR 3875 68 I 9). The portion rising
above the loch sediments is sub-oval in shape, but this may be giving a misleading
impression of the size and outline of what could be a much larger stone. It is cut with large
bold incisions, forming irregular letters: 'IIA'. Although it reads 'Ui\' rather than 'All' it
cannot be doubted that this is the stone reported in 1772 by the travel writer, Pennant,
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who was taken to Finlaggan by a local laird, Campbell of Sunderland. He was shown on
the edge of the loch 'the remains of a pier, and on a stone ... cut, A.II. or, OEneas the
second, one of the lords of the isles, in whose reign it was founded'. 'OEneas the second'
was Angus Og, the supporter of Robert Bruce. Investigation by D. H. Caldwell, R. Mc\Vee
and N. A. Ruckley.

468. ISLAY, NAVE ISLA'\D (NR 29037594). Just outside the outer of the two enclosures
associated with the chapel, on the summit of a low hill, is a small hollow identified on OS
maps as a well. Standing in it, and now broken in two, is a thin slab of greywacke, less than
I m high, which might be the shaft of a small cross, perhaps marking the boundary of an
early monastic settlement supposed to have been here. In a sheltered position within the
outer enclosure and surrounded by rigs is a barrel-shaped house with turf walls and a
prominent lump in the centre of its interior. It measures 22.5 m in overall length, 10 m
wide at maximum, narrowing at the ends to 8.:, m. It shows clearly on the aerial
photograph of the Islay Inventory (RCAHMS (1984) 225) but is not commented on.
Report by D. H. Caldwell, R. YIcWee and N. A. Ruckley.

469. KILORA'\ (:'JR 401 972). A broken Hiberno-Norse copper-alloy decorated strap
end of loth-century date was found by a metal detectorist in a ploughed field near Kiloran
Bay. Claimed as Treasure Trove (TT 3 I /98) and allocated to Argyll and Bute Museums.

470. KILORA:\I BAY ("JR 4'(l2 973). A fragment ofa copper-alloy dot-decorated pin from
a penannular brooch was found by a metal detectorist ncar Kiloran Bay. Claimed as
Treasure Trove (TT 102/98) and allocated to Glasgow Art Galleries and Yluseums.
Report by F. Hunter, "Jational Museums of Scotland.

47 I. ROTHESAY, MILL STREET/HIGH STREET ("JS 087 645). Evaluation and excavation
by K. Speller of Glasgow University Archaeological Research Division, on a plot of land
c. 100 m to the south of Rothesay Castle, revealed structures and deposits dating to the
mid- 13th century, late medieval and post-medieval periods representing habitation within
the planned settlement of the burgh. Preliminary results have identified at least four distinct
phases of occupation, comprising evidence for agricultural and industrial practices, plus
the remains of at least two daub and stone buildings, along with a cobbled yard area. At
the frontage there was evidence for an earlier alignment of the High Street, widening the
road to accommodate a market area. Sponsor: Bute Housing Association.

DU,\IFRIES AND GALLOWAY

472. BOTEL CASTLE BAILEY ("JX 819 616). This ongoing excavation (Discover'y and
~xcavation in Scotland (1998), 25), led by A. Penman and E. Cochrane and staffed by
volunteers, has continued to excavate the stone founds of a high-status medieval building
in the S. bailev of Buittle Castle.

Further ~vidence for the construction of King Edward Balliol's mansion house, now
definitely dated to A.D. 1347 from documentary sources, has come to light. Excavation has
revealed evidence of two earlier buildings underneath. The large stones from a building of
c. 1250 70 have provided additional stability for the later building and beneath the 1250
building the postholes ofan even earlier construction have become apparent. 'I 'he 1250-70
construction was destroyed by fire either wholly or in part, perhaps by King Robert Bruce
who is known to have destroyed much of the site, here, including Buittle Castle, after its
surrender to him on the 3 I March 13 I 3.

The founds of several stone walls set into clay and cobble platforms have been
excavated within the perimeter of the building, and from the presence of postholes and
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large quantities ofdaub it may be postulated that this building comprised stone foundations
surrounded by a timber framework which supported timber walls covered in daub. Two
parallel walls running N. S. and three walls running E.-\V. havc become apparent. The
entire E. wall of the building has been long eroded away and has collapsed into the River
Urr.From the artefactual evidence it is now known that this building had timber doors
with iron locks and small glazed windows, some with lead panes. The front door had a
stone fa<;:ade with a narrow, easily defended entrance and there is evidence of supports for
a canopy-like construction leading up to the doorway. In the shelter of the \Y. wall of this
complex was a clearly defined roadway.

Adjacent to the N. wall of the building an oven, hearth and furnace base have been
uncovered. To date the oven/hearth area has yielded 3 I 8 sherds of pottery, mostly of
native production, but interspersed with some imported material from northern France. A
replica furnace has been constructed on site using the identical materials found in the
excavated furnace base. Local hematite was obtained and several successful iron smeltings
have been carried out during open weekends.

The excavation produced a large assemblage of green- and yellow-green-glazed
pottery of the 13th and 14th centuries, locally made, as well as some green-glazed and
slipware examples from northern France. Several shards of very fine Venetian glass have
been excavated from a construction trench and can now be dated to c. 1250-70. Several
industrial pits were excavated underneath the floors of medieval buildings, and a date of
c. A.D. 1000 is suggested. They had been backfilled with a heavy black soil, some of it mud
pack, which can be dated by artefacts to the period I 100 1250.

A defensive fosse, excavated on the N\Y. perimeter of the S. bailey, has produced
additional evidence of the total destruction of the defences of thc site in 13 I 3 by Robert
Bruce. The fosse basc, comprising a greywacke quarry, might have bccn one of the sources
of building stone for thc earliest stone castle on the motte, c. I I 80-go. A buttress in place
in th is trench is in the process of being excavated. Sponsors: Solway Heritage, Galloway
Groundbase, Galloway Project, DG."JH&AS.

473. CAERLAVEROCK OLD CASTLE (."JY 027 654). 13th-century castle and associated
earthworks. Following on from the I gg8 fieldwork (Discovery and lcxcavation in Scotland (1998),
25), a further four weeks excavation was undertaken in I ggg by 1'1. 1" Brann of the Scottish
Urban Archaeological Trust. All remaining baulks and unexcavated areas within the
curtain wall were excavated. Excavation down to the metalling of the courtyard revealed a
raised cobbled pathway running diagonally across the courtyard, leading from the
postulated castle entrance to the foot of the external stair of the chamber block.

The established dating to the 13th century, and the structural sequence of the castle
put forward in the I gg8 report, was not contradicted by the 1999 excavations. However,
further excavation in the interior of the hall revealed the corner postholes and shallow wall
trenches (?sill-beam slots) of a substantial, rectilinear timber building. This building
demonstrably pre-dates the Phase 3 stone-built hall and the metalling of the courtyard,
which was left in situ, but its relationship to the Phase I chamber block is not known. The
presence of another timber building, sited in the N. corner of the castle enceinte, was also
confirmed. The relative date of construction of this timber building, evidenced by four
large padstones, is also unknown, but the rough metalling of the courtyard respected its
footprint. Excavation of smithing deposits in the courtyard, presumed to post-date the
abandonment of the castle, produced much slag and furnace fragments.

In addition to work on the castle platform, a trial trench across the moat was opened
up on the presumed line of the bridge to relocate the timber bridge footing found in 1978.
Excavation of 0.4-0.6 m of silt exposed the flat-bottomed clay base of the ditch. A single
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timber sole-plate for the bridge was found embedded in the clay near the foot of the castle
platform scarp. Archaeomagnetic dating of two areas of burnt clay within the structure
interpreted as a hall indicated the last firing was in the ranges I 2:")0-75 and I250 I:3 Io.
Sponsor: Historic Scotland.

474. I'\GLESTO.'\ "IOTTE (i'\X 774 579). A third season ofexcavation on this site (Discovery
and Excavation in Scotland (I 998), 27 8), conducted by A. Penman and L. Averill, has
continued to produce evidence of destruction by fire during the latter pan of the 12th
century of a timber structure on the summit of this motte.

L;trge amounts of charcoal and greasy dark soil at the S. end of the trench continues
to show that a large quantity of timber was burned here. Dating evidence in the form of
sherds of the local green-glazed pottery of c. I I50- I 250 have been recovered from the
trench, along with a quantity offerrous objects including a probable nail, TO.:") em in length
and topped with a square head.

In the SE. corner of the trench the section revealed some large stones. The trench was
accordingly extended to the south, revealing a more complex matrix than at first appeared,
with large stones overlapping each other. A stone linear f(~ature, cutting E.\V. across the
centre of the trench, was removed and a time fi'ame allocated to investigate the underlying
archaeolo!:,,),. The trench is being extended northwards and volunteers will continue to
excavate this site in the millennium.

475. SKYREDlJR;-.J (I\X 567 55 I). The terminal of a gilt copper-alloy penannular brooch
was found by a metal detectorist at Skyreburn, close to the river. The lobed terminal has a
central blue glass setting surrounded by vine scroll ornament, and is probably of 8th
century date. Claimed as Treasure Trove (TT TO I 198) and allocated to the Stewartry
:Vluseum. Report by F. Hunter, NationallVluseums of Scotland.

DCNDEE CITY

476. At thejormer 'Next' Building, Panmure StreetlivIurraygate (1\0 4040 3055) excavations
were carried out by :VI. Roy of the Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust. Primarily four
trial trenches were opened on the site before a larger area was opened up for excavation,
uncovering the remains of three medieval building plots with structures fronting on the
:Ylurraygate. The earliest structure on the site, occupying the S. plot, was apparently of
I Ith- or I nh-century date and was of wattle and daub construction. Later medieval
buildings were of sandstone bonded with clay.

Four medieval levels of the Murraygate street were found, and the raising of this
cobbled surface over time and the drainage structures found in various of the medieval
phases suggest the importance of adequate drainage in this area. Evidence was also
uncovered of the encroaching of later frontage walls on to the lVlurraygate. Floor levels
and dumped material produced much in the way of finds, notably medieval pottery and a
large iron axehead. Sponsor: Scottish :Vlutual Portfolio Managers Ltd.

EAST AYRSIlIRE

477. ROWALLA)J OLD CASTLE (i',S 4348 4242). In I998-9 three seasons of excavation
were carried out by D. Stewart and A. Dunn of Kirkdale Archaeology within the ruined
1\"E. tower, thought to be the earliest clement of the surviving old castle complex. Prior to
the start of the first season, the unroofed tower was filled with rubble from the collapse of
the side walls, which survive to a maximum of two storeys over the internal castle
courtyard. The excavations cleared the tower interior of debris, to allow for the
consolidation of the surviving masonry. An interim interpretation of the NE. tower suggests
the following development during the Middle Ages:
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Period I, mid-12th to late 14th hall house
:Ylassive stone build with distinctive external basal scarcemcnt, probably rectangular and
aligned N.S., two storeys.

Period 2, late 11th to ear(v 16th centuries, tower house
Rubble build over residual Period I masonry. Square in plan, defined by construction of
new S. wall with intra-mural stair and passage. Probably three storeys, but survives as
undercroft and first -floor hall.

The removal of infill material demonstrated that the mound on which the 1'\£. tower
is founded is of partly artificial origin; most likcly an altered or augmented natural feature.
The basal deposits within the cleared tower revealed a number of negative features,
including postholes with timber remains in situ, scaled below a crude metalling surface. A
number of these features pre-dated the earliest walls of the tower. Sponsor: Historic
Scotland.

EAST LOTHIAl'\

478. DIRLETON, ARCIIERFIELD ESTATE (NT 5000 85 10). A survey and extensive
archaeological evaluation were carried out by L. Baker of Headland Archaeology. VVork
had previously been undertaken on the site (DiscoveJ]! and ~'xcavation in Scotland (199 I),
19-50) and a number of sites were noted in the KYIRS. Documentary sources suggest a
multi-period landscape with sites dating from the Bronze Age to the 1940s. Sixteen
potential sites were identified during the desk-based assessment and walkover survey and
these were investigated during the evaluation. To the south of Eldbottle VVood the remains
of a medieval settlement were identified, comprising midden deposits, floors and stone
structures. Sponsor: Caledonian Heritable.

479. DV'iBAR, 75-79 HIGH STREET (NT 679 788). The discovery of two fragments of
decorated medieval gravemarker stones by workmen during a pavement widening
programme resulted in a watching brief and limited excavation in response to the threat to
further archaeological remains. The work, undertaken by D. Reed in 1998, identified an
anaerobic, organic-rich deposit of unknown date below deposits containing medieval
pottery. Overlying these deposits was an E.\V. linear trench (at right-angles to the High
Street) containing several fragments of medieval gravemarkers re-used to form a metalled
surface. Further gravemarkers extended under the High Street. Decoration on the
gravemarkers includes a foliate cross and a sword. The medieval deposits and gravemarkers
were overlain by a series of road levelling deposits. Sponsor: City of Edinburgh Council.

480. TRAPRAI:\J LAW (:\"'1' 582 746). The Traprain Law Summit Project has been set up
as a two-year project to explore the archaeology of the summit of the Law. The aims are
twofold: to characterise and evaluate the archaeological remains on the summit area,
which has seen very little work; and to provide a condition report and information to assist
with management strategies for this important site.

The first season's work, carried out by I. Armit, A. Dunwell and F. Hunter, involved
both survey work and excavation. EDM survey produced the first detailed contour map of
the summit area, revealing topographic detail missing on previous plans. A range of
geophysical techniques was used. Neither resistivity nor gradiometry revealed any features
of archaeological interest, due principally to the magnetic nature of the bedrock combined
with variations in soil depth. Resistivity profiling proved somewhat more successful, and
pseudo-sections were recorded for a range of features, including the central circular
enclosure and the ramparts. An assessment of the potential of metal detecting suggested
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that this was not a useful prospection technique in general, but also indicates the threat
from illegal detecting may be less than feared.

Excavation trenches were targeted at two aims: clarification of visible features; and
investigation of apparent blank areas. At the summit itself~ the rectilinear enclosure partly
excavated by Bersu in the 1940S was examined. Dating evidence tends to indicate a
medieval date, with hints of some structural complexity. \Vhat appears to be a child's long
eist was also uncovered, raising the prospect of an Early Christian presence on the site,
although further work is required to confirm this. The circular structure beside the summit
cairn was shown to be a late feature, and may relate to historical accounts of 18th-century
tree planting on the Law. A similar oval feature at the S\V. corner of the hill was also
investigated. Dating evidence was less secure, but it post-dated layers containing prehistoric
and Roman material, and could be a similar plantation.

Ramparts were sampled at two places. The so-called 'summit enclosure', which is the
least impressive on the ground, proved much more substantial on excavation, with the
tumbled remains of a wall being revealed, perhaps with a turf superstructure. It appears
too insubstantial to be defensive. A number of structural features suggest a possible
connection with the Late/ sub-Roman Cruden \Vall. The inner rampart was examined on
the W. flanks of the hill. Although the rampart had bcen largely robbed out, extensive
deposits survived behind its line, which contained cultural material. Only one phase of
bank construction was apparent.

Three trenches were excavated in areas with no visible remains to assess the extent of
deposits on the summit. All three produced anthropogenic deposits, apparently of some
complexity, indicating that there is extensive survival of deposits over much of the summit
area. Two trial trenches were dug in the crevasses on the southern edges of the site to check
for the presence of middens or similar deposits; one produced evidence of activity, and
merits further examination..Most trenches produced artefacts, primarily later prehistoric
and medieval pottery.

Assessment of the site's condition demonstrated that the threat from rabbits is greater
than has been realised previously, and this must be a significant management concern.
The results of the project to date have revealed the survival of complex archaeology on the
summit of the Law, and demonstrated the potential for modern excavations to resolve
many of the questions left unanswered by earlier work. Sponsors: Society ofAntiquaries of
Scotland, Russell Trust, Ylunro Lectureship Committee, Cniversity of Edinburgh,
National :\1useums of Scotland.

EDINHl:RGH (CITY OF)

481. At Edinburgh Castle, Queen Anne building (NT 251:") 7340) a programme of graphic
recording and small-scale excavation, carried out by D. Ylurray of Kirkdale Archaeology,
was completed within the 1\E. room of the Queen Anne building. This formed part of a
rolling programme of work, so far involving excavation within the S. and v\!. wings of the
building, as well as a trench located at the S. end of the central courtyard.

The Queen Anne building is a barrack block built 1708-10, overlying a sequence of
medieval vaults, the origins of which probably lie in the 15th century. These vaults allowed
the building up of the present-day Crown Square as a level platform to the south of the
main summit of the castle rock, a process which must have been substantially complete by
the early years of the 16th century, by which date the Great Hall had been constructed on
top of them, adjoining the S. end of the Queen Anne building. The recent relinquishing of
the role of Scottish United Services Museum for the Queen Anne building led to the
current programme of work. Sponsor: Historic Scotland.

482. At Ho?J!roodNorth, Plot] (NT 2653 7379).J. A. Lawson carried out a watching brief in
1998 at the site for the new Scottish Poetry Library. The site, situated 25 m south of
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Canongate, between Carfrae's Entry on the west and Bull's Close to the east, was excavated
to a depth of 3 m below ground surfilce into natural bedrock.

The area was enclosed to the east and north by two upstanding post-medieval mortar
bonded walls of rubble construction, for aN. S. oriented rectangular building facing on to
Carfrae's Entry. Its ,Yo wall truncated a late medieval rubbish pit, which contained a
mixed assemblage of animal bone and 15th-century pottery. The remains of an unlined
circular well, with a diameter of 1.55 m, were located 6.6 m south and 2 m west of the
N. end of the above building, locating it within Carfrae's Entry. Sponsor: City of
Edinburgh Council.

483. At lCirkliston Parish Church (XI'I 2/j 7+3) a watching brier was carried out in 1998 by
D. Henderson on two test pits excavated immediately adjacent to the l'\\V. and S\YO
corners of the church tower (assumed date 1200), to examine the foundations because of
movement of the tower. A raft of mortared masonry of late medieval date was seen to
underpin the tower foundations, which were only 0:2 m below current ground level. A
small quantity of disarticulated human bone was discovered in an 18th-century wall
trench, but there was no evidence of medieval burials within a metre of the tower walls.
Sponsor: City of Edinburgh Council.

484. At the New Scottish Parliament, Canongate ()JT 267 738) an archaeological excavation,
led by C. Moloney and R. Coleman, was undertaken jointly by Headland Archaeology
and the Scottish C rban Archaeological Trust in advance of the redevelopment of the site.
Five main phases of activity were identified, two of which were medieval.

Phase J Pre-burghal activity
Two features were identified pre-dating the formal division of the site into burgage plots,
presumably in the 12th century. The first comprised a large ditch over 3 m wide and 2 m
deep which ran along the boundary of the site parallel to Holyrood Road. Stratigraphically
contemporary with this feature was a gravel track which ran diagonally SvV. :-JE. across
the site.

Phase 2 AJedievalproperties
The second phase of activity relates to the formal division of the site into burgage plots.
These varied in width, but in general were approximately 10m wide in their earliest form
but appear to have been sub-divided into 5 m wide strips by the 15th to 16th centuries.
Typical backland features were found within these properties such as wells, rubbish pits
and industrial features which were probably used for brewing and dying. The fragmentary
remains of a number of stone buildings at the Canongate frontage suggest that stone was
used for construction from the earliest times. The remains of the Canongate were also
identified at least I m wider than the present street on the S. side. Sponsor: Historic
Scotland.

/j85. At Ronaldson '.I' Wharf, Leith ()J'l' 2699 7649) a field evaluation was undertaken by
D. Reed adjacent to the known 18th-century dry-dock, to the north of a previously
investigated area (Discovery and Axcavation in Scotland (1992), 53-4). Three trial trenches
were excavated to the south of the dry-dock S. wall to determine if the footings of the
structure impinged on the site. In the central trench substantial medieval deposits were
observed, and related to deposits recorded in 1992; no evidence was seen of any structure
relating to the dry-dock impinging on the site. Sponsor: Fairhurst Engineering.

486. At St Ninian's Manse and Church, Q,uayside AJills (1\T 26837647) recording of standing
buildings and exploratory excavations in the surrounding yards were carried out by
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D. Henderson at the site ofSt Ninian's Chapel and the N. end of the 1430S 'Old Bridge of
Leith'. The:'\. pier and alignment of the bridge was found. The standing building complex
on the site contains the remains of a () m by 5, ceHared three-storey building. The \Y. and
:\f. walls or this tower house-style structure survive to a height of over 10m and pre-date
the surviving ashlar W. wall of the original St Ninian's Chapel, built by the Abbot of
Holyrood in 1493. The chapel was replaced in 1600 by a basically rectangular church
building, 19.8 m by 15, of one storey, applied to the \Yo f~lce of the cellared building (which
became the session house) and incorporating the \Yo waH of the chapel. Sponsor: City of
Edinburgh Council.

487. At St Patrick's Church, Cowgate ( NT 260 736) an archaeological investigation was
carried out byJ Gooder of AGC Archaeology in the garden of the old Presbytery House.
The excavation showed that, prior to the 17th century, the ground had been used for
agriculture or gardening. A considerable quantity of butchered animal bone and lesser
quantities of ceramic debris dating from the 12th to 19th centuries were also recovered.
The site is interpreted as containing significant evidence relating to aspects onate medieval
and post-medieval urban development with particular application to the changes in use of
back plots in an urban setting. Sponsor: Nlorrison Construction I,td.

488. At 37-4° The Shore, Leith (NT 27 10 7(51) an archaeological excavation was carried
out byJ. A. Lawson in 1998, prior to development of a gap site situated on the :\f. edge of
the medieval port of South Leith and overlying part of the site for the late medieval royal
complex, the King's VVark (constructed c. 1433-(5). Four trenches were excavated across
the footprint of the proposed development, establishing that the survival of stratified
archaeological deposits was constrained to the S. third of the site. Phases of occupation
included pre- 15th-century midden and beach deposits; construction of the King's Wark
complex and late 1.sth-century land reclamation to the east of the King's \Yark complex.
Of particular interest were the remains of a 15th-century sea wall or quay, running E. \Y.
across the south of the site. The position and date of the wall suggests that it relates to the
King's VVark complex, although an earlier date of construction is also possible. Sponsor:
Gregor Homes.

489. At 42-5° Water Street, Leith (KT 27 10 7(35) an archaeological evaluation was
undertaken by C. :Yloloney of Headland Archaeology on deposits beneath the floor of
basements. Five test pits were excavated, demonstrating the survival of archaeology on the
:\f. side of the proposed development area. The site would appear to have been peripheral
to the main focus of the settlement of South Leith during the early medieval period but
became more intensively used in the late medieval and post-medieval periods. A possible
early property boundary in the form of a turf bank was the earliest feature identified. A pit
was also recorded, which contained a large quantity of fish bone and oyster shell together
with high-status pottery imported from Holland during the late medieval period. Sponsor:
Miller Homes.

FIFE

490. CUPAR, BO:\l;\TYGAn:!WEsT PORT (NO 374 147-:\f0 371 146). A pipeline trench
was excavated by L. Anderson of the Scottish Grban Archaeological Trust, from Lady
\Yynd, through Bonnygate to the west beyond VVest Port. The section from Lady Wynd to
South Union Street was archaeologically monitored. The trench sections revealed previous
carriageways, midden layers, street frontages, rubbish pits, culverts, and medieval pottery.
The remnants of previous carriageways sealed midden layers which contained extremely
well-preserved organic matter. The uncovering of walls and their position well into the
modern carriageway shows that some early Bonnygate street frontages encroached on the
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thoroughfare to be pushed back by later road widening. Rubbish pits may be remnants of
the burgage boundary system. There were episodes of levelling clay areas, as shown by
trampled clay surfaces, and infill, shown by mixed contexts. Sponsors: East of Scotland
\Vater, Fife Council.

lit)!. MOONZIE CHCRCII (1\0 :-n86 17(0). 82 memorials were recorded, one of which is
a medieval gravestone of an incised sword, which is built into the \V boundary wall. A find
was made of two sherds of pottery, identified as 15th-century white gritty ware. The work
was carried out by S. Farrell as part ofthe Fife Graveyard Survey. Sponsors: Fife Council
Archaeology Cnit, ~larc Fitch Fund, RCAH~rS.

492. ST A,,\DREWS, 101-10:) MARKET STREET (NO 5086 1(75)' Four 2 m by I m trial
trenches were excavated by S. Carter of Headland Archaeology, to the rear of properties
at 101 I 03 ~larket Street. The entire area behind the standing buildings is covered by up
to 1.5 m of deposits, principally a modern topsoil which overlies a medieval garden soil.
Several specific features of archaeological interest were identified. A clay-bonded stone
wall and a possible pit both underlay the medieval garden soil. Substantial assemblages of
medieval pottery and mammal bone were collected and assessment of sediment samples
identified carbonised plant remains, fish bone and industrial residues. These results arc
similar to those obtained on adjacent sites in Market Street. Sponsor: Killylane Properties.

493. ST AKDREWS, ST :\ICIIOLAS FAR:YI (NO 5 190 1575). A watching briefwas undertaken
by D. Hall of the Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust during the erection of a pre-school
nursery due south of the East Sands Leisure Centre and to the south-west of the site of
previo~s excavations in 1986 87 (Discove~J! and f"xcavation in Scotland (1987), 14). Ploughsoil
to a maximum depth of I .5 m was located across most of the site directly ovcrlying natural
sand. A possible cobbled trackway was recorded at the SW. end of the site but there were
no artefacts associated with this feature. It would appear that this part of the leper hospital
precinct was always used for agriculture and never contained any built structures.

Four samples of human bone were submitted for dating. These all came from features
or deposits pre-dating the excavated hospital buildings. Calibrated dates of 1530- I 3 I 0
B.C., A.D. 530-660, A.D. 130--390 and A.D. 430-650 were obtained. These results may
suggest the presence of an earlier graveyard on the hospital site. Sponsor: Historic
Scotland.

IIIGHLAKD

494. DORNOCH, VARIOUS SITES (NH 798903; I\H 793903; NH 79.19(0). P. Weeks and
M. Gallon reported a collection of lead, silver and copper-alloy objects found by metal
detecting on sites explored in previous years (Discovery and lcxcavation in Scotland (1998), 50).
Finds include buckles, seals and mounts of medieval and post-medieval date, and seem
indicative of a market site in the area.

1195. KNOYDART (.KG 80 00). A rapid pre-afforestation survey was carried out by
.J. vVordsworth on seven separate areas of the Knoydart peninsula. The majority of the
remains were post-medieval, apart from a rectangular setting oflarge boulders at NG 7808
0874 that could be a Norse grave. It measured 4.5 m by 2 externally and was aligned
NE.-S\V. on a ridge c. 100 m OD overlooking Loch Hourn. Extensive areas of enclosed
and unenclosed rigs were found ncar the medieval and later settlements of Inverie and
Scoltas. Turf and stone dykes and longhouse structures were also identified but the area is
badly damaged by vigorous bracken growth. A well-preserved area of rigs, turf dykes and
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at least eight ?turf-walled structures was identified to the west oC Dubh Lochain. Sponsor:
Knoydart Community Association.

496. CRQUHART CASTLE (NH 530 2B6). An excavation was undertaken by R. \Vill oC
Clasg'ow University Archaeological Research Division in the field below the present car
park, west of the castle, in advance ofthe construction ofa new car park and visitor centre.
The aim was to investigate a possible ditch discovered during an evaluation carried out in
1997 (Dis(O{)e~J! and ~~1(caz)ation in Scotland (I997), :)2). The ditch turned out to be a large pit,
possibly resulting fi-om quarrying. The fill of the pit contained layers consisting of midden
deposits containing medieval pottery, animal bone and possible metalworking debris
including lead. The upper layers contained large amounts of stones possibly fi-om field
clearance. A rubble drain ran into the pit from the south-west. To the north-west oCthe pit
was a rough cobbled surface which may relate to buildings or workshops. Sponsor: Historic
Scotland.

MORAY

497. BIR;\"IE (\J 210585). Fieldwork led by F. Hunter, :'\ational Yluseums of Scotland,
recorded a sub-rectangular spread identified as a blacksmith's workshop, which pottery
suggests is medieval. Around this were pits which may have been used for charcoal
burning. Sponsor: ~ational Museums of Scotland.

498. ELGIN, HRUCELAKDS (c. ;\J 22 (2). An unusual copper-alloy zoomorphic Early
Historic mount was found on Brucelands bv a metal detectorist. It was claimed as Treasure
Trove (TT 52/98) and allocated to Elg~n ;\;1useum. Report by F. Hunter, l\'ational
Museums of Scotland.

499. LIIA"-'BRYDE (:\1] 281 6IO; NJ 279 61 I). Two copper-alloy Hiberno-Norse ringed
pin shafts were fCJund on separate occasions by metal detectorists to the cast ofLhanbryde.
They were claimed as Treasure Trove (TT 24/98, I40/98) and allocated to Elgin :YIuseum.
Report by F. Hunter, National :YIuseums of Scotland.

5°0. LOCHHILL (;\ij 298 (41)' An Early Historic copper-alloy circular enamelled mount
of Bth-century date was found by a metal detectorist ncar Lochhill. It bears a central
enamelled cross in millefiori enamel with champlevc cnamel in the fields between the arms.
It was claimcd as Treasure Trove (TT 90/97) and allocated to Elgin Museum. Report by
F. Hunter, :'\ational Museums of Scotland.

ORK"-'EY

SOl. PAPA STROXSAY, ST BRIDE'S CHAPEL (HY 6662 2927). A font was recovered by
S. Buteux, J. Hunter and C. Lowe ncar the old water pump, to the north of the farm
steading, some 300 m to the north-west ofSt !\Jicholas Chapel. Roughly octagonal in form,
it has been carved fi-om a block ofred sandstone, some CJ,45 m across and 0':3 m high. The
bowl is 0.3.':> m across and 0.25 m deep. There is an incised equal-armed cross, 3 cm long,
at the base of the bowl (possibly with a second stroke on one arm). Halfway up are traces
of what are probably fixture points for a wooden cover. The fCJl1t may have been taken
from St :"Jicholas, or perhaps from the nearer site of St Bride's chapel which is traditionally
located at the farm steading. Sponsors: Historic Scotland, Arts and Humanities Rescarch
Board, University of Birmingham, Hunter Archaeological Trust, Orkney Islands Council,
Russell Trust, Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

502. PAPA STRO~SAY, ST :--JICIIOLAS CIIAPEL (HY 6695 2918). Excavation continued at
and adjacent to the site of St Nicholas Chapcl, in advance of coastal erosion (Discovery and
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F'x."wuation in Scotland (lgg8), 72). The project, led by S. Buteux,J. Hunter and C. Lowe is
being undertaken jointly by Birmingham University Field Archaeoloh'Y Lnit and Headland
Archaeology. 'York continued in Trench A, the chapel and its immediate environs, and
Trench B, immediately adjacent to the south-west. Two new areas were opened: one
(Trench D) to the north-west, at the projected corner of the chapel enclosure; the other
(Trench E), roughly 40 m to the south-west, to investigate the nature and extent of the
masonry in the eroding clifT section.

Excavation in the nave revealed a hollowed sandstone basin, possibly a water stoup
or piscina, among the make-up deposits for the secondary floor. Bclow the make-up was
an earlier floor level from which were recovered three conjoining fragments of a cross
incised stone. A fourth conjoining fragment was recovered from an unstratified context.
The four fragments go together to form what is clearly an altar slab, 40 mm thick, 280 mm
long and probably 260 mm wide. Formed of yellow sandstone with a chamfered edge, the
surface of the slab displays three incised saltire crosses and one Latin cross: the saltire
crosses are set within compass-drawn circles 58 mm in diameter. The terminals of all four
crosses arc punctuated by drilled holes, 2 mm deep. The slab is possibly I Ith- or I nh
century in date.

A small fragment of porfido uerde antico was recovered from beneath the N. wall of the
nave, from amongst deposits filling the earlier cellular building to the north. The present
chapel is clearly a multi-phase structure. Investigation of the masonry joints between the
nave and chancel show that the latter was appended on to an earlier, singIe-ceIl building.
An intermediate phase, represented by an originally wider chancel arch, may also be
indicated. Current evidence would suggest that the two side altars form part of the chapel
in its final phase.

Graves were encountered within and outside the chapel: one, a long cist, its contents
poorly preserved, partially underlay the SE. corner of the chancel; another, a dug grave
containing the well-preserved remains ofa child or young adult, was found immediately in
front of the chancel step, between the two side altars. Redeposited and disturbed burials
were also found inside the chapel and outside it, to the south.

Trench E, on the clift· edge to the south-west of the ehapel, was opened to investigate
the character and extent of the eroding remains. This revealed an area of cobbling,
possibly paved in places, and delimited on its seaward side by a drystone wall. Against the
landward side of the wall were the remains of what may be a small stone platform, very
tentatively interpreted as a station for a wayside altar. Further details and photographs are
available at www.stronsay.co.uklarchaeology. Sponsors: Historic Scotland, Arts and Humanit
ies Research Board, G'niversity of Birmingham, Hunter Archaeological Trust, Orkney
Islands Council, Russell Trust, Society ofAntiquaries of Scotland.

503. SAVILU:!NORTHSKAILL (HY 684 144). A fragment of a double-sided Late Norse
antler comb was found on the beach between Saville and N orthskaill. It was claimed as
Treasure Trove (TT glg8) and allocated to Tankerness House Museum. Report by
F. Hunter, National ~luseumsof Scotland.

504. TOFTS (HY 748 462). A Late Norse single-sided composite bone comb was found
during test-pitting for soil analysis at Tofts. It was claimed as Treasure Trove (TT 2 I 1g8)
and allocated to Tankerness House ~luseum. Report by F. Hunter, )j"ational :Museums of
Scotland.

505. WESTRAY, QUOYGREW-NEATIIER TRENABIE (HY 444 506). Excavations by J. Bar
rett, Department of Archaeology, University of York, focused on a farm mound composed
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of finely stratified middcns with cxcellent bone preservation. The deposits can bc dividcd
into two distinct blocks, based on the ratio of fish bone and shell to mammal bone. The
upper c. 0.5 m is dominated by marine resources, the lower 0.3 m by mammal bonc,
including several cattle skulls. A single radiocarbon assay of A.D. 100/1 1262 (AA39 I 35,
905 ± 60bp calibrated at 2 sigma) is presently available for a horse bone frOln the interface
between the two.

Stcatite vessel shards, bone pins and a fragmcntary bone comb from the middcn arc
all consistent with accumulation in the Viking and later ~liddle Ages. A f1agstone path
runs up the sidc of the mound in thc upper stratigraphic block, but no other architectural
features have yet been found. The middens were sampled for ecof~lctual and sedimcnt
analyses. Concurrent with this work a series of test pits were dug by T. O'Connor to clarify
the distribution of an associated infield and to collect samples for OSL dating from
locations where it is associated with windblown sand. A topographic survey ofthe site was
also completed by S. Dobson. \Vork was funded by the Cniversity of York.

PERTH AKD KI'JROSS

.')06. ERmGr: OF EARN (NO 1325 1850). An archaeological evaluation was carried out
by R. \Vill of Glasgow University Archaeological Research Division, on the known site of
the medieval bridge to the east of the present bridge, in advance of the construction of a
f100d prevention scheme. Trial trenches uncovered mortared masonry that may relate to
the approach road to thc bridge. Trenches located along the riverbank failed to uncover
any material due to the presence of a modern revetment consisting of wire cages filled with
stones. Sponsor: Perth and Kinross Council.

507. COlJPAR A='IGCS, 5 ABBEY ROAD (NO 2228 39(5). Excavation of two trial trenches
in the front (N.) garden of 5 Abbey Road uncovered the remains of an E.-W. running
drystone feature (two courses visible), interpreted as part of the precinct boundary wall of
the 12th-century Cistercian abbey or a related drainage feature. To the north of this were
the remains ofa cobbled surface and a possible N. S. wall. Work was conducted by IVI. Roy
of the Scottish L'rban Archaeological Trust. Sponsor: Historic Scotland.

508. PERTH, PULLARS/KI='INOULL HOUSE, :\HLL STREET/CURFEW ROW (1'\0 116
237). Excavations were carried out by S. Farrell and M. Middleton of the Scottish Urban
Archaeological Trust on the site of the former Pullars dyeing and cleaning works, in
advance of construction of new offices for Perth and Kinross Council (Discovery and
Excavation in Scotland (1998), 77). The excavations were dividcd into two parts; a long deep
trench inside the Pullars buildings, parallel to Mill Street, and a large open area in a former
car park to the north of the buildings, on the \V. side of Curfew Row.

The Mill Street trench exposed the rcar face of the mill lade culvert wall and cobble
surfaces and stone foundations pre-dating Pullars buildings. Beneath rubble dumps
associated with thc construction of Pullars works were irregular pits and gullies, and
natural sands and clays descending into a deep depression, probably the :'\. edge of the
medieval defensive ditch, some 2-3 m below present ground surface. It seems that the
town's defensive ditch may have been formed by improving and restricting a natural
waterlogged depression on the~. edge of the early medieval town.

The Curfew Row open area revealed extensive areas of earlier remains surviving
despite the disturbance caused by Victorian industrial features. These resolved themselves
into a remarkable collection of pits, hearths or ovens, and vats or tanks of stone, wood and
clay, evidently the remains of the medieval industrial suburb: processes involving fire or
noxious fumes and wastes naturally concentrated outwith the town walls. .

At least some of the features probably relate to the malting industry, but they clustered
in a way which suggests that several properties were involved, probably belonging to
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different enterprises and carrying out different processes. Although no pottery kilns were
f(mnd, one fragment of kiln furniture was recovered and might indicate kilns nearby.
There were also ditches and perhaps even wheel ruts marking the line of the medieval
Curfew Row, the street around which the suburb grew up. A very large assemblage of
pottery, finds and animal bone was recovered, especially from the medieval pits and tanks,
and preliminary inspeetion indicates dates mostly from the 13th and 11th centuries,
around the time when the suburb was developing. Sponsor: l\!lorrison Construction Ltd.

509. STRATHEAR!\, DUPPLI,\ CROSS (NO 050 189). Excavations were conducted by
A. Radley and A. Dunn of Kirkdale Archaeology at the site of the Dupplin Cross, both
before and after its removal for conservation. This was an attempt to record and date the
context of the cross in order to resolve the dispute as to whether the cross remained in its
original position, or had been moved since its creation in the gth century. The results of
the excavation proved inconclusive, although it could be shown that the cross has been in
the general location at least since the late 17th century. Sponsor: Historic Scotland.

SCOTTISH BORDERS

510. MELROSE ABBEY: LAY BROTHERS CLOISTER (~T 5486 3417). Excavations were
carried out by D. Stewart and A. Dunn of Kirkdale Archaeology on the site of the
presumed Lay Brothers Cloister. Ten trenches in total were excavated, nine within the
gardens and a single trench in the area to the east of Abbey Street, against the interior
\Y. perimeter wall of the abbey itself A magnetometer survey had revealed possible wall
lines in the area of the gardens to the north of Abbey House. The magnetometer survey
also indicated a possible wall line running E. -\V. below the current Abbey Street,
indicating a possible continuation further westwards of buildings presently confined to the
enclosed abbey grounds.

Excavation around the lawn and flowerbeds of the ornamental garden located
potential abbey masonry in one trench, situated on the E. edge of the garden against the
inside f~lce of the Abbey Street W. wall. The other seven trenches exposed a variety of
drainage and landscape features, some of which may be early in date. The principal
structure on the site \vas a large, rubble-filled trench running diagonally S\V.-I\E. across
the site, which may be a robbed-out wall line backfilled with rubble, but could also be the
principal subsoil drain for the ornamental garden. An E.\V. cut located in two trenches
could be the edge of a scarped terrace of monastic period, of which the general level of 86
mOD would represent the upper terrace. It was noted that the only early finds were from
below the edge of this terrace.

The single trench within the abbey grounds indicated that the I m of later deposits
found west of Abbey Street had been completely cleared away in building clearance works
east of Abbey Street, with the result that the turf lies directly on the natural subsoil in this
area. It was, however, noted that the level of the subsoil exactly matched the 86 m OD
found on the possible terrace west of Abbey Street, and appears to be part of the same
levelled surface. Additionally it became clear that the column bases found in the chamber
adjacent to Abbey Street do not continue to the west and that the late road wall at the
W. end of the columned chamber sits on the original \Y. wall of the chamber. The range to
the west of the abbey did not therefore continue beneath Abbey Street, as the
magnetometer survey results may have suggested.

A small trench placed to the east of the gable end of Abbey House located masonry
directly below the gravel driveway, indicating that the original guest house extended
further west. Sponsor: Historic Scotland.
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5 I I. OLD SCATNESS/JARLSHOF E.'\VIRO:'-/S PROJECT (H U 390 I I I). Excavation of the Old
Scatness settlemcnt commenced in 1995 as part of the Old Scatness/Jarlshof Environs
Project (sec Discove~y and Fncwation in Scotland (1998), 83 4} Work was continued in 1999,
led by S. J Dockrill, V. E. Turner and.J. M. Bond, with the focus on excavating and
understanding the later multi-cellular building inside the broch (Structure 7) and the many
later piered structures surrounding the broch (Structures 6, 8, I I, 12, 11, 15 and 17). All
these buildings were filled with dumps of ashy material containing much worked stone,
pottery, plant remains, and mammal, bird and fish bone. The overall impression gained
from this year's investigations is of the complexity of the settlement and the prolonged usc
of the broch and the other pie red structures, which display numerous occupation levels
and extensive rebuilding. The state of preservation of the buildings also allows interpreta
tion of the construction.

Two types of radial pier arc present. The first, which is either bonded into the inner
wall f~lce or butts against it, can be interpreted as supporting a corbelled or semi-corbelled
roof; this type is seen for example in Structures 6 and I I, and is similar to the radial
divisions supporting the corbelling within the J arlshof wheelhouses. The second type of
pier is free-standing, rising to the level (in one case) of a scarcement ledge which runs
around the inner wall. This type of pier, which is seen for example in Structure 14, may
well form the support for an upper floor; it is paralleled in the aisled roundhouse atJ arlshoL

The later Iron-age buildings continued to yield Viking-period artefacts from apparent
occupation deposits high in the ash fill of the structures, strengthening the evidence for
long occupation and the Viking/;\forse re-use of these buildings. Among the finds are two
steatite weights, one with possible interlace graffiti on one face (from Structure I I) and an
intact ladle or bowl of steatite with a rounded bottom and a handle, found in a 'passageway'
between Structures I I and 17. It can now be seen that the small late wheelhouse (Structure
6), excavated in previous years, was built into the remains of a much larger wheelhouse
and that there arc in fact many more structures surrounding the broeh than was at first
thought.

Within the broch itself, the last structure (Structure 7), built high within the rubble fill
of the tower, was fully excavated. A set of steps led down from within the broch wall into
this multi-cellular, cloverleaf-style building, the walls of which still stand c. 1.5 m high; a
whalebone vertebra, apparently acting as a door pivot, stood on the right-hand side at the
bottom of the stair. There was a central hearth with kerbstones. Several of the cells
appeared to contain waterlogged or anaerobically preserved deposits, which were sampled
for environmental evidence.

To the west of the broch, the large 'roundhouse' Structure 12 also began to show
evidence of a long period of use with several phases of rebuilding. A possible primary
doorway to the west had been blocked and a new entrance, into Structure 8, inserted next
to it. Another late entrance, associated with a rebuilt section of wall and an external cell,
had been constructed to the east. Structure 12 is something of an enigma; with an internal
diameter similar to that of the broch, it is also, like the broch, the centre of a cluster of
other buildings (Structures 8, 13, 14, 1,5). Structure 15 was excavated to a secondary
occupation surface, with a central hearth surrounded by a pebble kerb.

Structure 14, the building with free-standing piers and a scarcement ledge built on to
the S. side of Structure 12, had been later modified with a doorway through into Structure
IS. Structure 14 proved to have another later and completely unexpected phase; two of
the free-standing piers had been adapted by the addition of a length of walling between
them to form a small cell, blocked off from the main part of the structure but with an
entrance out through the wall of Structure 14 into a semi-subterranean amorphous
building to the east. The fill of this building contained fragments of two decorated coloured
glass bangles.
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Structure 8, the westcrnmost building in the settlement, appears to have been
constructed on to the rebuilt wall of Structure I 2. L;nlike the other buildings, it is sub
rectangular in shape, but it too underwent several rebuilds. Excavation this year revealed
a late occupation surLlce beneath a mass of rubble and i1agstones, some of which may be
from partial corbelling of bays constructed by lengthening the original short piers. In this
late phase, a doorway to the south had been walled up; the entrance into Structure I2 was
still sealed by rubble. There was partial i1agging in the bays and in the central area, where
a hearth with a long kerb of small stones was visible. In one of the bays was found a large
unworked piece of steatite and a lump of highly refined white clay.

An odd feature attached to the E. wall of Structure 8 appears to be some form of oven.
The side walls of this feature were built of orthostats and drystone walling and it was
fronted by a large orthostatic slab with a carefully dressed semi-circular hole cut into the
bottom edge. vVhen this slab was removed, it could be seen that the inside of the 'box' was
also composed of sandstone slabs set as drystone walling, forming a wide space at the base
of the feature but narrowing as it rises to form some sort of flue. At the top of the box, a
horizontal slab with a central hole cut from it sat above the flue. There was some sooting
around the internal components but no evidence of burning within the feature. A dump of
charred material and ash by the front of the feature seemed to consist mostly of charred
peat, whilst a small ortho~tatic box feature immediately to the north of the 'oven'
contained, and was surrounded by, white ash. This feature is strongly reminiscent of
similar features at Howe, mainland Orkney, which were interpreted as oyens.

This year's experimcntal archaeology programme included the successful casting of
copper alloy, production of a largc bloom of iron, thc roofed construction of a rcplica of
one of the Pictish houscs from the site, and cutting a blank for a soapstone bowl from thc
unscheduled area of thc quarry at Catpund. Sponsors: Historic Scotland, BP Exploration
Opcrating Company Ltd, EC Objective I, Pilgrim Trust, Robert Kiln Trust, Scottish
Hydro-Electric ple, Scottish l\atural Hcritage, Shetland Amenity Trust, Shetland Enter
prise Company, Shetland Islands Council, University of Bradford.

.'i I 2. ST KINIAX'S ISLE CHAPEL (HU 368 209). The site is one of the most renowned in
Scotland, having produced the St Kinian's Isle hoard the best example of Pictish
silverware yet discovered. However, little is unfortunately known of the archaeology of the
site, other than its considerable potential. The site was excavated by Professor O'Dell
between I955-9, rcvealing the foundations of a I 2th-century church overlying an earlicr
building. Sculptured stones, including those from Early Christian corner-post shrincs, and
later Norse crosscs, were also found. There are burials at the site associated with each
period, including as late as the mid- I 9th century A.D. The archive from the I950S
excavation is very limited due mainly to the untimely death of the excavator before he was
able to publish.

The fieldwork undertaken by R. Harry in I999 comprised an initial desk-based study
followed by topographic and geophysical surveys of the site and immediate surrounding
area. Four small trial trenches were then opened to test the results of the survey and assess
the condition of the archaeology at the site. The site is bcing very badly eroded by rabbits
and is in some state of disrepair. Iron-age short cists and Early Christian long cists first
uncovered by O'Dell to the south of the chapel were found to be largely intact in the small
area investigated. Both later burials and earlier Iron-age midden deposits were also found
to survive in parts of the trench. Evidence of the survival of later burials was recovered to
the north of the chapel, together with indications of the extent of O'Dell's work to the east.
Sponsors: Historic Scotland University of Glasgow, Shetland Amcnity Trust.
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SOUTH LANARKSHIRE

5 I 3. BOTHWELL, FAIRYK,\OWE (.'\S 705:) SH6S)' An archaeological evaluation was
carried out by C. Ellis or AOC Archaeology, in advance of two separate planning
applications fix residential housing. Three hand-dug test pits were located on the front
lawn of the manse and four machine-dug test pits along the length orthe drive. Seventeen
trenches were machine-dug within the 1.6 ha area. The area in from of the manse had
been levelled using rubble derived from a pre-existing 19th-century structure. The old
ground surface corltained I 2th- to 15th-century pottery. Colluvial (hillwash) deposits were
extensive in many of the trenches and were dominated by I2th- to 15th-century white
gritty ware. Sponsor: Beu Homes.

514. LA"'ARK, 17-23 BLOO:YIGATE (1'\S 8802 43(6). \Vithin a residential development an
area of archaeological significance, relating to the site or a 14th-century Franciscan friary
and the medieval burgh of Lanark, was identified. An evaluation of the area did not
identify any structural remains which could with certainty be associated with the friary,
although it did identify a range of relatively minor features (pits, garden soils, etc.). Those
features or areas to be afft:cted by the development were subject to a watching brief by
J. GoodeI' ofAOC Archaeology during the development works. The most notable find was
a pit containing body sherds, identified as redware analogous to Scottish East Coast
rechvare dating from the 13th to IS th centuries.

The area with the greater potential for significant archaeological finds is located in
the higher, 1'\. part of the archaeological sensitive area. Fortunately, it is in this area that
the residential development has had the least impact on existing ground levels; con
sequently the sediments in this area have been preserved in situ. Sponsor: R. D. Hogg
(Construction) Ltd.

51,)' LAKARK, cox's GARAGE (NS 881 437). The area of Cox's Garage has been the
subject of archaeological recording by AOC Archaeology, following which E. Archer and
P. Archibald of Lanark and District Archaeological Society and Lanark Museum Trust
worked on the site. A medieval character wall is thought to be that of a friary known to
have existed on the site. lVledieval pottery was located in several areas, dating from the
I2th/ 13th centuries onwards. Iron slag and a piece of stone with green glaze on it point to
industrial activities, while bone, shell and other domestic refuse provide evidence of
everyday life. Finds of special interest include coins, a stone window mullion, leather on~

cuts, and the clasp from a small prayer book. Sponsors: Lanark and District Archaeological
Society, Lanark :VIuseum Trust.

.1 I 6. TOWER OF HALLBAR (NS 8393 47 I3). An excavation and watching brief was
conducted by K. Speller of Glasgow University Archaeological Research Division, in the
cellar and around the building perimeter of a Scheduled medieval tower house exposed
the tower foundations and medieval working levels and features. The watching brief
exposed a nearby stone culvert with a possible medieval base. Sponsor: Vivat Trust.'

STIRLING
S I 7. STIRLING, THE TOLBOOTH, BROAD STREET (NS 793 I 93(9). Three 2 m by 2 trial
trenches were excavated by :VI. Roy of the Scouish Urban Archaeological Trust prior to a
proposed development in a courtyard to the north of the Tolbooth.lVIidden and demolition
deposits were located in all three trenches, and the foundations of the Tolbooth were
investigated. In the trenches to the east and west, the remains of mortar-bonded stone walls
were located, pre-dating the present building (possibly pre- I473). In the central and
E. trenches possible stone structures of an even earlier date were located. In the eastern
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trench burnt daub or hearth material was encountered, possibly of medieval date. Sponsor:
Stirling Council.

WESTER)! ISLES

SI8. BORXAIS (NF 729 302). Three substantial mounds dominate the machair plain of
the township of Bornish (f)iscove~y and Excavation in Scotland (I997), 84 S). Five seasons of
excavation and field survey have revealed a chronological sequence dating from the
.vIiddle Iron Age to the '\Jorse period, and geophysical survey has revealed the plan of an
extensive ~orse settlement.

The [999 excavations, which lasted for eight weeks, were led by :\J. Sharples. The
excavation of the ~orse house on mound 2 revealed a building estimated to be 18m long
and S.8 m wide with walls up to I.3 m high. The house was not fully excavated, as the
E. end of the building lay beyond the W. edge of the trench. The house was substantially
modified some time after the initial occupation. A separate building was constructed in the
E. end of the house and the \Yo end of the original building was reoccupied.

Three small sample squares were dug into the secondary occupation layer in the
\Y. half of the building. This layer proved to be extremely productive, containing large
quantities of artefactual material including complete bone pins, broken combs, an
elaborately decorated antler tine, a coin, many iron objects, including two bucket handles,
and complete pots broken in situ. The quality of the objects in these deposits is striking and
suggests some form of ritual behaviour. Above this secondary occupation thc house was
infilled with metres of sand layers containing a relatively low level of material remains.
Occasional stone lines and arcs indicated some form of deliberate human activity but not
significant occupation. .

The excavation of mound 2A exposed a poorly preserved '\Jorse structure 3.6 m wide
and 6 m long. It had entrances to the east and south, though the latter may be into a
subsidiary chamber. The floor only survived in the N. half of the structure where it was
associated with a considerable amount of waste material. This included large quantities of
animal and fish bones, evidence for bone comb manufacturing and a bag of iron boat nails.
A large whalebone vertebra was set on the floor against the N. wall and may have served
as a seat and/or chopping board. Underlying this house was an extensive ash layer
containing large quantities of slag from iron smithing operations.

On mound 3 the second trench excavated in I997 was reopened and extended south.
This exposed a small kiln attached to the building, excavated in I997, by a long passage.
This kiln had been built through an earlier kiln which had a short passage and circular
bowl. The two phases of kiln coincide with two phases offloor inside the building. Analysis
of the upper floor, which was excavated in I997, has revealed the presence of very large
quantities of carbonised oats and barley. This structure appears to have been cut into a
mound of windblown sand and represents a relatively short phase of activity ncar the end
of the occupation of the settlement.

This year the excavation of the structures previously exposed on mounds I and 3 was
successfully completed, and a threatened structure on mound 2A was excavated. However,
the large Norse building on mound 2 proved to be much larger than expected and a
complete understanding of this very important structure will require further excavation.
The excavation recovered quantities of animal bones and a wide range of artefactual
material. Extensive flotation has recovered a very large assemblage of earbonised plant
remains and fish bones. The analysis of this database will provide an invaluable source of
information on the economy in the period from the 8th through to the I4th centuries.
Sponsors: Historic Scotland, Cardiff University.
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519. RUMNEY, THE LODGE, BElLI BACH (ST 215792). A watching brief was carried out
by S. Clarke andJ Bray oLVlonmouth Archaeolof-,'Y, on a house development on this site
next to Rumney Church. A sealed pit cut by the new house foundation was sampled and
found to contain a small 12th-century pottery assemblage. Cnstratified medicval potsherds
were found on other parts ofthe site.

N!ON:YIOUTHSHIRE. \Vork by .Monmouth Archaeol06'Y unless otherwise stated.

520. CAERWE"JT, VI:'>E TREE COTTAGE (ST 469 905). A 13th- to 14th-century pottery
assemblage was recovered by S. Clarke and]. Bray during a watching brief for .:vIr
A. Quilford and Mrs i\. Brown.

52 I. GROSMONT, TOWN FARM (SO 4040 2430). An archaeological evaluation was carried
out by S. Clarke and]. Bray for .:vIr R. Farr in connection with his proposed housing
development at Town Farm. 1'\0 medieval structures were found, but a pottery assemblage
ineludcs small leached and abraded shcrds of Cotswold \Vare dated to the earlier 12th
century. This material is believed to have been deposited during manuring of the medicval
fields. The pottery lends support to the suggestion that the town and/or the castle were
carlicr than suggested by documentary evidence.

522. LANOVER FAWR, CASTELL ARNALLT (SO 320 1(0). The large mound known as
Castell Arnallt, by the side of the River Usk some four miles ESE. of Abergavenny, was
surveyed by N. Phillips of the Scarab Research Centre, University of Wales College,
I\ewport. The topographical survey was carried out as part of his Ph.D. research at
U.W.C.;\J. (Fig. 5).

The longest E.-\V. axis of the mound measuresjust over 150 m, with its N.-S. axis 78
m. It is situated on ground sloping gently from north-cast to south-west, and as such its
height varies; being 4 m to the north and 8 m to the south. The long axis can be divided
into two areas: the E. half being a fiat-topped plateau some ;j. m higher than the \V. half,
which takes the form of an elongated spur. Castell Arnallt was interpreted by Bradney as
having belonged to Seisyll ap Dyfnwal, created Lord of Over Gwent by Henry II. The
castle was recorded as having been destroyed By \Villiam De Braose in I 175. The site has
not been excavated and has been scheduled since 1947.

Shaded areas ae show up as high-resistance curvilinear features that follow the shape
of the hill. SurLlce stone is evident in some of these areas due to slope erosion. It is
proposed therefore, that these areas form an inner wall or palisade base. Between d and c
there is a large gap, which, in combination with the colour layout and visible surface
fcatures, was interpreted as an entrance. Area f appears to be part of the entrance feature
but the geoplot and surface features suggest that there is a gap between f, d, and e.

Shaded areas g, h, k, m, n, appear also to follow the shape of the hill in the same way
as a-e, and so it is reasonable to interpret them as a second ring of wall or palisade base.
The lack ofcontinuity between g and n could be due to severe erosion on this side, possibly
connected to the barn structure. Feature m seems to be associated with the proposed
cntrance between d and c, but also has an elongated section running south. However, this
extension, rather than being a structure, probably has morc to do with quarry spoil. The
quarry was probably situated in an arca of abundant, exposed stone. If k, m, and n were
indeed a defensive wall, the prominent position of m, may have been a tower base
overlooking the entranceway.

Shaded areas o-r have also been interpreted as a wall or palisade. Again they follow
the shape of the hill and thc visible features. This group of high-resistance features may
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have been an outer bailey. Feature q shows heavy stone content and may again have been
a tower base. The S. part of area I' has a linear feature running E.-\V. for a distance of
some 40 m. Running at right angles to this feature and attached to it arc a series of square
cells, approximately 4 m across. As these buildings arc on the outside of the supposed
defensive wall they may represent later, possibly agricultural usc.

t'nshaded features s I-s9 were interpreted as building remains. The long double
linear feature of s I is possibly a hall although it may also have been a stock pen. T'he
curious 80 c alignment change at the W. end of the feature would argue against it being a
ridge-and-furrow trench or orchard mark. At the E. end there is a clear low-resistance
separation between SI and S2. There is a very clear low-resistance reading between SI and
a. The feature S2 appears to be a complex of structures with some very thick walls. The
E.-\V. aisle, on the E. side of S2 is interesting and suggestive of something more than an
entranceway. The feature S3 is on the same alignment as s I and also has a direction change
at the \V. end, although with s3 the continuation curved. The position of S4 tends to suggest
a connection with the entranceway for this feature. The high-resistance feature, S5 is not
easy to interpret and may simply have a possible connection as a path taken to for the
removal of rubble from the quarry. The feature marked s6 is on the very edge of the
erosion area by the side of a large tree. It is not possible to Ot!CT an interpretation of this
feature other than noting its existence. The low-resistance feature of s7 could possibly
suggest the existence of a ditch beneath the wall or palisade. A further low resistance
structure was noted between c, and s3, inside the top enclosure.

The last feature to be mentioned is that ofs9' This feature is unique on the site in that
it forms a definite semi-circular structure with a standard width. Both features s I and c
appear to overly S9 and there is no evidence of its survival beyond them. It is possible that
the \v, end of s3, mentioned earlier, has an association with the curve of s9.

The historical importance of the site, as a castle of a vVelsh lord, has always been
suspected. The survey however, has shown that this neglected site may also contain a large
archaeological record of medieval life. The site appears to have contained a large number
of buildings and may well have had multivallate defences which would have evolved with
the times in which they were used. Probable early timber structures being replace by the
evident masonry that the survey recorded. Possibly the feature s9 may have been an earlier
rampart that the site outgrew. The author believes that it may be possible to think of Castle
Arnallt as a Llys rather than a castle although only excavation would validate this view. If
so, then Castle Arnallt may become as important to the archaeology of \Vales as Dinas
Powys or Cae Llys, Rhosyr.

523. MAGOR, DORSET HOUSE (ST 425 872). A medieval pottery and faunal assemblage
was recovered by S. Clarke and J. Bray during an archaeological watching brief~

commissioned by Lucas & Sons Ltd, on the groundworks for an extension to Dorset House.

524. yIAGOR, ROSE COTTAGE (ST 424 872). An archaeological watching brief was
carried out by S. Clarke and]. Bray for :Vir and Mrs Bull at Rose Cottage. There was some
evidence of ironworking and a mixed assemblage of medieval pottery was probably
associated with agricultural activity.

MO="MOCTH

525. At the Dixton Mound (SO 5178 1475) examination by S. Wilson of Monmouth
Archaeological Society, of eroding sections of the bank that surround the mound, yielded
an assemblage of medieval pottery. The finds include Norman Cotswold ware (Monmouth
D2) and Norman local ware (Monmouth AI) pottery from the start of the Norman period,
a single sherd of :Vlalvernian B3 from the early 13th century but with the majority of the
finds being Monmouth local ware (A3) from the start of the 13th century.
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526. At Great Olbaston Farm (SO 5005 1475) field walking by S. Wilson of Nlonmouth
Archaeological Society recovered scatters of medieval pottery along with large pieces of
iron slag. A smaller scatter of pottery has also been found at SO 500S L120, on the other
side of an ancient track way that runs through the fields.

527. At Monmouth School (SO 5909 1272)]. Samuel of Bristol and Region Archaeological
Services carried out a watching brief during groundworks. A large cesspit was recorded,
containing a small amount of animal bone and part ofa large 13th- or early 14th-century
jar. The dimensions of the pit, c. 1.45 m wide by 1.32 m deep, probably indicate significant
medieval domestic occupation in immediate proximity to the site. That this area and the
surrounds formed part of a burgage plot might well be entertained as they have been
identified onJohn Speed's early 17th-century map ofNlonmouth.

528. At I 3 i'vionnow Bri~f!,e (SO 5042 125 I) Nlonmouth Archaeology was commissioned
by Mr J Stanley to carry out an evaluation. A medieval building, predated by a 14th
century pottery assemblage, appears to have collapsed into the river due to undermining,
probably during flooding. A heavy deposit of bloomery iron slag beneath all the upper
archaeologicallevcls was not bottomed and may be of medieval or Roman date.

529. At 5t James's Garage (SO 509 129) Ylonmouth Archaeolob'Y was commissioned by
l\!lr P. l\!lero to carry out a watching brief on the groundworks for a housing development.
:Vledieval structures and other features, together with artefacts, pottery and faunal remains
were unearthed. Two small sherds of pottery from the Vale of Gloucester are thought to be
of l'\orman date and are amongst the few sherds of this ware to be found outside l\!lonnow
Street.

:\lONMOUTHSI-IIRE HISTORIC SETTLEylENTS (530-546)

The following locations were included as part of the l\!lonmouthshire Historic Settlements
survey funded by CAD\!\!: \!\!elsh Historic Monuments and Monmouthshire County
Council. The survey was conducted by M. Locoek of the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeolo
gical Trust. All the sites reported are within the new Unitary Authority ofl\!lonmouthshire,
with the exception of Redwick which lies in :'\Jewport.

530. BETTWS I'\EWYDD (SO 3600(0). Although the church is medieval, 'Castell Crov',
on the west of the main road, is a natural feature rathcr than a motte, and the settlement
remained dispersed until the late 19th century.

53 I. BRY"'GWYX (SO 39 I 094). The manor of Bryngwyn and Wentsland was held by
Llantarnam Abbey in the medieval period, farmed from the grange ofTy'r Mynach. After
the Dissolution, the Nlorgans of Llantarnam constructcd Brygwyn Manor; othcr isolated
farmsteads were spread throughout the parish. A small cluster of houses was built ncar St
Peter's church, at a road junction, but most settlement was located in Great Oak to the
north-west, perhaps in old woodland or common.

532. DINGESTOW (SO 458 103). The church is a pre-:'\Jorman foundation and the castle
was built in I 184, but there was no related settlement; even in 1840 there were only five
buildings, including a barn.

533. LLANDEN:\TY (SO 4 15 040). Llandenny is now a compact E.-W. linear settlement
centred on Stjohn's church, and reached this shape by 1840. Its resemblance to a medieval
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village is illusory; in 1765 the settlement comprised only the church, vicarage and Pentre
Farm; the isolated farmsteads in the area are of much greater antiquity than the nucleated
focus.

534. MATHERN (ST 52591 I). Mathern is recorded in LlandafTeharter nos. 2078 as a
pre-Norman bishop's estate, and was the site of the Bishop of LlandafT's palace until 1706.
The church and palace were the early focus, associated with St Tewdric's well, to the
north; Innage Farm was built to the cast in Tudor times. Moynes Court, to the west, was
the head of the manor ofI\ewton-juxta-Nrathern, created in 1270.

53.1' :\EWCHURCH (ST 454 976). This area (Coed Llifos) formed part of the holdings of
Chepstow Priory. The 'new' church is first mentioned in 1348, but there is no indication of
nucleated settlement. By the 19th century, much of the woodland had been cleared and
replaced by isolated cottages and farms, similar to Kilwrrwg to the north-cast. Since the
church must have been intended to serve a community, it is possible that the process of
encroachment started much earlier, perhaps when the lands of alien priories were seized
by the Crown in 1295.

536. PE;\JTERRY (ST 522988). The isolated church lies north ofa complex ofsettlcment
earthworks, surveyed by RCAH~rW in 1996 (Arc/weo!. Wales, 36 (1996), 92 3); there are
indications offield systems to the north and south. The hamlet of'Pentirich' had 34 tenants
in 1306, but would appear to have been abandoned by early post-medieval times, perhaps
because of the changes in landholding after the Dissolution and the growth of Chapel Hill
to the north (Archaeo!. Wales, 39 (1999), 120).

537. PORTSKEWETT and SUDBROOK (ST 500 880). 'Port Ysgewydd' is mentioned in the
Llandaf-fCharters, and a 14th-century \Velsh triad describes it a one of the three chiefports
of\Vales. The manor ofPortskewett was held by the Lewises ofSt Pierre from 1587. The
focus of the village of Portskewett was the church and Harold's House, and was spread out
along the roads to the north-west and east.

The manor of Sudbrook was held by John de Southbrook in 127 I; it was subdivided
in 1526 and part sold to Henry I,ewis of St Pierre. Southbrook Farm may have been a
secondarv manorial centre created when the manor was split in the 16th centurv. The
modern ~illage of Sudbrook was constructed during the building of the Severn Tu;mel in
the I870s. . .

538. RAGLAN (SO 1 I5 077). The town had 68 occupants in 1354, described as
burgesses, although no charter survives. The medieval town probably occupied Castle
Stre'et, running from the church to the castle; its expansion in post-medieval times along
the roads to the east, west and south was mainly 18th-century.

539. REDWICK (ST 413 841). .\lagor was an extensive pre-Norman estate, and it is
likely that Redwick developed as a secondary centre following reclamation. The church is
medieval, and there arc records of a manor house, now lost. Redwick was a manor of the
lordship ofStriguil. The settlement was surrounded by street commons, leading to the open
fields, which respect earlier lobe-shaped enclosures. The settlement remained dispersed
until the 19th-century enclosure of the commons and the present linear layout.

540. ROGIET (ST 458 876). The modern settlement of Rogiet joins the two medieval
manors of Rogiet (centred on Manor House Farm and St Hilary's church) and Ifton
11anor (which had its own church of Stjames). Both centres occupy the south side of the
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:Ylagor-Caldicot road, and manor lands extended down to the Levels. Rogiet seems to
have comprised only the two clusters of manorial buildings until the early 19th century.

541. ST ARVANS (ST 5 I 8 9(5). Although the church is pre-"Jorman, and contains an
Early Christian l\!lonument, the manorial centre was Cwrt Prys (later Piercefield) to the
east, and the modern settlement appears to have grown up as a straggling roadside
settlement in the 18th century. . .

542. ST BRIDES '\ETHERWK\lT (ST 428 896). The church now stands isolated to the
north of a field containing numerous earthworks, including at least four buildings; one was
still occupied in 1840. The interpretation of the site as a 'classic' deserted medieval village
is doubtful; the houses were occupied until the 19th century, and thus the settlement's
abandonment complements the growth of roadside hamlets to the north at Pen-y- Lan and
Garrow Hill, rather than reflecting a general drop in population.

543. ST PIERRE (ST 5 11 905). The manorial core comprises St Pierre House and the
church within a deer park, with other farmsteads at Hayes Gate and \Vallstone (a small
separate manor). There was limited linear settlement on lfton Hill and at Pwllmeyrick, but
in general the dispersed pattern survived. The usc of the haven at the mouth of St Pierre
Pill did not lead to settlement here.

51+ SIIIRE:\IEWTOr..; and MY:\IYDDIlACII (ST 480 935). Although the name 'Shirenewton'
implies a planted settlement, the area remained as part of the large manor ofCaldicot, and
the medieval settlement was small; the only certain medieval building is the church.
Mynyddbach grew up in the 18th and 19th centuries along roads in Whitehill Common,
linked to the watermills on \Vhitemill Brook.

545. TREGARE (SO 420 I(2). The area retains a dispersed settlement pattern; many of
the isolated filrmsteads are of I 6th- to 18th-century date.

546. Ur..;DY (ST 440 870). The manor ofUndy was haifa knight's fee; the moated site at
Elm Farm lies at the E. end of the medieval linear settlement which lay between Gndy
Great Field on the bedrock to the north and Undv Common on the alluvium to the south.
Elm Farm moated site was abandoned in the late r'nedieval period, presumably in favour of
the dry-land farm sites at Elm Farm and Great House (A1onmouthshire Antiq., 15 (1999),
6 18).

547. PORTSKEWETT, NEW SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT (SO 498 883). A watching briefcarried
out by S. Clarke and). Bray, for Kier \Nestern, recorded two areas of medieval pottery and
other remains on this predominantly Iron-age site.

548. ST :VIAUGHANS, CHURCH FARM (SO 461 172). An archaeological investigation
recovered an interesting group of 13th-century pottery and faunal remains during site
stripping and the excavation of foundations for a house extension.

549. SKE:\IFRITH, THE BELL INN (SO 458 2(3). An archaeological watching brief by
S. Clarke and). Bray was commissioned by Small Capital Investment Holdings on the
groundworks at The Bell Inn. A single late medieval jug sherd was recovered.
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550. TI"ITERN, TINTERN ABBEY (SO 534 (00). An archaeological assessment was
undertaken by J. K. Howell of the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust on a site
located immediately east of Tintern Abbev. bounded on its \Y. sid(~ bv the abbev inner
precinct wall. The ~ssessmentdetermined there may be inhumations and the remains of a
building of unknown date within the area. A geophysical survey, carried out by Stratascan
Ltd, concluded that an area of high resistance within the area was reminiscent of building
remains and rubble, and these anomalies correspond to a series orlow earthworks seen in
this part of the site.

TRELECH

5.')!. At Cathmok Road (SO 50175 05(75) a 1998 evaluation and survey by G. Hull of
Thames Valley Archaeological Services, for Beaufort Homes, located upstanding and
subsurf~lce walls, drains, boundaries and possible fulling pits related to 13th- to 14th
century burgage plots. There was also some evidence for ironworking.

552. At Chi-Rho, Greenway Lane (SO 502 0.')6) a watching briefby S. Clarke andJ. Bray,
for l\!lr and l\!1rs R. Hoskins, recovered a few sherds of medieval pottery but no
archaeological features were found.

553. At Crosshands Farm Field (SO 501 051) excavation by R. Howell of University of
\Vales College :\ewport continued investigation of what was one of the largest, if not the
largest, town in late 13th-century \Vales. A programme of geophysical surveying is
underway in Trelech and in the spring of 1999 a resistivity survey in a small field south of
the modern village revealed anomalies including an apparent rectilinear enclosure
approximately 30 m in length (Medieval Arclzaeol., 44 (2000), 229- 33).

The feature was investigated further through the excavation of a 6 m by 3 trench,
subsequently expanded by a 2 m by 3 extension. Three in situ furnace bases were found
with evidence including smoking pipes, ceramic vessels and coins which indicated that this
was a 17th-century horizon with the furnaces probably having been used for bloom
smithing. At a depth of approximately 1.5 m, a new surface produced animal bones as well
as a number of medieval sherds dating from the 13th and L1th centuries. Associated with
this material were significant amounts of iron slag, including tap slags, and furnace linings.

A well-defined beam slot, cut by a 17th-century slag pit, was also revealed. The
evidence suggests that the site had been used for iron production in the medieval period al
a time when the town's population was at its highest and that it was subsequently re-used
for similar purposes in the early modern period. This model is consistent with the view
taken after previous excavations that iron production provided an important underpinning
to the economy of medieval Trelech.

554. At 77ze hon Inn (SO 502 0.15) an archaeological evaluation was carried out by
S. Clarke and.J. Bray, commissioned by Mr T. Zsigo on land adjoining his public house,
close to the churchyard in the centre of the village.

The trial excavations showed that the site was used for agriculture or horticulture
during the 13th century, when Trelech was recorded as one of the largest towns in \Vales.
A layer of ploughsoil below later structures contained 13th- and 14th-century ceramics.
This is consistent with what has been found on most other sites covered by professional
evaluations and watching briefs in Trelech, and is further support for the suggestion by
J. \Nilson that the burgages of medieval Trelech were not sited around the church and
castle in the modern village but layover the River alway, especially along the Catbrook
Road (Arcfzaeol. Wales, 38 (1998), 67 70).
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555. At a field west of Trelech Church (SO 499 05/J) the Trelech research excavation
programme, directed by Dr R. Howell of University ofvVales College Newport, continued
its fourteenth year. Excavation was prompted by geophysical survey undertaken in the
field in 1999. The survey suggested a range of large regular structures on a scale not
previously seen in the medieval town and, as a consequence, application was made for
scheduled site consent to investigate these findings more fully.

Three trenches were opened. Trench A, 2 m by 15, was dug to investigate an area of
high resistance and an abutting large low-resistance feature which appeared to have been
an open, but possibly well-defined, space. A .1 m by lorn area, Trench B, was dug
alongside the medieval road, clearly defined by the survey, at a point where high-resistance
readings indicated a building well defined by walls. An apparent block (1.5 m by 15) with a
wall along its long axis had a possible annexc (15m by IO) on its W. side. The alignment of
the 'annexe' suggested more than one building phase and the trench was located to
establish the relationship between these features. The third trench, Trench C, was a 3 by 5
m investigation of apparent rows of roughly circular low-resistance features in the
N. corner of the field.

Trench A revealed three parallel recut drainage ditches running roughly E.-\V. at
right angles to the line of the medieval road located 30 m east of the excavated features.
The ditches were approximately 2.5 m apart and two were fully excavated to an
approximate depth of I m below ground surface. The third extended under the S. edge of
the trench and could only be partially excavated. These ditches appear to relate to a series
of evenly spaced linear features indicated by the resistivity survey and probably drained/
delineated burgage plots along the roadside where high-resistance features indicate
buildings defined by rubble and/or paved floors. The artefact assemblage suggests that
these ditches began as 13th-century features, and the high-resistance reading associated
with the most northerly of the ditches is a consequence of considerable iron waste in the
ditch fill. Significantly, this fill includes quantities of hammerseale which may have
particular significance for medieval Trelech (sec below).

Trench B confirmed the regular range of substantial buildings suggested by the survey,
as well as multi-phase occupation of the site. The first phase consisted of two substantial
medieval stone structures. \Vhat appeared to be a 45 by 15m block on the resistivity survey
proved actually to have been two buildings with a I m wide passageway leading from the
main road and passing between the two. This relationship had been obscured by
construction of a later building, the apparent 'annexe', probably erected in the 16th or
17th centuries as a barn. A narrow robber trench had disturbed a portion of the footings of
both the Phase One and Phase Two structures and a later gravelled path, consisting of
small rounded quartz pebbles, may have remained in use into the 19th century. Phase One
consisted of two substantial medieval buildings; these structures seem to have been
contemporary 13th-century constructions. The more southerly of the buildings, which is
approximately aligned on the large St Nicholas's Church to the east, has I m thick walls
which in places survive to eight and nine courses, and could have been a two-storey
structure. An ecclesiastical function is a possibility. The buildings may also relate to the
burgage pattern of the town in view of the suggestion of a range of buildings continuing
along the roadside indicated by the geophysical survey.

The low-resistance features investigated by Trench C appear to be tree-root
disturbance, probably from an orchard of post-medieval date. A large stone in the SE.
corner of the trench, however, relates to a small building (lorn by 7) clearly indicated by
the geophysical survey.

The results of the excavation arc significant in that the burgage pattern implied in
both Trench A and B relates directly to geophysical survey results obtained earlier, and
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which strongly suggcst additional burgage plots near the Methodist chapel cast of the
present village high street. The extensive range of large and regular structures demon
strated by Trench B and implied more widely by geophysical survey is clearly important in
infc)rming our understanding of the development of what was once one of the largest towns
in \Vales. \Vork is planned to continue in the summer of 200 I, when further investigation
of the buildings identified in Trench B as well as excavation of a high-resistance feature
aligned with the hammerscale ditch fill of Trench A will be undertaken. Trelech has
produced evidence of substantial 13th-century iron-smelting activities at several locations
in the town. The possibility of investigating smithing in a medieval context is, as a
consequence, particularly important.

5.16. At the Village Green to Post Office (SO .102 055 (56) excavations for services along the
mam road through Trelech village revealed an area of heavy stonework beneath the
ground surface outside 'The Croft', and an iron-slag layer ncar the E. churchyard gate.
Otherwise the natural was found to be close to the surface with a total absence ofany other
evidence for medieval Trelcch over the whole length of the excavations. This is seen as vet
further evidence in support ofJ Wilson's suggestion for the siting of the medieval toW!; as
mentioned above.

557. CSK, 37 MILL STREET (SO 376(03). A watching brief was carried out by S. Clarke
and.]. Bray for Y!rs Sharon Drew during groundworks for an extension. The small abraded
medieval pottery assemblage probably arrived during the manuring of the land.

KEWPORT

.1.13. LANG STONE (ST 3742 3937). In 1999, A. Thomas of Cotswold Archaeological
Trust carried out an archaeological evaluation at Langstone Villa moated site. The site
consists of an L-shaped earthwork of two parallel banks separated by a ditch,and is
registered as a Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM Mm 53). Previous excavation in 199 I,

by Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust, suggested that the site could have been an
animal enclosure rather than a settlement site. Subsequent evaluation around the
Scheduled Area by CAT in 1993 found no evidence of associated settlement.

The 1999 evaluation consisted of trenches across the earthworks and open areas
considered to be within the monument interior. On its \Y side the ditch was flat-bottomed,
7.2 m wide at its base and 1.3 m deep. A possible lining was identified at its base, covered
by a black waterlogged organic fill. This was sealed by material considered to have derived
from the collapse of the banks to either side. These banks consisted of material derived
from the original cutting of the ditch.

:"Jo trace ofany banks or ditches were found on the suggested E. side of the monument
and this, combined with the lack of archaeological features and artefacts in areas
considered to be within the monument interior, strongly suggests that the site was not used
for human settlement or as an animal enclosure. It appears that the monument may have
been a fishpond, built for the medieval or post-medieval occupants of Langstone Court.
The size of the earthwork correlates well with fishpond dimensions recorded elsewhere and
explains the proximity of the monument to a stream on its I\. side. A radiocarbon date of
the late 15th to mid- 17th century was recovered from the organic fill of the ditch.

559. REDWICK, THE CROFT (ST 4 I 17 34(8). An archaeological field evaluation was
undertaken by A. Yates of the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust at a site located
immediately to the south-west of the church. In this part of the village, there had been no
evidence for occupation prior to the 19th century. However, the evaluation recorded
evidence of medieval occupation in the form of ditches and the possible remains of a
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timber structure. The medieval remains were overlain by a considerable build-up of soil
containing rubble and finds of the latcr medieval and post-medieval periods.

POWYS

560. ABER:YIULE, DOLFORWY:\I CASTLE (SO 152 950). The twentieth and final season of
excavation was conducted for CAD\V: \Velsh Historic Monuments by Dr L. Butler, the
Department of Archaeology, l;niversity of York. The work was mainly on the vaulted
cellar, the areas to its east and west, and the interior of the north tower. However, it also
included lifting thc pavement of the largest baking-oven, formed entirely of domestic
grindstones, as well as exposing the link wall which continues the line of the J".,". curtain wall
across the \N. ditch.

A magnetic susceptibility survey of the town area was undertaken, revealing nineteen
identifiable anomalies; three were of house platforms and one possibly of a tower or
circular dovecote at the SE. angle of the town adjoining the \V. ditch. A proton gradiometer
survey over the town and the \V. ditch complemented this information, and also indicated
no artificial features in the field east of the castle.

The north tower was completed, revealing scafIold postholes on the exterior. All the
tower interior was excavated down to the earliest medieval floor level. A half~section was
cleared to the rock, exposing mortar-mixing floors and setting of stones for which the most
likely explanation is the base for a timber-built crane. There were clear impressions of the
timber fi'ame preserved in the deposited mortar. No postholes or framing for stairways
were found, even though both door sills were over I m above the associated floor level.

The other major objective was to complete the examination of the stone-vaulted cellar
with its timber-floored fore court. This area appeared to be intended for a water cistern
and the infilling of mortared masonry, timbers and shaley soil was removed. This
represented the medieval infill after the castle was abandoned. At 4.5 m below the timber
floor, level with the rock-cut cistern, a layer of grey silty soil was reached, representing the
medieval use of the cistern. This was examined to a depth of 6.5 m, where the cistern had
a squared shaft of 2.25 m. The bottom was not examined to a greater depth due to safety
reasons. The cistern now seems much more likely to be a well.

The relationship of the cistern to the adjacent rooms has now been clarified. There
was no evidence for a stone stair from the \V. side, although a door step and an arch
springer survives; it is more likely that the cistern was reached from above by a wooden
ladder. Further work on the \V. side of the cistern showed that the major l\' .-S. wall, seated
on rock, was the E. wall of the l\'\V. room; it was later repaired with a buttress at its SE.
angle, and by a diagonal wall filling a gap at its S. end. Slightly later a blocking wall with a
battered plinth, running E. \V., revetted the shale-filled quarry at the S\V. angle of the
cistern. Throughout the medieval English occupation, the space between the cistern and
the N\V. room remained open as a light-well for the S. window in the north tower. The
door step and springing arch, mentioned above, gave access into this light-well from the
cistern forecourt and not vice versa.

The :-JE. room was completed. The mortar floor associated with the earliest
occupation of the W. zone has been fully explored up to the point where the quarry pit for
the cistern cut through it; subsequently this quarry was backfilled with shale, furnace debris
and domestic bone deposits. The doorway between this room and the north tower was
recorded and its alteration from window to door was better understood.

The majority of the castle exterior was exposed by bulldozer to provide visitors with
an access terrace around the building. This work showed more clearly the contrast between
the shorter E. and \V. ends where the curtain wall rose directly from the rock in a vertical
face, and the longer N. and S. sides where the curtain walls had impressive sloping plinths.
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A small area in the \V. ditch was examined to show the boundary wall which crossed

thc ditch, from the ~W. angle of the castle to thc W. side of the ditch ~n the margins of the
town, thereby cutting ofT access to the ditch interior ( as at YIontgomery and Castell y Bere,
perhaps with a central door arch). A revetment wall, which filled in pockets of uneven roek
surface, protected the rock Lice south of this wall.

As well as animal, bird and fish bone, there were a few medieval finds: coarse and fine
glazed pottery; oyster and mussel shell; lead off-cuts £i-om roofing; iron nails and metal
slag. An Edwardian silver penny and a long copper-alloy pin were found in the north
tower. A catapult ball was also found there, and others were in the cistern and areas
adjacent to it. White wall plaster painted with red and black lines was discarded in a small
area south-east of the hall. The cistern also contained some waterlogged wood, including
two staves from a bucket.

SWAKSEA

SWANSEA (CITY OF)

561. At 6J Wind Street (SS 6573 9294) a watching brief undertaken by.J. K. Howell of the
Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust, for Paul Goodwin Associates, revealed evidence
for medIeval activity. A large feature, probably part of a pit, contained 13th-century
pottery and fragments of animal bone, including part of a worked-bone knife handle. The
diversity of animal species identified indicate a varied diet, and along with items such as
imported pottery and the knife handle, suggest that the medieval occupants of\Vind Street
were of relatively high status.

562. On land between Wind Street and York Street (SS 6850 9290) an evaluation by
K. Crooks and D. Rouse of Archaeological Investigations Ltd revealed medieval deposits
and features. Medieval \Vind Street is known to have been fronted on both sides with
burgage plots and the investigation identified significant medieval deposits along its
frontage and further to its south. The evidence consisted of clay surfaces, pits and a ditch
and indicated occupation of the site during the late I21h to 14th centuries. A possible beam
slot for a timber building was also identified.

VALE OF GLA'\1ORGAN

563. ST ATHAN, CASTLETO:\, FARM (ST 0240 6838). A watching brief was carried out by
S. Clarke and]. Bray on barn conversions for Baston Construction. A small assemblage of
medieval pottery was recovered from the site.




